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Introduction

CUMULATIVE INDEX

1. This Cumulative Index supersedes the monthly Indexes published in the yellow pages of each issue of Volume 13 (1962). The monthly Indexes, which are separately paged and easily removable, may now be discarded.

2. All references in the Cumulative Index are to entry numbers in the monthly issues, since those entry numbers are grouped by agency, each entry number here is preceded by the official abbreviation of the name of the organization concerned (UN, Bank, FAO, Fund, etc.). The chart on page vii of this volume may be used to determine in which monthly issue a particular entry may be found.

3. This is a combined author and subject index, arranged alphabetically, word by word (e.g. national parks precede nationality). Abbreviated agency names (ACC, ICAO, ITU, etc.), where used, are filed as though spelled out, with cross references at the beginning of each letter of the alphabet and in the List of Abbreviations.

MONTHLY INDEXES

4. The United Nations Documents Index, prepared by the United Nations Library, New York, lists and indexes all documents and publications of the United Nations and the specialized agencies, except restricted (confidential) materials and internal papers. Each monthly issue covers, in general, the documents and publications received by the Library during the month. Some specialized agencies, however, have assumed responsibility for listing and indexing their own documents; the documents listed for those agencies are those published during the period covered and are not necessarily available at United Nations Headquarters at the time of their listing. Periodicals are listed annually in the February issue. Selected periodical articles are listed and indexed each month.

5. Each monthly issue comprises:
   (a) Table of Contents
   (b) Introduction
   (c) List of Abbreviations
   (d) List of Documents and Publications. Entries are arranged by issuing agency, the first section containing United Nations documents and succeeding sections those of the specialized agencies in alphabetical order of their abbreviated names (FAO, GATT, IAEA, ICAO, etc.). Documents are arranged, so far as possible, in alphabetical-numerical order by symbol, and each entry is numbered in a consecutive series, separate series of entry numbers being assigned to each agency. To assist the user, an asterisk (*) distinguishes those documents and publications which summarize the work of an organ, represent the final results of conferences or research projects, or constitute works of reference such as bibliographies, handbooks and yearbooks. For each agency, the list of documents and publications may be followed by one or more of the following lists:
   (1) Periodical articles, selected from periodicals published or received during the month
   (2) Reproductions
   (3) Publications sales numbers
   (4) Index. This is superseded by the present Cumulative Index.
   (5) List of documents and publications issued in languages other than English.

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS AND PUBLICATIONS

6. Information concerning the documentation systems of the United Nations and each of the specialized agencies, and the availability of their documents and publications is contained in the note preceding the respective sections of the list of documents and publications in the January issue. Consolidated lists of depository libraries and sales agents of the United Nations and the specialized agencies appeared as document ST/LIB/4.

7. Requests for documents and publications or for information about them should be addressed to the issuing agency. Thus, inquiries concerning materials published by the specialized agencies should be addressed to the respective agencies (FAO, GATT, IAEA, ICAO, etc.), and not to the United Nations. Requests for documents should stipulate that the request includes revisions, addenda and corrigenda.

SUBSCRIPTION

8. The United Nations Documents Index is published monthly at an annual subscription rate of U.S. $7.50, 54/- stg., Sw.fr. 22.00, post-free. Single copies are available at U.S. $0.75, 5/- stg., Sw.fr. 3.00. Subscriptions may be placed with the sales agents of United Nations publications (listed on back cover). Orders and inquiries from countries without a sales agent may be addressed to the Sales and Circulation Section, United Nations, New York, or to the Sales Section, European Office of the United Nations, Geneva, Switzerland.
Notice explicative

INDEX CUMULATIF


2. Dans tous les cas, l'index cumulatif renvoie aux numéros figurant dans les listes mensuelles. Ces numéros étant groupés par organisation, chaque numéro est précédé de l'abréviation officielle du nom de l'organisation intéressée (UN, Bank, FAO, Fund, etc.). On peut se reporter au tableau figurant à la page vii du présent volume pour déterminer dans quelle liste mensuelle trouver tel ou tel numéro.

3. C'est un index unique par auteur et par sujet. Les noms sont classés dans l'ordre alphabétique par mot, par exemple "national parks" précède "nationality". Les sigles des institutions spécialisées (ACC, ICAO, ITU, etc.), sont classés, le cas échéant, comme si le nom était écrit en toutes lettres avec renvois au commencement de chaque lettre de l'alphabet et dans la liste des abréviations.

INDEX MENSUELS


5. Chaque index mensuel comprend:
   (a) Une table des matières
   (b) Une notice explicative
   (c) Une liste des abréviations
   (d) Un répertoire des documents et des publications, classées par organisation. Les documents de l'ONU précédant ceux des diverses institutions spécialisées, rangées dans l'ordre alphabétique anglais de leurs abréviations (FAO, GATT, IAEA, ICAO, etc.). Les documents sont classés, autant que possible, dans l'ordre alphabétique et numérotés de leurs cotes et sont numérotés les uns à la suite des autres, par série, chaque institution spécialisée ayant la sienne. Pour guider le lecteur, on a fait précéder d'un astérisque (*) la cote des documents et publications qui résument les travaux d'un organe, exposent les résultats de conférences ou de travaux de recherches ou sont des ouvrages de référence, tels que bibliographies, manuels et annuaires. Pour chaque organisation, la liste des documents et publications peut être suivie de répertoires tels que:

   (1) Articles sélectionnés dans des périodiques parus ou reçus dans le courant du mois.
   (2) Rééditions.
   (3) Numéros de vente des publications.

Les deux derniers répertoires sont présentés sous forme de tableaux avec le minimum d'explications, le répertoire principal donnant des renseignements bibliographiques détaillés.

(e) Index mensuel. L'index est remplacé par le présent index cumulatif.
(f) Liste des documents et publications parus dans des langues autres que l'anglais.

DISPONIBILITE DES DOCUMENTS ET PUBLICATIONS

6. On trouvera, dans les notes liminaires à chacune des sections - consacrées soit aux Nations Unies, soit aux institutions spécialisées - du répertoire de janvier, tous renseignements utiles sur les modes de classement utilisés et sur la possibilité de se procurer les textes dont il s'agit. La liste des bibliothèques et librairies dépositaires des publications de l'ONU et des institutions spécialisées figure dans le document ST/LIB/4.

7. Les commandes de documents et de publications ou les demandes de renseignements doivent être adressées aux organisations responsables. Ainsi, les demandes concernant les documents publiés par les institutions spécialisées doivent être adressées à l'institution compétente (FAO, GATT, IAEA, ICAO, etc.), et non à l'Organisation des Nations Unies. Dans toute demande de documents, préciser si l'on désire les révisions, les additifs et les rectificatifs.

ABONNEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Administrative Committee on Co-ordination / Comité administratif de coordination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adm.</td>
<td>administration / administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>International Bank for Reconstruction and Development / Banque internationale pour la reconstruction et le développement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTAO</td>
<td>Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations / Direction des opérations d'assistance technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>commn</td>
<td>commission / commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cttee</td>
<td>committee / comité</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Disarmament Commission / Commission du désarmement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D-G</td>
<td>Director-General / Directeur général</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disc.</td>
<td>discussion / discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSB</td>
<td>Drug Supervisory Body / Organe de contrôle des stupéfiants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EB</td>
<td>Executive Board / Conseil exécutif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECA</td>
<td>Economic Commission for Africa / Commission économique pour l'Afrique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECAFE</td>
<td>Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East / Commission économique pour l'Asie et l'Extrême Orient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECE</td>
<td>Economic Commission for Europe / Commission économique pour l'Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECLA</td>
<td>Economic Commission for Latin America / Commission économique pour l'Amérique latine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECSC</td>
<td>European Coal and Steel Community / Communauté européenne du carbone et de l'acier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ED</td>
<td>Executive Director / Directeur exécutif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEC</td>
<td>European Economic Community / Communauté économique européenne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESC</td>
<td>Economic and Social Council / Conseil économique et social</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations / Organisation des Nations Unies pour l'Alimentation et l'Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fund</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund / Fonds monétaire international</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>General Assembly / Assemblée générale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATT</td>
<td>General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade / Accord général sur les tarifs douaniers et le commerce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>Governing Body / Conseil d'administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEA</td>
<td>International Atomic Energy Agency / Agence internationale de l'énergie atomique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IATA</td>
<td>International Air Transport Association / Association du transport aérien international</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRD</td>
<td>International Bank for Reconstruction and Development / Banque internationale pour la reconstruction et le développement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>International Co-operative Alliance / Alliance coopérative internationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAO</td>
<td>International Civil Aviation Organization / Organisation de l'aviation civile internationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCICA</td>
<td>Interim Co-ordinating Committee for International Commodity Arrangements / Commission provisoire de coordination des ententes internationales relatives aux produits de base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration/Comité intergouvernemental pour les migrations européennes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICFTU</td>
<td>International Confederation of Free Trade Unions / Confédération internationale des syndicats libres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICI</td>
<td>International Court of Justice / Cour internationale de Justice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDA</td>
<td>International Development Association / Association internationale pour le développement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDb</td>
<td>Inter-American Development Bank / Banque interaméricaine pour le développement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFCC</td>
<td>International Finance Corporation / La Société financière internationale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFCTU</td>
<td>International Federation of Christian Trade Unions / Confédération internationale des syndicats chrétiens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFRB</td>
<td>International Frequency Registration Board / Comité international d'enregistrement des fréquences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILC</td>
<td>International Law Commission / Commission du droit international</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organisation / Organisation internationale du Travail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMCO</td>
<td>Inter-governmental Maritime Consultative Organization / Organisation intergouvernementale consultative de la navigation maritime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>International Telecommunication Union / Union internationale des télécommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGOs</td>
<td>Non-governmental organizations / Organisations non gouvernementales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSGT</td>
<td>Non-Self-Governing Territories / Territoires non autonomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS</td>
<td>Organization of American States / Organisation des Etats américains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development / Organisation de coopération et développement économiques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OIHP</td>
<td>Office international d'hygiène publique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONUC</td>
<td>United Nations in the Congo / Organisation des Nations Unies au Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>Official Records / Documents officiels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASB</td>
<td>Pan American Sanitary Bureau / Bureau sanitaire panaméricain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASO</td>
<td>Pan American Sanitary Organization / Organisation sanitaire panaméricaine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCOB</td>
<td>Permanent Central Opium Board / Comité central permanent de l’opium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pet.</td>
<td>petition / pétition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pets</td>
<td>petitions / pétitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>res.</td>
<td>resolutions(s) / résolution(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Security Council / Conseil de sécurité</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-G</td>
<td>Secretary-General / Secrétaire général</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAB</td>
<td>Technical Assistance Board / Bureau de l’assistance technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAC</td>
<td>Technical Assistance Committee / Comité de l’assistance technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAO</td>
<td>See BTAO / Voir BTAO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Trusteeship Council / Conseil de tutelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations / Organisation des Nations Unies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td>United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees / Haut-Commissaire des Nations Unies pour les réfugiés</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNKRA</td>
<td>United Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency / Agence des Nations Unies pour le relèvement de la Corée</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNREF</td>
<td>United Nations Refugee Fund / Fonds des Nations Unies pour les réfugiés</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNRWA</td>
<td>United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East / Office de secours et de travaux des Nations Unies pour les réfugiés de Palestine dans le Proche-Orient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNTSO</td>
<td>United Nations Truce Supervision Organization in Palestine / Organisme des Nations Unies chargé de la Surveillance de la Trêve en Palestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPJ</td>
<td>Universal Postal Union / Union postale universelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>United States of America / Etats-Unis d’Amérique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USSR</td>
<td>Union of Soviet Socialist Republics / Union des Républiques socialistes soviétiques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFTU</td>
<td>World Federation of Trade Unions / Fédération syndicale mondiale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WFUNA</td>
<td>World Federation of United Nations Associations / Fédération mondiale des associations pour les Nations Unies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>World Health Organization / Organisation mondiale de la santé</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMO</td>
<td>World Meteorological Organization / Organisation météorologique mondiale</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIRST ENTRY NUMBER IN EACH MONTHLY ISSUE, 1962

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Jan</th>
<th>Feb</th>
<th>Mar</th>
<th>Apr</th>
<th>May</th>
<th>Jun</th>
<th>Jul</th>
<th>Aug</th>
<th>Sep</th>
<th>Oct</th>
<th>Nov</th>
<th>Dec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>999</td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>2301</td>
<td>2587</td>
<td>2964</td>
<td>3449</td>
<td>3932</td>
<td>4483</td>
<td>5335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fund</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GATT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>383</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICAO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFC</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMCO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNESCO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UPU</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>692</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>731</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMO</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ADDUCTION-PRODUCING DRUGS UN 2138
See also Drug addiction; Narcotic drugs and names of specific drugs

ADDIS ABABA (Ethiopia)
community organization and development UN 951
biography UN 951
housing UN 951
social services UN 951
social survey, 1960 UN 951, 1575

Additions to the Library. New series (ILO) Annex 100
ADEN UN 2620
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1119
summaries and analyses UN 1111, 1114
petitions:
Abdul, Saleh and others UN 3666
Democratic Party UN 3668
Jabir, Jabir Ahmad UN 3665
Lokman, Mohammed Ali UN 4128
People's Congress UN 3211, 3657
Peoples Political Party UN 3603, 4129
Quasy, Abdulla Ali and others UN 3664
South Arabian Nations UN 3212
South Arabians in Saudi Arabia UN 3213
South Arabians League UN 3662
Sulaiman, Mahmood Mohamed and others UN 3667
United National Party UN 3663
political conditions UN 3211
self-government (proposed) UN 3964
technical assistance UN 5128
ADLER, T. K.
periodical article:
morphine WHO 3125, 504, 727

ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY
abuses: judicial remedies UN 4467

ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE ON CO-ORDINATION
documents submitted concerning:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
administrative and budgetary questions UN 4259
programme of work:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
report to ESC (UN), 24th ILO 35
report to ESC (UN), 26th UN 2038(text), 2385
report to ESC (UN), 27th UN 5014(text)
Working Group [on the New York World's Fair, 1964-1965]: establishment UN 2038

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL (ITU) 17th sess.
documents: despatch ITU 118

ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL (ILO) 7th sess.
judgements, no. 31-39 ILO 69
ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL (ILO) 8th sess.
judgements, no. 40-51 ILO 215
ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL (ILO) 10th sess., ILO 311 judgements, no. 57-60 ILO 287
ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON SALARIED EMPLOYEES AND PROFESSIONAL WORKERS (ILO) 5th sess.: summary record ILO 63

Advisory committees: See also under subject concerned or under name of establishing body

Advisory groups: See under subject concerned or under name of establishing body

Advisory social welfare services: See SOCIAL WELFARE: advisory services

ADYANTHAYA, N. R.
report:
Indonesia: labour: statistics ILO 187

Aerodromes: See AIRPORTS

AERONAUTICS WMO 6
Executive Cttee (WMO): resolutions WMO 31

Aeronautical agreements and arrangements supplement ICAO 63

AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION
services: list ICAO 55, 96

Aeronautical information services manual ICAO 14, 95

Aeronautics: See AIR NAVIGATION; AVIATION

Aeroplanes: See AIRCRAFT

Afforestation: See FORESTS AND FORESTRY

AFGHANISTAN

comments, observations and replies:
economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 693
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 20
arrest, detention or exile, arbitrary: freedom from:
principles (draft) UN 1459
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962 UN 4700, 4702
disarmament UN 4550
ESC (UN):
Ad Hoc Cttee of Eight established under Council res. 851 (XXXII):
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 3579
energy: & economic development:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies IAEA 135
GA (UN):
Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
report UN 5639
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 5436
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ARID ZONE RESEARCH, 17th sess.
report UNESCO 10(text)

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ARID ZONE RESEARCH, 18th sess.
report UNESCO 223(text)
AFGHANISTAN (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
human rights: periodic reports UN 1462, 1464, 1465
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3119
industrial development: technical assistance UN 3314
IAEA: Statute: amendments IAEEA 109
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
preparatory ccttee (proposed) UN 5449
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569, 4154, 4155
narcotic drugs: international control UN 4182
natural resources: permanent sovereignty UN 4714, 5441
NSGT:
- fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
- racial discrimination UN 5653
- Oman question UN 4678
Palestine refugees: property identification and compensation: custodian (proposed) UN 5493
peaceful relations among States:
- international law UN 4904, 5725, 5728, 5730, 5744
- Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639, 5641
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
- implementation UN 5612
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4837, 4853
Southern Rhodesia:
- self-government UN 2317, 2324, 4846, 4849
- & Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
under-developed areas:
- indigenous cadres: preparation and training UN 3314
United Nations:
- economic and social activities:
  - decentralization UN 4759, 4765
- Members: admission: Algeria UN 3893
- NSGT: Information about UN 5648
UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft):
- comments by governments and specialized agencies UN 4727
- Juridical yearbook: publication (proposed) UN 5740
women:
- advancement in developing countries UN 4184, 4188
report to UNESCO UNESCO 248(text)
technical assistance UN 5083, 5128
water resources: development UN 2308
AFNAN, B. (Iraq)
bibliography UN 701
AFRICA (continued)
capital formation UN 222, 461
coffee UN 5249
commodities:
- African Meeting on Commodity Stabilization (ECA, UN), Lagos, 30 Jul - 7 Aug 1962:
  - agenda (provisional, annotated) UN 2888(text), 2889(text)
documents: list UN 2894
- information for participants UN 2893
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
- discussion UN 1713-1717
- resolution 1718 UN 1142
prices UN 2142, 2166, 2175
fluctuations UN 2859
compensatory financing UN 2885, 2890, 2895, 2897, 2898
fund (proposed) UN 2174
meeting of African countries (proposed) UN 206
commodity problems UN 5187
common market (proposed):
- ECA (UN) 3rd sess. : disc. UN 2858
- community organization and development UN 865, 919, 928, 929
- ECA (UN) activities UN 467, 2177
ECA (UN) programme of work, 1962-1963 UN 1575
ECA (UN) 3rd sess. : disc. UN 2859
- & economic development UN 468
ECA (UN): Standing Ccttee of Social Welfare and Community Development, 1st sess.:
- report UN 1575
ILO programme UN 1575
training course, Dakar, 1961: report UN 489(text)
training of personnel UN 1575
WHO programme UN 1575
co-operative movement:
- & economic and social development UN 874
- study UN 874(text)
- training centres (proposed) UN 865
- training of personnel: conference (proposed) UN 874
cotton UN 5247
credit: & centrally planned economies UN 2884
denuclearized zone: See Africa: nuclear-free zones (proposed)
development bank (proposed) UN 222, 461, 909, 2175, 2863, 5190
committee: See Economic Commission for Africa (UN); committees: Ctte of Nine on the Establishment of an African Development Bank
conference of Ministers: finances:
- budget, 1963 UN 3706, 5384, 5669
ESC (UN) 33rd sess. : res. 874 UN 5007
ECA (UN):
- Ctte of 9 on the Establishment of an African Development Bank:
  - Sub-Ctte on the Drafting of the Charter, 1st sess.:
    - report UN 5189
Executive Secretary: report UN 5817
ECA (UN) 3rd sess. : disc. UN 2859
ECA (UN): 4th sess. : res. 52 UN 700
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
- discussion UN 1713-1717
- resolution 1718 UN 1142
Panel of Experts (ECA, UN), 1961:
- report UN 221(text)
economic and social development:
- demographic aspects UN 223
AFRICA (continued)

AFRICA (continued)
education (continued)
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1713-1717
resolution 1717 UN 1142
planning UN 3380
training of personnel UN 2038
energy resources:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
& Europe: economic co-operation:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
& European Economic Community UN 464, 465, 913, 2142, 2176, 2182, 4506, 5233, 5461; GATT 208
ECA (UN) 2nd sess.: disc. UN 865
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1713-1717
resolution 1718 UN 1142
& European economic groupings UN 913
fellowships and scholarships UN 2859
fiscal methods and economic policies UN 5261
fisheries: development UN 865
FAO programme UN 865, 2859
food crops: storage: Symposium (CCTA/FAO), Sierra Leone, 20-24 Feb 1962:
report FAO 68(text)
foreign investments in UN 222, 461
forests and forestry UN 914
GATT activities UN 2859
groundnuts UN 5251
health services: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5872
hookworm infection WHO 301
household surveys UN 214, 221
list UN 217
training course, Libreville, 1961 UN 208
Working Group of Consultants, 1961:
report UN 2163(text)
housing:
conference of African experts (proposed) UN 931
low-cost:
ECA (UN): Standing Cttee of Social Welfare and Community Development, 1st sess.: report UN 1575
Workshop on Low-cost Housing and Community Facilities within Community Development Programmes in Africa (ECA (UN)/UN), Tunis, 1961: report UN 488(text)

independence and development:
UN programme:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
industrial development UN 2433, 5233
studies (proposed) UN 2356
industrialization:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
industry: statistics UN 2871, 2873, 3378

AFRICA (continued)
education (continued)

AFRICA (continued)
education (continued)
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1713-1717
resolution 1717 UN 1142
planning UN 3380
training of personnel UN 2038
energy resources:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
& Europe: economic co-operation:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
& European Economic Community UN 464, 465, 913, 2142, 2176, 2182, 4506, 5233, 5461; GATT 208
ECA (UN) 2nd sess.: disc. UN 865
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1713-1717
resolution 1718 UN 1142
& European economic groupings UN 913
fellowships and scholarships UN 2859
fiscal methods and economic policies UN 5261
fisheries: development UN 865
FAO programme UN 865, 2859
food crops: storage: Symposium (CCTA/FAO), Sierra Leone, 20-24 Feb 1962:
report FAO 68(text)
foreign investments in UN 222, 461
forests and forestry UN 914
GATT activities UN 2859
groundnuts UN 5251
health services: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5872
hookworm infection WHO 301
household surveys UN 214, 221
list UN 217
training course, Libreville, 1961 UN 208
Working Group of Consultants, 1961:
report UN 2163(text)
housing:
conference of African experts (proposed) UN 931
low-cost:
ECA (UN): Standing Cttee of Social Welfare and Community Development, 1st sess.: report UN 1575
Workshop on Low-cost Housing and Community Facilities within Community Development Programmes in Africa (ECA (UN)/UN), Tunis, 1961: report UN 488(text)

independence and development:
UN programme:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
industrial development UN 2433, 5233
studies (proposed) UN 2356
industrialization:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
industry: statistics UN 2871, 2873, 3378

AFRICA (continued)
education (continued)

AFRICA (continued)
education (continued)
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1713-1717
resolution 1717 UN 1142
planning UN 3380
training of personnel UN 2038
energy resources:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
& Europe: economic co-operation:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
& European Economic Community UN 464, 465, 913, 2142, 2176, 2182, 4506, 5233, 5461; GATT 208
ECA (UN) 2nd sess.: disc. UN 865
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1713-1717
resolution 1718 UN 1142
& European economic groupings UN 913
fellowships and scholarships UN 2859
fiscal methods and economic policies UN 5261
fisheries: development UN 865
FAO programme UN 865, 2859
food crops: storage: Symposium (CCTA/FAO), Sierra Leone, 20-24 Feb 1962:
report FAO 68(text)
foreign investments in UN 222, 461
forests and forestry UN 914
GATT activities UN 2859
groundnuts UN 5251
health services: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5872
hookworm infection WHO 301
household surveys UN 214, 221
list UN 217
training course, Libreville, 1961 UN 208
Working Group of Consultants, 1961:
report UN 2163(text)
housing:
conference of African experts (proposed) UN 931
low-cost:
ECA (UN): Standing Cttee of Social Welfare and Community Development, 1st sess.: report UN 1575
Workshop on Low-cost Housing and Community Facilities within Community Development Programmes in Africa (ECA (UN)/UN), Tunis, 1961: report UN 488(text)

independence and development:
UN programme:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
industrial development UN 2433, 5233
studies (proposed) UN 2356
industrialization:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
industry: statistics UN 2871, 2873, 3378
See also Seminar on Industrial Statistics (ECA, UN), Addis-Ababa, Jul 1962
infants: premature WHO 581
information media: development UN 926, 927
Meeting of Experts on Development of Information Media in Africa, Paris, 1962:
report UN 719(summary); UNESCO 63, 88(text)
IAEA programme UN 865
IBRD loans Bank 26, 43
IBRD programme UN 865
IDA development credits IDA 24
ILO activities ILO 253, 275
ILO programme UN 865
AFRICA (continued)
IMF programme UN 865, 2859
international trade UN 1584, 5187, 5232, 5233, 5239
agreements UN 5238
& centrally planned economies UN 2884
conference (proposed):
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1713-1717
resolution 1718 UN 1142
ECA (UN) 2nd sess.: disc. UN 865
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc.
resolution 1718 UN 1142
intra-regional:
conference of African businessmen (proposed) UN 2138
periodicals UN 5331
statistics UN 2874-2876, 3881, 5823
See also Seminar on External trade Statistics, Addis Ababa, 1961
irrigation UN 5218
local government UN 5263, 5274
labour:
administration: Seminar (ILO), 1961;
report ILO 183
inspection: study and teaching ILO 183
land reform UN 2022
locusts: control UN 865
mass communications UNESCO 63
mineral resources: development:
ECA (UN) programme of work (proposed) UN 5821
monetary policies: & trade studies:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
narcotic drugs: control UN 865
natural resources:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
surveys UN 865
Non-Self-Governing Territories:
associate membership in ECA (UN) UN 466, 875
nuclear-free zones (proposed) UN 4636-4640
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1652 UN 1142
nutrition FAO 87
training of personnel: UN 5263
trainig of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5867
palm oil UN 5252
polygamy: & economic and social development:
study (proposed) UN 937
population UN 5200
See also Seminar on Population Problems in Africa (ECA, UN), Cairo, 29 Oct-10 Nov 1962
censuses: evaluation UN 866, 5208
statistics:
& economic and social planning UN 5203
methods UN 5205
regional co-operation UN 5209
training of personnel UN 5210
prices: indices: preparation UN 226
products: markets: organization (proposed) UN 910
public administration UN 5267, 5271, 5272, 5274
See also Seminar on Urgent Administrative Problems of African Governments (ECA, UN), Addis Ababa, 2-12 Oct 1962
& economic development UN 5264
organization and methods UN 5262, 5273
technical assistance UN 5260
training of personnel UN 5273

AFRICA (continued)
public finance UN 5272
national accounts UN 5230
See also Economic Commission for Africa (UN):
public health WHO 244
seminar (Dakar) (proposed) UN 5872
WHO assistance UN 462
public personnel management UN 5265
racial discrimination:
economic and social consequences UN 203, 930
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
studies UN 917, 2168
refugees: assistance UN 4478
roads:
maps UN 2904
signs and signals: manual UN 2903
rubber UN 5250
rural development FAO 72
sisal UN 5245
snails WHO 669
social development:
technical assistance programmes UN 954
UN assistance UN 954
social services:
development: & urbanization UN 949
Expert Group Meeting on the Organization and Administration of Social Welfare Services (ECA, UN), 1st sess., Abidjan, 1962; report UN 2860
national programmes UN 5826
organization UN 230
ECA (UN): Standing Cttee of Social Welfare and Community Development, 1st sess.; report UN 1578
training of personnel UN 231
& urbanization UN 1575
social welfare UN 928, 929
ECA (UN) programme of work, 1962-1963 UN 1575
training of personnel UN 1575
Special Fund (UN) activities UN 2859
specialized agencies activities UN 993
state-trading enterprises UN 5259
statistical services: surveys:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
social statistics: training UN 470, 865, 866
statistics UN 866, 5186
See also Seminar on Industrial Statistics (ECA, UN), Addis Ababa, Jul 1962
bibliographies UN 5185
ECA (UN) activities UN 866
ECA (UN) 2nd sess.: disc. UN 865
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
methods UN 2875, 2876
periodicals Annex 23
regional co-operation UN 207
surveys UN 866
technical assistance UN 1472, 2030, 5118, 5128
& centrally planned economies UN 2864
ECA (UN) 2nd sess.: disc. UN 865
Expanded Programme UN 3752
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
financing:
UNESCO emergency programme UNESCO 19, 96
IAEA programme UN 894, 2159, 2859
IBRD activities UN 205
ICAO programme UN 879, 2859
ILO programme UN 2859; ILO 183, 184
AFRICA (continued)
technical assistance (continued)
IMF programme UN 2859
ITU programme UN 210
Special Fund (UN) programmes UN 474, 475
UN programme UN 2659
UNESCO emergency programme UNESCO 135, 214
UNESCO programmes UN 876, 2859; UNESCO 30
UNICEF programme UN 473
WHO programme UN 2859
WHO programmes UN 476
trade: Conference of African Businessmen:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
transport:
See also Eastern African Transport Conference
(ECA, UN), 29 Oct - 9 Nov 1962
bibliography UN 3387
development:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
ECA (UN) activities UN 5257
facilities across the Sahara UN 941
trypanosomiasis WHO 674
& UN: economic and social activities UN 993
UNESCO programme UN 156, 865
UNESCO-recrutited teachers: salaries UNESCO 19
UNICEF programme UN 865
UNICEF programme, 1961 UN 2193
UNICEF-aided projects UN 965, 3409
allocations UN 245, 2242
UNICEF-aided projects, 1947-1952 UN 5283
urbanization UN 1575, 5200
vocational training: seminars (ILO) ILO 184
wages: regulations ILO 275
water resources: development:
ECA (UN): programme of work (proposed) UN 5822
women:
employment ILO 275
& community organization and development
ILO 217
workers: & economic and social development ILO 217
& World Food Programme UN 953

AFRICA, EAST
air navigation: services UN 3384
air traffic, 1955-1962 UN 3382
air transport UN 3383, 3384
community organization and development:
training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 2246
inland waterways UN 3383
ILO Field Office: establishment ILO 253
mosquitoes WHO 713
motor vehicles, 1958-1960 UN 3383
railways UN 3383
roads UN 3383
traffic: accidents, 1956-1961 UN 3383
shipping, 1955-1960 UN 3383
tourism UN 3383
transport UN 5256, 5259, 5627
See also Eastern African Transport Conference
(ECA, UN), Addis Ababa, 29 Oct - 9 Nov 1962
development UN 2859
& economic development UN 469, 3383
networks: maps UN 2904

AFRICA, NORTH
UNICEF emergency aid, 1961 UN 2193
UNICEF programme, 1961 UN 2193
Africa, South: See AFRICA, SOUTHERN; SOUTH AFRICA

AFRICA, SOUTH OF THE SAHARA
UNICEF emergency aid, 1961 UN 2193

AFRICA, SOUTHERN
NSGT:
  economic and social conditions UN 3164, 3964
  political conditions UN 3164, 3964

AFRICA, TROPICAL
  economic planning: methods UN 224
  urbanization UN 950
  bibliography UN 950

AFRICA, WEST
communications: development UN 936
customs UN 5241
international trade: meeting (proposed) UN 2171
roads: signs and signals UN 2160
transport:
  development UN 936, 2858
  conference (proposed) UN 2169
  ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
  statistics UN 2858

AFRICAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE (ILO) 2nd sess.
summary record ILO 275

AFRICAN AND MALAGASY ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION
& ECA (UN) UN 865, 945
& European Economic Community UN 5233

AFRICAN INSTITUTE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING
Standing Cttee of Direction, 1st sess.: report UN 3377(text)
syllabus UN 3377(text)

AFRICAN MEETING ON COMMODITY STABILIZATION
(ECA, UN), Lagos, Nigeria, 30 Jul - 7 Aug 1962
UN 2868, 2869, 2893, 2894

AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS (South Africa)
hearing before GA (UN):
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4571

AFRICAN NATIONALIST OFFICES IN CAIRO
documents submitted concerning:
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 4238

AFRICAN REGIONAL CONFERENCE (ILO) 1st sess.
report ILO 233

AFRICAN TRADES UNION CONGRESS SOUTHERN RHODESIA, Bulawayo
documents submitted concerning:
GA (UN) 17th sess.: hearings: Southern Rhodesia UN 4229

AFRO-SHIRAZI PARTY (ZANZIBAR)
documents submitted concerning:
Zanzibar: elections, 1962 (proposed) UN 4068

AFROS FEVER FAO 65, 118

AGARWAL, S. C.
periodical article:
India: salmonella WHO 693

AGED PERSONS
employment ILO 162
D-G (ILO): report to Conference (ILO) 46th sess., 1962 ILO 76
workers: bibliography ILO 306
AGGRESSION
definition UN 3574
comments by Governments:
S-G (UN): note UN 1225
consideration of the question by GA (UN) UN 1227
GA (UN): Cttee Established under GA Resolution 1181 (XII) (Question of Defining Aggression), 2nd sess.: report UN 1223

Agreement between the IAEA and the Government of Japan for assistance by the IAEA to the Government of Japan in supplying uranium for the research reactor project JRR 3, 1959: See under URANIUM: supplies to Japan


Agreements: See CONVENTIONS; GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE; TREATIES AND AGREEMENTS and under subject or agency concerned

Agreements and working arrangements with other international organizations WMO 5

Agricultural commodities - projections for 1970 UN 2041, 2140

AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT FAO 120

Agricultural development papers FAO 46, 101

Agricultural economics bulletin for Africa UN 4481

Agricultural mechanization UN 1548, 5810

Agricultural products: See AGRICULTURE: products

Agricultural workers: See AGRICULTURE: workers

AGRICULTURE
See also Animal industry; Crops; Fertilizers; Food supply; Food stuff; Forests and Forestry; Irrigation; Land: reclamation; Land: tenure: Land reform

bibilography Annex 74
catalogues FAO 73
commodities: See Agriculture: products
co-operatives UN 2022
credit: surveys: methods FAO 9
economic aspects FAO 135
imports: restrictions: See under Agriculture: products
information:
Council (FAO): Working Party on Agricultural Information: report FAO 110
laws and regulations:
bibliography Annex 76
periodicals Annex 67
mechanization UN 2488, 5810
periodicals Annex 68, 75; UN 4481
policies GATT 41, 416
GATT consultations with Member Governments GATT 430
Argentina GATT 261
Australia GATT 8
Austria GATT 14
Belgium GATT 383
Brazil GATT 33
Burma GATT 12
Cambodia GATT 39

AGRICULTURE (continued)
policies (continued)
GATT consultations with Member Governments (continued)
Canada GATT 24
Ceylon GATT 10
Czechoslovakia GATT 32
Denmark GATT 25
Federation of Malaya GATT 13
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland GATT 9
Finland GATT 15
France GATT 299
Germany (FR) GATT 27
Ghana GATT 54
Greece GATT 37
India GATT 51
Indonesia GATT 26
Israel GATT 35, 36
Italy GATT 19
Japan GATT 21
Luxembourg GATT 29
Netherlands GATT 7
New Zealand GATT 17
Nigeria GATT 243
Norway GATT 16
Poland GATT 50
Portugal GATT 253
South Africa GATT 11
Sweden GATT 20
Switzerland GATT 3
Tunisia GATT 46
Turkey GATT 31
United Kingdom GATT 4
USA GATT 18
Yugoslavia GATT 30

production: world statistics, 1959 UN 538
products UN 2140

See also names of products & European Common Market FAO 18
exports: subsidies GATT 229
imports: restrictions GATT 91, 93, 271
international trade UN 5235; FAO 97, 79; GATT 53, 212, 214
GATT activities GATT 295
liberalization:

ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: discussion UN 1326, 1347
statistics UN 5321
marketing UN 2141; GATT 260, 282, 342
manual UN 2887
prices UN 5254
fluctuations: compensatory financing FAO 38
support FAO 12, 79
projections, 1970 UN 2041
surplus:

disposal and utilization FAO 17, 20, 39
tropical: duty-free entry GATT 193
statistics UN 5299; FAO 55
periodicals Annex 75
tractors UN 1548
training of personnel:

ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 906 UN 5013

workers:

labour conditions ILO 164, 233
occupational diseases and hygiene:

Joint Cttee on Occupational Health (ILO/WHO): report, 4th WHO 734
world situation FAO 15, 60, 103

Agriculture in the world economy: 2nd edition rev. FAO 135
AGROCLIMATOLOGY  FAO 74
Agronomy: See AGRICULTURE
AINSWORTH,  M. D., and others
report:  child  and youth  welfare  WHO 531
Air carriers: See AIRLINES
AIR FREIGHT INDUSTRY  ICAO 75
AIR LAW, PRIVATE
conventions  ICAO 68
Air mail: See POSTAL SERVICE: air mail
AIR NAVIGATION  ICAO 57
charts  ICAO 9, 42, 55
catalogues ICAO 60
communications  ICAO 10, 56, 65, 98
AFTN procedures: manual ICAO 13
facilities: joint financing ICAO 68
frequency allocation ICAO 35, 47
standards and recommended practices ICAO 29, 32
information services: manual ICAO 14, 95
ICAO activities, 1961 ICAO 68
ICAO programme of work ICAO 1
international conferences and meetings, 1945-1961 ICAO 23
meteorological services ICAO 33, 34, 99; WMO 35, 36
See also Meteorology
lists ICAO 27, 110, 117
specifications ICAO 15, 46, 100
names, geographical: symbols ICAO 71, 111
ocean stations: North Atlantic: activities, 1961: Council (ICAO): report ICAO 105
personnel licensing: standards and recommended practices ICAO 80
procedures ICAO 16-18, 76, 101, 102
See also Air navigation: regional supplementary procedures
regional meetings:
Limited European-Mediterranean Frequency Assignment (VHF) Planning Meeting, Paris, 1961 ICAO 35, 47
report ICAO 35(text)
regional plans:
Caribbean Region ICAO 62, 109
European-Mediterranean Region ICAO 24, 84
Middle East Region ICAO 50, 85
North Atlantic Region ICAO 49, 83
Pacific Region ICAO 79
South American/South Atlantic Region ICAO 78
South East Asia Region ICAO 70, 110
regional supplementary procedures ICAO 38, 39, 59, 106, 107
rules of the air ICAO 8, 81, 115
services: joint support ICAO 36, 37
AIR NAVIGATION COMMISSION (ICAO)
panels: directives ICAO 112
rules of procedure ICAO 82(text)
Air navigation plans: See AIR NAVIGATION: regional plans
AIR POLLUTION  WHO 692
AIR TRAFFIC
procedures ICAO 18, 78, 94
services:
standards and recommended practices ICAO 30, 72
statistics ICAO 25, 26, 40, 41, 51, 52, 64, 87-92, 113
AIR TRANSPORT
See also Airlines
facilities ICAO 55, 118
ICAO activities, 1961 ICAO 68
international conferences and meetings, 1945-1961 ICAO 23
national authorities: addresses ICAO 45, 97
operating agencies: abbreviations ICAO 45, 97
statistics ICAO 6, 7, 114
standards, 1929-1961 ICAO 31
supersonic aircraft ICAO 54, 74
tour services ICAO 103
workers: conditions of work ILO 152
AIRCRAFT
See also Aviation
airworthiness: See Airworthiness, Aircraft
nationality ICAO 66
operation ICAO 16, 17, 101, 102
standards and recommended practices ICAO 11
registration marks ICAO 66
rescue of and assistance to: See Aviation: search and rescue
statistics ICAO 92
supersonic ICAO 54, 74
AIRCRAFT
See also Aviation
Airports
traffic: statistics ICAO 86
AIRPORTS, INTERNATIONAL
list ICAO 96
AIRWORTHINESS, AIRCRAFT
standards and recommended practices ICAO 28, 67
ATKIN, M. (Canada)
biography UN 5773
ALBANIA
documents submitted concerning:
UN: Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
technical assistance UN 5126
vocational training ILO 109
ALGERIA  UN 2617
chilren: resettlement: UNICEF-aided projects UN 4443
documents submitted concerning:
Africa: education UN 5528
Angola situation UN 5445, 5454
asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 5599, 5600
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962 UN 4698, 4700, 4702
disarmament UN 4650
GA (UN):
Ctee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
ALGERIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
GA (UN) (continued)
Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5639
Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
members:
increase in number (proposed) UN 5436
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639
industrial development UN 4696
industry: training of personnel UN 5504
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4146, 4687, 4690
Libya: assistance UN 5555
natural resources: permanent sovereignty UN 4767, 5441
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 4661
peaceful relations among peoples: promotion among youth UN 5618
peaceful relations among States: & international law UN 4904, 5725, 5744
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639
racial, national and religious intolerance: manifestations, prevention of UN 4780
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5613
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 4846, 4849
United Nations:
Members: admission: Algeria UN 3968, 4302
& NSGT: information about UN 5648
peace and security operations: financing UN 5709
UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft): comments by governments and specialized agencies UN 4727
UNESCO assistance UNESCO 222
UNHCR: continuation UN 4811
education UNESCO 214, 215
health services: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5876
ILO, admission to ILO 312
technical assistance:
UNESCO emergency programme UNESCO 214, 215
trachoma: control
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5876
UN, admission to UN 3968, 3973, 3993-3995, 4302, 4303
SC (UN):
discussion, 1962 UN 4963
resolution of 4 Oct 1962 UN 4304

ALGERIAN REFUGEES
assistance UN 290, 592, 2688, 3583, 4478, 4551
Executive Ctte of the Programme of the UNHCR,
6th sess.: disc. UN 599
Executive Ctte of the Programme of the UNHCR,
7th sess.: disc. UN 4020
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 1772-1777
resolution 1672 UN 1142
UNHCR: report UN 2682, 4550, 5457
repatriation UN 3080
Tripartite Repatriation Commission (Algeria/Morocco/ Tunisia) UN 3080

AL-HANAI, PRINCE TALIBBIN ALI (Oman)
hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4660

ALIEN PROPERTY Fund 30
injuries: reparations: See State responsibility

ALIENS
social security ILO 51
Aliens, Injuries to: reparations: See STATE RESPONSIBILITY

ALLIANCE OF NATIONALIST AND PEOPLE'S PARTIES
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare:
& economic and social development UN 3413

ALLEX, P. L.
report:
Tunisia: social security: legislation UN 4660

ALLIANCES OF PACE AND SECURITY
Tunisia: social security: legislation ILO 148

ALMEIDA, J. O. de
periodical article:
leprosy WHO 536

Alphabetical list of call signs (ITU)
1st edition:
despatch ITU 17
supplements ITU 21, 72, 119, 170

ALTMAN, O. L.
periodical article:
foreign exchange:
markets for dollars, sterling and other currencies Fund 6
US dollars in Canadian markets Fund 38

ALUMINIUM
international trade UN 2144
production UN 2144

ALVARADO, C. A.
periodical article:
malaria: control WHO 737

ALVAREZ VIDAURRE, A. (El Salvador)
biography UN 1387

Amachree, Godfrey K. J.: See UNDER-SECRETARY IN CHARGE OF CONGO CIVILIAN OPERATIONS (Amachree)
AMATAYAKUL, R.
periodical article:
Thailand: financial institutions Fund 7

AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON AFRICA
Director (G. Hauser):
hearing before GA (UN) Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4055, 4056
documents submitted concerning:
GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: hearings UN 1265

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR - CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS
documents submitted concerning:
trade union rights: infringements (alleged) UN 679

AMERICAN SAMOA
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2614, 2617, 2619, 2620
information to UN:
summaries and analyses UN 1137

AMERICAS
See also Central America; Latin America and names of specific countries
child and youth welfare:
UNICEF programme UN 1603
disease control: UNICEF programme UN 1603
health services: UNICEF programme UN 1603
industrial relations ILO 90
IBRD loans Bank 15, 43; IDA 13
IDA development credits Bank 15; IDA 13, 24
labour: management relations ILO 235
malaria: control WHO 4
maternal welfare: UNICEF programme UN 1603
nutrition:
training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5287, 5290, 5291
UNICEF programme UN 1603
public health: WHO 306
rabies: transmission WHO 744
social services: UNICEF programme UN 1603
trypanosomiasis WHO 674
UNICEF activities:
UNICEF: EB, Jun 1962 sess.: disc. UN 4431
UNICEF-aided projects UN 965, 2217, 2234, 2242, 2248, 3409
allocations UN 245
UNICEF-aided projects, 1947-1961 UN 2497
UNICEF programmes, 1959-1961:
UNICEF: ED: report UN 1603

AMES, J. W.
report:
Syria: co-operative societies: development ILO 150

AMEEL, J. L.
periodical article:
leukemia WHO 563

AMMOUN, C. D. (Lebanon)
biography UN 721, 1425
documents submitted concerning:
political rights: discrimination: study UN 150, 160

Analisis y proyecciones del desarrollo economico UN 2857

Analyses and projections of economic development UN 2857

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY
& radioisotopes IAEA 23

ANDEAN INDIAN PROGRAMME (ILO)
FAO report ILO 238

ANDEAN INDIAN PROGRAMME (ILO) (continued)
Panel of Consultants on Indigenous and Tribal Populations (ILO) 1st sess.: report ILO 238, 237
social welfare personnel ILO 228
UN report ILO 240
UNESCO report ILO 239

ANDERSON, R. I.
periodical article:
bilharziasis:
diagnosis WHO 210
experimental studies WHO 680

ANGOLA
See also General Assembly (UN): committees: Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: hearings
forced labour ILO 54, 156
GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: disc. UN 4055
independence (proposed) UN 4069, 4073, 5442, 5444, 5445
information to UN UN 5451, 5454
labour: national administration ILO 134
outline of conditions UN 8, 4035
petitions:
Cttee Pro-Democracy in Portugal UN 610, 611
political conditions UN 4033, 4034
social welfare: institutes: establishment ILO 135
UN representative (proposed) UN 5451, 5454
financial implications:
S-G (UN): statement UN 5682

ANGOLA SITUATION UN 11, 15-17, 20, 21, 299, 3452, 3453, 3574, 3964, 4069, 4077, 5442, 5444, 5445, 5451, 5454, 5628
GA (UN):
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Administration:
discussion UN 4571, 4574-4577, 4583, 4585
Sub-Cttee on the Situation in Angola:
report, 1961 UN 8(text)
report, 1961/1962 UN 4510(text), 5752
GA (UN) 15th sess.:
discussion UN 1002, 1024, 1026-1028
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 2, 2607, 2612, 2614, 2615, 2617, 2618, 2620, 2624-2627, 2630, 2640
resolution 1742 UN 1142
SC (UN): disc., 1961 UN 4288-4292, 4909

ANGOLAN REFUGEES IN THE CONGO UN 592, 1224, 3583, 4033
GA (UN):
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
discussion UN 4574, 4576, 4585
Sub-Cttee on the Situation in Angola:
report, 1961/1962 UN 4510
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 3, 1772-1777
resolution 1671 UN 1142

Animal disease and human health FAO 47
Animal health yearbook, 1961 FAO 52

ANIMAL INDUSTRY
by-products: processing FAO 101

ANNIVERSARIES UNESCO 320
1963-1964 UNESCO 19, 31, 96, 216
1965-1966 UNESCO 222

Annuaire de statistiques des comptabilités nationales, 1961 UN 2955
Annuaire démographique, 1961  UN 3438
Annuaire des statistiques du travail, 1961 (ILO)  ILO 10
Annual bulletin of gas statistics for Europe  UN 531, 5323
supplement  UN 532
Annual bulletin of housing and building statistics for
Europe  UN 4474
Annual bulletin of transport statistics for Europe  UN 1553
Annual epidemiological and vital statistics, 1959  WHO 652
Annual review of national dairy policies, 1961/1962
UN 1553

Annals received in the UNECA Library  UN 1581
ANTARCTICA  UN 2803
ANTIGUA
information to UN:
political and constitutional  UN 1919
summaries and analyses  UN 1129
Antilles, Netherlands: See NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
ANTISMALLARIALS  WHO 303, 699, 701, 702, 728
Antiquities: See ART; HISTORIC SITES AND MONUMENTS
Annuario de estadisticas del trabajo, 1961 (ILO)  ILO 10
ARAB FINANCIAL INSTITUTION FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOP-
MENT  UN 222, 461
Arab League: See LEAGUE OF ARAB STATES
Arab refugees: See PALESTINE REFUGEES
ARAB STATES
economic and social development  UN 1630
education: training of senior personnel  UNESCO 96
Arab States Fundamental Education Centre (ASFEC): See
ARAB STATES TRAINING CENTRE FOR EDUCATION
FOR COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, Sirs-el-Layyan
ARAB STATES TRAINING CENTRE FOR EDUCATION FOR
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, Sirs-el-Layyan
Arab States Advisory Ctte:
Special Meeting: report  UNESCO 80(text)
participation of Kuwait, Morocco and Tunisia
UNESCO 19
Arabian tea: See KIAT
ARAOZ, J. de
periodical article:
Iraq: bilharziasis: control  WHO 653
ARAJO, A. L. (Portuguese Guinea)
hearing before GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories
under Portuguese Administration  UN 4588
ARBAB, Z. (Sudan)
biography  UNESCO 295
ARBITAL AWARDS
Venezuelan Arbitrations, 1902-1903  UN 1624
ARBITAL TRIBUNAL, SUPREME RESTITUTION COURT
AND ARBITRAL COMMISSION (GERMAN CONVEN-
TION ACT, 1955)
privileges and immunities: legislative texts  UN 978

ARBITRATION
commercial  UN 3574
European Convention on International Commercial
Arbitration, 1961: opening for signature:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc.  UN 427
Archaeological sites: See HISTORIC SITES AND MONU-
MENTS
ARCHER, K. McR. (Australia)
biography  UN 1388
ARDALAN, A. G. (Iran)
biography  UN 2365
ARDALAN, Z. (Iran)
biography  UN 1386
ARGENTINA
agriculture: policies  GATT 261
coca leaf  UN 822
comments, observations and replies:
UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft)  UN 4727
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970  UN 1630
documents submitted concerning:
Argentina: narcotic drugs  UN 498
Commn on the Status of Women (UN) 17th sess. :
date and meeting place  UN 1501
Cuban situation  UN 5754
Equal pay for equal work  UN 804
freedom of religion: principles (draft)  UN 1433, 1434
GA (UN):
Ctte on Information from NSGT:
continuation (proposed)  UN 5655
Special Ctte for South West Africa:
dissolution (proposed)  UN 4857
human rights:
advisory services  UN 737
covenants (draft, 1954):
economic, social and cultural  UN 4810
art. 2 [Realization of rights]  UN 5579
national advisory committees  UN 1432
Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
committee (proposed)  UN 4168, 4169
IAEA: report, 1961/1962  UN 5422
International Computation Centre: Convention, 1961:
accession  UNESCO 5
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964
UN 5422
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications: amendments (proposed)  UN 4357
international trade: conference (proposed)  UN 4146,
4687, 4690
Iran: earthquake, 1962  UN 3569
marriage: minimum age, consent and registration:
convention (draft)  UN 4164
natural resources: permanent sovereignty  UN 5540
radiation: effects  UN 570, 583, 5456
South West Africa: international status  UN 4857
Southern Rhodesia: self-government  UN 4848
under-developed areas: information media:
development  UN 1458
United Nations:
A
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ARGENTINA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)

UN International School  UN 5703
UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radia-
tion: report  UN 4663
women:  
inheritance UN 1486
political rights UN 794

economic policy: & women workers  ILO 71
electric power: development: IBRD loan  Bank 16, 17
IBRD loan: guarantee agreement  Bank 16
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 498
petroleum exploration: financing  UN 1367, 2563
report to UNESCO  UNESCO 238(text)
skilled labour: vocational training  ILO 2
technical assistance UN 5084, 5128
ILO programme  ILO 2
technical training  ILO 2
women: employment: & economic policy  ILO 71

Arid zone  Annex 110
Arid zone research  UNESCO 218

ARID ZONES  FAO 74; UNESCO 223
research  UN 5763
periodicals  Annex 110

Armaments and armed forces: reduction and control: See DISARMAMENT

ARNAN, A.
periodical article:
pesticides: toxicity  WHO 302

ARREST, DETENTION OR EXILE, ARBITRARY
freedom from  UN 5009
principles (draft)  UN 1459
study  UN 375, 3867

ART
See also under names of specific arts
reproductions  UNESCO 97

ART OBJECTS
See also Museums
exhibitions  UNESCO 181

ARTICHOKES: standards  UN 1549

ARTISANS
& industrial development  ILO 235

ARTISTS
rights: protection:
Diplomatic Conference, 1961  ILO 37

ARYEE, E. K. (Ghana)
biography  UN 1387

ASENJO, J. A.
report:
Brazil: blind persons: rehabilitation  ILO 81

ASIA AND THE FAR EAST
See also names of countries and territories
aerial surveying:
training centres (proposed)  UN 3388
training of personnel  UN 5004
aeronautical information: exchange  UN 3388
& Africa: international trade  UN 5234

agriculture:
censuses, 1960: world programme  UN 443
FAO activities  UN 1562

ASIA AND THE FAR EAST (continued)
agriculture (continued)
production  UN 1632
arbitration, commercial  UN 1558, 5004, 5824
arbitration, industrial  ILO 176
seminars (ILO)  ILO 213, 307
tattles: economic  UN 3388
bibliography  Annex 24
building: costs  UN 1555
cartographic services  UN 3388
cartography  UN 3388
child and youth welfare:
training of personnel  UN 2194
community organization and development  UN 4468, 5004,
5893; ILO 174

See also Asian Conference on Community Develop-
ment, 1st sess., Bangkok, 1961; Asian Seminar
on Planning and Administration of National
Community Development Programmes, 1961

ECAFE activities  UN 1557

corporate international trade:
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.:  
discussion  UN 5166
resolution 40 (XVIII)  UN 2148, 5004; FAO 44

customs  UN 5824
demography: ECAFE activities  UN 1557

earthmoving operations: costs:
ECAFE (UN); Working Party on Earthmoving Opera-
tions: report  UN 276

economic and social development:
planning: & statistical organization  UN 443

economic conditions  UN 5004
ECAFE (UN): Executive Secretary: note  UN 1566
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc.  UN 5166
periodicals  Annex 25

economic development:
determinants  UN 1632
evaluation  UN 1632
financing  UN 1632
institute (proposed):
ECAFE (UN):
Ad Hoc Ctte on the Asian Institute of Economic
Development:  
report  UN 5157(text)
Executive Secretary:  
report  UN 450
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.:  
discussion  UN 5166
resolution 36 (XVIII)  UN 1563, 5004
GA (UN) 16th sess.:  
discussion  UN 1676-1678, 1680, 1681
resolution 1708  UN 1142
social aspects  ILO 234
regional conferences (proposed):
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: res. 42 (XVIII)  
UN 2150, 5004
training of personnel  UN 5064

economic planning:
See also Conference of Asian Economic Planners,  
1st sess.
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc.  UN 5166
economic statistics  UN 1632
education  UNESCO 96, 141, 159, 317
See also Meeting of Ministers of Education of Asian
Member States of UNESCO, Tokyo, 1962
organization and planning  UNESCO 178

See also Regional Symposium on Overall Educa-
tional Planning in Asia, New Delhi, 1962
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education (continued)

See also Regional Seminar on Educational Statistics in Asia and Oceania (UNESCO), Tokyo, 1961

electric power: development UN 1559

seminar, Bangkok, 1961 UN 5004

employment ILO 174

& rural development ILO 174

& European Economic Community UN 1558

ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166

& European Free Trade Association UN 1558

family living: surveys UN 443

fellowships and scholarships, 1959-1962: report UN 1961

exhibitions

UN 1558, 5004, 5824

ECAFE (UN) activities

18th sess.: disc. UN 5166

Asian trade fair (proposed): See Asian Trade Fair, 1963

intra-regional trade promotion talks, 4th series, Bangkok, 1962 UN 5004

regional co-operation:

Consultative Group of Experts (ECAFE, UN), 1961 UN 5004

See also Regional Seminar and Training Centre on Trade Promotion, 2nd, Jaipur, India, 1961

seminars UN 5824

investments, international:

ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166

resolution 38 (XVIII) UN 5004

labour:

management ILO 175

productivity ILO 175

labour conditions ILO 234

land reform UN 2022

manpower ILO 268

measures: standardization UN 1559

mineral resources: development UN 1559

minerals: production and trade UN 5167

mining UN 5167

museums UNESCO 142

See also Asian and Pacific Regional Seminar on the "Museum as a cultural centre in the Development of the community", Japan, 1960

natural resources:

ECAFE (UN) programme of work, 1962-1963 UN 1559

technical assistance UN 1559

news agencies UNESCO 55

newspaper production: production UN 445

oceanography UN 3388

pepper: consultations on stabilization of prices, Bangkok, 1961 UN 5004

population:

See also Asian Population Conference, New Delhi, 1963

censuses, 1960: world programme UN 443

A

trends:

inter-relationship with economic and social factors: ILO 268

productivity UN 1559

public administration UN 5893

railways:

ECAFE (UN); Inland Transport and Communications

Ctee, 10th sess.: report UN 1560

ECAFE (UN) activities UN 5385

refugees: assistance, UN 1230

regional conferences (ILO) ILO 174-176, 234

rivers: basin development UN 2300

roads UN 1560

development: ECAFE (UN) activities UN 2162

international network (proposed) UN 1560

ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166

resolution 39 (XVIII) UN 2147, 5004
ASIA AND THE FAR EAST (continued)
roads (continued)
   international network (proposed) (continued)
      Expert Working Groups on International Highways
         (ECAFE, UN);
      joint session, Bangkok, Feb 1962 UN 5004
transport UN 5004
   See also Seminar on Highway Transport, Madras, 1961
taxation UN 1560
shipbuilding: Working Group of Experts on Prototype
Coasting Vessels (ECAFE, UN), Hong-Kong, Dec 1961 UN 5004
shipping: freight rates UN 1558
social development UN 5004
ECAFE (UN) programme of work:
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: res. 42 (XVIII) UN 5004
ECAFE (UN) activities:
   ECAFE (UN); Executive Secretary: report UN 1557
statistical services UN 1443, 5004
   See also Conferences of Asian Statisticians, 4th sess., Tokyo, 1961
statisticians: training UN 443
technical assistance UN 2030, 5004, 5095, 5128; ILO 254
costs, 1959-1962 UN 444
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166
   Expanded Programme ILO 197, 307
   experts, 1959-1962 UN 444
   ILO regular programme ILO 213, 307
   Special Fund (UN) activities UN 448
technical assistance, 1961 UN 444
telecommunication UN 445, 1560
ECAFE (UN) activities UN 3385
tourism UN 1560, 5004
   ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166
   See also Seminar on Promotion of Tourism, 1961
trade promotion:
   periodicals Annex 27
   training of personnel UN 1558
transport UN 1632, 5004
accounting: standardization UN 1560
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166
periodicals Annex 28
statistics. standardization UN 1500
UNICEF activities:
   UNICEF; EB, Jun 1962 sess.: disc. UN 4430
UNICEF-aided projects UN 245, 965, 2231, 2242, 3409
UNICEF-aided projects, 1947-1961 UN 1598
UNICEF emergency aid, 1961 UN 2194
UNICEF programme, 1961 UN 2194
urban development UN 5893
urbanization UN 5853
vocational training ILO 175
water resources: development UN 446, 2300, 5004
   See also Regional Symposium on Dams and Reservoirs (ECAFE, UN/BTAO, UN), Tokyo, 1961;
   Regional Technical Conference on Water Resources Development (ECAFE, UN), 4th,
   Colombo, 1960
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166
women: education:
   Meeting of Experts on the Access of Girls and Women
to Education in Rural Areas in Asia, Bangkok, 1962: report UNESCO 144(text)

ASIA, EAST
education: audio-visual aids UNESCO 7

ASIA, SOUTH
education: audio-visual aids UNESCO 7
readings: periodicals Annex 123
science:
   bibliography Annex 113
co-operation: periodicals Annex 117
social sciences: bibliography Annex 133

ASIA, SOUTH EAST
education: higher UNESCO 19
mosquitoes WHO 728
nutrition WHO 220
science:
   bibliography Annex 113
co-operation: periodicals Annex 122
social sciences: research: periodicals Annex 132

ASIAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE (ILO) 11th sess.
summary record ILO 46

ASIAN-AFRICAN LEGAL CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE,
5th sess.
proceedings UN 1282

ASIAN AND PACIFIC REGIONAL SEMINAR ON THE
"MUSEUM AS A CULTURAL CENTRE IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMMUNITY", Japan, 1960:
report UNESCO 142(text)

Asian bibliography Annex 24

ASIAN CONFERENCE ON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT,
1st sess., Bangkok, 1961 UN 5004

ASIAN POPULATION CONFERENCE, New Delhi, 1963
agenda (provisional) UN 5163(text)
Preparatory Ctte: report UN 5163(text)

ASIAN REGIONAL SEMINAR ON INDUSTRIAL DISPUTES
(UN), Kuala Lumpur, 1961
report ILO 213, 307(text)

ASIAN SEMINAR ON PLANNING AND ADMINISTRATION
OF NATIONAL COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMMES, Bangkok, 1961 UN 5004
report UN 4487(text)

ASIAN TRADE FAIR, Karachi, 1963 UN 5004, 5824
ECAFE (UN); Executive Secretary: note UN 1567

Asians in South Africa: See INDIANS AND INDO-PAKI-
STANIS IN SOUTH AFRICA

The Assay, characteristics, composition and origin of
opium UN 275, 985, 2296, 2297, 2566, 5891, 5892

ASSEMBLY (ICAO)
resolutions: action taken ICAO 68

ASSEMBLY (IMCO)
rules of procedure IMCO 6(text)

ASSEMBLY (IMCO) 1st extraordinary sess.
agenda (provisional) IMCO 1
CREDENTIALS Ctte: establishment IMCO 2

ASSEMBLY (WHO)
committees:
   main cttees: terms of reference WHO 180
      Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 352
      D-G (WHO): report WHO 36
      EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 135
   rules of procedure WHO 20(text), 736(text)
   amendments WHO 90, 329, 414, 442, 447, 459, 462
   EB (WHO) 39th sess.: resolution WHO 139
       Working Group on Rules of Procedure of the
   World Health Assembly: report WHO 72
ASSOCIATED COUNTRY WOMEN OF THE WORLD
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare:
& economic and social development
UN 3413
ASSOULINE, A.
report:
Morocco: economic planning
UN 5217
ASTRONAUTS
agreement [on rescue] (draft)
UN 2708, 2709, 4026, 4028
Asylum, Diplomatic: See ASYLUM, RIGHT OF
ASYLUM, RIGHT OF
UN 638
See also Human rights: covenants (draft, 1954); civil and
political
declaration (draft) UN 3392 (text), 3576, 4822-4824, 5581,
5583, 5587, 5589, 5591, 5593, 5596, 5599, 5600, 5603,
5606, 5607
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion
UN 1765, 1789
resolution 1682 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 3rd Cttee: report
UN 5406
S-G (UN): note
UN 3092
ATEN, A.
author:
Dates, handling, processing and packing
FAO 119
Atlas of Indonesian resources
UN 5900
Atmosphere: radioactivity: See RADIOACTIVE CONTAMIN-
ation: atmosphere
ATMOSPHERICS
UN 6
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1721 C
UN 1142
Atom-free zones: See NUCLEAR-FREE ZONES
Atomic bomb explosions: See ATOMIC EXPLOSIONS
Atomic bombs: See ATOMIC WEAPONS
ATOMIC ENERGY
See also Atomic weapons and all headings beginning with
Nuclear
abstracting services:
D-G (IAEA): memorandum IAEA 83
bibliography Annex 91
peaceful uses UN 2038, 5044
See also International Conference on the Peaceful
Uses of Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964
abstracts:
international exchange IAEA 83
conference, 3rd (proposed) IAEA 95, 118, 125
conferences and meetings: list Annex 89
films: lists IAEA 146
IAEA activities IAEA 16, 49
IAEA activities, 1961/1962 IAEA 35
IAEA safeguard provisions IAEA 38
periodicals Annex 90
training courses: list Annex 89
training of personnel IAEA 21
Atomic energy. Conferences, meetings, training courses:
a chronological list Annex 89
Atomic energy series (FAO) FAO 69

ASSEMBLY (WHO) 15th sess.
technical discussions WHO 620, 621
D-G (WHO): report WHO 610
EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 638

ASSEMBLY (WHO) 17th sess.
technical discussions WHO 620, 621
D-G (WHO): report WHO 610
EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 638
ATOMIC EXPLOSIONS
fall-out: See Radioactive fall-out
underground: detection and identification UN 5469

Atomic piles: See NUCLEAR REACTORS

Atomic power: See NUCLEAR POWER

Atomic ships: See NUCLEAR SHIPS

Atomic warfare: See NUCLEAR WAR

ATOMIC WEAPONS
See also Atomic energy; Radioactive fall-out

dissemination: prevention:

agreement (proposed):
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1665 UN 1142
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3012, 3013

undertakings by Governments UN 563, 565, 1143-1145, 1149, 1150, 1154, 1157

GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1664 UN 1142

replies from governments UN 5470

DC (UN): disarmament: communication UN 4133
S-G (UN): reports UN 1313, 1314, 3746, 3747

S-G (UN): communication UN 1311

physiological effects: See Radiation injuries

prohibition:

See also International relations: reduction of tensions

conference (proposed) UN 562, 1151, 1158, 5479, 5486

comments by Governments:

S-G (UN): report UN 3546, 3547, 5340

GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1653 UN 1142

GA (UN) 17th sess.: 1st Cttee: report UN 5368

convention (proposed):

GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1653 UN 1142
testing: fall-out: See Radioactive fall-out
tests:

discontinuance UN 121, 1315, 4504, 4627, 4631-4634,
4643-4645, 4647, 5470

conference (USSR/UK/USA), Geneva, 1958/1959

UN 3061
documentation UN 674, 675
treaties (draft) UN 4623 (text)
treaty (proposed) UN 3061

GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 2, 9, 2075-2079, 2981-2998,
3022

resolution 1649 UN 1142

legality UN 1282

prohibition UN 1315

conference (proposed) UN 1146, 1153

treaty (draft) UN 4655

resumption UN 1155, 3065, 3081

resumption by USA UN 2664, 2702

suspension UN 3088, 3089, 3574, 3575, 4623, 4627,
4631-4634, 4643-4645, 4647, 5469

GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 3, 2975-2989, 2992-2998

resolutions 1632 and 1648 UN 1142

GA (UN) 17th sess.: 1st Cttee: report UN 4504

tests in Africa: prohibition:

GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1652 UN 1142

Audio-visual aids: See EDUCATION: audio-visual aids

AUFRICHT, H.
editor:

banks and banking: central banks: laws and regulations Fund 1

AUSTRALIA

Agriculture (continued)

products: exports: subsidies GATT 229

anti-dumping and countervailing duties:

legislation GATT 235

comments, observations and replies:

economic co-operation:

declaration (draft) UN 693

UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377

documents submitted concerning:

Australia:

anti-dumping and countervailing duties:

legislation GATT 235

imports: restrictions GATT 56, 314

narcotic drugs:

laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2906

tariffs: concessions: modifications GATT 140

Comm on Human Rights (UN), 18th sess.: report UN 3289

Comm on the Status of Women (UN) 17th sess.: date and meeting place UN 1501

commodities: surpluses: disposal GATT 102

conventions, multilateral:

accessions and ratifications UN 4279

cotton textiles: international trade:

arrangements GATT 159

economic co-operation: declaration (draft):

cttee [of 12] (proposed) UN 2410

energy: resources UN 3275

Equal pay for equal work UN 804

France: agriculture: products: exports:

subsidies GATT 229

IAEA: report, 1961/1962 UN 5426

International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964 UN 5426

international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):

preparatory cttee (proposed) UN 5449

ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report UN 4278, 4279, 4894

International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:

specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4346-4349, 4365, 4382, 4399, 4413

Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569, 4155

Jamaica: UN, admission to UN 3613

Korea (Rep.):

withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed) UN 5487

Korean question UN 5487

Nauru:

outline of conditions UN 5636

petitions UN 3923

report, 1960/1961 UN 2283, 2923

New Guinea:

exports: free entry into Australia GATT 385

outline of conditions UN 5636

petitions UN 5882

Communist Party of Australia, Kilby Branch UN 2531

report, 1960/1961 UN 2522

supplementary information UN 3922

NSGT: indigenous cadres:

preparation and training UN 2313

outer space: peaceful uses UN 5483

Papua:

exports: free entry into Australia GATT 385

social development UN 1941

radiation: effects UN 582

scientific knowledge:

dissemination for peaceful purposes UN 3827

seismology UN 3302
AUSTRALIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 5612
technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and
specialized agencies UN 3321
TC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 5636
United Nations:
finances: budget: policy UN 5685
Members: admission:
Trinidad and Tobago UN 3616
Uganda UN 3997
peace and security operations:
financing UN 5695, 5701, 5710
UNCURK: report, 1961/1962 UN 5487
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970:
ctte (on co-ordination) (proposed) UN 3813
UN juridical yearbook:
publication (proposed) UN 5740
UN Technical Conference on the International Map of
the World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962:
report (draft) UN 4385, 4386
women: advancement in developing countries UN 1494
political rights UN 784
World Food Programme UN 4721
electric power: development: IBRD loan Bank 18
exports: consultations with France GATT 229
imports:
New Guinea products GATT 385
Papuan products GATT 385
restrictions GATT 56, 112, 242, 314, 411
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: decision GATT 255
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2908
Non-Self-Governing Territories: See Papua
refugees: housing UN 1959
tariffs: concessions: modifications GATT 140, 228
UN Economic and Social Council:
income GATT 794
Copyright Convention, 1952:See International Copyright
Agreement
UN ESCAP: Meetings.
UN Economic and Social Council, 1961:
sessions: resolutions UN 2367
UN Economic and Social Council, machinery:
cumputer: systems UN 2243
UN Economic and Social Council, economic and social
development:
report, 1961 UN 2124
UN Economic and Social Council, human rights:
national advisory committees UN 738, 1432
periodic reports UN 744
UN Economic and Social Council, industry:
training of personnel UN 4717, 5504

AUSTRIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5483
Sub-Commn on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities (UN): programme of
work UN 1452
technical assistance:
IAEA programme IAEA 134, 135
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
report UN 4663
family allowances ILO 11
GATT: Art. XII: application: cessation GATT 241
imports: restrictions GATT 114, 353, 365-367, 411
Industrial Credit Project: IBRD loan Bank 34, 35
IBRD loan: guarantee agreement Bank 34
refugees:
assistance UN 1230, 3635
camps: closure UN 1240
housing UN 1959
mental health UN 1233
social security ILO 11

AUTOMOBILES See MOTOR VEHICLES

AVIATION ICAO 68
See also Air navigation; Air traffic; Air transport: Aircraft;
Airlines; International Civil Aviation Organization
agreements: list Annex 98: ICAO 63
bibliography Annex 94, 96, 97, 99
charts: catalogue ICAO 69
Chicago Convention, 1944:See International Civil Aviation
Organization: Convention, Chicago, 1944
contracts: list Annex 98
national civil administrations: lists ICAO 22, 61
periodicals Annex 95
personnel: licensing:
ICAO Personnel Licensing/Medical Meeting 1961: report
ICAO 2
search and rescue ICAO 119
conventions and international agreements:
extracts of provisions UN 3154
technical assistance:See Technical assistance: ICAO
programme
Aviation, Commercial: See AIR TRANSPORT; AIRLINES

AYAD, N. (Israel)
periodical article:
molluscsicides WHO 193, 199

Bank: See International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development
BTAO: See Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations

B

BA, A. H. (Mali)
biography UNESCO 296
BAARS, J. K.
periodical article:
sewage: purification WHO 537

Bacillus Calmette-Guerin: See BCG

BAGREYEVA, M. R.
reports, memoranda and studies:
opium: analysis UN 5891, 5892

BAHAMA ISLANDS
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1134
summaries and analyses UN 1133

BAHIZI, B. (Ruanda-Urundi)
hearing by GA (UN) 16th sess., request for UN 69

BAHREIN
education: discrimination UNESCO 98

BAIRD, D.
periodical article:
United Kingdom: infants: premature WHO 538

BAKI, A. B. (Federation of Malaya)
bioogy UNESCO 299

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS Fund 22
See also General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade;
Imports: restrictions to safeguard payments;
Monetary policies
concepts: asymmetries between surpluses and deficits Fund 31
measurements of imbalance, 1947-58 Fund 41
multilateral compensation transactions UN 3345
statistica UN 369, 2299, 5010
IMF training courses UN 369
Statistical Commn (UN) 12th sess.: disc. UN 5144
yearbook UN 369

Balance of payments manual (Fund) 3rd edition (1961) UN 369, 5010

Balance of payments yearbook UN 369

BALBI, P.
report:
Philippines: shipbuilding UN 5905

BAMBI, F. (Angola)
hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4578

BANG HAM, D. R.
periodical article:
corticotrophin WHO 698

BANKS AND BANKING
See also Investments, International; Loans, International central banks:
laws and regulations Fund 1
monetary ceilings Fund 39
Seminar on Banking, New Delhi, 1962 UN 5026

BARBADOS
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1922
summaries and analyses UN 1129
technical assistance UN 5128

BARBITURATES UN 128, 5766
control:
S-G (UN): note UN 1511

BARBOSA, F. S.
periodical article:
molluscicides WHO 194

BARCO, J. W. (USA)
bioogy UN 4690

BARION, J. P.
report:
Togo: public finance: budgetary system and policy UN 5906

BARROUX, J.
report:
Puerto Rico: industry: small scale ILO 190

Basic documents (WHO)
12th edition WHO 2
13th edition WHO 736

Basic equipment for rehabilitation centres UN 4465, 5890
Basic facts about the UN UN 2957
Basic facts and figures UNESCO 36

BASTID, Mme. P. (France)
UN Administrative Tribunal, election to UN 1810

BASUTOLAND
administration under UN Trusteeship (proposed) UN 2003
independence (proposed):
GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: resolution adopted at its 70th meeting, 7 Jun 1962 UN 2331
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1910
summaries and analyses UN 296
Paramount Chief:
hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, request for UN 3159, 3160
racial discrimination UN 4066
self-government (proposed) UN 3964, 4066, 5446
& South Africa UN 2331, 4066
technical assistance UN 5128, 5446

BASUTOLAND CONGRESS PARTY
documents submitted concerning:
Basutoland: self-government UN 4066
hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples UN 4123
hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4232
Manifesto, 1952 UN 4066 (text)

BASUTOLAND NATIONAL PARTY
documents submitted concerning:
Basutoland: administration under UN Trusteeship (proposed) UN 2003

BAUER, D. J., and others
periodical article:
smallpox: therapy WHO 654

BAUMGARTNER, L.
periodical article:
USA: infants: weight WHO 539

Bays: See HISTORIC WATERS AND BAYS; TERRITORIAL SEAS: bays

BEANS standards UN 3350

BECHUANALAND independence (proposed):

GA (UN): Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: resolution adopted at its 70th meeting, 7 Jun 1962 UN 2331

information to UN:

political and constitutional UN 1910

summaries and analyses UN 1113

self-government (proposed) UN 5964, 5446

& South Africa UN 2331

technical assistance UN 5128, 5446

BECKER, E. W. author:

Heavy water production IAEA 30

BELGIUM See also International Court of Justice: cases: Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Ltd.

agriculture: policies GATT 383 & Burundi: Protocol, 21 Dec 1961 UN 60(text)

comments, observations and replies:

education: technical: recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104

documents submitted concerning:

asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 5587

Belgium: imports: restrictions GATT 190, 202, 411

Burundi: independence UN 2723

Congo situation UN 112, 385

human rights: covenants (draft, 1954):

art. 2 [realization of rights] UN 4615

International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale: specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4599

international trade:

conference (proposed) UN 4748

Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569

Korea, Republic of: withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed) UN 5487

Korean question UN 5487

outer space: peaceful uses UN 5484

peaceful relations among States: & international law UN 5732

radiation: effects UN 31, 41, 3631, 3632

Rwanda-Urundi:

Belgian forces: withdrawal UN 2718, 2723

political future UN 63, 319, 323, 1279, 2399, 2718, 2721, 2723, 3218, 5619

report, 1960 UN 250

Trusteeship Agreement, 1946: termination UN 2723

Rwanda:

assistance UN 5564

independence UN 2723

slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5612

United Nations:

Members: admission:

Burundi UN 2750, 3621

Rwanda UN 2750, 3619

BELGIUM (continued)

documents submitted concerning (continued)

UNCURK: report, 1961/1962 UN 5487

UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4725

UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4653


World Food Programme UN 4725

handicapped persons: insurance ILO 110

imports: restrictions GATT 190, 202, 411


report to UNESCO UNESCO 258(text)

& Rwanda: Protocol, 21 Dec 1961 UN 60(text)

Trust Territory: See Ruanda-Urundi

Belize: See BRITISH HONDURAS

BENELUX CUSTOMS UNION

privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

BENJELLOUN, Ali (Morocco) biography UN 1362

BENNETT, B. A.

periodical article:

United Kingdom: nurses and nursing ILO 93

BENTZON, M. W., and others

periodical article:

Europe: public finance: national accounts UN 5230

BERNARD, J.

periodical article:

leukemia WHO 541

BERG Non, J. G., and others

periodical article:

Bibliographical contributions ILO 35, 280

Bibliographical reference list (ILO) ILO 36, 88, 89, 306
BOLIVIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 4848
United Nations:
  economic and social activities: decentralization
    UN 4708, 4711, 5500
  & NSGT: information about UN 5648
  peace and security operations: financing UN 5704, 5710
education: primary: training of personnel:
  UNICEF-aided projects UN 5846
health services: training of personnel:
  UNICEF-aided projects UN 2208
petroleum exploration: financing UN 1367, 2363
technical assistance UN 5085, 5128

BOLZANO (BOZEN) PROVINCE
implementation of Paris Agreement, 1946 UN 3574
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
  discussion UN 1076, 1076, 1079-1082
  resolution 1661 UN 1142

BOMBAY PORT MODERNIZATION SCHEME UN 5899

BONDS
interest rates Fund 21

BONNEFOY, P.
report:
  Gabon: manpower ILO 244

BOOKS
  production: statistics: standardization UNESCO 96
  statistics: standardization UNESCO 89, 128
Books on Africa in the UNECA library UN 5227

BORG, P. M.
report:
  Upper Volta: handicrafts ILO 186

BORJA, J. C. (Philippines)
bioography UN 1586

BORNEO
  economic integration GATT 249
  free trade area:
    Agreement, 1961 GATT 249(text)
    entry into force GATT 318
    GATT: Executive Secretary: note GATT 270
    international trade GATT 249, 318
tariffs GATT 270

Borneo, North: See NORTH BORNEO

BOUNDY, C.
periodical article:
  staphylococcus WHO 566

BOUQUIN, J. M. (France)
documents submitted concerning:
  political rights: discrimination: study UN 149, 155, 160, 162

BOUTER, A. C.
periodical article:
  Netherlands: wage control Fund 8

BOWMAN, R. T. (USA)
bioigraphy UN 1386

BOYE, S.
report:
  Ethiopia: civil service: pensions ILO 57

BRAIN
research: periodicals UNESCO 221

BRANQUIRNE, J. (Angola)
hearing before GA (UN):
  Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4578

BRASS, W.
report:
  Africa: population: statistics: methods UN 5205

BRAZIL
aboriginal population: social integration ILO 105, 159
agriculture: policy GATT 33
blind persons:
  employment ILO 81
  rehabilitation ILO 8:
comments, observations and replies:
  economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 694
  UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4727
documents submitted concerning:
  asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 4823
  atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4627
  Brazil:
    imports: restrictions GATT 40
    narcotic drugs UN 494
  Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
    UN 4698, 4700, 4702
  Commn on International Commodity Trade (UN):
    technical working group [on compensatory financ­ing] (proposed) UN 3285
  Commns of the ESC (UN), Regional economic:
    strengthening of activities UN 3773
    commodity problems UN 3285, 4706, 4707, 4732, 5518
    commodity projections UN 3285
  Dept of ESA: Division of Industrial Development:
    expansion UN 2453
    disarmament UN 4650
    drug addiction UN 2852
    economic and social development: planning UN 2124
    economic conditions UN 3803
    economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 1412
    working group [of 11] (proposed) UN 2411
    economic development UN 4730
    economic projections: long-term UN 3803
  GA (UN): Ctte on Information from NSGT:
    continuation (proposed) UN 5655
    industrial development UN 4696
    advisory services UN 3263
    commissioner (proposed) UN 2453
    specialized agency (proposed):
      ctte of 10 experts (proposed) UN 2453
      technical assistance UN 3314
    Industrial Development Centre (UN) UN 2445
    industry: training of personnel UN 4717, 5504
    inflation: study (proposed) UN 5515
    IAEA: report, 1961/1962 UN 5422
    International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
      Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964
      UN 5422
    International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
      specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4368
      4381, 4388-4591, 4394, 4395, 4399, 4402
      international trade UN 4140
      conference (proposed) UN 4140, 4689, 4704
      investments, international UN 3288, 3802
      Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
      Latin America: narcotic drugs: control UN 2824
      Latin American Institute for Economic and Social
        Planning: establishment UN 1401
      narcotic drugs: international control UN 3808
      NSGT: racial discrimination UN 5652
BRAZIL (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
nuclear-free zones (proposed) UN 4636, 4638, 4640
petroleum resources: development UN 3277
racial, religious and national intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4213, 4780
radiation: effects UN 588
Secretariat (UN): staff:
geographical distribution UN 4884, 5686
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 4846
Switzerland: ECLA (UN): consultative relations with UN 1395
technical assistance: Expanded Programme:
programme of work, 1963-1964 UN 5800
theoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 138
TC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 5657
under-developed areas: indigenous cadres:
preparation and training UN 2314
United Nations:
economic and social activities:
decentralization UN 3773, 4708, 4711, 5500
finances: budget, 1963: estimates UN 4879
Information Centres: Port Moresby:
establishment UN 5656
peace and security Operations: financing UN 5694,
5704, 5710
UN Capital Development Fund UN 3287
UNICEF: & UN Development Decade, 1960-1970
UN 4209, 4210
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 3761, 3774,
3780, 3797
cttee [on co-ordination] (proposed) UN 3813
study (proposed) UN 3797
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
report UN 4677
UN Technical Conference on the International Map of
the World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962:
report (draft) UN 4386
education: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5301
environmental sanitation:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 2211
European Economic Community, relations with FAO 19
handicapped persons: rehabilitation:
vocational training ILO 82
health services:
paediatric training: UNICEF-aided projects UN 2216
training of personnel: UNICEF-aided projects UN 2215
imports: restrictions GATT 40
industrial equipment: manufacture UN 1568
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 494
petroleum exploration: financing UN 1967, 2363
technical assistance UN 5055
ILO programme ILO 81, 82
Breadstuffs: See GRAIN; WHEAT
BREHMER, E.
periodical article:
capital movements: controls on capital inflow Fund 9
A Brief history of UNRWA, 1950-1962 UN 5325
BRITISH GUIANA
Civil service: preparation and training UN 569
education UN 569
independence (proposed) UN 64, 328, 547, 628, 629, 3203,
3206, 3207, 3264
Conference, 1962: report UN 5359
BRITISH GUIANA (continued)
independence (proposed) (continued)
date UN 3185
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3469-3471, 3519
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1130
summaries and analyses UN 1128
nutrition: UNICEF-aided projects UN 1617
petitions:
British Guiana: Prime Minister (Jagan) UN 3203,
3655
Cox, E. UN 3661
International Law Association of Trinidad and Tobago
UN 3660
People's Progressive Party UN 3197, 3207
United Force (P. Daguiar) UN 3206, 3656
Prime Minister (Jagan):
request for hearing before GA (UN) 16th sess.
UN 3468
statement before GA (UN) 16th sess. UN 3469
technical assistance UN 5128
& Venezuela: See Venezuela: & British Guiana
BRITISH HONDURAS UN 2500, 2603
ECLA (UN), admission to UN 678
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 161 UN 678
economic development: & Central America:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 165 UN 678
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1136
summaries and analyses UN 1128
technical assistance UN 5128
British North Borneo: See NORTH BORNEO
BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1926
summaries and analyses UN 1137
technical assistance UN 5058
British Virgin Islands: See VIRGIN ISLANDS (British)
British West Indies: See WEST INDIES
Broadcasting: See RADIO BROADCASTING
BRUENI
periodical article:
mollusicides WHO 196, 202
BRUCE-CWATT, L. J.
periodical article:
antimalarials WHO 699
BRUCELLA WHO 671, 672
BRUCELLOSIS
immunity WHO 547, 576
BRUNEI
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1127
summaries and analyses UN 551, 1124
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 3402
petitions: Party Rakyat UN 4596
technical assistance UN 5128
BRUNTZ, F.
periodical article:
highly developed areas: women: employment ILO 284
BUBONIC PLAGUE UN 4067
BUDGETARY SYSTEMS AND POLICIES UN 3574, 4470,
5173, 5272, 5813
BULGARIA
See also International Court of Justice: cases: aerial incident of 27 Jul 1955 (Israel v. Bulgaria; USA v. Bulgaria; United Kingdom v. Bulgaria)
arbitration, industrial ILO 111, 203
comments, observations and replies:
disarmament:
economic and social consequences UN 2367
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 17
asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 5591
Cuban situation UN 4520
IAEA: report, 1961/1962 UN 5422
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964 UN 5422
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4742, 5485
NSGT: racial discrimination UN 5652
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5483
racial, national and religious intolerance: manifestations, prevention of UN 4780
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2671
Special Fund (UN): finances: contributions UN 5562
technical assistance:
Expanded Programme: finances: contributions UN 5562
IAEA programme IAEA 94, 124
employment services ILO 112
labour:
contracts: sanctions for breaches ILO 203
courts ILO 111
inspection ILO 113
report to UNESCO UNESCO 244(text)
vocational training ILO 114

BULGARU, M. (Romania)
bioography UN 5773

Bulletin (FAO) Annex 68
Bulletin (IAEA) Annex 90
Bulletin (International Bureau for Declarations of Death) Annex 42
Bulletin (ICAO) Annex 95
Bulletin (UNESCO South Asia Science Co-operation Office) Annex 117

Bulletin (WMO) Annex 146
Bulletin annuel de statistiques du gaz pour l'Europe UN 531, 5323
Bulletin annuel de statistiques du logement et de la construction pour l'Europe UN 4744

Bulletin de l'Organisation mondiale de la santé Annex 139
Bulletin of the WHO Annex 139
Bulletin on conditions of hydraulicity in Europe Annex 30
Bulletin on narcotics Annex 3

BUREAU OF FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT (ECAFE, UN)
activities, 1961/1962 UN 5004
report UN 446(text)

BUREAU OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE OPERATIONS (UN)
documents:
check lists UN 3441
indexes UN 3441
fellowships and scholarships:
GATT: Executive Secretary: note GATT 239

BURMA
agriculture: policy GATT 12
comments, observations and replies:
education: technical:
civil and political ILO 19
freedom of information:
developments UN 1355
UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4727
co-operative societies: organization:
management ILO 19
diesel marine engines: technical training ILO 56
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 20
atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962 UN 4699, 4700, 4702
disarmament UN 4050
GA (UN):
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5639
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5638
human rights: covenants (draft, 1954):
civil and political ILO 4796
economic, social and cultural:
art. 2 [Realization of rights] ILO 5577
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
IAEA: Statute: Art. IV: amendment IAEA 72
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
preparatory cttee (proposed) UN 5449
international trade:
conference (proposed) UN 4689, 4704, 4715
narcotic drugs: illicit traffic UN 2819
natural resources: permanent sovereignty UN 5441, 5534, 5536
NSGT: racial discrimination UN 5652
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia:
self-government UN 2317, 2326, 4846, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4241
UN: economic and social activities:
decentralization UN 4711, 5500
freedom of association ILO 251
narcotic drugs: illicit traffic UN 2819
technical assistance UN 5122, 5128
ILO programme ILO 56
trade union rights ILO 251

BURMESTER, B. R.
periodical article:
cancer WHO 3
BURUNDI

See also Ruanda-Urundi

assistance UN 2721, 4506, 5563, 5564, 5801
financial implications UN 4252
S-G (UN): statement UN 5566
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3947, 3945, 3951, 3952, 3954
study (proposed) UN 2720
Under-Secretary (Amachree): statement before GA (UN) 17th sess., 2nd Cttee UN 5566
documents submitted concerning:
Africa: education UN 5528
Angola situation UN 5454
Burundi:
- independence date UN 325
- UN, admission to UN 2670, 2743, 2744, 3994
- Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
- Southern Rhodesia:
  self-government UN 4846, 4849
  & Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
- economic conditions UN 4506
- economic development:
  GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3938, 3939
- education UNESCO 214, 215
- elections UN 3403
  & EEC UN 4506
- independence UN 2720, 2721, 2723, 3476, 3478-3481, 3483, 3488, 3490-3500, 3502, 3504, 3516
date UN 325
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc.
  discussion UN 3938-3940, 3943-3956
4th Cttee: report UN 2666
- indigenous cadres:
  preparation and training UN 3480, 3481, 4506
Prime Minister (Prince Louis Rwagasore): See Rwagasore, Prince Louis
Prime Minister, Deputy (P. Ngenandumwe): statements before GA (UN) 16th sess., 4th Cttee
UN 71, 73, 74, 3462
Protocol, 1961 UN 3479, 3480, 3491, 3496, 3498, 3500-3502
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc.
UN 3941, 3945
& Rwanda:
- economic union: Agreement Addis Ababa, 1962
UN 2314, 2316(text), 2720, 2721
GA (UN) 16th sess.: 
  discussion UN 3938, 3940, 3943-3945, 3947-3952
S-G (UN): report UN 4506
- economic union (proposed) UN 3479-3481, 3483, 3493, 3495, 3498, 3502, 3512, 3516
political union (proposed) UN 3481, 3483, 3496-3488, 3493-3505, 3509, 3512, 3516
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc.
UN 3946
resolution 1743 UN 1142
self-government UN 60
technical assistance UN 2666, 2721, 3488, 3505, 5128
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3949, 3950, 3954
study (proposed) UN 2720
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc.
UNESCO emergency programme UNESCO 214, 215
UN, admission to UN 2666, 2670, 2743, 2744, 2756, 2752, 2754, 3094, 3097, 3621, 3622, 4487, 4980
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc.
UNESCO assistance UN 3550, 3554
UNESCO assistance UNESCO 222

BURUNDI REFUGEES UNESCO 3479, 3481

BUTTER

import quotas FAO 27
production and marketing GATT 260, 282, 342
world situation FAO 26

BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

comments, observations and replies:
- atomic weapons:
  dissemination: prevention UN 1157
  prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 1158
- economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 693
- UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377
documents submitted concerning:
- economic and social development:
  planning UN 2109, 2124
- human rights: national advisory committees UN 2800
- international trade:
  conference (proposed) UN 4742, 5435
Special Fund (UN): finances; contributions UN 5562
technical assistance:
- Expanded Programme:
  finances; contributions UN 5562
- IAEA programme IAEA 94, 124

C

CCEP: See Consultative Committee on Postal Studies
CCIR: See International Radio Consultative Committee
CCITT: See International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
CICT: See Commission on International Commodity Trade
CIOMS: See Council for International Organization of Medical Sciences
CLSTP: See Committee for the Liberation of Portuguese Colonies
CONC: See Conference of Nationalist Organizations of Portuguese Colonies

CABINDA

See also under General Assembly (UN); committees:
- Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration: hearings
- self-government (proposed):
  GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. : disc. UN 4577

Caesium: See CESIUM

CAILLARD, J. M.

report:
Upper Volt: economic planning UN 5820

CAIN, J. (France)

biography UNESCO 199

CAIOLA, M.

periodical article:
USSR: balance of payments Fund 17

CAIRO DECLARATION OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, 1962

1962 UN 3106(text), 3255(text), 4608-4700, 4702, 5032, 5034, 5242(text)

GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Cttee: report UN 5392
CALCULATIONS
Expert Group on Calcium Requirements (FAO/WHO):
- report FAO 35; WHO 648
- nutritional requirements FAO 35

Calculators: See COMPUTERS, ELECTRONIC

CALCUTTA PORT PROJECT UN 5899

Calendars of conferences: See CO-ORDINATION AMONG UNITED NATIONS AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES:
- programme of meetings and under body concerned

Calendrier des réunions que tiendront en 1962 différents organes de l'UPU, UPU 5

CALVOCORETTI, P. (United Kingdom)
- biography UN 1426

CAMARA, G. (Portuguese Guinea)
- hearing before GA (UN); Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4588

CAMBODIA
See also International Court of Justice: cases: Temple of Preah Vihear (Cambodia v. Thailand)
- agriculture: policy GATT 39
- comments, observations and replies:
  - education: technical: recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
  - freedom of information: developments UN 1555
  - UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4727
  - women: advancement in developing territories UN 1363

documents submitted concerning:
- Angola: independence (proposed) UN 4073
- Angola situation UN 20, 5444
- atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4627
- Basutoland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
- Bechuanaland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
- British Guiana: independence: date UN 3183
- Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962 UN 4698, 4700, 4702
- Cambodia: GATT: accession GATT 1
- colonialism: elimination:
  - Declaration, 1960: implementation UN 5446-5448

- disarmament UNESCO 4650

GA (UN):
- Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5654
- Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5639
- Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
  - terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5639
- Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
- IAEA: Statute: amendments IAEA 109
- international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4683, 4687, 4690
- Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3570
- NSGT:
  - fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
  - racial discrimination UN 5653
- Northern Rhodesia: independence UN 1995, 5448
- Nyasaland: independence UN 5447

CAMBODIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
- peaceful relations among States: & international law UN 4904, 5725, 5744
- Portugal:
  - overseas territories: status UN 5639
  - repressive actions against Mozambique, alleged UN 3188
  - sanctions (proposed) UN 4073
- South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110
- South West Africa: international status UN 4653
- Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 2326, 4846, 4849
- Swaziland: self-government UN 5446
- United Nations:
  - & NSGT: information about UN 5648
  - peace and security operations:
    - financing UN 5695, 5701
- UNHCR: continuation UN 4814
- World Food Programme UN 4721
- Angola situation UN 5639
- atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4653
- Burundi: assistance UN 5563
- Cameroon: GATT, accession to GATT 350
- Cuban situation UN 4320
- ECA (UN):
  - & African and Malagasy Organization for Economic Co-operation (AMOEC) UN 945
  - publication of journals on industrial and natural resources (proposed) UN 935
- sub-regional offices:
  - establishment (proposed) UN 932, 947
- EB (WHO): members: election WHO 281

GA (UN):
- Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
- Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5639
- Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
  - members:
    - increase in number (proposed) UN 5437
  - terms of reference:
    - amendments (proposed) UN 5437, 5639
CAMEROON (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)

GA (UN) (continued)

Working Group of Fifteen on the Examination of the Administrative and Budgetary Procedures of the UN: re-establishment (proposed) UN 5699

GATT: accession by Cameroon GATT 211

human rights:

Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963: cteee (proposed) UN 4168, 4169, 4203

Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110

NSGT:

fellowships and scholarships UN 5650

rational discrimination UN 5653

peaceful relations among States:

& international law UN 4986, 5721, 5744

Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639, 5641

racial, national and religious intolerance: manifestations, prevention of UN 4700

refugees: assistance UN 4818

Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 337

UN mission (proposed) UN 2720

Rwanda: assistance UN 5563

slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5612

South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670

South West Africa: international status UN 4853

Southern Rhodesia:

self-government UN 2317, 2325, 4846, 4849

& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240

United Nations:

& NSGT: information about UN 5648

peace and security operations:

financing UN 5694, 5710

UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4663

economic development ILO 155

employment ILO 155

GATT, accession to GATT 211, 350

holidays with pay ILO 94

ILO, admission to ILO 201

narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 3408

technical assistance UN 5128

UNESCO programme UNESCO 19

CAMEROONS, NORTHERN

Trusteeship Agreement: termination date UN 558

union with Federation of Nigeria UN 558

CAMEROONS, SOUTHERN

Trusteeship Agreement: termination date UN 558

CAMEROONS UNDER UNITED KINGDOM ADMINISTRATION

communications to UN: classification UN 252

documents submitted concerning (continued)

petitions UN 970

examination by TC (IN) 27th sess.: Standing Cttee on Petitions (UN): discussion UN 2286, 2287

plebiscites UN 2591, 2593, 2595, 2596, 2598

GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1030

political future UN 558

southern part:

union with Cameroon: commun of experts (proposed):

GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1030

CAMINOS Y PUENTES FEDERALES DE INGRESOS
(Mexico)

IBRD loan Bank 38, 39

CANADA

agriculture: policy GATT 24

comments, observations and replies:

disarmament:

economic and social consequences UN 2387

economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 695

Special Fund (UN):

financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2515

UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2772

documents submitted concerning:

atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4643

Canada:

imports: restrictions GATT 315

narcotic drugs:

laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2915

commodities: surpluses: disposal GATT 102

cotton textiles: international trade:

Arrangements, Geneva, 1961: acceptance GATT 250

GA (UN): Working Group of Fifteen on the Examination of the Administrative and Budgetary Procedures of the UN: re-establishment (proposed) UN 5699

human rights:

observance: study (proposed) UN 4202

Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963: cteee (proposed) UN 4168, 4169, 4203

IAEA: report, 1961/1962 UN 5421, 5422

International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964 UN 5422

international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):

preparatory cteee (proposed) UN 5449

International Map of the World on the Millonth Scale:

specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4390, 4391, 4393, 4395, 4399, 4402, 4413

international trade: conference (proposed) UN 5432

Korea, Republic of:

withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed) UN 5487

Korean question UN 5467

Latin America: narcotic drugs: control UN 2025

narcotic drugs:

international control UN 4182

Single Convention, 1961:

coming into force UN 2850, 2853

nuclear power IAEA 129

outer space: peaceful uses UN 5483

peaceful relations among States:

& international law UN 4897, 5721, 5744

radiation: effects UN 37

United Nations:

Members: admission:

Jamaica UN 3613

Trinidad and Tobago UN 3613

Uganda UN 3997

peace and security operations:

financing UN 5694, 5710

UNICEF:

& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4200

UNCURK: report, 1961/1962 UN 5487

UNHCR: continuation UN 4811

UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4663
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CARIBBEAN NUTRITION SEMINAR (FAO), San Juan, Puerto Rico, 27 Sep - 7 Oct 1961: report FAO 134

CARIBBEAN ORGANIZATION

comments, observations and replies:
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517

CAPRITZER VALMONG, A. (Cuba)
biography UNESCO 194

CARBANZA, F. (Peru)
biography UN 2021

CARROTS
standards UN 3351

Carte internationale du monde au millionième UN 2951

CARTOGRAPHY

See also Maps; Names, Geographical; United Nations Regional Cartographic Conference for Africa,
1st, Addis Ababa, 1963
international co-operation UN 3574
surveying UN 3578
technical assistance UN 4384
UN cartographic conference for Africa (proposed):
ESC (UN) 22nd sess.: disc. UN 1328
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859

CATHOLIC INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR SOCIAL SERVICE
documents submitted concerning:
social services: organization UN 2134

CAYMAN ISLANDS
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1918

Censuses: See POPULATION: censuses; VITAL STATISTICS and sub-heading censuses under specific subject

Central African Federation: See FEDERATION OF RHODESIA AND NYASALAND

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
commodities: prices: fluctuations:
fund (proposed) UN 2174
community organization and development:
ECA (UN) activities UN 2177
education UN 5528
Angola situation UN 20
atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4633
Burundi: assistance UN 5563
Cuban situation UN 4328
disarmament UN 4632
economic and social consequences UN 4631
ECA (UN):
& African and Malagasy Organization for Economic Co-operation (AMOEC) UN 945
sub-regional offices:
establishment (proposed) UN 947
education; discrimination: Convention, 1960:
accession UNESCO 49
GA (UN):
Ctee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
Special Ctee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5639

CARIBBEAN COMMISSION

privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

CAPOTORTI, F. (Italy)
biography UN 720

CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASES

Expert Ctee on Arterial Hypertension and Ischaemic Heart Disease (WHO): report WHO 239
mortality WHO 530

CAPTAIN (FAO)
sanitation WHO 217

CAYMAN ISLANDS

CENSUSES:

CAYMAN ISLANDS

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC
CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
GA (UN) (continued)
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples:
members: increase in number (proposed)
UN 5436
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110, 4673
industry: training of personnel UN 5504
nature: protection UN 5523
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
peaceful relations among States:
& International law UN 4901, 5721, 5744
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639, 5641
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4213, 4780
refugees: assistance UN 4818
Ruanda-Urundi: political future:
UN mission (proposed) UN 2720
Rwanda: assistance UN 5553
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 5614
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4673
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia:
self-government UN 2325, 4847
& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
UN: & NSGT: information about UN 5648
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4725
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
report UN 4663
World Food Programme UN 4725
health services: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5849
holidays with pay ILO 115
ILO, admission to ILO 201
nutrition: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 2956
teachers: training: UNESCO assistance UNESCO 19
technical assistance UN 5126, 5128
UPU, admission to UPU 57
CENTRAL AMERICA (continued)
See also names of specific countries
agricultural development UN 191, 2760
agriculture UN 834
workers UN 831
animal industry: statistics UN 834
common market:
Costa Rica, accession of UN 3375
establishment UN 191, 192
products subject to special treatment: list UN 851
customs: regulations:
standardization: uniform code (draft) UN 861
dairy industry UN 859
demography: & economic development UN 529
economic integration UN 191, 192, 195, 678, 835, 3375,
5181-5183, 5824
Central American Bank for Economic Integration:
Agreement, Managua, Dec 1960 UN 676
& Costa Rica UN 3375, 5182
General Treaty on Central American Economic Integration,
Managua, Dec 1960 UN 192(text), 678, 1570 (text), 5172; GATT 204
economic integration (continued)
general treaty, 1960 (draft) UN 850(text), 852
Treaty, 1958 UN 1570(text)
electric power:
costs, 1959 UN 564
statistics, 1959 UN 863
FAO activities, 1959/1960 UN 834
forests and forestry: statistics UN 834
free trade area: & Nicaragua GATT 163
Contracting Parties (GATT): Working Party on
Central American Free Trade Area and
Nicaraguan Import Duties:
report GATT 205
housing: construction:
Working Group on Modular Co-ordination in Housing
(ECLA (UN/UN/OAS/IDB), San Salvador,
Aug 1962: report UN 5814
imports:
duties:
Treaty, 1959 UN 1570(text)
Protocol, 1960 UN 678; GATT 326(text)
Protocol, 1962 UN 5182(text)
protocols UN 1570(text), 3373
restrictions GATT 163
industrial development UN 191
Ad Hoc Working Group on Industrial Development, 1961:
report UN 2760
legislation UN 837
co-ordination UN 839
& taxes: equalization UN 3375
Agreement, 1962 UN 5182(text)
agreement (draft) UN 840(text), 843, 644,
3371(text)
Working Group on Equalization of Fiscal Incentives
to Industrial Development, 1961:
report UN 2760
industry:
integration: Agreement, 1958 UN 1570(text)
research:
Instituto Centroamericano de Investigación y
Tecnología Industrial:
Director: report UN 833
ILO activities, 1959/1960:
ILO: report UN 831
international trade UN 5182
land:
conservation and utilization UN 834
tenure UN 831, 834
pharmaceutical products: manufacture UN 5182
population: trends: inter-relationship with economic and
social factors UN 529
productivity UN 831
public administration: training of personnel:
Escuela Superior de Administración Pública América
Central:
Director: report UN 832
roads:
construction UN 5184
network UN 5179
tariffs: equalization UN 841, 847, 853, 855, 5375, 5182
Agreement UN 191(text)
Protocol UN 192(text), 192(text)
alcoholic beverages UN 858
technical assistance UN 191, 192
technical assistance, 1959/1960 UN 830
technical training UN 831
transport: development UN 191
CENTRAL AMERICAN BANK FOR ECONOMIC INTEGRATION

establishment: Agreement, 1960  UN 192 (text), 1570 (text)
terms of reference  UN 5172

CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES

& Africa  UN 2864
economic assistance to under-developed areas  UN 291
economic conditions  UN 3754
industrial development  UN 3754

Centre of Industrial Development (UN): See INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE (UN)

CENTRO LATINAMERICANO DE DOCUMENTACION SOBRE ACTIVIDADES DE LA JUVENTUD

periodicals  Annex 115

Cereals: See GRAIN and names of specific cereals

CESIUM-137

in food  FAO 33

CEYLON

agriculture: policy  GATT 10
coil: industry and trade: development  ILO 28
comments, observations and replies:

UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft)  UN 4727
documents submitted concerning:

Angola situation  UN 20
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed)  UN 5479
testa: discontinuance  UN 4627

Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962

UN 4696, 4700, 4702

Ceylon: imports:

restrictions  GATT 331, 384
restrictions to safeguard balance of payments  GATT 148
economic development: & population growth  UN 4716
study (proposed)  UN 5503

GATT: Schedule VI (Ceylon):
concessions: modifications  GATT 64

GA (UN):

Cttee on Information from NSGT:
continuation (proposed)  UN 5555
Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.:
report  UN 5646

Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Admin.:
report  UN 5639

Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed)  UN 5639

Hammarskjold, Dag H. A. C.:
death: investigation  UN 3999

human rights:

Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
cttee (proposed)  UN 4169

Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa  UN 3110

IAEA: Statute: amendments  IAEA 108, 139
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
preparatory ctte (proposed)  UN 5449
international trade: conference (proposed)  UN 4148, 4687, 4690

CEYLON (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)

Iran: earthquake, 1962  UN 3570

NSGT: fellowships and scholarships  UN 5650
peaceful relations among States:
& international law  UN 4905, 5725, 5744
Portugal: overseas territories: status  UN 5639
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation  UN 5612

South Africa: race problems: apartheid  UN 3110

Southern Rhodesia:

self-government  UN 2317, 2326, 4846, 4849

& Zimbabwe African People's Union  UN 4241

United Nations:

Members: admission:
Algeria  UN 3994
Jamaica  UN 3613
Trinidad and Tobago  UN 3613
Uganda  UN 3997

& NSGT: information about
UN 5648

UN International School  UN 5703

UN juridical yearbook: publication (proposed)  UN 5740

World Food Programme  UN 4721

economic planning  UN 782
imports:
restrictions  GATT 237, 331, 384
restrictions to promote economic development  GATT 180
restrictions to safeguard balance of payments  GATT 64, 148
tariffs: modifications  GATT 331
technical assistance  UN 5067, 5128
ILO programmes  ILO 28, 243
textile industry and trade:
technical training  ILO 243

CHAD

documents submitted concerning:

Africa:

animal industry:
meeting of experts (proposed)  UN 915
community organisation and development:
ECA (UN) activities  UN 2177
education  UN 5558
transport: facilities across the Sahara  UN 941

Angola situation  UN 20

Burundi: assistance  UN 5563

Chad: narcotic drugs  UN 2494
commodity problems  UN 4734, 5518

Cuban situation  UN 4326

ECAN: (UN) & African and Malagasy Organization for Economic Co-operation (AMOEC)  UN 945

GA (UN):

Cttee on Information from NSGT:
continuation (proposed)  UN 5655
Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.:
report  UN 5646

Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Admin.:
report  UN 5639

Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed)  UN 5639

Hammarskjold, Dag H. A. C.:
death: investigation  UN 3999

human rights:

Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
ctte (proposed)  UN 4169

Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa  UN 3110

IAEA: Statute: amendments  IAEA 108, 139
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
preparatory ctte (proposed)  UN 5449
international trade: conference (proposed)  UN 4148, 4687, 4690
CHAD (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
industry: training of personnel UN 5504
nature: protection UN 5523
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5484
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4213, 4780
Rwanda: assistance UN 5563
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia:
self-government UN 2325, 4847
& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
UN & NSGT: information about UN 5648
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4663
UN Training and Research Institute: establishment (proposed): study (proposed) UN 5510
World Food Programme: & Africa UN 933
ILO, admission to: ILO 301
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2494
technical assistance UN 5072, 5128
UPU, admission to UN 570
Chagas' disease: See TRYPANOSOMIASIS

CHAI, G.
periodical article:
molluscicides WHO 221

CHaigneau, Y.
report:
Senegal: economic planning UN 5219

Chaf reaction piles: See NUCLEAR REACTORS

Chaklin, A. V.
periodical articles:
cancer: statistics WHO 700
Europe: cancer WHO 197

CHakravarty, B. N. (India)
biography UN 5714

CHamber of Commerce of the United States of America
documents submitted concerning:
disarmament: economic and social consequences UN 3305
economic development: financing UN 3304

Charles, L. J.
periodical article:
Ghana: malaria: control WHO 303


Charts, Aeronautical: See AIR NAVIGATION: charts

Chemical Industries
accidents: prevention: study and teaching ILO 55
employment ILO 80
hours of labour: shift system: wages ILO 27, 309
overtime ILO 27
pensions ILO 80
safety measures ILO 80
workers ILO 27
conditions of work ILO 80, 309
dismissal: assistance ILO 80

Chemical Industries (continued)
workers (continued)
safety education ILO 309
audio-visual aids ILO 55

Chemical Industries Committee (ILO)
resolutions: implementation ILO 309

Chemical Industries Committee (ILO) 5th sess.
summary records ILO 309

Chemical processing of uranium ores IAEA 100

Cheng, H. S.
periodical article:
industry: products: experts: price movements Fund 18

Cherries: See U.S. Department of Agriculture

Children
development & economic and social development
UN 1604
UNICEF: EB, Jun 1962 sess.: discussion UN 4431, 4433-4436
illegitimate: See illegitimacy
nutrition:
training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5847
UNICEF programme UN 4329
rights: See human rights: covenants: (1954): civil and political

Children's Libraries UNESCO 13

Chile
Coca leaf UN 1513
comments, observations and replies:
UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4727
women: advancement in developing territories UN 1383
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
nuclear-free zones (proposed) UN 4637, 4638, 4640
CHILE (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
atomic weapons:
dissemination: prevention UN 565
tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
UN 4696, 4700, 4702
Chile:
imports:
restrictions GATT 121, 397
restrictions to safeguard balance of payments GATT 98
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961
UN 2907
commodity problems UN 4722, 5518
disarmament UN 4650
GA (UN): Special Ctte for South West Africa: dissolution (proposed) UN 4857
human rights:
covenants (draft, 1954):
civil and political UN 4797
economic, social and cultural: art. 2 [Realization of rights] UN 5602
implementation UN 5617
information media UN 4176, 4180
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4394
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4148, 4687, 4690
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 5569, 4154, 4155
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 4897, 5721, 5744
S-G (UN) (U) Thant: appointment UN 5430
South West Africa: international status UN 4857
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 4848
United Nations:
economic and social activities:
decentralization UN 4754, 5526
Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993, 4303
peace and security operations:
financing UN 5704, 5710
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
UN juridical yearbook: publication (proposed) UN 5740
UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4663
UN Technical Conference on the International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962:
report (draft) UN 4586
World Food Programme UN 4721
earthquakes: & building UN 5894
earthquakes, 1960 UN 5894
health services: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5859
imports:
restrictions GATT 121, 387
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: decision GATT 285
restrictions to safeguard balance of payments GATT 98
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2907
tariffs: waivers GATT 121, 285, 397
technical assistance UN 5089, 5128
vocational training: UNICEF-aided projects UN 2206

CHINA (Mainland)
China Development Corporation Project:
IDA development credit IDA 4
comments, observations and replies:
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
documents submitted concerning:
China: narcotic drugs UN 4420
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications:
amendments (proposed) UN 4364, 4365, 4388
UNESCO:
finances: contributions, 1963-1964 UNESCO 274
UNESCO, representation in UNESCO 256
UN Technical Conference on the International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962:
report (draft) UN 4384, 4386
UN Visiting Mission to the Trust Territories of Nauru and New Guinea, 1962:
report on Nauru UN 2934
report on New Guinea UN 2534
women: advancement in developing countries UN 1495
General Conference (IAEA) 5th sess., representation at:
See General Conference (IAEA) 5th sess.: China, representation of
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1962 UN 4420
refugees of European origin: See European refugees from China
SC (UN), representatives on: credentials UN 2746
technical assistance UN 5128
ILO programme ILO 85
UN Conference on Diplomatic Intercourse and Immunities, Vienna, 1961; representation in UN 2007
UN, representation in UN 3564, 3589, 3996
ESc and subsidiary organs UN 3576, 3834, 5009
GA (UN): Ctte on Arrangements for a Conference for the Purpose of Reviewing the Charter, 4th sess.:
resolution 1668 UN 1142

CHINA (People's Republic)
UNESCO, representation in UNESCO 256

CHINA (Taiwan)
cholera: emergency aid UN 5310
conjunctivitis WHO 687
health education: training of personnel UN 5284
supervisors: training ILO 83
trachoma WHO 687, 688
control: UNICEF-aided projects UN 1606

CHINESE REFUGEES IN HONG KONG UN 1234, 2691, 3583, 4551, 4818, 4820, 4821
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1774
UNHCR: note UN 4554

CHINESE REFUGEES IN INDONESIA (alleged)
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1774-1776

CHOLERA
vibrio WHO 582

CHRISTENSEN, P. A.
periodical article: diphtheria: toxoid WHO 544

A Chronological list of atomic energy conferences, meetings, training courses Annex 89
The Cinema and social sciences  UNESCO 219

Circumcision: See WOMEN: operations based on custom

CIVIL SERVICE
national: training of personnel  UN 5901

CIVIL SERVICE, INTERNATIONAL
salaries: determination; cost of living indexes  UN 274

CLAIMS  UN 1624

civil: settlement:
& privileges and immunities;
UN Conference on Diplomatic Intercourse and
Immunities, Vienna, 1961; disc.  UN 2007

CLARKE, V. DE V.
periodical article:
Southern Rhodesia: snails: control  WHO 198

CLEMENTS, F. W.
periodical article:
infants: weight  WHO 545

CLIMATOLOGY  UN 5896;  WMO 29
agriculture: See Crops: & climate
practices and procedures  WMO 3

CLYDE, D. F.
periodical article:
Tanganyika: antimalarials  WHO 701

COAL
industry and trade:
economic and social conditions  ILO 161
international trade  UN 2144
production  UN 2144

COALE, A. J. (USA)
biography  UN 1386

COATNEY, G. R.
periodical article:
antimalarials  WHO 702

COCA LEAF  UN 128, 820, 5766
control  UN 2851

COCHRAN, D. G.
periodical article:
DDT  WHO 703

COCONUT
See also United Nations Conference, Geneva, 1963
statistics: periodicals  Annex 62

Cocoa statistics  Annex 62

COCONUT
periodicals  Annex 63
world situation  FAO 21

Coconut situation  Annex 63

COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS
information to UN: summaries and analyses  UN 551

Code: épidémiologique  WHO 182

CODEPID  WHO 182

Codex alimentarius  WHO 68, 84
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution  WHO 123

CODING
UNESCO; report  UN 5764

COFFEE
See also United Nations Coffee Conference, New York, 1962

COFFEE (continued)
Agreement, 1962  UN 4706, 4707, 5278(text)
UN Coffee Conference, New York, 1962:
resolution  UN 5275
international market  Fund 32
international trade  UN 5249
UN Coffee Conference, New York, 1962:
resolution  UN 5275
production  UN 3395, 5280

COHEN, D.
periodical article:
rabies: experimental studies  WHO 656

Collection d'études postales  UPU 45, 44, 56

COLLIson, R. L.
author:
Bibliographical services throughout the world  UNESCO 37

COLOMBIA
aged persons: employment  ILO 116
agriculture  UN 1569
animal diseases  UN 1569
animal industry  UN 1569
statistics  UN 1569
apprenticeship  ILO 118
child and youth welfare:
UNICEF-aided projects  UN 2245

comments, observations and replies:
economic co-operation: declaration (draft)  UN 1366
documents submitted concerning:
Commission on International Commodity Trade (UN):
technical working group [on compensatory financ-
ing] (proposed)  UN 3285
Commn on the Status of Women (UN) 17th sess.:
date and meeting place  UN 1501
commodity problems  UN 3285, 4706, 4707, 4732, 5518
commodity projections  UN 3285

Dept of ESA: Division of Industrial Development:
expansion  UN 2453
disarmament:
economic and social consequences  UN 4145

ESC (UN):
Cree on Housing, Building and Planning:
members: increase in number (proposed)  UN 4194

ECA (UN):
members: termination of membership:
Spain  UN 3786
economic development: financing:
studies (proposed)  UN 3605
equal pay for equal work  UN 803
freedom of information:
convention (draft)  UN 5605
declaration (draft)  UN 5605
housing and urban development  UN 4194

human rights:
advisory services  UN 3290
covenants (draft, 1954)
civil and political  UN 4799
economic, social and cultural: art. 2 [Realization
of rights]  UN 5602
Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
ctee (proposed)  UN 4214

industrial development:
commissioner (proposed)  UN 2453
specialized agency (proposed):
ctee of 10 experts (proposed)  UN 2453
COLOMBIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
  information media UN 4179, 4180
IAEA: Statute: amendments IAEA 103
  international trade:
  conference (proposed) UN 4746, 4747
  investments, international UN 3266, 3802
  studies (proposed) UN 3805
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
Korea, Republic of:
  withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed) UN 5487
Latin American Institute for Economic and Social
  Planning: establishment UN 1401
peaceful relations among States:
  & international law UN 5721, 5736
seismology UN 3502
technical assistance:
  co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 3321
IAEA programme IAEA 134, 135
UN: peace and security operations:
  financing UN 5695, 5704, 5710
UN Capital Development Fund UN 3287
UNCURK: report, 1961/1962 UN 5487
UNESCO: & UN: Agreement, 1946: revision UN 5431
UNHCR: continuation UN 4811
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radia-
  tion: report UN 4657
UN Training and Research Institute:
  establishment (proposed): study (proposed) UN 5506
women:
  inheritance UN 1486
  political rights UN 794
  status: seminars UN 1500
economic co-operation with Ecuador and Venezuela
UN 1570
electric power: development: IBRD loan Bank 30, 31
  environmental sanitation:
  UNICEF-aided projects UN 2213
health education: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5651
  health insurance IL0 117
IBRD loan: guarantee agreement Bank 30
labour: laws and regulations IL0 254
maternal welfare: insurance IL0 117
nutrition: training of personnel:
  UNICEF-aided projects UN 1614
technical assistance UN 5105, 5128
  tuberculosis: control:
  UNICEF-aided projects UN 2219
COLOMBO PLAN UN 222, 461
COLOMBO PLAN BUREAU
  comments, observations and replies:
  Special Fund (UN):
  financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517

COLONIALISM (continued)
economic consequences: elimination:
  international conference (proposed):
    ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1328
elimination UN 3056
  commn (proposed) UN 2597
  ctee [of 17] (proposed) UN 3487
Declaration, 1960 UN 3486, 3489, 3471, 3520
  dissemination UN 5343, 5648, 5649
S-G (UN): report UN 3612

Colonies: See NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES;
  TRUST TERRITORIES and names of specific
  Territories
COMISION FEDERAL DE ELECTRICIDAD (Mexico)
  IBRD loan Bank 36, 37
COMMERCIAL POLICY
  periodicals Annex 88
COMMISSION CENTRALE POUR LA NAVIGATION DU RHIN
  privileges and immunities UN 978
Commission consultative des études postales (UPU): See
  CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE ON POSTAL STUDIES
  (UPU)
COMMISSION FOR AEROLOGY (WMO)
  Working Group on Numerical Methods of Weather
  Analysis and Forecasting:
    report WMO 30(text)
COMMISSION FOR AEROLOGY (WMO) 3rd sess.
  agenda WMO 6
  documents: list WMO 6
  members: representatives: list WMO 6
  recommendations WMO 6
  report:
    Executive Ctee (WMO): resolutions WMO 31
    report, abridged WMO 6(text)
  resolutions WMO 6
COMMISSION FOR INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS OF
  OBSERVATION (WMO) 3rd sess.
  documents: list WMO 22
  recommendations WMO 22
  report:
    Executive Ctee (WMO): resolutions WMO 32
    report, abridged WMO 22(text)
  resolutions WMO 22
COMMISSION FOR TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION IN AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA
comments, observations and replies:
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
COMMISSION OF INVESTIGATION INTO THE CONDITIONS AND CIRCUMSTANCES RESULTING IN THE TRAGIC DEATH OF MR. DAG HAMMARSKJOLD AND OF MEMBERS OF THE PARTY ACCOMPANYING HIM (UN)
report UN 1907(text), 1968
COMMISSION OF THE CHURCHES ON INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
documents submitted concerning:
UNHCR: continuation UN 3307
COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS (UN)
Cttee [on the preparation of the study of the right of everyone to be free from arbitrary arrest, detention or exile]:
membership UN 375
organization of work UN 375
report UN 375(text)
terms of reference UN 375
Cttee on Periodic Reports:
officers: election UN 3870
organization of work UN 3870
proceedings UN 3870-3875
report UN 1430(text)
report (draft) UN 745, 3875
members:
confirmation UN 5773
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1353
election UN 701, 1382, 1383, 4993
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1353
increase in number (proposed):
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS (UN) 17th sess.
report UN 1341
COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS (UN) 18th sess.
agenda UN 3304
documents: list UN 739, 5009
officers: election UN 3834
proceedings UN 3834-3869
report UN 3289, 5009(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:
resolution 888 A UN 5013
Social Cttee: report UN 3246
report (draft) UN 1444-1451, 3868, 3869
COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS (UN) 19th sess.
date and meeting place UN 5009
Commn on Human Rights (UN) 18th sess. :
discussion UN 3868
COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY TRADE (UN)
& Cttee on Commodity Problems (FAO):
joint session, May 1962:
agenda UN 127, 1518(text)
report UN 5023; FAO 67
members:
election UN 701, 1382, 1384, 4993
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1355
increase in number (proposed):
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY TRADE (UN) (continued)
Technical Working Group [on compensatory financing]:
terms of reference:
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 915 UN 5013
technical working group [on compensatory financing] (proposed) UN 2352, 3285
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: disc. UN 5028
financial implications UN 3706
S-G (UN): statement UN 3264
COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY TRADE (UN) 9th sess.
report to ESC (UN) UN 127(text)
COMMISSION ON INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY TRADE (UN) 10th sess.
agenda (provisional) UN 1519(text)
date and meeting place UN 127
COMMISSION ON NARCOTIC DRUGS (UN)
committees:
Body of 3 Experts [on myrophone]:
report UN 2845(text)
Body of 3 Experts [on nicocodine]:
report UN 2828(text)
Cttee on Illicit Traffic: report UN 2813, 2816
members:
election UN 701, 1382, 1383, 4993
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1353
increase in number (proposed):
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
programme of work UN 128, 5766
priorities:
S-G (UN): note UN 1516
COMMISSION ON NARCOTIC DRUGS (UN) 16th sess.
report UN 128(text)
resolutions UN 128
COMMISSION ON NARCOTIC DRUGS (UN) 17th sess.
agenda UN 401
agenda (provisional) UN 188
date and meeting place UN 128
decisions UN 5766
documents: list UN 1506, 5766
organization of work UN 2818
report UN 5766(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 914 A UN 5013
report (draft) UN 2827, 2829-2848
resolutions UN 5766
COMMISSION ON NARCOTIC DRUGS (UN) 18th sess.
date and meeting place UN 5768
COMMISSION ON PERMANENT SOVEREIGNTY OVER NATURAL RESOURCES (UN)
members:
increase in number (proposed) UN 5534, 5536, 5538
report UN 5461(text)
COMMISSION ON PERMANENT SOVEREIGNTY OVER NATURAL RESOURCES (UN) 3rd sess.
resolution UN 4712
COMMISSION ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN (UN)
activities UN 816
members:
confirmation UN 5773
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1355
election UN 701, 1382, 1383, 4993
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1355
increase in number (proposed):
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
COMMITTEE FOR THE LIBERATION OF SÃO TOME AND PRINCIPE

COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS ON THE APPLICATION OF CONVENTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (ILO)

COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS ON THE PROGRAMME IN SCIENTIFIC HYDROLOGY (UNESCO)

COMMITTEE ON CONDITIONS OF WORK IN THE FISHING INDUSTRY (ILO)

COMMITTEE ON CONTRIBUTIONS (UN)

COMMITTEE ON HOUSING, BUILDING AND PLANNING (UN)

COMMITTEE ON WORK ON PLANTATIONS (ILO)

COMMODITIES (continued)

prices  UN 127
control  ILO 91
fluctuations:
compensatory financing  UN 127, 824, 2142, 2356, 2418, 2885, 2890-2892, 2895, 3575, 3592, 4732, 4734, 4768, 5021-5024, 5026, 5031, 5047, 5253, 5254, 5518, 5545
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc.  UN 1324, 1325, 1329, 1330, 1346
ECA (UN): Executive Secretary: note  UN 2886
development insurance fund (proposed)  UN 402, 824
GA (UN) 18th sess.:
discussion  UN 1668-1675
resolution 1707  UN 1142
primary: definition  UN 403
production  UN 2139, 2143
statistics  UN 2299
programme of inter-governmental meetings, 1962  UN 2407
stocks  UN 127
surpluses: disposal:
FAO activities  GATT 122
reports by GATT members  GATT 62, 102, 103
UN activities  GATT 122
survey, 1961  UN 2143, 2144
synthetic: definition  UN 403
trade: statistics: periodicals  Annex 9
world situation  UN 127
world situation, 1961-1962  UN 2139

Commodity bulletin series  FAO 37, 133

COMMODITY INDEXES

compilation: application of revised SITC  UN 370

COMMODITY PROBLEMS  UN 127, 402, 1520, 3264, 3285, 3574, 3575, 3699, 4706, 4707, 4732, 4734, 4768, 5020, 5164, 5518, 5545; FAO 15, 23, 67
See also Agriculture: products; Food: supply
ACC: report to ESC (UN): 26th  UN 2038
comments by Governments  UN 189
ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962  UN 3576
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc.  UN 1346
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:
Economic Cttee: report  UN 3252
resolution 915  UN 5013, 5021-5026, 5028, 5034
GA (UN): resolutions  FAO 30
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Cttee: report  UN 5392
group of experts (proposed)  UN 3792, 5020-5022, 5024, 5025, 5034, 5035
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:
Economic Cttee: report  UN 3766
resolution 919  UN 5013
financial implications:
S-G (UN): statement  UN 3793
Interim Co-ordinating Cttee for International Commodity Arrangements: reports, 1962  UN 2028
& international trade:
Contracting Parties (GATT):
Working Party on Commodities:
report  GATT 256
GATT: Executive Secretary: note  GATT 238, 335
role of synthetic products in international trade  UN 403
S-G (UN): note  UN 3592
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970  UN 2252, 3285, 5028, 5029

COMMODITIES  UN 4140

See also Agriculture: products
agreements and consultations  UN 2139
classification  UN 403
developments, 1960-1961  GATT 238
exports  UN 2143
international trade  UN 402, 2139; GATT 41, 104, 108, 212, 224, 303, 361, 409, 429, 431
Commn on International Commodity Trade (UN) 9th sess.: report to ESC (UN)  UN 127
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion  UN 1668-1675
resolution 1707  UN 1142
studies (proposed):
financial implications: budget, 1963  UN 3706
market fluctuations, 1951-1960  UN 824
markets  GATT 231

COMMITTEE FOR THE LIBERATION OF SÃO TOME AND PRINCIPE

hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.  UN 4036, 4584

hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for  UN 5629
COMMUNICABLE DISEASES WHO 678
See also Mosquitoes and names of specific diseases
mortality WHO 712
statistics WHO 652

Communication procedures ICAO 32

COMMUNICATIONS
See also Aviation; Postal service; Radio; Roads; Shipping; Telecommunication; Telegraph; Television; Transport
procedures: manual ICAO 32
statistics UN 2299

COMMUNICATIONS DIVISION (ICAO) 7th sess. report ICAO 56(text)

Communities: development: See COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT UN 2569, 3762, 4468, 5019, 5020, 5085; FAO 242
concerted action programme UN 2038
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 2402
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1334, 1346
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1675 UN 1142
group of experts [on community development] (proposed) UN 5011
agenda (proposed) UN 179
Social Commn (UN) 14th sess.: disc. UN 3883-3885
terms of reference (proposed) S-G (UN): report UN 179
relation to national development programmes:
ad hoc group of experts (UN) (proposed): ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1334, 1336, 1346
rural ILO 77
See also Rural development
training of personnel UN 4464
European Seminar (UN), Athens, Sep 1961: report UN 1527(text)
UNESCO regional training centres UN 2038
WHO programmes UN 1585

COMORO ISLANDS
BCG vaccination campaign:
UNICEF-aided project UN 2226
technical assistance UN 5128

Compendium of extracts from resolutions of the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council involving principles of international economic co-operation revision:
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: decision UN 5007

Compendium of social statistics
publication (proposed) UN 713, 5010
Statistical Commn (UN) 12th sess.: disc. UN 5148, 5149

Computation Centre, International: See INTERNATIONAL COMPUTATION CENTRE

COMPUTERS, ELECTRONIC
use in statistical compilation UN 714, 1424, 5010
programming UN 715
Statistical Commn (UN) 12th sess.: discussion UN 5146, 5147

Concentration camps: victims: See VICTIMS OF PSEUDO-SCIENTIFIC EXPERIMENTATION

Concept of the semi-homogeneous reactor (SHR) and present status of research in Japan IAEA 11

Conciliation: See ARBITRATION, COMMERCIAL

CONFERENCE (FAO)
technical cttees:
reporting procedures FAO 113
D-G (FAO): note FAO 69

CONFERENCE (FAO), 11th sess. report FAO 15, 76(text) resolutions FAO 42(text)
technical cttees: reports FAO 2

CONFERENCE (ILO)
conventions and recommendations ILO 310
interpretation ILO 214, 265
translation into German:
Conference for the Translation into German of the International Labour Conventions and Recommendations (ILO): report ILO 205
organization of work ILO 233
standing orders ILO 162, 194(text)
amendments ILO 264

CONFERENCE (ILO) 29th sess.
Ctte on Constitutional Questions:
record of proceedings ILO 68

CONFERENCE (ILO) 44th sess.
resolutions: implementation ILO 164

CONFERENCE (ILO) 45th sess.
Appeals Board: report ILO 49
committees:
Ctte on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations: report ILO 49
Resolution Cttee: reports ILO 49
members: representatives: credentials ILO 49
proceedings ILO 49(text)
index ILO 49
resolutions ILO 49
standing orders ILO 49

CONFERENCE (ILO) 46th sess.
agenda ILO 24, 164
Appeals Board: reports ILO 162
committees:
Ctte on Hours of Work: report ILO 264
Resolutions Cttee: reports ILO 162, 264
conventions and recommendations ILO 264(text)
members: representatives: credentials ILO 162
proceedings (provisional) ILO 162
resolutions ILO 264(text), 277
resolutions (collected edition) ILO 199
resolutions (proposed) ILO 162
standing orders ILO 26
summary record ILO 277

CONFERENCE (ILO) 47th sess.
agenda ILO 198
standing orders ILO 198
CONFERENCE DELEGATION ON CONSTITUTIONAL QUESTIONS (ILO) 1st-2nd, 1946
record of proceedings ILO 58

Conférence des organisations nationalistes des colonies portugaises: See CONFERENCE OF NATIONALIST ORGANIZATION OF PORTUGUESE COLONIES

CONFERENCE FOR THE TRANSLATION INTO GERMAN OF THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONVENTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (ILO)
report ILO 205

CONFERENCE OF AFRICAN STATES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATION IN AFRICA, Addis Ababa, 1961
recommendations: implementation UNESCO 19
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347

CONFERENCE OF AFRICAN STATISTICIANS, 1st, Addis Ababa, 1959
report UN 865

CONFERENCE OF AFRICAN STATISTICIANS, 2nd, Tunis, 1961 UN 1528
report UN 865(text), 943

CONFERENCE OF ASIAN ECONOMIC PLANNERS, New Delhi, Sep-Oct 1961 UN 5004
report: ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166

CONFERENCE OF ASIAN STATISTICIANS, 4th sess., Tokyo, 1961 UN 1528, 5004
report UN 443(text)

Final Act IMCO 7(text)

CONFERENCE OF EUROPEAN STATISTICIANS activities, 1959-1960:
ECE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 413

CONFERENCE OF EUROPEAN STATISTICIANS, 8th sess., Geneva, 1960 UN 1628

CONFERENCE OF EUROPEAN STATISTICIANS, 9th sess., Geneva, 1961 UN 1628

CONFERENCE OF EUROPEAN STATISTICIANS, 10th sess., Geneva, 1962
report UN 5611(text)

CONFERENCE OF INTERNATIONAL NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS IN CONSULTATIVE RELATIONS, 8th, Paris, 1962
EB (UNESCO), representation of UNESCO 96 resolutions UNESCO 106

CONFERENCE OF NATIONALIST ORGANIZATIONS OF THE PORTUGUESE COLONIES
hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4041, 4594

CONFERENCE ON EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN LATIN AMERICA (UNESCO/UN/OAS), Santiago, 1962 UN 678
preparatory meetings UN 2760
report UNESCO 157

CONFERENCE ON INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL AND TOURISM, Rome, 1963 UN 3576
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3611, 3706, 3384, 5669

CONFERENCE ON NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS (IAEA), Belgrade, May 1961
proceedings IAEA 46

CONFERENCE ON TAX ADMINISTRATION, Buenos Aires, Oct 1961
report UN 827(text)

CONFERENCE ON THE PROBLEMS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, Cairo, Jul 1962
Declaration UN 3106(text), 3255(text), 5242(text)

CONFERENCE ON THE QUESTION OF RUANDA-URUNDI, Addis Ababa, 9-19 Apr 1962 UN 2314

CONFERENCE ON THE SOCIAL ASPECTS OF DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN THE ARAB STATES, Beirut, Nov 1961 UN 1630

CONFERENCE ON THE USE OF RADIOISOTOPES IN THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND INDUSTRY (IAEA)
Copenhagen, Sep 1960
proceedings IAEA 13, 23, 43

CONFERENCE ON WATER POLLUTION PROBLEMS IN EUROPE, Geneva, 1961
papers UN 439

CONGGO (BRAZZAVILLE)
comments, observations and replies:
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2515
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
commodities: prices: fluctuations:
fund (proposed) UN 2174
community organization and development:
ECA (UN) activities UN 2177
development bank:
establishment (proposed) UN 2173
Angola situation UN 29, 5454
atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4634
Burundi: assistance UN 5563
Cuban situation UN 4326
ECA (UN):
& African and Malagasy Organization for Economic Co-operation (AMOEC) UN 945
sub-regional offices: establishment (proposed)
UN 947

GA (UN):
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
Congo (Brazzaville), co-operation with UN 1978
report UN 5639
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
members:
increase in number (proposed) UN 5437
Congo (Brazzaville) (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
GA (UN) (continued)
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (continued) terms of reference:
  amendments (proposed) UN 5437, 5639
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3112 international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4685
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639 racial, national and religious intolerance:
  manifestations, prevention of UN 4780, 4794
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 336
  UN mission (proposed) UN 2720
  Rwanda: assistance UN 5563
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3112, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia:
  self-government UN 2325, 4864, 4849
  & Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
  UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4663
homecraft: training of personnel:
  UNICEF-aided projects UN 4444
ILO, admission to ILO 201 technical assistance UN 5128
UPU, admission to UPU 57
Congo (Leopoldville) comments, observations and replies:
disarmament:
  economic and social consequences UN 2369
  UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4727
women: advancement in developing countries UN 2016
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
  commodities: prices: fluctuations:
    fund (proposed) UN 2174
  community organization and development:
    ECA (UN) activities UN 2177
  racial discrimination: economic and social consequences: studies UN 2168
Angola situation UN 20
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962 UN 4698, 4700, 4702
Congo (Leopoldville): imports: restrictions GATT 57
Congo situation UN 115, 119, 359
ECA (UN):
  sub-regional offices: establishment (proposed) UN 947
terms of reference:
  amendments (proposed) UN 2167, 2172
ECA (UN) 5th sess.: meeting place UN 944
GATT: accession by Congo (Leopoldville) GATT 215
GA (UN):
  Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
  Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
    Congo (Leopoldville), co-operation with UN 1976
    report UN 5639
Congo (Leopoldville) (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
GA (UN) (continued)
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples members:
  increase in number (proposed) UN 5437
terms of reference:
  amendments (proposed) UN 5437, 5639
Hammarskjold, Dag H. A. C.:
  death: investigation UN 4000
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110 International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale: specifications:
  amendments (proposed) UN 4395, 4410
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4683, 4687, 4690
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569 marriage: minimum age, consent and registration: convention (draft) UN 4532 NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650 peaceful relations among States:
  & international law UN 5722, 5746
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639 racial, national and religious intolerance:
  manifestations, prevention of UN 4781, 4794
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia:
  self-government UN 2317, 4864, 4849
  & Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
United Nations:
  Members: admission:
    Durundu UN 3621
    Rwanda UN 3619
  & NSGT: information about UN 5648
UN Technical Conference on the International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962: report (draft) UN 4384, 4386
ECA (UN), admission to UN 865 education:
  technical ILO 185
UNICEF-aided projects UN 2210, 2255
GATT, accession to GATT 215 imports: restrictions GATT 57 IAEA, admission to:
  General Conference (IAEA) 5th sess.: resolution 88 IAEA 1
ILO, admission to ILO 201 labour: contracts ILO 120 political developments, 1961/1962 UN 3574, 3575 social security ILO 206 social services: training of personnel:
  UNICEF-aided projects UN 5842 technical assistance:
  ILO programme ILO 185
WMO programme WMO 19 UNESCO assistance UNESCO 19, 96 whooping cough: emergency aid UN 5310
Congo situation UN 115, 119, 359, 3575, 4294, 4487 See also United Nations Operation in the Congo (ONUC) GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc.
  UN 1001, 1003-1006, 1010, 1016, 1018-1021, 123
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc.
  UN 2598, 2605, 2607, 2614, 2617, 2639, 3476, 3481, 3485, 3487, 3492, 3494, 3496, 3503, 3512, 3514-3516, 3519, 3574, 3953
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CONGO SITUATION (continued)

Gizenga, A.: arrest and detention UN 3716
UN Operation in the Congo (ONUC): Officer-in-Charge (Linner): report UN 96, 98, 100, 845
Katanga Province UN 4311
Government:
legal expert, request for UN 96
UN Operation in the Congo (ONUC): Officer-in-Charge (Linner): report UN 97
mercenary lists UN 5751
S-G (UN): note UN 99, 356
UN Operation in the Congo (ONUC): Officer-in-Charge (Linner):
report UN 98, 645
ONUC: activities:
UN Operation in the Congo (ONUC): Officer-in-Charge (Linner): report UN 96
ONUC military operations UN 365
cease fire:
SC (UN): disc., 1961 UN 5750
secession UN 111
SC (UN): disc., 1961 UN 5750
UN Operation in the Congo (ONUC): Officer-in-Charge (Gardiner):
reports UN 3713-3716, 3718, 4298, 4920
withdrawal of foreign military personnel:
SC (UN): disc., 1961 UN 5750
Katanga Province/Central Government negotiations:
Kitona meeting, Dec 1961:
UN Operation in the Congo (ONUC): Officer-in-Charge (Linner): report UN 95, 645
Kongolo situation:
S-G (UN): note UN 112, 113, 365
ONUC role UN 365
S-G (UN) proposals UN 3715 (text)
SC (UN): disc., 1962 UN 4932
Tshombe, Moise: visit to Leogoldville:
security guarantees UN 646
WHO activities WHO 76, 77, 236, 320, 491, 505, 693
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 370
D-G (WHO): reports WHO 47, 491
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution WHO 97
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY ILO 126
See also Housing
statistics UN 2299
workers: indigenous: training ILO 15
Consular formalities: international trade: See INTERNATIONAL TRADE: consular formalities
CONSULAR INTERCOURSE AND IMMUNITIES
See also Diplomatic intercourse and immunities
articles (draft) UN 638 (text), 1285
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1665 UN 1142
CONSULAR RELATIONS UN 5751
See also United Nations Conference on Consular Relations, Vienna, 1963
articles (draft):
comments by Governments UN 3542-3544
convention (proposed):
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discuslon UN 1877-1887
resolution 1685 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess., 6th Ctte: report UN 5391
CONSULAR RELATIONS (continued)
international conference of plenipotentiaries, 1963
(proposed):
financial implications:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1845
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1877-1888, 1900
resolution 1685 UN 1142
S-G (UN): note UN 3564
treaties UN 5748 (text)
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE ON POSTAL STUDIES (UPU)
programme of work, 1963 UPU 23
reports, memoranda and studies:
postal service: mail:
rates UPU 44
sorting UPU 42
Steering Cttee: report UPU 56
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE ON POSTAL STUDIES (UPU), Oct 1961 sess.
activities UPU 57
Steering Cttee, Oct 1961 sess.: documents UPU 23
proceedings UPU 11, 23
programme of work UPU 11
CONSULTATIVE COUNCIL OF JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare:
& economic and social development UN 3413
Sub-Commn on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities (UN): programme of work UN 176
CONSULTATIVE GROUP [ON THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF DISARMAMENT]
See also Disarmament: economic and social consequences
report UN 2367, 2766, 3266
dissemination: financial implications:
S-G (UN): statement UN 3267
CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON NARCOTICS CONTROL [FOR SOUTH-EAST ASIA] (UN)
report UN 2136 (text)
CONSUMER RESEARCH
ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 2 UN 2764
CONSUMERS
prices: indices: computers ILO 180
CONSUMPTION (Economics) UN 2387
See also Prices
statistics UN 2299
CONTRACTING PARTIES (GATT)
See also Secretariat (Contracting Parties, GATT) committees:
Ctte on Balance-of-Payments Restrictions:
Chairman: appointment GATT 177
Committee II:
reports GATT 41, 295, 430
agriculture: policies: GATT consultations with:
Argentina GATT 261
Australia GATT 8
Austria GATT 14
Belgium GATT 383
Brazil GATT 33
Burma GATT 12
Cambodia GATT 39
CONTRACTING PARTIES (GATT) (continued)

Committee II (continued)
reports (continued)
agriculture: policies: GATT consultations with (continued)
Canada GATT 24
Ceylon GATT 10
Czechoslovakia GATT 32
Denmark GATT 25
Federation of Malaya GATT 13
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland GATT 9
Finland GATT 15
France GATT 299
Germany (FR) GATT 27
Ghana GATT 34
Greece GATT 37
Indonesia GATT 26
Israel GATT 35, 36, 51
Italy GATT 19
Japan GATT 21
Luxembourg GATT 29
Netherlands GATT 7
Norway GATT 16
Poland GATT 50
Portugal GATT 263
South Africa GATT 11
Sweden GATT 20
Switzerland GATT 3
Tunisia GATT 46
Turkey GATT 31
United Kingdom GATT 4
USA GATT 18
Yugoslavia GATT 30

publication (proposed): financial implications
GATT 281

Committee III:
programme of work GATT 361
report (special) GATT 108(text)
reports GATT 104, 153, 302, 409
publication (proposed): financial implications:
GATT: Executive Secretary: note GATT 281

Cotton Textiles Cttee:
members: list GATT 325
proceedings GATT 213
Statistical Sub-Cttee: report GATT 339(text)
Technical Sub-Cttee: report GATT 328(text)
terms of reference GATT 213(text), 325

Tariff Negotiations Cttee:
Legal Drafting Group: report GATT 272
report GATT 272(text)
EEC: common tariff: examination by GATT
GATT 49

Council of Representatives:
recommendations GATT 227
Poland, relations with GATT 366, 389, 391-394, 399, 424
programme of meetings, 1962 GATT 220, 373, 379, 425
sessions GATT 240
Spain, participation of GATT 427
Special Group on the Accession of Switzerland:
report GATT 214(text)

working parties:
Budget Working Party: report GATT 162(text)
Panel of Experts on Consular Formalities:
report GATT 376(text)

CONTRACTING PARTIES (GATT) (continued)
working parties (continued)
Panel of Experts on Notifications of Residual Restrictions:
membership GATT 221, 338
report GATT 418(text)
report (interim) GATT 339(text)
terms of reference GATT 221(text), 338
Panel on Recourse to Art. XXIII by Uruguay:
members: list GATT 372
terms of reference GATT 372
Panel on United Kingdom Waivers:
members: list GATT 370
terms of reference GATT 370
Special Group on Trade in Tropical Products:
terms of reference GATT 386
Working Group on the Marketing of Butter:
report GATT 342(text)
Working Party on Accession:
report GATT 272(text)
Working Party on Agricultural Waivers:
report GATT 272(text)
Working Party on Application of Art. 33 to International
Trade in Television Programmes:
establishment GATT 288
report GATT 374(text)
terms of reference GATT 288
Working Party on Art. XXXV Review:
report GATT 299(text)
Working Party on Central American Free Trade
Area and Nicaraguan Import Duties:
report GATT 204(text)
report(draft) GATT 194
Working Party on Commodities:
report GATT 269(text)
Working Party on European Economic Community/
Greece:
membership GATT 219
terms of reference GATT 219(text)
Working Party on European Free Trade Association:
membership GATT 58
Working Party on German Import Restrictions:
report GATT 212(text)
Working Party on Italian Import Restrictions:
report GATT 43(text)
Working Party on Italian Import Restrictions affecting
Israeli Exports:
report GATT 279(text)
Working Party on Procedures for Tariff Reduction:
establishment GATT 292
terms of reference GATT 292
Working Party on Relations with Poland:
members: list GATT 371
report GATT 424(text)
terms of reference GATT 371
Working Party on Tariff Reduction:
date and meeting place GATT 334
Working Party on the association of Member-States of
the European Free Trade Association and
Finland: report GATT 135
Working Party on the Examination of the Common
Tariff of the EEC under Art. XXIV: 5(a):
report GATT 49(text)
Working Party on USA import restrictions on agricultural
products:
report GATT 267(text)
& Yugoslavia: trade relations GATT 135

C

41
CONTRACTING PARTIES (GATT) 19th sess.
agenda GATT 197
agenda (provisional) GATT 84, 117-120
agenda (provisional, annotated) GATT 124
decisions and recommendations GATT 203, 295, 214,
216, 222, 255, 277, 285, 297, 289, 291
Declaration GATT 290
Working Group on Marketing of Butter: establishment GATT 293
terms of reference GATT 293

The Contribution of social sciences in social work training
UNESCO 38

CONVENTIONS UN 3574; UNESCO 182
See also under subject concerned
Convention against Discrimination in Education, 1960: See
Education: discrimination: Convention, 1960
Convention establishing the International Computation
Centre: See International Computation Centre:
Convention, 1951
Convention for the Establishment of a European Organiza-
tion for Nuclear Research, 1953: See European Organiza-
tion for Nuclear Research: Convention, 1953
Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the
Event of Armed Conflict, 1954: See Cultural
property: protection in the event of armed conflict:
Convention, The Hague, 1954
Convention on the Nationality of Married Women, New
York, 1957 UN 1471(text)
Convention on the Privileges and Immunities of the
Specialized Agencies, 1947 IMCO 6(text)
See also Specialized agencies: privileges and immuni-
ties: Convention, 1947
Conventions on rescue of and assistance to aircraft and
vessels in distress UN 5154(text)
International Civil Aviation Convention, Chicago, 1944;
See International Civil Aviation Organization:
Convention, Chicago, 1944
Universal Copyright Convention, 1952: See Copyright:
Universal Convention, 1952

CONVENTIONS, MULTILATERAL
accessions and ratifications UN 265, 2294, 2563, 2584,
2946, 2847, 2924, 4273, 4279, 4460, 4511, 4694, 4590,
4903, 5317, 5084

COOK ISLANDS
indigenous cadres:
preparation and training UN 1929
information to UN:
summaries and analyses UN 1137
Co-operative information Annex 101

CO-OPERATIVE MOVEMENT FAO 46
periodicals Annex 101

CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES UN 5019
& agriculture UN 5019, 5020
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1337, 1346

CO-ORDINATING BOARD OF JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS
documents submitted concerning:
human rights:
national advisory committees UN 742
periodic reports UN 1468
illegitimacy: discrimination:
study (proposed) UN 3829
racial, religious and national intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 3829

CO-ORDINATING BOARD OF JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS
(continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Sub-Commn on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities (UN): programme of
work UN 176

CO-ORDINATION AMONG UNITED NATIONS AND
SPECIALIZED AGENCIES ILO 78; WHO 56, 92, 93,
157, 478, 495, 500, 513, 514, 521, 622, 693
See also this sub-heading under subject concerned
administrative and budgetary questions UN 1926, 2038,
3579, 4259, 4496, 5014; WHO 91, 236, 329, 447, 459
Advisory Ctte (UN):
report to GA (UN) 17th sess., 30th UN 5379
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 402
D-G (WHO): report WHO 50, 51, 424
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution WHO 151-156
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 1850, 1858
resolution 1726 UN 1142
S-G (UN): note UN 3705
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 383, 408, 409
ctte [on co-ordination] (proposed) UN 3576, 3763, 3813,
3814
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 920 UN 5013
D-G (WHO): report WHO 476, 616
economic, social and human rights programmes
UN 2042, 3574, 3576, 3733, 3784, 3816, 3817, 3819,
3820, 3822; FAO 85; ILO 70, 77
ACC:
report to ESC (UN), 26th UN 2038, 2385
report to ESC (UN), 27th UN 5014
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1330-1333
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:
Co-ordination Ctte: report UN 3764
discussions UN 5038-5045
resolutions 906, 907, 909 UN 5013
evaluation UN 5042
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 908 UN 5013
financial implications:
S-G (UN): statement UN 3821
S-G (UN):
report UN 2385
statement UN 2779

EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 646
programme of meetings:
S-G (UN): report UN 5361
programme of work WHO 91, 92
D-G (WHO): report WHO 39, 41
technical assistance UN 3316-3319, 3321-3323, 3576,
3519, 5014, 5042, 5062, 5064, 5765, 5775, 5779, 5782
comments by specialized agencies UN 5776
comments by UN UN 5778
comments by WHO UN 5780
ESC (UN): Ad Hoc Ctte of Eight established under
Council resolution 851 (XXXII):
report UN 3756
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:
Co-ordination Ctte: report UN 3764
resolution 909 UN 5013

COPPER international trade UN 2144
production UN 2144
COPRA
international trade:
ECFA (UN: 18th sess.: discussion UN 5160
resolution 40 (XVIII)) UN 5004

COPYRIGHT UNESCO 28, 32
artistic performances: convention, international ILO 37
neighbouring rights: Diplomatic Conference, 1961
ILO 37
periodicals Annex 118
Universal Convention, 1952:
accessions and ratifications UNESCO 3, 4, 25, 26, 133,
169, 323
Copyright bulletin Annex 118
Copyright laws and treaties of the world UNESCO 28

CORBEAU, J.
periodical article:
insecticides WHO 708

CORDEL, L.
report:
Mail: agriculture: vocational training ILO 247

CORTICOTROPHIN WHO 698

COST OF LIVING
See also: Prices; Wages
computers ILO 180
indexes for international salary determination UN 274
statistics ILO 180

COSTA RICA
Agreement Establishing the Central American Bank for
Economic Integration, Managua, 1960:
Protocol of Accession, 23 Jul 1962 UN 5182(text)
protocol of accession (draft) UN 3376(text)
& Central America:
common market UN 3375
economic integration UN 3375, 5181, 5183
treaties UN 5183
Central American Agreement on the Equalization of Import
Duties and Charges, Sep 1959:
Protocol on Amplification of Schedules, Dec 1960:
Protocol of Accession, 31 Jul 1962 UN 5182(text)
documents submitted concerning:
asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 5581
commodity problems UN 4706, 4707, 4732, 5518
Cuban situation UN 3962
freedom of information:
convention (draft) UN 5605
declaration (draft) UN 5605
human rights:
covenants (draft, 1954):
economic, social and cultural UN 4805
Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
comitee (proposed) UN 4214
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 5569
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5492
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4215, 4782
UN: peace and security operations:
financing UN 5695, 5704, 5710
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
report UN 4663
UN Training and Research Institute:
establishment (proposed); study (proposed)
UN 5506
employment services ILO 145

COTCHIN, E.
periodical article:
cancer WHO 704

Cottage industries: See HANDICRAFTS

COTTON
international trade UN 5247

COTTON TEXTILES
international trade:
Arrangements, Geneva, 1961 GATT 325
acceptances by Governments GATT 151-161, 230
long term GATT 178, 183 (text), 213, 328, 339
GATT meeting, Geneva, 1961: report GATT 142

COUNCIL (FAO)
committees:
Cttee on Commodity Problems:
& Commn on International Commodity Trade (UN):
joint session, May 1962: report UN 127, 1518
(tent)
Consultative Sub-Cttee on the Economic Aspects of
Rice, 6th sess.: report FAO 22
papers on dairy problems FAO 23
Sub-Cttee on Surplus Disposal:
report, 12th FAO 17
Cttee on Commodity Problems, 35th sess.
agenda (provisional) FAO 14
report FAO 15, 67
Cttee on Constitutional and Legal Matters, 6th and
7th sessions: reports FAO 64
Cttee on Constitutional and Legal Matters, 8th sess.
report (draft) FAO 93
Finance Cttee, 7th sess.; & Programme Cttee, 6th
sess.: report, joint (draft) FAO 106
Finance Cttee, 8th sess.: report FAO 94
composition FAO 62, 63, 107
functions and methods FAO 66
Working Party on Agricultural Information:
report FAO 110

COUNCIL (FAO) 35th sess.
report FAO 15, 75

COUNCIL (FAO) 36th sess.
agenda FAO 3(text)
report FAO 15, 75

COUNCIL (FAO) 37th sess.
report FAO 15, 75

COUNCIL (FAO) 38th sess.
agenda (draft) FAO 7
report UN 1393 (text)
summary records FAO 43

COUNCIL (FAO) 39th sess.
agenda (2nd draft) FAO 59
organization of work FAO 111
resolution UN 5772
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C

COUNCIL (ICAO) report, 1961 ICAO 68(text), 205
COUNCIL (ICAO) 38th sess. actions ICAO 34
COUNCIL (ICAO) 45th sess. actions ICAO 93
COUNCIL (IMCO) rules of procedure IMCO 6(text)
COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS (UN) agenda (provisional) UN 705
members: election:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1353
proceedings UN 2420
report to ESC (UN) 33rd sss. UN 698(text)
reports UN 1389, 1390, 2788(text), 2789(text), 3240
COUNCIL FOR INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS OF MEDICAL SCIENCES WHO, relations with WHO 514
COUNCIL OF EUROPE
comments, observations and replies:
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
social welfare activities: co-operation with ILO ILO 42
Counters: See RADIATION DETECTION: instruments
Courier (UNESCO) Annex 135
COUSTON, J. W.
author:
Crop production levels and fertilizer use FAO 123
Covenants: See under subject concerned
COWIE, A. Y. W.
report:
Greece: employment services ILO 246
CRAME, J.
report:
Congo (Leopoldville): education: technical ILO 155
Crèches: See DAY NURSERIES
CREDIT
See also Development credits, International
insurance organization (proposed) UN 3239
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1329
Crime: See JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
CRIMINOLOGY
bibliography UNESCO 15
CROOK, Rt. Hon. Lord (United Kingdom)
bibliography UN 4890
Crop production levels and fertilizer use FAO 123
CROPS FAO 123
See also Agriculture: products & climate FAO 74
CROSSLAND, N.O.
periodical article:
snails: control WHO 657
CUBA documents submitted concerning:
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962 UN 4698, 4700, 4702
CUBA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Cuba: SC (UN), participation in UN 658, 4316
Cuban situation UN 316, 553, 650, 653, 3058, 3987, 3968, 4314, 4316, 4495, 5756
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
Japan: GATT: Art. XXY: application GATT 320
OAS: actions against Cuba UN 656, 665
rational, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4780
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 5613
women: education: primary UN 1485
imports: restrictions to promote economic development
GATT 180
labour: national administration: organization ILO 12
Ministry of Labour: reorganization ILO 12
& Organization of American States UN 310, 4487
SC (UN), participation in UN 658, 4316
S-G (UN): report UN 651
technical assistance UN 5098, 5128
CUBAN REFUGEES IN SPAIN
assistance UN 1234
CUBAN SITUATION UN 303, 310, 311, 422, 553, 555, 506,
650, 653, 3025-3042, 3058, 3978, 3982, 3983, 3987, 3968,
4312-4314, 4316-4318, 4320-4323, 4325, 4326, 4487,
4495, 4922-4926, 5756
GA (UN) 15th sess.:
discussion UN 1020, 1031
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 3
1st Cttee: report UN 300
OAS: Council: res. of 23 Oct 1962 UN 4324
S-G (OAS): communications UN 4324, 4928, 4931, 5754
S-G (UN): visit to Cuba, Oct 1962:
financial implications UN 5679
SC (UN): disc., 1962 UN 4934-4940, 4965-4968
CUELLAR, E.
report:
Central America: roads: network UN 5179
CULLEN, J. R.
periodical article:
mosquitoes: control WHO 705
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
agreements and conventions UNESCO 1
periodicals Annex 136
statistics UNESCO 36
CULTURAL HISTORY UNESCO 308
International Commn for a History of the Scientific and Cultural Development of Mankind:
report UNESCO 211
CULTURAL PROPERTY
illicit export, import and sale:
prevention: international regulations (proposed) UNESCO 68, 306
D-G (UNESCO), Acting: report UNESCO 129
preservation and restoration UNESCO 29, 46, 48, 66
protection in the event of armed conflict:
Conference, The Hague, 1954:
proceedings UNESCO 134
Convention, The Hague, 1954:
accessions and ratifications UNESCO 2, 24, 27, 99, 170
Cultural relations

UNESCO 130, 131
agreements and conventions: index UNESCO 72

Cultural values

Eastern and Western:
  mutual appreciation UNESCO 176
  periodicals Annex 130

Curacao: See Netherlands Antilles

Currencies

See also Finance; Foreign exchange; Gold franc; Inflation; Monetary policies
exchange rates Fund 3, 15, 23, 27
par values Fund 3, 15, 27
restrictions: right of inheritance Fund 36
sterling: markets Fund 6
UN dollars: markets Fund 6

Current bibliography for aquatic sciences and fisheries
Annex 64

Current economic indicators Annex 10

Current food additives legislation Annex 65

Current issues of ICAO technical publications Annex 93

Current trends in scientific research
recommendations: implementation:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1318, 1319, 1344

Customs

UN 5241
See also Tariffs
nomenclature standardization: See Commodities; classification

Customs Co-operation Council
documents submitted concerning:
  privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

Cutts, T. W. (Australia)
biography UN 4680

Cyprus

comments, observations and replies:
  Special Fund (UN):
    financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2515
documents submitted concerning:
  aggression: definition:
    consideration of the question by GA (UN) UN 1227
  Angola situation UN 20
  atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4627
  Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
    UN 4698, 4700, 4702
  Cyprus:
    GATT, accession to GATT 351
    narcotic drugs UN 405, 4425
  Hammarskjold, Dag, H. A. C.:
    death: investigation UN 3999
  human rights: implementation UN 4804, 5573
  Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
  international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
    preparatory committee (proposed) UN 5449
  Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 5569
  peaceful relations among States:
    & international law UN 5746
  Rwanda, Mwami of: question of the future UN 343
  South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110
  Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 4847
  UN: Members: admission:
    Jamaica UN 3613
    Trinidad and Tobago UN 3616
    Uganda UN 3997

Cyprus (continued)

GATT, accession to GATT 351
health services: UNICEF-aided projects UN 1609
ILO, admission to ILO 201
narcotic drugs:
  laws and regulations, 1961 UN 495
  laws and regulations, 1962 UN 4425
social services: training of personnel:
  UNICEF-aided projects UN 5297
technical assistance UN 5128
tuberculosis: control: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5293
UPU, admission to UPU 57
workers: accidents: compensation ILO 95
workmen's compensation: lung diseases ILO 95

Czechoslovakia

agriculture: policy GATT 32
comments, observations and replies:
  atomic weapons: dissemination: prevention UN 1143
disarmament:
  economic and social consequences UN 2367
  economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 693
  UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377
documents submitted concerning:
  Angola situation UN 299
  atomic weapons:
    dissemination: prevention:
      undertakings by governments UN 5470
    tests: prohibition:
      conference (proposed) UN 1148
      Berlin situation UN 5470
      Cuban situation UN 311, 4323
day nurseries UN 1483
disarmament UN 5470
equal pay for equal work UN 802, 1474
industrial development UN 4696
technical assistance UN 3314
industry: training of personnel UN 4718, 5504
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964
UN 5426
ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report UN 4278
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5483
peaceful relations among States:
  & international law UN 4895, 5727, 5744
  racial, national and religious intolerance:
    manifestations, prevention of UN 4780, 4786
    convention (draft) UN 4213
Secretariat (UN): staff:
  fixed-term appointments UN 4885
technical assistance: IAEA programme IAEA 94, 124
theoretical physics:
  international centre (proposed) IAEA 136
under-developed areas: indigenous cadres:
  preparation and training UN 3314
women:
  status: private law UN 1474
  working, with family responsibilities UN 1483
economic planning: social aspects ILO 97
housing and urban development ILO 314
poliomyelitis: vaccine WHO 573
vocational training ILO 257
workers:
  education ILO 257
  housing: social aspects ILO 314
  workmen's compensation ILO 256
DSB: See Drug Supervisory Body

DAG HAMMARSKJÖLD FOUNDATION  UN 3265, 3576
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 892  UN 5013
S-G (UN): note  UN 3554

DAHOMEY
commodities: prices: fluctuations: compensatory financing  UN 2891
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
commodities: prices: fluctuations  UN 2174, 2175
community organization and development  UN 919
ECA (UN) activities  UN 2177
development bank:
establishment (proposed)  UN 909
housing: conference of African experts (proposed)  UN 931
racial discrimination: economic and social consequences  UN 2168
Burundi: assistance  UN 5563
Cuban situation  UN 4326
Dahomey: commodities: prices: fluctuations: compensatory financing  UN 2891
disarmament  UN 4652
ECA (UN): & African and Malagasy Organization for Economic Co-operation (AMOEC)  UN 945
secretariat: staff: recruitment and training:
committee (proposed)  UN 904
sub-regional offices:
establishment (proposed)  UN 932, 947
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed)  UN 2167, 2172
GA (UN):
Cttee on Information from NSGT:
continuation (proposed)  UN 5655
Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.:
report  UN 5646
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
report  UN 5689
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
members: increase in number (proposed)  UN 5437
terms of reference: amendments (proposed)  UN 5437, 5839
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa  UN 3110
NSGT:
fellowships and scholarships  UN 5650
racial discrimination  UN 5653
Palestinian refugees: assistance  UN 5491
peaceful relations among States: & international law  UN 4897, 5721, 5746
Portugal: overseas territories:
fellowships and scholarships  UN 5640
status  UN 5639
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of  UN 4213, 4780
refugees: assistance  UN 4810
Ruanda-Urundi: political future  UN 329, 336
UN mission (proposed)  UN 2720
Ruanda: assistance  UN 5563
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation  UN 5612

DAHOMEY (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
 South Africa: race problems: apartheid  UN 3110, 4670
 South West Africa: international status  UN 4853
 Southern Rhodesia: self-government  UN 2319, 2325, 4846, 4849
 & Zimbabwe African People's Union  UN 4241
 UN: & NSGT: information about  UN 5648
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report  UN 4663
World Food Programme: & Africa  UN 933
environmental sanitation: UNICEF-aided projects  UN 5853
holidays with pay  ILO 258
ILO, admission to  ILO 201
labour: national administration  ILO 259
Ministry of Labour and the Civil Service  ILO 259
technical assistance  UN 5128
UPU, admission to  UPU 57

Daily list of documents distributed at Headquarters
Annex 14

DAIRY PROBLEMS
documentation  FAO 24

DAIRY PRODUCTS
national policies  FAO 25

DANGEROUS MATERIALS
See also Radioactive wastes
labelling  ILO 80

DANUBE COMMISSION
privileges and immunities: legislative texts  UN 978

DARLING FOUNDATION (WHO)  WHO 27, 85, 90
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution  WHO 143

DARRACQ, L.
report:
Haïti: vocational training  ILO 4

DARWISH, Y. H.
report:
social services: planning  UN 2902

DATA PROCESSING METHODS  FAO 137

DATES
production  FAO 119

Dates handling, processing and packing  FAO 119

DAVID, M.
author:
Adult education in Yugoslavia  UNESCO 145

DAVIDI, N. (Angola)
hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.  UN 4578

DAVIDSON, G.
periodical article:
mosquitoes  WHO 706

DAVIS, F. W.
author:
Welding problems in nuclear construction  IAEA 12

DAY NURSERIES  UN 1483, 3753
Comm'n on the Status of Women (UN) 16th sess.: discussion  UN 3905-3908
resolution  UN 1491
Seminar on Crèches, Paris, Dec 1960: proceedings  UN 391 (text)


DENMARK (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 1403
economic development: & population growth UN 4716
study (proposed) UN 5503
energy: resources UN 3275
GA (UN): Working Group of Fifteen on the Examination of the Administrative and Budgetary Procedures of the UN:
re-establishment (proposed) UN 5699
GA (UN) 4th special session (proposed) UN 5718
housing and urban development UN 3823, 4194
human rights:
advisory services UN 3290
observance: study (proposed) UN 4202
protection: national guides (proposed) UN 3337
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications:
amendments (proposed) UN 4363, 4370
international trade:
conference (proposed) UN 4749
subsidies GATT 302
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
narcotic drugs: International control UN 4182
ONUC: financing UN 5718
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 4897, 5721, 5746
radiation: effects UN 30, 4539
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 3293, 5612
Special Fund (UN): finances: contributions UN 5554
technical assistance: Expanded Programme:
finances: contributions UN 5554
TAC (UN): date and meeting place, summer, 1963 UN 5771
travel and tourism, international:
conference (proposed) UN 1405
under-developed areas: information media:
development UN 1458
UN: peace and security operations:
financing UN 5694, 5710, 5718
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 3782, 3797
ctte [on co-ordination] (proposed) UN 3824
study (proposed) UN 3797
UNESCO: & UN: Agreement, 1946: revision UN 5431
UNEP: budget, 1963 UN 5716
UNHCR: continuation UN 4811
UN International School UN 5703
UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
report UN 4663
UN Training and Research Institute: establishment
(proposed): study (proposed) UN 5506
water resources UN 2409
food: additives: control FAO 4
imports:
liberalization GATT 139
restrictions GATT 210, 345
international trade: subsidies GATT 302
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2495
vocational guidance ILO 207
vocational training ILO 14
young workers:
employment ILO 13
colaoional training ILO 13
DENTAL HEALTH
Expert Ctte on Dental Health (WHO): report WHO 651
DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL AFFAIRS (UN)
See also Division of Industrial Development (UN);
economic projection and programming centre (proposed):
See Economic Projections and Programming Centre (UN)
Under-Secretary (de Seynes): statements:
Africa: economic conditions UN 1579
Communs of the ESC (UN), regional economic:
strengthening of activities UN 3785
economic conditions UN 3260
economic development UN 3699
UN programmes: finances: budget, 1963 UN 4875
ESC (UN): recommendations:
financial implications UN 3789
industrial development UN 2451
technical assistance: Expanded Programme:
finances UN 5798
UN: economic and social activities: decentralization
UN 3785, 5532
Under-Secretary, Acting (Hoo):
addresses and messages:
social development UN 2108
Dependent territories: See NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES; TRUST TERRITORIES
El Desarrollo economico de Honduras UN 2857

DESCIENS, R.
periodical article:
molluscicides WHO 199

Deserts: See ARID ZONES

Detention, Arbitrary: See ARREST, DETENTION OR EXILE, ARBITRARY

DETINOVA, T. S.
author:
diptera WHO 189

DEVADATTA, S., and others
periodical article:
India: tuberculosis: therapy WHO 245

DEVELOPMENT BANKS
Bank 27; IDA 17; IFC 3
See also Economic development: financing; Industrial development: financing

DEVELOPMENT CREDITS, INTERNATIONAL
Bank 15;
IDA 1-16, 18-33

Development programming techniques series UN 1554

Development through food. A strategy for surplus utilization
revised edition FAO 39

Developments in commercial policy Annex 88

DIABETES MELLITUS WHO 84
EB (WHO) 28th sess.: res. WHO 118

DIKAITE, Mr. (Portuguese Guinea)
hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4588

DIARRHOEA
mortality WHO 739

DIAZ-CASANUEVA, H. (Chile)
bio&graphy UN 1382

DICTIONARIES
polyglot: postal service UPU 21

DIELDRIN WHO 313

Dietary levels of strontium-90 and cesium-137 FAO 33

Digest of statistics (ICAO) ICAO 6, 7, 25, 26, 40, 41, 51, 52, 64, 86-92, 113, 114

DIN, H. S.
periodical article:
Sudan: snails WHO 225

DIPHTHERIA
toxoid WHO 544

DIPLOMATIC CONFERENCE ON THE INTERNATIONAL PROTECTION OF PERFORMERS, PRODUCERS OF PHONORECIDS AND BROADCASTING ORGANISATIONS (ILO/UNESCO/INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR THE PROTECTION OF LITERARY AND ARTISTIC WORKS), Rome, 1961
summary record ILO 37

DIPLOMATIC INTERCOURSE AND IMMUNITIES UN 638
See also Consular intercourse and immunities

Diplomatic protection: See PRIVILEGES AND IMMUNITIES

DIPLOMATIC RELATIONS
Vienna Convention, 1961:
adoption UN 2007
UN Conference on Diplomatic Intercourse and Immunities, Vienna, 1961: disc. UN 2007
Vienna Convention, 1961 (draft):
UN Conference on Diplomatic Intercourse and Immunities, Vienna, 1961: disc. UN 2007

DIPTERA WHO 189

Direction of international trade Annex 11, 59, 82

Directives to panels of the Air Navigation Commission ICAO 112

DIRECTOR-GENERAL (FAO)
addresses and messages:
FAO: & ECE (UN) UN 2485
reports, memoranda and studies:
Conference (FAO):
technical cttees: procedure FAO 89
field programmes (FAO) FAO 109
Freedom-from-Hunger Campaign (FAO) FAO 104
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 4152
Secretariat (FAO): organization FAO 98
staff:
Appeals Cttee: officers: appointment FAO 6, 85
regulations: amendments FAO 97
salaries and allowances FAO 96
World Food Congress, 1963 FAO 61
World Forestry Congress, 6th:
date and meeting place FAO 88

DIRECTOR-GENERAL (IAEA)
addresses and messages:
IAEA: & ECE (UN) UN 2486
appointment:
General Conference (IAEA) 5th sess.: res. 91 IAEA 1
reports, memoranda and studies:
atomic energy: abstracting services IAEA 83
IAEA:
finances:
contributions, 1958-1962 IAEA 62
contributions, 1963 IAEA 65
General Fund IAEA 81
programme of work IAEA 67, 87
Statute:
amendments IAEA 34, 36, 79, 80
DIRECTOR-GENERAL (IAEA) (continued)
reports, memoranda and studies (continued)
IAEA (continued)
Statute (continued)
Art. XIV: amendment (proposed) IAEA 69
nuclear materials: receipts by IAEA IAEA 147
nuclear power:
costs IAEA 85
development: international co-operation IAEA 57
theoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 59, 60, 91

DIRECTOR-GENERAL (ILO)
report to Conference (ILO) 45th sess.: discussion ILO 49
report to Conference (ILO) 46th sess. ILO 26, 75, 77
discussion ILO 162
report to Conference (ILO) 47th sess. ILO 198
report to the Asian Regional Conference (ILO) 5th sess. ILO 234
reports ILO 53, 79, 184, 233
& S-G (Western European Union): agreement ILO 70

DIRECTOR-GENERAL (UNESCO)
report, 1961 UNESCO 150 (text)
report, 1962 UNESCO 151
reports, 1961/1962 UNESCO 96, 184
reports, memoranda and studies:
cultural property: illicit export, import and sale: international regulations UNESCO 129
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 103
information media:
& education for peace UNESCO 132
IDA: & UNESCO UNESCO 300
IDB: & UNESCO UNESCO 300
Nubia: historic sites and monuments: preservation and restoration UNESCO 156
peaceful relations among peoples:
promotion among youth UNESCO 86, 125
Secretariat (UNESCO):
staff:
geographical distribution UNESCO 187
promotion UNESCO 188
recruitment UNESCO 188
rules and regulations UNESCO 189
salaries and allowances UNESCO 279
training UNESCO 188
technical meetings (UNESCO):
participation of specialists UNESCO 152
under-developed areas:
information media: development UN 719
UNESCO:
headquarters:
additional premises UNESCO 191
non-governmental organizations, relations with UNESCO 121
& UN: Agreement, 1946: revision: draft protocol UN 1374
vocational training:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 103
speeches UNESCO 270, 287

DIRECTOR-GENERAL (UNESCO) (Maheu)
appointment UNESCO 19, 222
contract UNESCO 259

DIRECTOR-GENERAL (UNESCO) (Veronese)
resignation UNESCO 19
tribute to UNESCO 19

DIRECTOR-GENERAL (WHO)
report, 1960/1961 WHO 188 (text)
report, 1961 WHO 341-342, 345, 350
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 369
reports, memoranda and studies:
Assembly (WHO): main cttees:
terms of reference WHO 36
Assembly (WHO) 16th sess.: meeting place WHO 21
Assembly (WHO) 17th sess.:
technical discussions WHO 610
cancer: research: UN prizes WHO 61
Congo situation: WHO activities WHO 47, 481
costs coordination among UN and specialized agencies WHO 39, 41, 50, 51, 476, 616
administrative and budgetary questions WHO 424
EB (WHO) 31st sess.:
date and meeting place WHO 613
Secretariat (WHO): staff:
rules: amendments WHO 46
salaries and allowances WHO 16, 17, 71
smallpox: control WHO 483
technical assistance: Expanded Programme:
country programming procedures WHO 53
UNICEF: WHO, co-operation with WHO 43, 471
WHO:
expert cttees:
meetings WHO 44
report WHO 593
finances:
budget, 1961 WHO 20
budget, 1962 WHO 45, 48, 598, 615
budget, 1963 WHO 52
contributions, 1961 WHO 419
contributions, 1962 WHO 419, 445
contributions, 1963 WHO 418, 445
Malaria Eradication Special Account WHO 58, 59, 427, 600
Voluntary Fund for Health Promotion WHO 62, 599
Headquarters: location WHO 34, 425, 591
medical supplies to Governments WHO 55, 417, 474
organization WHO 54, 614
programme of work WHO 28
Regional Office for Africa:
location WHO 42
Regional Office for South-East Asia:
location WHO 596
salary and allowances WHO 85, 433, 453, 693
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.:
Cttee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters:
report, 2nd WHO 286
resolution WHO 355
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution WHO 124

DIRECTOR-GENERAL (WHO), ASSISTANT (Siegel)
statement:
WHO: activities, 1961 WHO 426
statement before Cttee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters (WHO) WHO 451, 452

Directory of nuclear reactors IAEA 140
Directory of wheel and crawler tractors produced throughout the world FAO 125
Disabled persons: See HANDICAPPED PERSONS
DISARMAMENT UN 565, 3568, 3574, 3575, 3894, 4648, 4650-4652, 5470; WHO 269
DISARMAMENT (continued)
See also Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament and social consequences: UN 415, 2764, 3266, 3267, 3305, 3603, 3699, 4145, 4681, 4753, 5497; IAEA 118, 127, 128; UNESCO 96, 255, 257
comments by Governments: UN 2367-2369, 3751
communications from specialized agencies and international organizations: UN 2367, 2766
Consultative Group on the economic and social consequences of disarmament:
report UN 1381, 2367, 2766
declaration (draft) UN 5543
ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3576
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.
- discussion UN 1224, 1335, 1336, 1329
ESC (UN) 34th sess.
- discussion UN 891, 5013
ECE (UN): Executive Secretary: report UN 1523
ECE (UN) 16th sess.
- disc. UN 411, 412, 419, 427, 436
ECE (UN) 17th sess.
- res. 8 (XVII) UN 2764
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Cttee: report UN 5408
governing Council (Special Fund, UN) 7th sess.
- discussion UN 2278
S-G (UN): note UN 5372
& economic and social development UN 5497
declaration (draft) UN 3603, 4144 (text), 5543
GA (UN) 17th sess.
- 2nd Cttee: report UN 5408
GA (UN) 16th sess.
- discussion UN 2999-3012, 3022
resolution 1722 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 1st Cttee: report UN 4523
negotiations
- GA (UN) 16th sess.
- discussion UN 2999-3001, 3003-3011, 3022
resolution 1660 UN 1142
S-G (UN): note UN 3573
report (USSR draft) UN 3606 (text)
treaty (USA draft) UN 4624 (text)

DISARMAMENT COMMISSION (UN)
Chairman:
- reports, memoranda and studies:
  - atomic weapons: dissemination: prevention: undertakings by Governments: replies from Governments
- proceedings, 1960:
  - documents UN 1310
  - check list UN 1310
  - official records: supplement UN 1310

Disarmament Committee (of 18):
See EIGHTEEN-NATION COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT

DISARMAMENT COMMITTEE (proposed)
See also Eighteen-Nation Committee on Disarmament composition:
GA (UN) 15th sess.
- disc. UN 1032
GA (UN) 16th sess.
- discussion UN 2999-3012, 3022
resolution 1722 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 1st Cttee: report UN 4523
negotiations
- GA (UN) 16th sess.
- discussion UN 2999-3001, 3003-3011, 3022
resolution 1660 UN 1142
S-G (UN): note UN 3573
report (USSR draft) UN 3606 (text)
treaty (USA draft) UN 4624 (text)

DISEASES
See also Equal pay for equal work: Minorities; Non-Self-Governing Territories: racial discrimination: Racial, national and religious intolerance: manifestations, prevention of:
prevention UN 5009; ILO 233; UNESCO 172, 175, 253
communications: lists UN 731
S-G (UN): note UN 5159

DISEASE CONTROL
UNICEF-aided projects UN 245, 965, 3409
allocations UN 2137, 2139, 2192, 2235, 5869
UNICEF programmes UN 3416, 4329

Diseases of free-living wild animals: FAO 32

Diseases of occupation: See OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES AND HYGIENE

DISINSECTIZATION: FAO 10

Displaced persons: See REFUGEES

Disposal: See as sub-heading under specific materials

Disposal of radioactive wastes into marine and fresh waters: IAEA 32

DISTRIBUTION (Economics)
ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 2 (XVII) UN 2764

DIVISION FOR PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (UN)
- finances: budget, 1963 UN 3706

DIVISION OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (UN)
- expansion UN 2412, 2453, 2456
- financial implications:
  - S-G (UN): statement UN 2454
  - finances: budget, 1963 UN 3706
- re-organization (proposed):
  - ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: disc. UN 4985

DIVISION OF INDUSTRY, TRANSPORT AND NATURAL RESOURCES (ECA, UN)
Industry Section: strengthening UN 921, 922

DIVORCE
- statistics UN 3438

DOBY, J. M.
- periodical article:
  - mosquitoes: control WHO 708

DOCUMENTATION: UNESCO 51
See also Library science
- collection and dissemination:
  - UNESCO: report UN 5764
- periodicals Annex 112

DOE, C. W. (Liberia)
- biography UN 1383

DOCKER, F.
- report:
  - Ceylon: textile industry and trade: technical training ILO 243

DOHA, A. H. M. S. (Pakistan)
- biography UN 2020

DOMINGOS, A. L. (Angola)
- hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4578

DOMINICA
- health services: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5845
- information to UN:
  - political and constitutional UN 1923
- summaries and analyses UN 1915
- narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2492

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
See also United States of America: aggressive actions against Dominican Republic, alleged documents submitted concerning:
- Cuban situation UN 4322
- GA (UN): Special Cttee for South West Africa: dissolution (proposed) UN 4657
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued):
  human rights: covenants (draft, 1954):
    civil and political UN 4798
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
  specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4360
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 4591
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
  implementation UN 5612
South West Africa: international status UN 4857
UN: peace and security operations: financing
  UN 5704, 5710
UNICEF:
  & UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
  & USA UN 4487
women: advancement in developing countries UN 4188
human rights: violations (alleged) UN 4487
Council (OAS): res. UN 3720
technical assistance UN 5128
  tuberculosis control:
    UNICEF-aided projects UN 2214
  & USA UN 4487
DOÓS, S. O.
  report:
    India: manpower: information services ILO 302
DOREN, J.
  report:
    Costa Rica: employment services ILO 145
DORRANCE, G. S.
periodical article:
  capital movements:
    controls on capital inflow Fund 9
  monetary policy: monetary ceilings Fund 39
DOUBLE TAXATION
  agreements UN 3239
  prevention UN 2792
DOWSON, V. H. W.
author:
  Dates handling, processing and packing FAO 119
Draft guiding principles concerning international relations
  and exchanges in the field of education, science and
culture UNESCO 130, 131
DRIEL, VAN W.
  report:
    Pakistan: inland waterways: transport:
      labour conditions ILO 7
DRINKING WATER WHO 564, 658
DRIVERS
  conditions of employment:
    European Agreement (AETR), 1962 UN 825(text)
DRUG ADDICTION UN 128, 820, 1507, 2852, 5766
Expert Ctte on Addiction-Producing Drugs (WHO):
  report, 12th WHO 241
  legislation WHO 243, 255
S-G (UN): note UN 398
therapy WHO 245, 255
DRUG SUPERVISORY BODY
  membership UN 3576
  ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 914 F UN 5013
DRUGS WHO 330, 497
  See also Narcotic drugs and names of specific drugs
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: resolution WHO 394
DUAL NATIONALITY UN 1282
  See also Nationality: in marriage
DUCOFF, L. J.
  report:
    Central America: demography:
      & economic development UN 529
DURHAM, W. F.
periodical article:
  pesticides: toxicity WHO 304
Dust, Radioactive: See RADIOACTIVE FALL-OUT
Dutch Guiana: See SURINAM
Dutch New Guinea: See WEST NEW GUINEA (WEST IRIAN)
Duties of States: See RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF STATES

E

EARC: See Extraordinary Administrative Radio Conference
EC: See European Communities
ECA: See Economic Commission for Africa
ECAC: See European Civil Aviation Conference
ECAFE: See Economic Commission for Asia and the
  Far East
ECE: See Economic Commission for Europe
ECLA: See Economic Commission for Latin America
ECOSOC: See Economic and Social Council
ECSC: See European Coal and Steel Community
EEC: See European Economic Community
EFTA: See European Free Trade Association
EPTA: See Technical assistance: Expanded Programme
ESAPAC: See Escuela Superior de Administración Pública
  América Central
ESC: See Economic and Social Council
EURATOM: See European Atomic Energy Community
Earth satellites: See SATELLITES, ARTIFICIAL
Earthmoving by manual labour and machines UN 275
EARTHQUAKES UN 2029, 3225, 3256, 3302, 3972, 5044
  See also sub-heading earthquake under names of coun-
  tries or regions
  & building UN 5894
East Africa: See AFRICA, EAST
EASTERN AFRICAN TRANSPORT CONFERENCE (ECA,
  UN), Addis Ababa, 1962
  agenda (provisional, annotated) UN 3382(text)
  information for delegations UN 3386
  information for participants UN 5258
  participants: list UN 5259
  programme of work UN 5256
  report (draft) UN 5827
Eastern Europe: See EUROPE, EASTERN
Economic and social activities: See UNITED NATIONS:
  economic and social activities

51
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (UN)

activities UN 5915

- calendar of conferences, 1961-1962 UN 3576
- calendar of conferences, 1962 UN 1356, 1357, 2357

ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347, 2046

- calendar of conferences, 1963 UN 3576, 3772(text), 5013, 5771

S-G (UN):

- memorandum UN 3244, 3245
- report UN 3771

commissions: See Commissions of the Economic and Social Council (UN), Functional; Commissions of the Economic and Social Council (UN), Regional economic and names of commissions

committees:

- Ad Hoc Cttee of Eight established under Council res. 851 (XXXII):
  - Ad Hoc Working Group on Co-ordination: continuation:
    - ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
      - members: election UN 1347, 1353
      - report UN 2402(text)
      - agenda, Jan 1962 UN 5781
      - continuation UN 3251, 3232
    - ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 900 A UN 5013
      - establishment:
        - ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1349, 2063-2066, 2077, 2078
      - members:
        - increase in number (proposed) UN 3251, 3321
        - ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 900 A UN 5013
    - report UN 2402(text)
  - 5th Cttee:
    - Ctte on Housing (proposed) UN 2122
    - Ctte to Review Candidates for Election to PCOB:
      - establishment UN 4994
      - ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: decision UN 5007
      - S-G (UN): note UN 2364
        - report UN 2396(text)
    - meetings at ministerial level UN 1416, 3517
  - ESC (UN) 33rd sess.:
    - decision UN 5007
    - discussion UN 4992, 4993, 4995
  - S-G (UN): report UN 703

members:

- election:
  - GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1012, 1017, 1023
  - GA (UN) 16th sess. decision UN 1142
  - increase in number (proposed):
    - GA (UN) 16th sess. disc. UN 1643
  - programme of work, 1962 (draft):
    - disposal of items arising out of GA (UN) 16th sess.:
      - ESC (UN) 32nd sess. disc. UN 1350, 1351
      - ESC (UN) 32nd sess. disc. UN 1350, 1351
  - recommendations:
    - financial implications UN 3789
    - GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report UN 5416
    - implementation UN 3576
  - S-G (UN): statement UN 2779
  - report, 1960/1961:
    - GA (UN) 16th sess. disc. UN 1643-1665, 1765-1771, 1778-1785, 1845
    - report, 1961/1962 UN 3576(text), 3699, 3894
    - ESC (UN) 34th sess. decision UN 5013

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (UN) (continued)

report, 1961/1962 (continued)

- GA (UN) 17th sess.:
  - 2nd Cttee: report UN 5392, 5393
  - 3rd Cttee: report UN 5395
  - 5th Cttee: report UN 5416, 5431
- resolutions and decisions:
  - financial implications UN 5685
  - GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report UN 5375
- & specialized agencies:
  - ECE (UN): Executive Secretary: note UN 2480

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (UN) 29th sess. resolutions & ECE (UN) UN 429

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (UN) 30th sess. agenda UN 676

- documents UN 676
- proceedings: Official records: annexes UN 676
- resolutions: & ECE (UN) UN 429

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (UN) 31st sess. agenda UN 2756(text)

- documents UN 2756
- proceedings: Official records: annexes UN 2756
- supplements UN 2353
- recommendations:
  - financial implications (provisional summary):
    - ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1349
    - resolutions: & ECE (UN) UN 1542
    & ECLA (UN) UN 198

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (UN) 32nd sess. agenda UN 1317, 2013(text)

- committees:
  - Ad Hoc Cttee for Consideration of Item 14(a):
    - establishment:
      - ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1326
      - membership UN 1326
      - terms of reference UN 1326
    - ad hoc cttee (to consider item 14(a)) (proposed):
      - ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1317-1319
    - Ctte on Questions relating to the Special Fund and the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance: establishment UN 1317
    - documents: list UN 988, 2013
    - members: representatives: list UN 2013
    - organization of work UN 1317
    - proceedings:
      - index UN 988
      - Official records: supplements UN 124-126, 677, 2013
      - recommendations:
        - financial implications (provisional summary):
          - ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1349
          - report to GA (UN): form UN 1349
          - resolutions:
            - & ECE (UN) UN 1542
            & ECLA (UN) UN 198

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (UN) 32nd sess., resumed

- agenda UN 2354
- documents UN 2354
- proceedings: Official records: annexes UN 2354

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (UN) 33rd sess. agenda UN 4973, 5007(texts)

- ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: disc. UN 4974
- agenda (provisional):
  - ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1350, 1351
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (UN) 33rd sess.

(continued)
agenda (provisional, annotated):
S-G (UN): note UN 680-682
decisions: collected edition UN 5007
documents: list UN 3443, 4973
members: representatives:
credentials UN 1392
list UN 1415-1416, 4973
officers: election UN 4974, 5007
organization of work UN 4974
S-G (UN): report UN 704
proceedings:
index UN 3443
Official records UN 4973-4995
supplements UN 2014, 4328, 4970, 4972, 5758
recommendations: financial implications UN 3576
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.:
decision UN 5007
discussion UN 4995
S-G (UN): reports UN 1394, 2787, 3237, 3760
resolutions:
collected edition UN 5007
& ECE (UN) UN 2461
list UN 2415
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (UN) 34th sess.
agenda UN 2045, 5013(text)
S-G (UN): note UN 5774
agenda (provisional) UN 1404
additional items UN 1373, 3265
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.:
decision UN 5007
discussion UN 4985, 4993
agenda (provisional, annotated) UN 1372(text)
S-G (UN): note UN 2034
committees:
Co-ordination Cttee:
officers: election UN 5037
organization of work UN 5037
proceedings UN 5037-5046
reports:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies: economic, social and human rights
programmes UN 3764
scientific knowledge: dissemination for peaceful purposes UN 3767
UN Development Decade, 1980-1970 UN 3765
Economic Cttee:
proceedings UN 5015-5036
reports:
commodity problems UN 3252
economic conditions UN 3769
economic development: financing UN 3768
land reform UN 3250
natural resources UN 3243
rural development UN 3250
Statistical Commn (UN) 12th sess.:
report UN 2790
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 3766
Social Cttee: reports:
Commn on Human Rights (UN) 18th sess.:
report UN 3241
Commn on the Status of Women (UN) 16th sess.:
report UN 3241
human rights: advisory services UN 3248
narcotic drugs: international control UN 3770
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 3249
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL (UN) 34th sess.
(committee continued)
committees (continued)
Social Cttee: reports (continued)
Social Commn (UN) 14th sess.:
report UN 3762(text)
decisions: collected edition UN 5013
members: representatives:
credentials UN 3763
list UN 3271, 3272, 3790
officers: election UN 5007
organization of work:
S-G (UN): report UN 1404, 2045
proceedings: Official records:
supplements UN 2015, 2787, 2758, 3749, 3750, 4996,
4997, 4998-5001, 5759, 5760
recommendations: financial implications UN 3576
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:
decision UN 5013
S-G (UN):
reports UN 1394, 2787, 3237, 3760
note UN 2416
resolutions:
collected edition UN 5013
list UN 3788
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT UN 3299
& child and youth welfare UN 3413
co-ordination UN 3763
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.:
disc. UN 1333, 1335, 1346
financial implications:
S-G (UN):
report UN 3706
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 1765-1771, 1778-1785
resolutions 1674 and 1675 UN 1142
development planning for children and youth UN 4433-4436
UNICEF: ED: recommendation UN 1604
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:
resolution 903 B UN 5013
Social Cttee: report UN 3762
& industrialization UNESCO 311
planning and programming UN 2109, 2110, 5011
S-G (UN):
report UN 783
Social Commn (UN) 14th sess.:
discussion UN 3876-3880, 3883, 3884
study (proposed) UN 2124
financial implications:
S-G (UN):
statement UN 2125
use of population census statistics UN 525
& statistics UN 5203
use of volunteer workers:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.:
disc. UN 1439, 2068-2074, 2076
TAB: Executive Chairman: report UN 2404, 2405

Economic aspects of “filled milk” in the Philippines
FAO 28
Economic bulletin for Africa Annex 22
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
Economic bulletin for Asia and the Far East Annex 25; UN 5004
Economic bulletin for Europe Annex 29
Economic bulletin for Latin America Annex 38; UN 678
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFFRICA (UN)
See also African Meeting on Commodity Stabilization
(ECA, UN); Division of Industry, Transport and Natural Resources (ECA, UN); Eastern African
Transport Conference (ECA, UN); Joint AgricultureDivision (ECA/FAO); Library (ECA, UN)
**ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (UN) (continued)**

activities, 1960/1961:
- ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1320-1323, 1338
- activities, 1961 UN 1580

ECA (UN): Executive Secretary: report UN 456
- activities, 1961/1962 UN 3574, 3576
- & African and Malagasy Organization for Economic Co-operation (AMOEC) UN 886, 945

basic facts UN 990

committees:

cttee of the whole:
- establishment (proposed) UN 946

cttee of 9 on the Establishment of an African Development Bank, 1st sess.:
- agenda (provisional) UN 2681(text)
- report UN 2683(text)

cttee of 9 on the Establishment of an African Development Bank, 2nd sess.:
- agenda UN 5188(text)
- agenda (provisional) UN 5255
- report UN 5190(text)

cttee on the Programme of Work and Priorities:
- report UN 884(text), 1577
- report (draft) UN 1582
- Expert Group Meeting on Organization and Administration of Social Welfare Services, 1st sess., Abidjan, Apr 1962:
- organization of work UN 2898
- report UN 2890(text)

standing ccttee on natural resources and industrialization: establishment (proposed) UN 911

Standing Ccttee on Social Welfare and Community Development: establishment UN 2179

ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859

Standing Ccttee on Social Welfare and Community Development, 1st sess.:
- agenda (provisional) UN 2188
- information for participants UN 953
- report UN 1575(text)

Standing Ccttee on Trade:
- activities (proposed) UN 204
- establishment UN 204

ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859

Standing Ccttee on Trade, 1st sess.:
- agenda (provisional) UN 1583
- documents: list UN 5187, 5223
- information for participants UN 5244
- members: representatives: list UN 5187, 5246
- report UN 5187(text)

Working Group of Consultants on Household Surveys, Dec 1961:
- agenda UN 215
- information for participants UN 219
- participants: list (provisional) UN 216
- report (draft) UN 218

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (UN) (continued)

committees (continued)

Working Group on the Adaptation of the UN System of National Accounts for Use in Africa, 24-29 Sep 1962:
- agenda (provisional) UN 2882, 2883, 5228, 5229
- (texts)
- members: representatives: list UN 5231

Working Party on Economic and Social Development, Jan 1962:
- agenda (provisional, annotated) UN 226
- information for participants UN 229

Executive Secretary:
- appointment UN 1579
- reports, memoranda and studies:
  - Africa: development bank (proposed) UN 5817
  - commodities: prices: fluctuations: compensatory financing UN 2886
- ECA (UN):
  - activities, 1961 UN 456, 1580
  - secretariat: staff:
    - Recruitment and training: UN 916
  - sessions: meeting facilities UN 5819
- NSGT, representation of UN 466
- Germany (FR), participation of UN 865
- headquarters building:
  - ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
- members:
  - admission: Mauritania UN 1338, 2181, 2859
  - termination of membership UN 2413
  - Portugal UN 3787
  - ESC (UN) 34th sess.: decision UN 5013
  - South Africa:
    - ESC (UN) 34th sess.: decision UN 5013
    - Spain UN 3786
  - ESC (UN) 34th sess.: decision UN 5013
  - withdrawal from 3rd sess.: Morocco UN 2859
- members, associate: admission UN 865
  - Belgian Congo UN 865
  - Ruanda-Urundi UN 865

Switzerland:
- ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 925 UN 5013

NGOs: consultative status UN 895
- NSCT, representation of UN 875, 999, 2959
- ECA (UN): Executive Secretary: report UN 466
- periodicals UN 3381
- programme of work UN 5257
- programme of work, 1960-1961 UN 865
- programme of work, 1961/1962 UN 2859
- programme of work, 1962-1963 UN 211, 883, 884
- publication of journals on industrial and natural resources (proposed) UN 935

Regional Workshop on Planning and Administration of National Programmes of Community Development, Addis Ababa, 1959: report UN 865
- report, 1961/1962:
  - ESC (UN) 34th sess.: decision UN 5013
  - secretariat: staff UN 456, 2859
  - recruitment and training:
    - committee (proposed) UN 904
  - ECA (UN): Executive Secretary: note UN 916
  - sessions: meeting facilities UN 5819

& South Africa UN 930
- statistical activities UN 1628
- strengthening of activities UN 923, 924, 2185

GA (UN) 15th sess.:
- discussion UN 1713-1717
- resolution 1718 UN 1142
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (UN) (continued)
sub-regional offices: establishment (proposed) UN 477, 880-882, 932, 939, 942, 947, 2170
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
Switzerland, participation of UN 892
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 898, 2167, 2172, 2413
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc. UN 2859
& UNESCO UN 5038
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (UN) 2nd sess.
report (draft) UN 865

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (UN) 3rd sess.
agenda UN 2659
date and meeting place UN 865
drafting cttce: establishment UN 2859
organization of work UN 2659
report (draft) UN 2180, 2181

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (UN) 4th sess.
agenda UN 883, 889
agenda (annotated) UN 878
date and meeting place UN 2659
Gambia, participation of UN 906
Kenya, participation of UN 905
opening messages UN 689, 890, 1579
opening speeches UN 1579, 1580
report to ESC (UN) (draft) UN 938
South Africa, representation of UN 888

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (UN) 5th sess.
agenda (provisional) UN 5815
meeting place UN 944

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST (UN)
See also Bureau of Flood Control and Water Resources
Development (ECAFE, UN); Joint Agriculture Division (ECAFE/FAO); Joint Working Group of Experts on Training Facilities in Geology and Mining in Asia and the Far East (ECAFE/UNESCO);
Library (ECAFE, UN)
activities, 1960/1961:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1320-1323, 1338
activities, 1961/1962 UN 3574, 3576, 5004
committees:
Ad Hoc Cttee on the Asian Institute of Economic Development report UN 5168
Ctte on Industry and Natural Resources, 14th sess.: report UN 1559
Ctte on Trade, 5th sess.: report UN 1558
Inland Transport and Communications Cttee:
programme of work, 1962-1963 UN 1560
Inland Transport and Communications Cttee, 10th sess.: report UN 1560
documents: list UN 5004, 5166
Executive Secretary:
reports, memoranda and studies:
Asia and the Far East:
economic conditions UN 1566
economic development:
training of personnel: Asian institute of economic development UN 450
social development: ECAFE activities UN 1557
Asian Trade Fair, 1963 UN 1567
ECAFE (UN): programme of work and priorities, 1962-1963 UN 2151
Joint ECAFE/FAO Agriculture Division:
activities, 1961 UN 447

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST (UN) (continued)
headquarters: maintenance, operation and rental of premises UN 4517, 4663
members: admission:
Mongolia UN 1350
Viet-Nam (DR) UN 1561
programme of meetings, 1962/1963 UN 2151, 5004
programme of work and priorities, 1962/1963 UN 5004
ECAFE (UN): Executive Secretary: note UN 2151
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166
report, 1961/1962 UN 5004
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 581 UN 5013
rules of procedure UN 440, 5004
& specialized agencies UN 5004
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166
statistical activities UN 1628
strengthening of activities UN 2149
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.:
discussion UN 5165
resolution 41 (XVIII) UN 5004
terms of reference UN 440, 5004
& working parties:
Working Party on Customs Administration UN 5823
Working Party on Earthmoving Operations: report UN 276

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST (UN) 18th sess.
agenda UN 5004, 5166
agenda (annotated) UN 442
activities, 1960/1961:
resolution 41 (XVIII) UN 5004
terms of reference UN 440, 5004
& working parties:
Cttee on Agriculture (ECAFE, UN)
Cttee on Industrial Development: report UN 2151
Cttee on Trade, 5th sess.: report UN 1558
Inland Transport and Communications Cttee:
programme of work, 1962-1963 UN 1560
Inland Transport and Communications Cttee, 10th sess.: report UN 1560
documents: list UN 5004, 5166

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST (UN) 19th sess.
date and place of meeting UN 5004, 5166

ECAFE annual survey, 1961 UN 1566

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE (UN)
See also Seminar on Housing Surveys and Problems
(ECE, UN), Zagreb, 1961
activities UN 2482, 2764
development and strengthening UN 406
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 414, 419, 420, 422, 427, 436
S-G (UN): address UN 2484
activities, 1960/1961:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1320-1323, 1338
activities, 1961/1962 UN 2764, 3574, 3576
& Comms of the ESC (UN), Regional economic UN 2764
c-ordination of activities UN 1537
committees:
Coal Cttee: report:
ECE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 418
Coal Cttee, 53rd sess.:
members: representatives: list UN 1550
Coal Cttee, 54th sess.:
members: representatives: list UN 1551
Ctte on Agricultural Problems: report:
ECE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 413-415
Ctte on Electric Power: report:
ECE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 423, 424
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE (UN) (continued)

Committees (continued)

Ctte on Gas: establishment (proposed): ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 421, 436
Ctte on Gas, 8th sess.: members: representatives: list UN 1552
Ctte on Manpower: report:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 423, 424
transfer of functions to ILO UN 1521
Ctte on the Development of Trade:
activities UN 1533
Consultation of Experts on East-West Trade:
10th sess.: members: representatives: list UN 5165
report:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 415-417
Ctte on the Development of Trade, 11th sess.: members: representatives: list UN 5165
Housing Ctte:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 416, 417
Industry and Materials Ctte:
activities UN 405, 2476
Ad Hoc Working Group on Agricultural Machinery:
renewal of activities (proposed) UN 1525, 2477, 2478
report:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 423, 424
Inland Transport Ctte:
report:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 419, 421
Steel Ctte:
report:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 421, 423, 424
Steel Ctte, 28th sess.: members: representatives: list UN 4330
Timber Ctte:
report:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 417, 418
co-operation with other regional commissions:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 429
& ESC (UN) 31st and 32nd sess. resolutions UN 1542
& ESC (UN) 33rd sess. resolutions UN 2481
Executive Secretary:
addresses and messages:
ECE (UN) activities: UN 2482
progress report, 2nd UN 5768
reports, memoranda and studies:
Ctte on Development of Trade (ECE, UN):
activities UN 1533
disarmament:
ECE (UN): economic and social consequences UN 1523
ECE (UN):
activities:
development and strengthening UN 406
& Commis of the ESC (UN), Regional economic:
co-ordination of activities UN 1537
committees:
Ctte on Manpower:
transfer of functions to ILO UN 1521
Industry and Materials Ctte:
Ad Hoc Working Group on Agricultural Machinery:
renewal of activities (proposed) UN 1525, 2477, 2478
& ESC (UN) 31st and 32nd sess. resolutions UN 1542
& ESC (UN) 33rd sess. resolutions UN 2481
& GA (UN) 16th sess. resolutions UN 1542
& inter-governmental organizations UN 1539, 2480
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE (UN) (continued)
Executive Secretary (continued)
reports, memoranda and studies (continued)
ECE (UN) (continued)
& non-governmental organizations UN 1539
& specialized agencies UN 1539, 2480
technical assistance activities UN 1538
Europe:
automation UN 2479
economic development: Meeting of Senior Eco-
nomic Advisers to ECE Governments, 2nd,
Geneva, 5-9 Nov 1962 UN 1534, 5809
energy UN 1535, 1536
engineering industries: capital goods:
production and trade UN 1527
labour: productivity UN 1526
& under-developed areas:
co-operation UN 1531
water pollution: control:
ECE (UN) activities UN 408
water resources: conservation and utilization:
ECE (UN) activities UN 407
technical assistance:
ECE (UN) activities: strengthening UN 1524
& FAO: co-operation UN 2485
& GA (UN) 16th sess. resolutions UN 1542
& inter-governmental organizations UN 1539, 2480, 2764
ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 10 (XVII) UN 2764
& IAEA UN 2486, 2764
& International Organization for Standardization:
ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 4 (XVII) UN 2764
& non-governmental organizations UN 1539, 2764
organization of work:
ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 5 (XVII) UN 2764
programme of meetings, 1962 UN 1543
programme of work, 1961/1962:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 434, 436
programme of work, 1962/1963 UN 1543(text), 1544,
2764, 3342
ECE(UN) 17th sess.: res. 11 (XVII) UN 2764
publications:
financial implications: budget, 1963 UN 3706
report (annual), 1961/1962 UN 2764(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 580 UN 5013
report (draft) to ESC (UN) 32nd sess.:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 437, 438
rules of procedure UN 2764(text)
& specialized agencies UN 1539, 2764
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 429
statistical activities UN 1628
strengthening of activities UN 2764
technical assistance UN 1538, 2764
terms of reference UN 2764(text)
& under-developed areas UN 2764
working parties:
Ad Hoc Working Party on Agricultural Machinery:
renewal of activities:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 436
Working Party on Gas Problems: report:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 419, 421
Working Party on the Simplification and Standardiza-
tion of Export Documents UN 5824
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE (UN) 16th sess.
agenda: adoption UN 411-413
closing speeches UN 438
ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE (UN) 16th sess. (continued)

Drafting Cttee: appointment UN 417
Germany (DR), participation of:
ECE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 411
officers: election UN 413
opening speeches UN 410
proceedings UN 410–438

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE (UN) 17th sess.
agenda (provisional, annotated) UN 404

ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc.

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA (UN)

See also Ad Hoc Committee on Co-operation (OAS/ECLA/IDB); Inter-Agency Working Party on Skilled Manpower in Latin America (ECLA/UNESCO/OAS/ICEM/FAO); Joint Agriculture Division (ECLA/FAO); Joint Centre for Economic Development (ECLA/BNE); Pulp and Paper Advisory Group for Latin America (ECLA/FAO/BTAO); Workshop on Problems of Budgetary Re-Classification and Management in South America (ECLA/UN)
activities: periodicals Annex 39
activities, 1960/1961 UN 678
ECE (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1320–1323, 1338
activities, 1961/1962 UN 2760, 3574, 3576
basic facts UN 534
Bogotá office: establishment (proposed) UN 678
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 212 UN 678
& Commsn of the ESC (UN), Regional economic UN 2760
committees:

Central American Economic Co-operation Cttee: activities:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 194 UN 678
activities, 1956/1959 UN 191
activities, 1959/1960 UN 192
Meeting of Consultation, 16 Jul 1952: agenda (provisional) UN 3372
Meeting of Government Officials to Finalize the Accession of Colombia to the General Treaty of Central American Economic Integration, Mexico, 8-15 Oct 1962: report UN 5183(text)
report, 1956/1959 UN 191(text)
report, 1959/1960 UN 192(text)
Trade Sub-Cttee:
Working Group on Customs Code: agenda (provisional) UN 860
Trade Sub-Cttee, 7th sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 848
report UN 847
Trade Sub-Cttee, 7th–10th sess. UN 678
Trade Sub-Cttee, 8th sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 849
Trade Sub-Cttee, 10th sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 854
Trade Sub-Cttee, 11th sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 856
report UN 841, 2760
Working Group on Equalization of Tax Incentives to Industrial Development, 1st sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 858
report UN 840

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA (UN) (continued)

committees (continued):

Central American Economic Co-operation Cttee (continued)

Working Group on Equalization of Tax Incentives to Industrial Development, 2nd sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 842
report UN 844, 3371(text)
Working Group on Equalization of Tax Incentives to Industrial Development, 3rd sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 5178(text)
Central American Economic Co-operation Cttee, 2nd special sess. UN 678
Central American Economic Co-operation Cttee, 3rd extraordinary sess.: agenda (UN 5180(text)
agenda (provisional) UN 3374
report UN 5182(text)
resolutions: collected edition UN 5182(text)
Central American Economic Co-operation Cttee, 6th sess.: report UN 191
resolutions UN 191(text)
Central American Economic Co-operation Cttee, 7th sess. UN 678
report UN 192
resolutions UN 192(text)
Central American Economic Co-operation Cttee, 8th sess.: date and place of meeting UN 5182
Cttee of the Whole, 4th extraordinary sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 1572
report UN 1371(text), 1573(text), 3758, 5762
Cttee of the Whole, 8th sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 193
members: representatives: list UN 2760
report UN 1369, 3760(text)
resolutions: collected edition UN 2760
Cttee of the Whole, 9th sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 193
trade: activities, 1960 UN 678
activities, 1961 UN 2760
Trade Cttee, 3rd sess.: report UN 1570(text)
ECLA (UN) 5th sess.: res. 214 UN 678
resolutions UN 678
Trade Cttee, 4th sess.: date and meeting place UN 678
Working Group on Customs Questions UN 5824
documents: list UN 678, 2760
Executive Secretary:
reports, memoranda and studies:
Latin American Institute for Economic and Social Planning: establishment UN 1571
statement of financial implications:
ECLA (UN): programme of work, 1961-1962 UN 829
& IDB: co-ordination of activities:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 211 UN 678
& inter-American organizations:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 213 UN 678
& inter-governmental organizations UN 678, 2760
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members, associate: admission:
British Honduras UN 678
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 211 UN 678
& NGOs UN 678, 2760
& OAS UN 678, 2760

co-ordination of activities:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 211 UN 678
programme of work, 1960–1964: appraisal UN 678
programme of work and priorities, 1961–1962 UN 678, 828(text), 2760
financial implications UN 678, 829, 2760
report (annual), 1960/1961 UN 678(text)
report (annual), 1961/1962 UN 194, 2019, 2760(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 882 UN 5013
rules of procedure UN 678, 2760(text)
revision UN 678
& specialized agencies UN 678, 2760
statistical activities UN 1628
strengthening of activities UN 2153
ECLA (UN): Cttee of the Whole, 8th sess.: resolution 217 UN 2760
terms of reference UN 678, 2760(texts), 5172
UN building, Santiago, Chile UN 2750
ctte: establishment:
ECLA (UN): Cttee of the Whole, 8th sess.: resolution 216 UN 2152, 2760
construction UN 197, 678
Advisory Cttee (UN):
report to GA (UN) 17th sess., 41st UN 5411
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578
S-G (UN): reports UN 5659, 5660

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA (UN) 9th sess.
members: representatives: list UN 678
report UN 678(text)
resolutions: collected edition UN 678

ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR LATIN AMERICA (UN) 10th sess.
date and meeting place:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 215 UN 678

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS UN 2764, 2765, 3228, 3233, 3194, 3863, 5769; Fund 22
Debt of ESA: Under-Secretary (de Seynes): statement UN 3260
ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3576
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1324–1330, 1347
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: disc. UN 1324–1330, 1347
resolution 924 UN 5013
Economic Cttee: report UN 3769
Group of Experts [on co-operative work programme on long-term projections] (UN): report UN 5770
periodicals Annex 22, 25, 29, 38
note UN 2041
S-G (UN): report UN 2387
statistical indicators: periodicals Annex 10
surveys UN 3576

ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION UN 3574
comments by NGOs UN 3576
declaration (draft) UN 1403, 1406, 1407, 1412, 3576
comments by Governments UN 693–597, 1366, 2362
cttee [of 12] (proposed) UN 2410
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: discussion UN 4986, 4987, 4989, 4990

ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION (continued)
declaration (draft) (continued)
ESC (UN) 33rd sess. (continued)
resolution 875 UN 5007
working group: establishment UN 2411
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: discussion UN 4990, 4995
resolution 875 UN 5007

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT UN 2859, 3960, 4730, 4764, 5242, 5515, 5547, 5915; Bank 43; FAO 39, 72; Fund 43;
IDA 24; ILO 77
See also Agricultural development; Economic and social development; General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; Industrial development and sub-headings economic development and development plans under Non-Self-Governing Territories and names of countries and Territories

bibliography Bank 42; UNESCO 14
Dept of ESA: Under-Secretary (de Seynes): statement UN 3699
development insurance fund (proposed) UN 5022
financing UN 3233, 3287, 3368, 3304, 3576, 3802; Bank 27;
IDA 17; IFC 3
See also Development credits, International; Fiscal methods and economic policies; International Bank for Reconstruction and Development; loans; International Finance Corporation; Investments, International; Loans, International; Monetary policies
ECLA (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1324–1330, 1347
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: discussion UN 5034–5036
Economic Cttee: report UN 5768
resolution 923 UN 5013
IFC activities IFC 2
S-G (UN): report UN 2375
studies (proposed) UN 3805, 5034–5036
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1642–1665, 1668–1676, 1684–1692, 1704, 1706, 1711–1717
resolution 1718 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Cttee.: report UN 5022 & industrial development UN 3734
Institutes (proposed) UN 2038
IBRD Mission to Uganda, 1960: report Bank 25
& international trade UN 1564
ECAF (UN) 18th sess.: discussion UN 5165
resolution 37 (XVIII) UN 5004
GA (UN) 16th sess.: resolution 1707 UN 1142
& nature: protection UN 5523, 5524
planning UN 3754, 3766, 3797, 5027, 5031, 5032
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1677, 1678, 1680, 1681
resolution 1708 UN 1142
regional planning institutes (proposed): See Economic development: planning: study (proposed)
S-G (UN): report UN 2375
study (proposed): GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1676–1678, 1680, 1681
resolution 1708 UN 1142
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (continued)
planning (continued)
study (proposed) (continued)
group of experts: establishment (continued)
GA (UN) 16th sess. (continued)
resolution 1708 UN 1142
technical assistance UN 2030
& population growth UN 5552
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 2, 1717, 1718
resolution 1719 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Cttee: report UN 5402
S-G (UN): note UN 3593
study (proposed) UN 5503
financial implications:
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report UN 5413
S-G (UN): statement UN 5502, 5678
S-G (UN): reports UN 2375, 3591
social factors:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1674 UN 1142
Special Fund (UN) activities UN 2582
surveys UN 3574
technical assistance: See Technical assistance: Expanded
Programme and programmes of particular organizations under Technical assistance
UN programmes:
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3576, 4262, 4875, 4879,
5354, 5633, 5664
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE (IBRD)
Bank 26,
27; IDA 17; IFC 3
activities Bank 42
library: lists of selected publications Bank 42
The Economic development of Uganda Bank 25
Economic developments in the Middle East, 1959-1961
UN 3228
ECONOMIC PLANNING UN 5216-5223, 5769, 5820
See also Land: conservation and utilization and sub-
heading economic policy under names of countries
ECA (UN) activities UN 2187
social aspects UN 1630
See also Conference on the Social Aspects of Development
Planning in the Arab States, Beirut, Nov 1961
statistics: projection methods UN 2186
ECONOMIC POLICIES Fund 3
See also Fiscal methods and economic policies:
Monetary policies
ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS UN 2356, 5224, 5769
ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3576(text)
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1524
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: discussion UN 5035, 5036
resolution 924 UN 5013
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Cttee: report UN 5392
Group of Experts [on co-operative work programme on
long-term projections] (UN): report UN 5770
long-term UN 3803
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: Economic Cttee: report UN 3769
S-G (UN): note UN 3591
ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS AND PROGRAMMING CENTRE
(UN) UN 3575
programme of work:
Group of Experts [on co-operative work programme
on long-term projections] (UN): report UN 5770
terms of reference UN 5769
ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS AND PROGRAMMING CENTRE
(UN) (proposed)
financial implications:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1676-1678, 1680, 1681
resolution 1708 UN 1142
ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVITIES
programme appraisals and co-ordination ICAO 68
ECONOMIC STABILITY
See also Inflation
& fiscal policies Fund 20
& monetary policies Fund 20
Economic survey of Africa since 1950 UN 865
Economic survey of Asia and the Far East, 1961 UN 1632,
5004
ECFAE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166
Economic survey of Europe in 1961 UN 430-433, 435
ECA (UN): reports UN 3574
& Special Fund
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
programme of work:
Bank 26
27; IDA 17; IFC 3
programs:
groups: International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
IBRD, 25
IBRD, 33
UNESCO
Intergovernmental Scientific Panel on International
Oceanographical Cooperation, 1959-1960
ners
Budget, 1961-1962
UN 2764
ECONOMIC PLANNING
5216-5223
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
IBRD
Bank 26,
27; IDA 17; IFC 3
activities Bank 42
library: lists of selected publications Bank 42
Economic development of Uganda Bank 25
Economic developments in the Middle East, 1959-1961
UN 3228
ECONOMIC POLICIES Fund 3
See also Fiscal methods and economic policies:
Monetary policies
ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS
5224, 5769
ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3576(text)
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1524
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:
discussion UN 5035, 5036
resolution 924 UN 5013
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Cttee: report UN 5392
Group of Experts [on co-operative work programme on
long-term projections] (UN): report UN 5770
long-term UN 3803
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: Economic Cttee: report UN 3769
S-G (UN): note UN 3591
ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS AND PROGRAMMING CENTRE
(UN) UN 3575
programme of work:
Group of Experts [on co-operative work programme
on long-term projections] (UN): report UN 5770
terms of reference UN 5769
ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS AND PROGRAMMING CENTRE
(UN) (proposed)
financial implications:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1842
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1676-1678, 1680, 1681
resolution 1708 UN 1142
ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVITIES
programme appraisals and co-ordination ICAO 68
ECONOMIC STABILITY
See also Inflation
& fiscal policies Fund 20
& monetary policies Fund 20
Economic survey of Africa since 1950 UN 865
Economic survey of Asia and the Far East, 1961 UN 1632,
5004
ECFAE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166
Economic survey of Europe in 1961 UN 430-433, 435
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 429, 434
Economic survey of Europe in 1961 UN 2146
Economic survey of Latin America, 1960 UN 678
ECONOMICS
documentation: exchange:
ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 3(XVII) UN 2764
ECONOMISTS
training UN 5818
ECUADOR
budgetary systems and policies UN 4470
comments, observations and replies:
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377
community organization and development ILO 237
documents submitted concerning:
GA (UN): Special Cttee for South West Africa:
dissolution (proposed) UN 4857
housing: social aspects UN 2122
Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance UN 3569
nuclear-free zones UN 4639, 4640
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 5612
South West Africa: international status UN 4857
UN: peace and security operations:
financing UN 5704, 5710
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
report UN 4663
economic co-operation with Colombia and Venezuela
UN 1570
report to UNESCO UNESCO 243(text)
technical assistance UN 5110, 5128
EDUCATION UN 2038, 2774; UNESCO 302, 321
See also Fellowships and scholarships; International
Conference on Public Education, 25th; Libraries;
Regional Centre for the Training of Senior Educational
Personnel in Arab States; Schools; Seminars;
Teachers; Technical training; Vocational training and
sub-heading education under names of countries
and social groups
Addis-Ababa Plan (UNESCO) UNESCO 315
adults UNESCO 145, 146
periodicals Annex 124
Arabic-speaking countries UNESCO 316
audio-visual aids: See Meeting of Directors of National
Audio-Visual Services and Documentary Film Units
in South and East Asia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaya,
1961
59
E

EDUCATION (continued)
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 3576, 3816, 5039, 5040
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: Co-ordination Ctte: report UN 3784
development UNESCO 266
planning: economic aspects UN 228
discrimination UNESCO 91
Convention, 1960 UNESCO 81, 175
accessions and ratifications UN 49, 62, 65, 98, 172
Conciliation and Good Offices Ctte UNESCO 65, 96, 112
implementation UNESCO 253
Meeting of Experts to Consider a Draft Protocol to the Convention Against Discrimination, Paris, 1962 UNESCO 42, 64
Recommendation, 1960 UNESCO 81, 175
implementation UNESCO 253
UNESCO activities UN 142
documentation:
ACC: report to ESC (UN), 26th UN 2385
S-G (UN): note UN 2385
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 906 UN 5013
& economic and social development:
conference on education and economic and social development, Dec 1961 (proposed) UN 678
& economic development: institute for training personnel in educational planning in relation to economic development (proposed) UNESCO 96
fundamental: periodicals Annex 124
international co-operation UNESCO 130, 131
Karachi Plan (UNESCO): participants UNESCO 317
medical WHO 594, 612, 621, 640, 641
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: resolution WHO 412
Expert Ctte on Human Genetics (WHO): report, 1st WHO 535 (text)
Study Group on Internationally Acceptable Minimum Standards of Education (WHO):
report WHO 533 (text)
methods and techniques UNESCO 87
periodicals Annex 119, 136
planning UN 5212; UNESCO 147, 178
See also Regional Symposium on Overall Educational Planning in Asia, New Delhi, 1962
economic aspects UN 3380
international institute for educational planning (proposed) UNESCO 160
primary UNESCO 33, 148, 326
periodicals Annex 131
UNESCO Major Project: participants UNESCO 318
school year: organization UNESCO 57
secondary UNESCO 80
statistics UN 2299, 5212; UNESCO 36, 149
bibliographies UNESCO 11
technical:
See also Technical training recommendation (draft) UNESCO 153, 309
comments by governments UNESCO 104, 105
D-G (UNESCO): report UNESCO 103
Meeting of Experts, Paris, 1962 UNESCO 43
technical assistance:
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 898 UN 5013
training of personnel:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 2402

EDUCATION (continued)
UNICEF-aided projects UN 3409
allocations UN 2235, 2237, 2239, 2504, 5869
UNICEF programmes UN 3416
UNESCO activities UNESCO 222
UNESCO Emergency Programme UNESCO 214, 215
women: See Women: education
yearbooks UNESCO 149
Education abstracts Annex 119
EDUCATION, DENTAL
Expert Ctte on Dental Health (WHO): report WHO 695
Education for peace: See PEACEFUL RELATIONS AMONG PEOPLES: promotion among youth
Educational studies and documents UNESCO 57
EEK, H. (Sweden)
biography UNESCO 203
Effects of ionizing radiation on the nervous system IAEA 26
Effects of neutron irradiation in non-fissionable metals and alloys IAEA 45
Egypt: See UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC
EHRLICH, M.:
author:
The Use of film badges for personnel monitoring IAEA 55
EIGHTEEN NATION COMMITTEE ON DISARMAMENT activities, 1962 UN 3575
date of meeting:
S-G (UN): communication UN 123
establishment:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: res. 1722 UN 1142
meeting, Geneva 1962:
opening by Chiefs of State (proposed) UN 556, 557, 560, 561, 564
report UN 2352, 3573 (text), 4523
negotiations: resumption (proposed) UN 4504, 4523, 4648, 4650-4652
financial implications:
Advisory Ctte (UN):
report to GA (UN) 17th sess., 33rd UN 5396
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Ctte: reports UN 4524, 4625, 4868
S-G (UN): statement UN 4860, 5873
financial implications UN 4860, 5396, 5873
Eire: See IRELAND
EL ABD, S.
report:
Pakistan: community development UN 5904
EL-FARRA, MUHAMMAD, H. (Jordan)
biography UNESCO 4268
EL-FASSI, M. (Morocco)
biography UNESCO 201
EL SALEEM, K. (Jordan)
biography UNESCO 208
EL SALVADOR
arbitration, industrial ILO 208
documents submitted concerning:
arrest, detention or exile, arbitrary:
freedom from: principles (draft) UN 1459
EMMERICH, H.
report:
public administration:
concerted action programme UN 2042
EMPLOYEES
conditions of work ILO 63
dismissal ILO 24, 171, 198
occupational hygiene ILO 143, 198
EMPLOYMENT ILO 49, 77
See also Full employment; Labour; Under-employment;
Unemployment; Women: employment and sub-
heading employment under specific occupations
discrimination ILO 141
effects of technological improvement ILO 308
married women ILO 96
statistics ILO 272
termination ILO 24, 25, 162, 171
EMPRESA DE ENERGIA ELECTRICA DE BOGOTA
electric power: development: loan Bank 30, 31
ENCEPHALITIS WHO 720
Encouraging the use of protein-rich foods FAO 135
ENEMY PROPERTY Fund 36
ENERGY
See also Atomic energy; Electric power; Geothermal
energy; Solar energy; Wind power
& economic development:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies
IAEA 133
resources UN 692, 1365, 3243, 5017, 5761
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 885 UN 5013
statistics UN 528, 2299
ENGINEERING
contract practices UN 3929
ENNACEUR, M. (Tunisia)
biography UN 1386
ENTOMOLOGY
& radiation IAEA 25
use of radioisotopes IAEA 25
EPIDEMICS
See also Quarantine
cable code: geographical index: revision, 1961 WHO 182
Epidemiological and vital statistics report Annex 142
Epidemiological cable code WHO 182
EPIDEMIOLOGY
periodicals Annex 142, 143
Epidemiology of air pollution WHO 692
EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK UN 184, 802, 103, 814, 819
1473, 1474, 3241, 3575, 3783
Common on the Status of Women (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 3899–3901
resolution UN 809
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 884 B UN 5013
Equal pay for equal work
sales and distribution:
S-G (UN): note UN 792, 804
Equality of rights between races and nationalities in the
USSR UNESCO 58
Equality of treatment (social security) convention and
recommendation, 1962 (proposed): See under SOCIAL
SECURITY: legislation: aliens

EL SALVADOR (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Commission on International Commodity Trade (UN):
technical working group [on compensatory financing] (proposed) UN 3285
commodity problems UN 3265, 4706, 4707
commodity projections UN 5285
Cuban situation UN 5754
ECA (UN); members: termination of membership:
Spain UN 3786
human rights: covenants (draft, 1954):
civil and political UN 4798
IAEA: statute: amendments IAEA 103
investments, international UN 3288, 3802
Iran: earthquake, assistance UN 3569
Latin American Institute for Economic and Social
Planning: establishment UN 1402
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
scientific and technical information:
abstraction services UN 3301
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5612
Switzerland: ECLA (UN):
consultative relations with UN 1395
technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and
specialized agencies UN 3321
TAC (UN): members: increase in number (proposed) UN 1362
UN: peace and security operations:
financing UN 5704, 5710
UN Capital Development Fund UN 3287
UN Development Decade, 1960–1970 UN 3782, 3797
comite [on co-ordination] (proposed) UN 3513
study (proposed) UN 2797
environmental sanitation:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5848
Highway Project, 3rd: IDA development credit IDA 32
labour contracts: sanctions for breaches ILO 208
malaria; eradication:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5666
Nicaragua: trade relations GATT 173
report to UNESCO UNESCO 235(text)
technical assistance UN 5106, 5128
Elaboration et fondement économique des tarifs afférents
aux différents catégories d'envois de la poste aux
lettres UPU 44
ELBERG, S. S.
periodical article:
brucellosis: immunity WHO 547
Electric light and power industry: See ELECTRIC
UTILITIES
ELECTRIC POWER UN 2570
See also Hydro-electric power; Thermo-electric power
accidents: prevention:
Meeting of Experts (ILO), 1961:
sumary record ILO 40
consumption: Symposium (ECE, UN), Warsaw, 1962:
report UN 4471(text)
ELECTRIC UTILITIES
legal aspects UN 5322
taxation: regulations UN 5913
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT IAEA 46
Electronics, Nuclear: See NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS
Ellice Islands: See GILBERT AND ELLICE ISLANDS
EQUATORIAL CUSTOMS UNION UN 5232
Equatorial Guinea: See SPANISH GUINEA

ERBAN, E.,
periodical article:
Czechoslovakia:
- economic planning: social aspects ILO 97

ERGONOMICS
bibliography ILO 36

ESCALANTE PORTAS, C.
report:
Chile: earthquakes and building UN 5894

ESCUELA SUPERIOR DE ADMINISTRACION PUBLICA AMERICA CENTRAL
Director: report UN 832 (text)

ETEKI-MBOUMOIA, M. W. (Cameroon)
bibliography UNESCO 295

ETHIOPIA
See also International Court of Justice: cases: South West Africa cases (Ethiopia v. South Africa; Liberia v. South Africa)
- armed forces: pensions:
  - actuarial and financial aspects ILO 57
- civil service: pensions:
  - actuarial and financial aspects ILO 57
- coffee UN 5280
- comments, observations and replies:
  - UN Capital Development Fund: statute (draft) UN 4727
  - development and organization of development UN 951
  - Development Bank Project, 2nd: IBRD loan Bank 2, 3
- documents submitted concerning:
  - Africa:
    - animal industry:
      - meeting of experts (proposed) UN 915
    - commodities: prices: fluctuations UN 2166
    - development bank:
      - ctee: establishment UN 2408
    - economic development:
      - institute: establishment (proposed) UN 909
      - education UN 987, 3784, 4755, 5527
    - & European Economic Community UN 2176, 2182
    - & European economic groupings UN 913
    - racial discrimination:
      - economic and social consequences UN 930
      - studies UN 2168
- Angola: independence (proposed) UN 4073
- Angola situation UN 26, 5444, 5454
- atomic weapons:
  - prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
  - tests: discontinuance UN 4627
  - Basutoland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
  - Bechuanaoland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
  - British Guiana: independence: date UN 3183
  - Burundi: assistance UN 5583
  - Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962 UN 4698, 4700, 4702
  - coffee: production UN 5280
  - colonialism: elimination: Declaration, 1960:
    - implementation UN 5446-5448
    - Comm. on Narcotic Drugs (UN) 17th sess.: report UN 5280
  - co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
    - economic, social and human rights programmes UN 3784, 3816

ETHIOPIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
- disarmament UN 4650
- economic and social consequences UN 3266

ECA (UN):
- members: termination of membership:
  - Portugal UN 3787
  - secretariat: staff: recruitment and training:
    - committee (proposed) UN 904
    - & South Africa UN 930
  - standing ctee on natural resources and industrialization:
    - establishment (proposed) UN 911
  - strengthening UN 923
  - terms of reference:
    - amendments (proposed) UN 2172

GA (UN):
- Ctee on Information from NSGT:
  - continuation (proposed) UN 5655
- Ctee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.:
  - report UN 5646
- Special Ctee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
  - report UN 5639
- Special Ctee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
  - meetings in Africa UN 1988
  - increase in number (proposed) UN 5436
  - terms of reference:
    - amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639

Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
- industrial development:
  - advisory services UN 3263
  - technical assistance UN 3314
- international co-operation:
  - year, 1965 (proposed):
    - preparatory ctee (proposed) UN 5449
  - International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
    - specifications; amendments (proposed) UN 4388, 4400, 4402
  - international trade:
    - conference (proposed) UN 4687, 4690, 4704
  - investments, international UN 3288, 3502
  - Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance UN 3569
  - Kenya: independence (proposed) UN 4074
  - marriage: minimum age, consent and registration:
    - convention (draft) UN 4163
  - narcotic drugs: international control UN 3809
  - NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
  - Northern Rhodesia: independence UN 1995, 5448
  - Nyasaland: independence UN 5447
  - peaceful relations among States:
    - & international law UN 5724, 5725, 5744

Portugal:
  - overseas territories:
    - fellowships and scholarships UN 5640
    - status UN 5639
    - repressive actions against Mozambique, alleged UN 3188
  - sanctions (proposed) UN 4073
- Rwanda: assistance UN 5583
- slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1965:
  - implementation UN 5612
- Social Commn (UN) 14th sess.:
  - report UN 3298
- South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
- Southern Rhodesia:
  - Constitution, 1961: revision (proposed) UN 1990
    - self-government UN 1990, 2317, 2321, 2322, 4848, 4949
    - & Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
ETHIOPIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Swaziland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and
specialized agencies UN 3316, 3521
TAB: resident representatives: & Commissions of the
ESC (UN), Regional economic UN 3316
under-developed areas:
education: co-ordination among UN and specialized
agencies UN 3816
indigenous cadres: preparation and training
UN 3314
United Nations:
ecological and social activities:
decentralization UN 4711, 4708, 5500
Members: admission:
Algeria UN 3993
Burundi UN 3622
Jamaica UN 3615
Rwanda UN 3620
Trinidad and Tobago UN 3618
Uganda UN 3998
& NSGT: information about UN UN 5648
UN Capital Development Fund UN 3287
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 3774, 3780,
3797
study (proposed) UN 3797
UN Technical Conference on the International Map of
the World on the Millenium Scale, Bonn, 1962:
report (draft) UN 4386
UN Training and Research Institute:
establishment (proposed):
study (proposed) UN 5506
Zanzibar: independence (proposed) UN 4072
IBRD loan: guarantee agreement Bank 2, 32
technical assistance UN 5075, 5128
ILO regular programme ILO 57
telecommunications: IBRD loan Bank 32, 33
contribution to UN 948, 2194
ETHNOLOGY
films UNESCO 219
EUCALYPTUS
World Conference (FAO), 2nd, 1961:
report (provisional) FAO 78
Euro-dollars: See FOREIGN EXCHANGE: markets for
dollars, sterling and other currencies
EUROPE
See also names of countries
agriculture UN 2764
common market GATT 416
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 413-415
products:
marketing UN 530, 1547
prices UN 277
statistics UN 530, 5321
workers: wages UN 277
agriculture, 1961 UN 530
air transport ICAO 4, 5
See also European Civil Aviation Conference
animal industry UN 530
arbitration, commercial UN 5824
automation: economic implications:
ECE (UN): Executive Secretary: report UN 2475
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 429
balance of payments:
multilateral compensation transactions UN 3345
EUROPE (continued)
building: statistics UN 4474
periodicals Annex 34; UN 5332
cancer WHO 197
chemical industries:
studies:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 426
working party (proposed):
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 426
cement UN 278, 2764
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 418
statistics: periodicals Annex 31, 32
commodities: international trade UN 2143
community organization and development:
training of personnel UN 1627
consumer research:
ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 2 UN 2764
disease control: UNICEF programme, 1961 UN 1602
distribution (economics):
ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 2 UN 2764
economic conditions:
periodicals Annex 29
survey, 1980:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 429-435, 438
survey, 1981 UN 2146
economic co-operation:
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 414, 415, 419, 420, 427
economic development UN 5809
See also Meeting of Senior Economic Advisors to ECE
Governments
economic statistics UN 2146
electric power UN 1633, 2764
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 423, 424
statistics: periodicals Annex 33
Symposium (ECE, UN), Warsaw, 1962:
report UN 4471(text)
electric power, 1960/1961 UN 2570
electric utilities:
legal aspects UN 5522
taxation: regulations UN 5913
electrification, rural UN 190, 1633
ergy: studies:
ECE (UN): Executive Secretary:
report UN 1535, 1536
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 426, 428
engineering: contract practices UN 3919
engineering industries UN 2764
capital goods: production and trade UN 1528, 1529
ECE (UN): Executive Secretary:
report UN 1527
eECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 426
meeting of experts (proposed):
ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 9 (XVII) UN 2764
exhibitions:
ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 7 UN 2764
family living UN 2567
fertilizers: prices UN 277
foodstuffs, perishable: standards UN 1549, 2483, 2490,
3346-3351
Geneva Protocol on Standardization of Fruit and
Vegetables, 1958 UN 3920(text)
free trade areas GATT 135
gas UN 2572, 2764, 3442
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 419, 421
statistics UN 531, 532, 5342, 5323
gas, natural UN 2575
transport UN 5926
health services: UNICEF programmes, 1961 UN 1602
EUROPE (continued)

housing:
  ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 416, 417
rural UN 2574
statistics UN 4474
periodicals Annex 34; UN 5332
housing and urban development UN 2764
hydraulics: conditions; periodicals Annex 30
hydro-electric power UN 2570
industrial development UN 2433
industrial goods; international trade:
  conditions of sale UN 3919
industrial relations; regulations ILO 192
industry:
  ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 423, 424
inland navigation:
  ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 419, 421
inland transport UN 2764
inland waterways:
  ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 6 (XVII) UN 2764
IBRD loans Bank 26, 43
international trade UN 2764, 5768; GATT 135, 198, 300, 365
development UN 1533
ECE (UN) activities UN 5824
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 415-417, 436
general conditions of sale: standardization UN 5824
insurance UN 5824
Meeting of Governmental Trade Experts (ECE, UN),
15-17 May 1961:
  ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 428, 429
  meeting of governmental trade experts (proposed):
    agenda (proposed):
      ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 416
  re-insurance UN 1546
iron and steel UN 279, 2764
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 421, 423, 424
statistics UN 279
periodicals Annex 35
ECE (UN): Executive Secretary; report UN 1532
  ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 436
irrigation UN 2488
labour; productivity:
  ECE (UN): Executive Secretary; report UN 1526
  ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 424
  Meeting on Labour Productivity Problems, Jan 1961:
    ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 424, 425
studies:
  ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 436
land reform UN 2022
manpower:
  ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 423, 424
ILO activities, 1961 UN 1522
milk conservation; UNICEF programmes, 1961 UN 1602
nuclear power UN 2570
nutrition; UNICEF programmes, 1961 UN 1602
peaceful relations among States:
  GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
petroleum; products; utilization UN 4472
regional defence organizations; See North Atlantic Treaty Organization; Western European Union
roads:
  traffic; accidents; statistics, 1966 UN 3343
  transport; laws and regulations ILO 294
scientific and technical information:
  exchange of: ECE (UN) activities:
    ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 425, 426
social welfare; special programme UN 524
  See also Planning Conference on the European Social
    Welfare Programme, Geneva, Nov-Dec 1961

EUROPE (continued)
standardization:
  ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 4 (XVII) UN 2764
statistical services UN 2764
statistics; methods UN 5811
technical assistance UN 2030, 5096, 5104, 5128
Expanded Programme UN 1545
thermo-electric power UN 2570
timber UN 2764
ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 417, 418
marketing; periodicals Annex 8, 37
statistics; periodicals Annex 36
town and country planning UN 2764
transport; statistics UN 1553
transport workers:
  European Agreement concerning the Work of Crews of
    Vehicles Engaged in International Road Transport (AETR), Geneva, 1962 UN 825
social security ILO 294
& under-developed areas; co-operation:
  ECE (UN): Executive Secretary; report UN 1531
UNICEF-aided projects UN 965, 3409
allocations UN 245, 2242
UNICEF programmes, 1961;
  UNICEF: ED; report UN 1602
urban renewal; Symposium (ECE, UN), Geneva, 1961:
  report UN 1634
water resources:
  conservation and utilization:
    ECE (UN) activities:
      ECE (UN): Executive Secretary; report UN 407
      ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 436
development UN 2764
pollution UN 2764; WHO 554
  See also Conference on Water Pollution Problems
    in Europe, Geneva, 1961
ECE (UN) activities:
  ECE (UN): Executive Secretary; report UN 408
  ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 425
wood: Special Meeting, Geneva, 1961 UN 2575

EUROPE, EASTERN
agriculture: production UN 2146
economic conditions UN 2146
economic development, 1962 plans UN 2146
economic policies UN 2146
industry: production UN 2146
statistics UN 2146
international trade UN 2146
investments UN 2146
manpower UN 2146
& economic stability ILO 218
planning ILO 218
national income UN 2146
social security ILO 153
trade, internal UN 2146
workers: accidents; compensation ILO 153

EUROPE, SOUTHERN
economic development:
  ECE (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 423

EUROPE, WESTERN
balance of payments UN 2146
economic conditions UN 2146
economic policies UN 2146
employment UN 2146
industry: production UN 2146
international trade UN 2146
statistics UN 2146
EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMUNITY
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

EUROPEAN CIVIL AVIATION CONFERENCE
Constitution ICAO 5(text)
ICAO, relations with ICAO 5
programme of work ICAO 4
rules of procedure ICAO 5
standing bodies ICAO 5

EUROPEAN CIVIL AVIATION CONFERENCE, 4th sess.
report ICAO 4(text)

EUROPEAN COAL AND STEEL COMMUNITY
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

EUROPEAN COMMISION FOR THE CONTROL OF FOOT­
AND­MOUTH DISEASE
constitution: amendments FAO 65
report FAO 118

EUROPEAN COMMISION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
statistical activities UN 1628

EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON INTERNATIONAL COMMER­
CIAL ARBITRATION UN 5824

EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
activities GATT 200
& Africa UN 4506, 5233; GATT 208
& Brazil FAO 19
commodities: international trade UN 2139
common tariff: examination by GATT:
Contracting Parties (GATT):
Tariff Negotiations Cttee: report GATT 49
Development Fund (FEDOM) UN 222, 461
documents submitted concerning:
Europe: agriculture: common market GATT 416
tariffs: modifications GATT 363
& GATT GATT 200, 416
& Greece GATT 185
Association Agreement, 1961 GATT 186(text), 219
questionnaire GATT 308, 337
& ILO: agreement ILO 70
& Latin America UN 5171, 5172
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
Representative: statement before Contracting Parties
(GATT) 19th sess. GATT 200
Treaty, Rome, 1957: application GATT 200

EUROPEAN FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION
activities GATT 198
& Finland GATT 198
Agreement of Association, 1961 GATT 136
Contracting Parties (GATT): Working Party [on the
association of Member States of the European
Free Trade Association and Finland]:
report GATT 135
& GATT GATT 198
& Portugal GATT 300
S-G: statement GATT 198
& Switzerland GATT 300

European information letter Annex 66

EUROPEAN OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS, Geneva
Palais des Nations: modernization:
Advisory Cttee: UN:
- report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 4505
- finances: budget, 1965 UN 3578
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1737 UN 1142
S-G (UN): report UN 4260

EUROPEAN OFFICE OF THE UNITED NATIONS, Geneva
(continued)
staff: salaries and allowances:
- general service category UN 3579
visitors' service:
- income: estimates, 1963 UN 3578

EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH
Convention, 1953:
acessions and ratifications UNESCO 138

EUROPEAN REFUGEES FROM CHINA UN 1232, 4015
European Seminar on Social Policy In Relation to Changing
Family Needs (UN), Arnhem, 1961: See FAMILY
LIVING: European Seminar (UN), Arnhem, Apr 1961
European Seminar on the General Principles of Social
Group Work (TAO (UN), Geneva), Sévres, Nov 1959: See under SOCIAL WORK
European Seminar on Training for Community Development
(UN), Athens, Sep 1961: See under COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT: training of
personnel

EUROPEAN SOCIAL CHARTER ILO 42
European standard recommended by the Working Party on
Standardization of Perishable Foodstuffs of the Economic
Commission for Europe UN 1549

EUROPEAN VHF/UHF BROADCASTING CONFERENCE
(ITU), Stockholm, 1961
documents submitted concerning:
The Exchange programme of nuclear science IAEA 21

EVAPORATION UN 5902
Excavations: See HISTORIC SITES AND MONUMENTS
EXCHANGE CONTRACTS
unenforceability Fund 30, 36
Exchange control: See FOREIGN EXCHANGE
Exchange, Foreign: See FOREIGN EXCHANGE
EXCHANGE OF PERSONS
IAEA programmes IAEA 21
nuclear scientists IAEA 21
Exchange of publications: See PUBLICATIONS: exchange
The Exchange programme of nuclear science IAEA 21

EXECUTIVE AND LIAISON COMMITTEE (UPU), May 1962
activities UPU 57

EXECUTIVE BOARD (UNESCO)
commissions:
Administrative Comm: report UNESCO 19
External Relations Comm: report UNESCO 19, 222
committees:
Drafting Cttee [to prepare provisional comments on
the proposed programme and budget]:
composition UNESCO 19
composition UNESCO 95, 96, 113
Conference of International Non-Governmental Organiza­
tions, 8th, representation in UNESCO 96
members:
appointment UNESCO 222
election UNESCO 192-209, 272, 291-299
increase in number (proposed) UNESCO 82, 83, 116,
167
resignation UNESCO 222
members, 1946-1962:
- geographical distribution UNESCO 267
EXECUTIVE BOARD (UNESCO) (continued)
organization of work UNESCO 96, 222
& other UNESCO organs UNESCO 113
reports, memoranda and studies:
UNESCO:
   constitutional questions UNESCO 113
   members: admission:
      states not members of UN UNESCO 115
   rules of procedure: amendments UNESCO 96
Working Party on the constitutional responsibilities of
the Organization and the relationship between the
General Conference, the Executive Board and the
Secretariat] report UNESCO 96
EXECUTIVE BOARD (UNESCO) 60th sess.
   resolutions and decisions: collected edition UNESCO 19
   summary records UNESCO 40
EXECUTIVE BOARD (UNESCO) 61st sess.
   date and meeting place UNESCO 19
   proceedings: summary records UNESCO 162
   resolutions and decisions UNESCO 96
EXECUTIVE BOARD (UNESCO) 62nd sess.
   date and meeting place UNESCO 96
   resolutions and decisions UNESCO 222
   summary records UNESCO 319
EXECUTIVE BOARD (UNESCO) 63rd sess.
   date and meeting place UNESCO 222
EXECUTIVE BOARD (WHO)
   Assembly (WHO) 14th sess., representatives at:
      reports WHO 76, 94, 236
      EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution WHO 96
      Assembly (WHO) 15th sess., representatives at WHO 95
      EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution WHO 164
      committees:
         Ad Hoc Cttee on the Supplementary Budget for 1962
         and the Programme and Budget Estimates for 1963:
         EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution WHO 165
         Ad Hoc Cttee to Consider the External Auditor's
         Report, 1961: appointment WHO 15, 94
         members WHO 135
         adjournment WHO 222, 224
      Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.:  resolution WHO 357
      rules of procedure WHO 2, 736
EXECUTIVE BOARD (WHO) 28th sess.
   report WHO 340-343, 345, 350
   Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 413
EXECUTIVE BOARD (WHO) 29th sess.
   agenda WHO 11, 236
   supplementary items WHO 10
   members: representatives: list WHO 66, 236
   proceedings WHO 56-80, 82-95
   report WHO 237, 340-343, 345, 350
   Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 413
   resolutions:
      collected edition WHO 236
      index WHO 75
      list WHO 75
      Working Group on Rules of Procedure of the World
      Health Assembly: report WHO 72(text), 92
EXECUTIVE BOARD (WHO) 30th sess.
   agenda WHO 589(text), 647
   agenda (provisional) WHO 588
   date and meeting place WHO 90
   EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution WHO 137

EXECUTIVE BOARD (WHO) 30th sess. (continued)
   members: representatives: list WHO 603, 604, 647
   proceedings WHO 619-821
   resolutions WHO 623-646
   collected edition WHO 647
   index WHO 618
   list WHO 618
EXECUTIVE BOARD (WHO) 31st sess.
   date and meeting place WHO 622
   D-G (WHO): report WHO 613
   EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 642
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (WMO)
   decisions WMO 31, 32
   resolutions WMO 31, 32(texts)
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE PROGRAMME OF THE
UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR
REFUGEES
   activities, 1961-1962 UN 3583
   finances:
      Emergency Fund:
      allocations, 1961/1962 UN 3583
      voluntary funds: financial rules UN 57(text)
      membership UN 3576
      continuation:
         ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1350
   programmes, 1962-1963 UN 3583
   rules of procedure: UN 5452
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE PROGRAMME OF THE
UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR
REFUGEES, 6th sess.
   agenda UN 596
   documents: lists UN 58
   proceedings UN 596-601
   report UN 290(text)
   report (draft) UN 501
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE PROGRAMME OF THE
UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR
REFUGEES, 7th sess.
   agenda UN 287(text), 4013
   agenda (provisional) UN 591, 1951
   documents: list UN 5742
   members: representatives: list UN 2869
   officers: election UN 4013
   proceedings UN 4013-4021
   report UN 2688, 3563(texts)
   report (draft) UN 4021
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE PROGRAMME OF THE
UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR
REFUGEES, 8th sess.
   agenda UN 4544(text)
   agenda (provisional) UN 3633, 4004(text)
   members: representatives: list UN 5458
   report UN 4490, 4551
   rules of procedure: rule 41: amendment:
      UNHCR: report UN 4545
EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS (Fund)
   decisions Fund 28(text)
   report, 1961/1962 Fund 22(text)
EXHIBITIONS
   mobile UNESCO 181
   Exile, Arbitrary: See ARREST, DETENTION OR EXILE,
   ARBITRARY
   Exiles: See REFUGEES
   Expectancy of life: See LIFE EXPECTANCY
Expert assistance: See TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

EXPERT COMMITTEE ON A WORLD CAMPAIGN FOR
UNIVERSAL LITERACY (UNESCO)
report UNESCO 302(text)

EXPERT COMMITTEE ON POST ADJUSTMENTS (UN),
4th sess.
report UN 4257(text)

EXPERT COMMITTEE ON THE INTERNATIONAL
CAMPAIGN TO SAVE THE MONUMENTS OF NUBIA
(UNESCO)
report UNESCO 303(text)

Expert committees: See also under subject concerned or
under name of establishing body

Expert groups: See under subject concerned

Expert meetings: See under subject concerned

EXPORTS
& inflation Fund 19
subsidies GATT 39, 123, 246, 301, 302, 316, 317, 321, 356

EXTRAORDINARY ADMINISTRATIVE RADIO CONFER-
ENCE, Geneva
space radio communication purposes:
allocation of frequency bands;
technical planning ITU 152

EZE-CHUKA MBA, A. (Nigeria)
bioography UN 2020

F

FAO: See Food and Agriculture Organization of the United
Nations

FEDOM: See European Economic Community: Development
 Fund (FEDOM)

FFHC: See Freedom-from-Hunger Campaign

FFHC basic studies: See Freedom-from-Hunger Campaign
basic studies

FNA: See Front national angolais

FNLA: See Front national pour la libération de l’Angola

FNLG: See Front national de libération de la Guinée dite
portugaise

Fund: See International Monetary Fund

Facilitation of air transport: See AIR TRANSPORT:
facilitation

FALKLAND ISLANDS UN 2603
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1131
summaries and analyses UN 1128

Fall-out: See RADIOACTIVE FALL-OUT

FAMILY LIVING
European Seminar (UN), Arnhem, Apr 1961:
report UN 2567

Far East: See ASIA AND THE FAR EAST

FARDET, A.
report:
Mali: agriculture: vocational training ILO 247

Farm development in Japan FAO 120

Farm workers: See AGRICULTURE: workers

FARMILLO, C. G.
documents submitted concerning:
opium, analysis: spectrometry UN 2566

Farming: See AGRICULTURE

FATHY, H.: periodical article:
housing: rural ILO 15

Fats: See OILS AND FATS

FAUNCE, W. K., Jr.
periodical article:
brucellosis: immunity WHO 547

FEDERATION OF MALAYA
agriculture: policy GATT 13
children: blind: rehabilitation:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5294

Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639

Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 336

South Africa: race problems: apartheid
UN 3110

South West Africa: international status UN 4853

Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 2326,
4846, 4949

United Nations:
Members: admission:
Jamaica UN 3613
FEDERATION OF MALAYA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
United Nations (continued)
Members: admission (continued)
  Trinidad and Tobago  UN 3616
Uganda  UN 3997
& NSGT: information about UN  UN 5648
peace and security operations  UN 5697
UNHCR: continuation  UN 4811
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report  UN 4665
freedom of association  ILO 200
technical assistance  UN 5128
trade unions:
  leadership: training  ILO 227
  organization  ILO 200
workers: education  ILO 227

FEDERATION OF MALAYSIA (proposed)  UN 3964

FEDERATION OF RHODESIA AND NYASALAND
See also Northern Rhodesia; Nyasaland; Southern Rhodesia
agriculture: policy  GATT 9
community organization and development:
  training of personnel:  UNICEF-aided projects  UN 2247
demography  UN 5192
dissolution (proposed)  UN 3964, 4228
imports: restrictions  GATT 112, 147, 237, 315, 411, 417
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961  UN 499
population: statistics: projections  UN 5191
technical assistance  UN 5117, 5128
termination (proposed)  UN 1998
GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: Drafting Sub-Cttee on Northern Rhodesia: report  UN 1998

FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
UN 2030, 2525, 2777, 3067, 3248, 3251, 3280, 3291, 3752, 4191, 4193, 4502, 5633, 5640, 5643, 5645, 5650, 5651; FAO 126; GATT 239
See also Technical assistance and this sub-heading under Non-self-governing Territories
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 2054-2056
financial implications  UN 4192
guide  UNESCO 12
IAEA programme  IAEA 21
WHO programme  WHO 188
Fellowships, scholarships, study and travel grants awarded by FAO...
  1959-1960  FAO 126

FERGUSON, F. F.
periodical articles:
molluscides  WHO 200
Puerto Rico: snails  WHO 679

FERGUSON, W. R. W.
periodical article:
Ghana: water supply  WHO 548

FERNANDO POO
information to UN:
  summaries and analyses  UN 1122

FERTILIZERS  FAO 123
& economic development  FAO 53
supply to needy countries  FAO 91

FIBRES
international trade  UN 2143

Field manuals (ICAO)  ICAO 13, 32
The Fight against discrimination; towards equality in education  UNESCO 91

FIGUEIREDO, E.
hearing by Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
  application  UN 1266, 4053

FIJI
information to UN:
  political and constitutional  UN 1141
  summaries and analyses  UN 1137
  technical assistance  UN 5119

FILARIAL INFECTIONS
control: UNICEF/WHO activities  UN 966, 2197, 3408

FILARIASIS
control  WHO 300
Expert Cttee on Filariasis (Wuchereria and Brugia infections) (WHO): report  WHO 292

Film badges: See WORKERS: radiation exposure: monitoring

Film catalogue (IAEA)  IAEA 149

Film production by international co-operation  UNESCO 16

FILMS  UNESCO 16
See also Meeting of Directors of National Audio-Visual Services and Documentary Film Units in South and East Asia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaya, 1961
bibliography  UNESCO 219
catalogues  UNESCO 180
production and distribution  UNESCO 90

Films for music education and opera films  UNESCO 180

FINANCE
See also Banks and banking; Capital; Claims;
  Currencies; Foreign exchange; Inflation;
  Investments, International; Prices; Public finance and sub-heading finances under specific subjects and under names of organizations
bibliography  Annex 60, 85
periodical articles: list  Annex 61, 56
periodicals  Annex 83, 87
statistics  UN 2299, 5010
periodicals  Annex 84
S-G (UN): memorandum  UN 1422
Statistical Commn (UN) 12th sess.: disc.  UN 5140

Financial policy: See PUBLIC FINANCE

FINLAND
agriculture: policy  GATT 15
bakery industry: labour conditions  ILO 121
comments, observations and replies:
  atomic weapons: dissemination; prevention  UN 1145
documents submitted concerning:
  Finland:
    imports: liberalization  GATT 143
    narcotic drugs  UN 2969
    tariffs: reductions  GATT 137
  international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed): preparatory cttee (proposed)  UN 5449
  International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale: specifications: amendments (proposed)  UN 4369
  Iran: earthquake, 1952: assistance  UN 3589
  slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation  UN 5612
  women: inheritance  UN 1486

68
FINLAND (continued)
& European Free Trade Association:
  Agreement of Association, 1961 GATT 135, 136
imports: liberalization GATT 143
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2909
occupational hygiene ILO 122
seafarers: hours of labour ILO 265
tariffs: reductions GATT 137
workers:
  medical care ILO 122
  pensions ILO 266
FISCAL METHODS AND ECONOMIC POLICIES UN 987, 3574, 5261
& economic stability Fund 20
Fish: industry and trade: See FISHERIES; FISHING
FISHERIES
  abstracts: periodicals Annex 80
  bibliographies Annex 64
  coastal: special measures UN 3223
  financial assistance FAO 51
  periodicals: list FAO 121
  products: international trade: statistics FAO 139
  statistics UN 3333; FAO 128
FISHERMEN
  accident insurance ILO 290
  competency certificates ILO 300
  conditions of work ILO 296
  occupational hygiene: & social security ILO 298
  safety at sea ILO 297
  vocational training ILO 299
FISHING
  statistics UN 2299
FISHING BOATS
  accommodation of crews ILO 296
  safety measures ILO 297
FLEMMING, J. M.
  periodical articles:
    monetary policy: fixed and floating exchange rates Fund 40
    monetary reserves: international: liquidity Fund 10
  Yugoslavia: economic system Fund 29
FLIES
  control WHO 716
FLOOD CONTROL
  UN 5320
  periodicals Annex 26
Flood control journal Annex 26
Flood control series UN 276, 2300, 5320
FOOD
See also Freedom-from-Hunger Campaign; Nutrition:
  World Food Programme and names of specific foodstuffs
  additives: laws and regulations: periodicals Annex 65
  Joint Expert Cttee on Food Additives (FAO/WHO):
    report, 9th WHO 240
consumption:
  household surveys FAO 40
  statistics UN 2299
laws and regulations:
  bibliography Annex 76
  periodicals Annex 67
  periodicals Annex 68
  products: testing: UNICEF-aided projects UN 2222
FOOD (continued)
radioactive contamination FAO 69
statistics FAO 55
supply FAO 39, 80, 122
surpluses:
  distribution to under-developed areas:
    ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1330, 1335, 1346
    periodicals Annex 71
  & economic development UN 2956
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1705-1713
resolutions 1714 UN 1142
World Congress, 1963 FAO 45
world situation FAO 60, 103
Food additive control in Denmark FAO 4
Food and agricultural legislation Annex 67
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS
See also Caribbean Nutrition Seminar (FAO); Conference
  (FAO); Council (FAO); Director-General (FAO);
  Group on Coconut and Coconut Products (FAO);
  Inter-Agency Working Party on Skilled Manpower
  in Latin America (ECLA/ILO/UNESCO/OAS/ICEM/FAO);
  Inter-Governmental Committee [on the World Food Programme] (UN/FAO);
  Joint Agriculture Division (ECA/ILO/UN);
  Joint Agriculture Division (ECLA/FAO);
  Joint Expert Committee on Meat Hygiene (FAO/WHO);
  Joint Expert Committee on Nutrition (FAO/WHO);
  Joint Policy Committee (FAO/UNICEF); Library (FAO);
  Pulp and Paper Advisory Group for Latin America (FAO/UN)
activities UN 2956
Near and Middle East: periodicals Annex 69
advisory groups FAO 115
comments, observations and replies:
  human rights: periodic reports UN 4793
  Special Fund (UN):
    financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
  technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 5776
  UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2376
Constitution: Art. VI: amendment (proposed) FAO 116
documents and publications: list FAO 112
documents submitted concerning:
  Africa: household: surveys UN 221
  agriculture: products: marketing manual UN 2887
  Andean Indian Programme (ILO) ILO 238
  Asia and the Far East:
    agriculture: FAO activities UN 1562
    Central America: FAO activities, 1959/1960 UN 834
    coffee: international trade UN 5249
    cotton: international trade UN 5247
    fisheries: statistics UN 3333
    forests and forestry: statistics UN 3333
    groundnuts: international trade UN 5251
    industrial development: FAO activities UN 2428
    land reform UN 2022
    palm oil: international trade UN 5252
    rubber: international trade UN 5250
    sisal: international trade UN 5248
  ESC (UN): decisions FAO 108
  & ECE (UN):
    D-G (FAO): address UN 2485
    field programmes FAO 109
    finances:
      accounts, 1960/1961 FAO 58
FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS (continued)

finances (continued)
  budget: suggested changes  FAO 5
  budget, 1962/1963  FAO 102
  budget, 1963  UN 5379
  contributions  FAO 92, 114
  headquarters accommodation  FAO 129
  & land reform  UN 5019
  organization: directory  FAO 124
  panel of experts  FAO 115; WHO 554
  privileges and immunities: legislative texts  UN 978
  programme of work  FAO 5
  Public Information Service  FAO 83
  Publications Service  FAO 84
  report, 1960/1961  UN 2035-2037, 2775
  report, 1961/1962:
    ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 904  UN 5013
  Representative (Wells): statement:
    ESC (UN): Ad Hoc Cttee of Eight established under
    Council resolution 851 (XXXII):
      report, 1st  UN 3317
  Rural Institutions and Services Division  FAO 82
  seminars  FAO 127
  stuff: See Secretariat (FAO): stuff
  statistical activities  UN 1628
    & UN: relationship agreement  UN 267(text)
    & UNICEF  UN 4329, 4436, 4458
    & UPU  UPU 57
  world food programme  FAO 20
    & WMO: working arrangements, 1952  WMO 5(text)

FAO Africa survey  FAO 72

FAO agricultural development papers  FAO 9, 119, 120

FAO agricultural studies  FAO 10, 32

FAO atomic energy series  FAO 33

FAO bulletin  Annex 68

FAO commodity policy studies  FAO 18

FAO commodity review, 1962  UN 2139
  special supplement  UN 1041, 2140

FAO fisheries biology technical papers  FAO 121

FAO fisheries studies  FAO 51

FAO food additive control series  FAO 4

FAO forestry and forest products studies  FAO 34

FAO in the Near East  Annex 69

FAO legislative series  FAO 11

FAO library select catalogue of books, 1951-1958  FAO 73

FAO marketing guide series  UN 2887

FAO nutrition meetings report series  FAO 55

FAO nutrition special reports  FAO 134

FAO nutritional studies  FAO 40

FAO plant protection bulletin  Annex 70

FOOD STANDARDS
  joint FAO/WHO programme  WHO 68, 84
  EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res.  WHO 123

FOODSTUFFS
  international trade  UN 2143
  perishable: transport:
    Agreement, Geneva, 1962  UN 409(text)
FRANCE (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Commission on International Commodity Trade (UN):
technical working group [on compensatory financ-
ing] (proposed) UN 3285
commodity problems UN 3285, 4706, 4707, 5545
commodity projections UN 3285
co-ordination among UN and specialised agencies:
economic, social and human rights programmes
UN 3816, 3880
economic co-operation: declaration (draft):
ctte [of 12] (proposed) UN 2410
economic development: & population growth UN 5552
energy: resources UN 3275
France:
agriculture: products: exports: subsidies GATT 229
imports: restrictions GATT 305, 322, 346
narcotic drugs UN 2910
tariffs: modifications GATT 174, 329
Franco-German Treaty on the Saar GATT 141
housing: ctte [on housing] (proposed) UN 2123
human rights:
national advisory cttcs UN 738, 1432
periodic reports UN 744
Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
ctte (proposed) UN 4169, 4203
industrial development UN 4745
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications:
amendments (proposed) UN 4530-4533, 4536,
4537, 4538, 4539, 4595-4598, 4599, 4400,
4402-4404, 4406-4412
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4748
Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance UN 3569
Korea, Republic of: withdrawal of foreign troops
(proposed) UN 5487
Korean question UN 4587
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5484
public administration:
technical assistance UN 3820
radiation: effects UN 28, 29
scientific and technical information: abstracting
services UN 3501
scientific knowledge:
dissemination for peaceful purposes UN 3827
Social Commn (UN), 14th sess.: report UN 3300
Sub-Commen on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities (UN) (14th sess.):
report UN 1455
transport of goods: dangerous goods UN 2406
travel and tourism, international:
conference (proposed) UN 2407
under-developed areas: education:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies
UN 3816
UN: Members: admission:
Algeria UN 3932, 4303
Burundi UN 2752
Rwanda UN 2751
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
UNCURK: report, 1961/1962 UN 5487
UN conference on trade and development, 1963 (pro-
pessed) UN 5806
UNESCO: & UN Agreement, 1946; revision UN 5431
UN International School UN 5703
UN Technical Conference on the International Map of the
World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962:
report (draft) UN 4386

FRANCE (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Water Resources Development Centre (UN):
strengthening of activities UN 1411
World Food Programme UN 4722
economic conditions UN 2146
exports: consultations with Australia GATT 229
imports: restrictions GATT 55, 113, 165, 174, 305, 322,
329, 346, 411
migrant workers:
Spanish nationals in France ILO 127
sarcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2910
refugees:
assistance UN 1230, 3635
housing UN 1959
& Saar: trade relations GATT 141, 149
France:
fertilizers FAO 123
agriculture: products: exports:
UN (proposed) report UN 3733
imports: restrictions GATT 305, 322, 346
tariffs: modifications GATT 174, 329, 346
Franco-German Treaty on the Saar GATT 141
human rights:
rights of workers: cttcs [of 12] (proposed) UN 4169
Asia 
S-G (UN): report UN 3733
international trade: conference (proposed)
UN 4748
Korea, Republic of: withdrawal of foreign troops
(proposed) UN 5487
Korean question UN 4587
Korea, Republic of: withdrawal of foreign troops
(proposed) UN 5487
Korean question UN 4587
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5484
public administration:
technical assistance UN 3820
radiation: effects UN 28, 29
scientific and technical information: abstracting
services UN 3501
scientific knowledge:
dissemination for peaceful purposes UN 3827
Social Commn (UN), 14th sess.: report UN 3300
Sub-Commen on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities (UN) (14th sess.):
report UN 1455
transport of goods: dangerous goods UN 2406
travel and tourism, international:
conference (proposed) UN 2407
under-developed areas: education:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies
UN 3816
UN: Members: admission:
Algeria UN 3932, 4303
Burundi UN 2752
Rwanda UN 2751
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
UNCURK: report, 1961/1962 UN 5487
UN conference on trade and development, 1963 (pro-
pessed) UN 5806
UNESCO: & UN Agreement, 1946; revision UN 5431
UN International School UN 5703
UN Technical Conference on the International Map of the
World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962:
report (draft) UN 4386

FREE TRADE AREAS GATT 249, 270, 318, 325
FREEDMAN, A. M.
periodical article:
infants: premature WHO 585
FREEDOM FROM HUNGER CAMPAIGN (FAO) UN 1705,
709-1713; FAO 61, 105
Director-General (FAO): report FAO 104
documents FAO 39, 50
& fertilizers FAO 123
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1706, 1708
Freedom from Hunger Campaign basic studies FAO 39,
47-50, 71, 122
Freedom from hunger campaign. News Annex 71
FREEDOM FROM PREJUDICE AND DISCRIMINATION
YEAR AND DAY (proposed) UN 741, 1454, 1456,
1457, 3576, 5083
comments by Governments UN 728
S-G (UN): note UN 3735, 3747, 726, 727
Commn on Human Rights (UN) 16th sess.: report
UN 3859-3861
ESC (UN) 22nd sess.: disc. UN 1341
S-G (UN): note 138
FREEDOM OF ASSOCIATION ILO 43, 44, 53, 79, 137, 164,
235, 270
See also Trade union rights
ILO resolutions ILO 193
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION UN 5009
See also Information media: development
Commn on Human Rights (UN) 18th sess.: discussion
UN 3863
conference, 1963 (proposed) UN 5605
financial implications:
S-G (UN): statement UN 5615
convention (draft) UN 5605, 5615
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1786-1792
resolution 1681 UN 1142
S-G (UN): note UN 5090
declaration (draft) UN 3093(text), 5605, 5615
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1683 UN 1142
S-G (UN): note 3093
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION (continued)
developments: comments by Governments and
specialized agencies UN 1355, 2355
ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3576
FAO activities UN 135
ITU activities UN 135
S-G (UN):
report, 1960-1961 (annual) UN 135(text), 136, 372,
3356
Seminar, New Delhi, 1962: report (provisional) UN 734
UNESCO activities UN 135
UPU activities UN 135
FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT UN 144, 174, 770-775, 5804
Sub-Comm on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities (UN) 14th sess.:
discussion UN 769-775
report UN 731
FREEDOM OF RELIGION
convention (draft) UN 4794
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 3rd Cttee: report UN 4525
declaration (draft) UN 4794
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 3rd Cttee: report UN 4525
principles (draft) UN 740, 743, 1433, 1434, 1436, 1438,
1440, 1442, 1443, 1467, 5009
comments by Governments:
S-G (UN): note UN 133, 717, 733
Commn on Human Rights (UN) 18th sess.:
discussion UN 3843-3853
Freedom of the artist: See ARTISTS: rights
Freedom of the press: See FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
FREITAS, J. R. de
periodical article:
molluscicides WHO 221
FREMEREY, G.
reports, memoranda and studies:
India: economic planning UN 5898
FRENCH ANTILLES
technical assistance UN 5128
FRENCH SOMALILAND
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2614, 2616, 2618, 2619,
2823, 2639
FRIDTIJOF, J.
author:
Encouraging the use of proteina-rich foods FAO 136
Friendly relations and co-operation among States: See
PEACEFUL RELATIONS AMONG STATES
FRIENDS WORLD COMMITTEE FOR CONSULTATION
documents submitted concerning:
Sub-Comm on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of
Minorities (UN): programme of work UN 176
FRIMODT-MOLLER, J.
periodical article:
India: BCG: vaccination WHO 246
FRONT NATIONAL ANGOLAIS (Maembe)
hearing by Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese
Adm. UN 4581
FRONT NATIONAL DE LIBERATION DE LA GUINEE DITE
PORTUGAISE (Dialog, J.)
hearing by Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese
Adm. UN 4592
FRONT NATIONAL POUR LA LIBERATION DE L’ANGOLA
Gomes, Rev.:
hearing by Special Cttee on Territories under
Portuguese Adm. UN 4591
Kounzika, Emmanuel:
hearing by GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4845
Roberto, Holden:
hearing by GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4844
Roberto; Kounzika; Gourgel:
hearing by Special Cttee on Territories under
Portuguese Adm. UN 4036, 4375
Roberto; Neto:
hearing by Special Cttee on Territories under
Portuguese Adm. UN 4576
FRUITS
standards UN 3348, 3920
FUELS
See also Coal; Petroleum
international trade UN 2143
production UN 4472
FULL EMPLOYMENT UN 2784, 2785, 3235, 3576
See also Employment
& economic development:
Meeting of Experts (ILO), 1960: report ILO 164
utilization of economic and social measures:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
The Fund Agreement in the courts Fund 36
Fundamental and adult education Annex 124
Fusion, Nuclear: See NUCLEAR FUSION
G
GATT: See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
GABON
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
commodities: prices: fluctuations:
fund (proposed) UN 2174
community organization and development UN 919
ECA (UN) activities UN 2177
forests and forestry: inventory (proposed) UN 914
products: markets: organization (proposed) UN 910
Angola situation UN 20
Cuban situation UN 4326
cultural property: protection in the event of armed
conflict: Convention, The Hague, 1954:
accession UNESCO 24
ECA (UN):
& African and Malagasy Organization for Economic
Co-operation (AMOEC) UN 945
standing cttee on social welfare and community
development: establishment (proposed) UN 2178
sub-regional offices:
establishment (proposed) UN 932, 947
economic development: & population growth UN 5552
Gabon: narcotic drugs UN 505
GA (UN):
Cttee on Information from NSGT: continuation
(proposed) UN 5655
Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.:
report UN 5646
GABON (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
GA (UN) (continued)
Special Cttee for South West Africa:
dissolution (proposed) UN 4857
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
report UN 5639
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples:
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 5437
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed) UN 5437, 5639
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa
UN 3110
industrial development
UN 4745
NSGT:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
racial discrimination UN 5653
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639
refugees: assistance UN 4818
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 336
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853, 4857
Southern Rhodesia:
self-government UN 2224
& Zimbabwe African People’s Union UN 4240
UN & NSGT: information about UN 5648
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
report UN 4663
environmental sanitation:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 2224
holidays with pay ILO 260
ILO, admission to ILO 201
manpower ILO 244
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 505
nutrition: training of personnel: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5506
technical assistance UN 5075, 5128
Expanded Programme:
ILO programme ILO 244
UPU, admission to UPU 57
vocational training ILO 244
GALVAO, H.
documents submitted concerning:
GA (UN); Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: hearings UN 1260
GAMBIA
ECA (UN) 4th sess., participation in UN 906
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1122
summaries and analyses UN 296
technical assistance UN 5074, 5128
GANEM, A. (France)
biography UN 4288
GANGADHARAM, P. R. J., and others
periodical article:
India: tuberculosis: therapy WHO 247, 248
Garcia Amador, F. V.: See INTERNATIONAL LAW COM-
MISSION (UN); Special Rapporteur [on international responsibility]
GARCIA INCHAUSTEGUI, M. (Cuba)
biography UN 5773
GARDINER, R. K. A.
report:
public administration:
concerted action programme UN 2042
GARNETT, B.
periodical article:
mollusicides WHO 227
GARNHAM, P. C. C.
periodical article:
malaria in animals WHO 709
GARROEB, M.
hearing by Special Cttee for South West Africa UN 4602
GARRETT-JONES, C.
periodical article:
mosquitoes WHO 710
GARRIDO TORRES, J.
report:
Latin America: & European Economic Community UN 5172
GAST UN 4472
statistics UN 531, 5323
GAST, NATURAL
transport UN 3926
GASTRO-INTESTINAL DISEASES
mortality WHO 740
Gatica de Vilchez, M. S. (Argentina)
biography UN 1387
GATWA, P. (Representative of the former Mwami of
Ruanda)
hearing by GA (UN) 16th sess.: GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3946
GAUD, J.
periodical article:
Mauritius: bilharziasis: epidemiology WHO 201
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE
See also Contracting Parties (GATT); Secretariat (GATT)
accessions UN 5243
Cambodia GATT 1, 296
Cameroon GATT 211, 350
Congo (Leopoldville) GATT 215
Cyprus GATT 351
Ireland GATT 244
Israel GATT 272, 291
Ivory Coast GATT 351
Madagascar GATT 350
Mali GATT 352
Morocco GATT 289, 403, 406
Senegal GATT 348
South African States GATT 255
Spain GATT 427
Switzerland GATT 274, 284
Tanganyika GATT 264, 290
Togo GATT 347
United Arab Republic GATT 401, 423
Upper Volta GATT 349
activities, 1961/1962 GATT 429
application: territories: lists GATT 236
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE
(continued)
application in respect of newly independent States GATT 330, 347-352
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: recommendation GATT 222
Art. I: waiver GATT 226, 340
Art. XI: waiver GATT 190
Art. XII: application: cessation GATT 175, 241
Art. XII: 4: consultations GATT 276
Art. XII: 4(a): consultations GATT 150, 166
Art. XII: 4(b): consultations GATT 98, 175
Art. XIII: application GATT 47, 48, 506
Art. XVI: notifications GATT 58, 123, 246, 301, 302, 316, 317, 321, 356
Art. XVIII: See Imports: restrictions to promote economic development
Art. XVIII: 6: releases: application GATT 180
Art. XIX: application GATT 56, 140, 242, 255, 350, 421
Contracting Parties (GATT): decision GATT 222
Art. XXIII: application GATT 259, 283, 333
Art. XXIV: application GATT 135
Art. XXIV: 5(a): application GATT 49, 185, 186
Art. XXIV: 7: application GATT 270
Art. XXIV: 7(a): application GATT 198, 300
Art. XXV: application GATT 73, 78, 89, 260, 282, 287
Art. XXVI: 5(c): application GATT 253, 254, 290
Art. XXVII: application GATT 64, 243
Art. XXVIII:
application GATT 232, 233, 251, 277, 278, 319, 364
negotiations GATT 67, 85, 105, 106
Art. XXVIII bis: application GATT 284
Art. XXVIII: renegotiations GATT 195
Art. XXXIII: application GATT 1, 244, 286, 289, 291, 298, 401, 427
Art. XXXV:
application GATT 99, 320, 378
application to Japan GATT 212
application to Portugal GATT 406
revision GATT 89
& bilateral trade agreements GATT 254
Contracting Parties: See Contracting Parties (GATT) documents:
derestriction GATT 125, 127, 296, 297, 428
index, 1961 GATT 225
lists GATT 128
& EEC GATT 200, 416
& European Free Trade Association GATT 198
Executive Secretary:
reports, memoranda and studies:
advertising materials: importation: Convention, 1962: accessions and ratifications GATT 388
Borneo: free trade area GATT 270
commodity problems:
& international trade GATT 238, 355
Contracting Parties (GATT):
Ctte II: reports: publication (proposed): financial implications GATT 281
Ctte III: reports: publication (proposed): financial implications GATT 281
Working Party on Tariff Reduction:
date and meeting place GATT 334
GATT:
accessions UN 5243

GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE
(continued)
Executive Secretary (continued)
reports, memoranda and studies (continued)
GATT (continued)
& bilateral trade agreements GATT 254
finances:
accounts, 1960 GATT 86
budget, 1962 GATT 79
expenditures, 1961 GATT 192
Protocol of Supplementary Concessions, 9th:
(Finland and Germany (FR)), 1958 GATT 332
protocols:
status GATT 55, 111, 196
technical training GATT 259
imports:
restrictions to safeguard balance of payments GATT 165, 276
notification of changes GATT 134
international trade: restrictions: report, annual
(proposed): financial implications GATT 257
Secretariat (GATT): ex gratia payments GATT 170
salaries and allowances:
general service category GATT 420
post adjustments GATT 207, 360
professional category:
increase (proposed) GATT 171, 206
TAO (UN):
fellowships and scholarships GATT 239
finances:
accounts, 1960:
audit GATT 86
Contracting Parties (GATT):
Budget Working Party: report GATT 162
budget, 1961 GATT 398
budget, 1962 GATT 79(text), 162
contributions, 1960 GATT 86
contributions, 1961 GATT 192, 398, 419
contributions, 1962 GATT 79, 80, 162
expenditures, 1961 GATT 192, 396
Working Capital Fund, 1961 GATT 419
"hard-core" waiver GATT 271
& import duties GATT 254
& EEC GATT 266
Meeting of Ministers, 1961 UN 5022
agenda (provisional) GATT 169
conclusions GATT 212
proceedings GATT 224
membership, 1952 GATT 429
periodicals Annex 86
Protocol of Supplementary Concessions, 9th (Finland and Germany (FR)), 1958 GATT 332
protocols:
acceptance: extension of time-limit:
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: decision GATT 205
status GATT (55, 111) staff: revision (proposed) UN 4140
Schedule I (Australia): concessions:
modification GATT 255
Schedule VI (Ceylon):
concessions: modifications GATT 64
Schedule XIII (New Zealand): modifications GATT 251, 319, 402
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: decision GATT 277
Schedule XX (USA): modifications GATT 223
Schedule XXI (Indonesia):
modifications GATT 67, 105, 106
Contracting Parties (GATT): decision GATT 85
GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE
(continued)
Schedule XXIV (Finland): modifications GATT 322
Schedule XXVI (Haiti): modifications GATT 232, 233
Schedule XXIX (Nicaragua): modifications GATT 164, 204
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: decision GATT 214
Schedule XXXI (Uruguay): modifications GATT 234, 243
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: decision GATT 218
Schedule XXXVII (Turkey): modifications GATT 66, 94, 269, 358

SECRETARIAT: See Secretariat (GATT)
staff: See Secretariat (GATT): staff
structure GATT 429

TECHNICAL TRAINING GATT 239
television programmes, application to GATT 245, 256, 374
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2376
waivers GATT 69, 71, 72, 81, 82, 107, 109, 129, 191, 203, 237, 265, 267, 278, 309, 364, 370, 385, 417

GATT programme for expansion of international trade
GATT 295

GENERAL ASSEMBLY (UN)

Ad Hoc Cttee of the Whole Assembly [on pledges to
refugee programmes]: establishment:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: res. 1729 UN 1142
Ad Hoc Cttee on the Improvement of Methods of Work
of the General Assembly:
continuation (proposed) UN 5412
financial implications:
S-G (UN): statement UN 5452
report UN 5412(text)
Ad Hoc Cttee Established under GA Resolution 1181 (XII)
(Question of Defining Aggression), 2nd sess.: agenda UN 1224(text)
members: representatives: list UN 1229
report UN 1223(text)
report (draft) UN 1228

Cttee on a UN Capital Development Fund:
continuation (proposed) UN 4727
GA (UN) 15th sess.: discussion UN 1666, 1667
resolution 1706 UN 1142
members:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1004
terms of reference: amendment UN 4727
Cttee on a UN Capital Development Fund [1st sess., 1961]: report UN 3759(text)
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
Cttee on a UN Capital Development Fund [2nd sess., 1962]: agenda (provisional) UN 1962

Cttee on Arrangements for a Conference for the
Purpose of Reviewing the Charter:
continuation:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1670 UN 1142
Cttee on Arrangements for a Conference for the
Purpose of Reviewing the Charter, 4th sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 3525
report UN 3566(text)

Cttee on Information from NSGT:
continuation UN 76, 3574, 5655
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 2600, 2607, 2612, 2614, 2616-2620, 2622, 3465-3469
resolution 1700 UN 1142
members: election:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3470
programme of work UN 1937, 3127
& Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese
Adm.: co-operation UN 3127
& Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples:
co-operation UN 3127, 3468
terms of reference UN 1159(text)

Cttee on Information from NSGT, 15th sess.: agenda UN 1930(text)
agenda (provisional) UN 568
draft agenda (provisional, annotated) UN 1159
documents: lists UN 1942, 2327
Drafting Cttee: report 1938-1940

GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 3459, 3462-3465

GA (UN) 16th sess.: agenda UN 2615, 2649-2651, 2654, 2656-2663
resolution 1704 UN 1142
mission to South West Africa, 1961 UN 544
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 999, 1015
report (draft):
GA (UN): Cttee on South West Africa, 8th sess.: discussion UN 1169, 1170, 1172-1210
report to GA (UN) 18th sess. UN 544(text)
Working Group [to prepare final draft of last section
of report on mission to South West Africa]:
establishment UN 1195

Cttee on South West Africa, 8th sess.: officers: election UN 1166
organization of work UN 1166, 1186
GA (UN): Cttee on South West Africa, 8th sess.: discussion UN 1171
report UN 2569, 2653, 2655
report (draft):
GA (UN): Cttee on South West Africa, 8th sess.: discussion UN 1166-1168, 1172, 1175, 1177-1185, 1212

Cttee [to receive and examine information from
Portuguese territories] (proposed) UN 2625
Conciliation Cttee [to mediate between representa­
tives of the Government of Ruanda and
petitioners representing the opposition party,
UNAR]:
report UN 321(text)
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3944, 3946, 3948, 3949, 3951, 3953
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Committees (continued)

Negotiating Cttee for Extra-Budgetary Funds, 1960/1961:
- Members: appointment
  
  - GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
  - Report: GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1729 UN 1142

Special Cttee for South West Africa:
- Agenda UN 1276 (text), 4597
- Chairmanship UN 4600, 4605, 4609, 4619
- Dissolution (proposed) UN 4853, 4855-4857, 5355
- Documents: circulation UN 4609
- Drafting group [on letter of transmittal]: establishment UN 4603
- Report UN 4604

Financial implications:
  
  - GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1853
  - Hearings: applications UN 4600-4602
  - Members: appointment UN 559
  - Officers: election UN 4597
  - Organization of work: UN 4598, 4599, 4618
  - Petitions: examination UN 4600, 4619
  - Proceedings UN 4597, 4619

Report on visit to South West Africa, 1962

UN 3684, 3686-3688, 4064

Special Cttee for South West Africa:
- Discussion UN 4597, 4601, 4603
- Letter of transmittal (draft) UN 4605

South Africa: Minister of External Affairs
(Louw, E.H.):
- Statement before GA (UN) 17th sess.: 4th Cttee UN 4852
- Transmittal to Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples UN 3165
- Report to GA (UN) (draft):
  
  - GA (UN): Special Cttee for South West Africa: discussion UN 4605-4619
  - Reports UN 2714, 3584-3587 (texts)
  - Terms of reference:
    - GA (UN) 18th sess.: res. 1722 UN 1142

Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:

- See also Portugal: overseas territories
- Activities UN 605
- Agenda (provisional) UN 308

Chairman:

- Documents submitted concerning:
  
  - GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
    - & Portugal, co-operation with UN 1248
    - & Tanganyika, co-operation with UN 1252
    - Visit to certain countries in Africa (proposed) UN 1248, 1249

Portugal: overseas territories:
- Status UN 4557
- & Cttee on Information from NSGT, co-operation with UN 1936
- & Congo (Brazzaville), co-operation with UN 1978
- & Congo (Leopoldville), co-operation with UN 1976
- Dissolution (proposed) UN 5641, 5644
- Documents: list UN 5641
- & Ghana, co-operation with UN 1973
- & Guinea, co-operation with UN 1971

GENERAL ASSEMBLY (UN) (continued)

Committees (continued)

Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
- (continued)
  
  - Hearings UN 1260-1266, 1981
  - Angola UN 4033-4035, 4055, 4571, 4574-4580, 4582, 4583
  - Cabinda UN 4577
  - Cape Verde UN 4040, 4591, 4593
  - List UN 3534
  - Mozambique UN 1256, 4031, 4032, 4564, 4571, 4582, 4583
  - Portugal: overseas territories UN 4041, 4593, 4594
  - Portuguese Guinea UN 4037-4039, 4582, 4583, 4586-4588, 4590-4592
  - São Tomé and Príncipe UN 4036, 4584
  - Members: representatives: list UN 607
  - & Morocco, co-operation with UN 1253
  - & Nigeria, co-operation with UN 1979
  - Officers: election UN 4042
  - Organization of work: UN 605, 1250, 1975, 4042-4048, 4051-4054, 4056-4061
  - GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
    - Discussion UN 4563, 4573, 4589
    - & Portugal, co-operation with UN 1251, 1974, 3534
    - Proceedings UN 4042-4061, 4563-4595
    - Report UN 3534 (text), 4062, 5338, 5639, 5642
    - Transmittal to Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples UN 3156
    - Report (draft) UN 3157
  - GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
    - Discussion UN 4572, 4595
    - & Senegal, co-operation with UN 1255
    - & Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, co-operation with UN 1987
    - & Tanganyika, co-operation with UN 1257
    - Terms of reference UN 3534
    - GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1699 UN 1142
    - & United Arab Republic, co-operation with UN 1977
    - & United Kingdom, co-operation with UN 3156
    - Visit to certain countries in Africa UN 1248, 1249, 1251-1253, 1255, 1257, 1971, 1973-1979, 3156, 3534
    - Financial implications UN 1980, 3534
    - S-G (UN): Statement UN 1258, 1259
    - GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
      - Discussion UN 4043, 4051-4054, 4057-4061
      - Resolution UN 1972
    - Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
      - Activities UN 3581, 3574
      - Drafting Sub-Cttee on Northern Rhodesia UN 4114, 4117
      - Report UN 1998 (text)
G
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committees (continued)

Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples (continued)
hearings UN 4091-4093
applications UN 3159, 3160, 3652-3654, 3670-3672, 3674-3683, 4089, 4111, 4113
Sub-Cttee on Petitions: reports UN 618, 620, 1994, 1999, 3167-3177, 3186, 3187, 3190
Southern Rhodesia UN 1267, 4088
meetings in Africa UN 1983, 1988, 1989, 3964
financial implications:
S-G (UN): statement UN 1984, 1985
GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: discussion UN 4114, 4119-4121
members:
increase in number (proposed) UN 5436, 5437
financial implications:
Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess. 34th UN 5397
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee. report UN 5399
S-G (UN): statement UN 5675
representatives: list UN 1273
officers: election UN 4075
organization of work UN 613-615, 3964, 4075-4088, 4090, 4093, 4094, 4113, 4119
participation by United Kingdom UN 12
recommendations UN 2332, 2333, 4071
report, 1962 UN 2512(text), 3994(text)
report (draft) UN 3178-3182, 3647-3651
resolutions UN 2531, 5442(text)
resolutions (draft) UN 4063
Sub-Cttee on Petitions UN 3964, 4085
officers: election UN 618, 3670
organization of work UN 618, 3670, 3672
petitions: examination procedure UN 3174, 3673, 3676
proceedings UN 3670-3683
reports UN 618-628, 1272, 1994, 1999, 3177-3186, 3187, 3190, 3652-3654, 4088, 4090, 4093, 4118
reports (draft) UN 3671, 3672
written communications:
examination UN 3174, 3176, 3177, 3186, 3562, 3565, 3675, 3681
Sub-Cttee on Questionnaire UN 4085
report UN 4100
Sub-Cttee on Southern Rhodesia:
programme of work UN 4102
report UN 1992(text), 4118, 4121, 4122
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 4865, 4865, 4866, 5436, 5437, 5635, 5642, 5675
financial implications:
Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess., 34th UN 5397
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee. report UN 5399
S-G (UN): statement UN 4839
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 4th Cttee: report UN 5555
visit to British Guiana, 1962 (proposed) UN 3469

GENERAL ASSEMBLY (UN) (continued)

committees (continued)

Sub-Cttee on the Questionnaire [on Trust Territories]:
discontinuance:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res.1645 UN 1142
report UN 1271(text)
terms of reference:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res.1654 UN 1142
Sub-Cttee on the Situation in Angola:
continuation (proposed) UN 20
financial implications:
S-G (UN): statement UN 14
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res.1742 UN 1142
organization of work UN 4510
report, 1961 UN 8(text)
comments by Portugal UN 11
report, 1961/1962 UN 4510(text), 5752
terms of reference UN 8, 4510
Working Group of Fifteen on the Examination of the Administrative and Budgetary Procedures of the UN:
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 5415, 5710, 5711
re-establishment (proposed) UN 5415, 5699-5701, 5710, 5711
Members: representatives:
travel and other expenses:
budget, 1963:
Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess., 24th UN 5357
S-G (UN): report UN 5662
organization of work UN 3077, 3108
procedures UN 3108, 3575
GA (UN): Ad Hoc Cttee on the Improvement of Methods of Work of the General Assembly: report UN 5412
GA (UN) 16th sess.: President (Slmn): memorandum UN 3077
recommendations: implementation UN 3576
resolutions: financial implications UN 4250, 4267
rules of procedure:
amendments UN 289(text), 3077, 3108
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res.1659 UN 1142
rule 56:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1659
rule 154:
GA (UN) 17th sess.:
5th Cttee: Chairman: communication UN 4250, 4267
sessions: duration UN 3777, 3108
subsidy organs: members: representatives:
travel and other expenses UN 5662
budget, 1963 UN 3578, 5357

GENERAL ASSEMBLY (UN) 3rd special sess.
agenda UN 1032(text), 1033, 1638(text)
Credentials Cttee: appointment UN 1033
documents UN 1638
Members: representatives:
credentials:
GA (UN) 3rd special sess.: disc. UN 1042
list UN 1032, 1638
opening of session UN 1033
organization of work UN 1033
President: election UN 1333
GENERAL ASSEMBLY (UN) 3rd special sess. (continued)
proceedings:
- index UN 3927
- Official records:
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HUNGARY comments, observations and replies:
atomic weapons: dissemination: prevention UN 1154
disarmament:
economic and social consequences UN 2367
economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 693

HUNGARY (continued)
comments, observations and replies (continued)
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2515
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377
documents submitted concerning:
atomic weapons: tests: prohibition: conference
(proposed) UN 1153
Cuban situation UN 4325
economic development UN 4764
industry: training of personnel UN 5504
inflation: study (proposed) UN 5515
IAEA: report, 1961/1962 UN 5422
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964
UN 5422
ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report UN 4278
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
opium: research UN 2823
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5483
peaceful relations among States: & international law
UN 5746
technical assistance: IAEA programme IAEA 94, 124
UN juridical yearbook: publication (proposed)
UN 5740

HUNGER statistics FAO 56

HUYGENS, F. J. A.
periodical article:
etanus: immunity WHO 577

HYDE-FORSTER, L. (Sierra Leone)
bioography UN 1382

Hydrogen bomb: See ATOMIC WEAPONS

HYDROLOGY UN 5763; UNESCO 212, 301
Expert Ctee (UNESCO): report UNESCO 304
inter-governmental conference (proposed) UNESCO 19

Hygiene: See MENTAL HEALTH; OCCUPATIONAL
DISEASES; OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE; PUBLIC
HEALTH; SANITATION

HYPERTENSION WHO 728
Expert Ctee on Arterial Hypertension and Ischaemic
Heart Disease (WHO): report WHO 239

IAEA: See International Atomic Energy Agency

IARIW: See International Association for Research in
Income and Wealth

IASI: See Inter-American Statistical Institute

IATA: See International Air Transport Association

IBE: See International Bureau of Education

IBRD: See International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development

IBRO: See International Brain Research Organization

ICA: See International Co-operative Alliance

ICAI: See Instituto Centroamericano de Investigación
y Tecnología Industrial
ICAO: See International Civil Aviation Organization
ICC: See International Chamber of Commerce
ICCICA: See Interim Co-ordinating Committee for International Commodity Arrangements
ICEM: See Inter-governmental Committee for European Migration
ICFTU: See International Confederation of Free Trade Unions
ICJ: See International Court of Justice
ICPO: See International Criminal Police Organization
ICVA: See International Council of Voluntary Agencies
IDA: See International Development Association
IDB: See Inter-American Development Bank
IFC: See International Finance Corporation
IFCTU: See International Federation of Christian Trade Unions
IFRB: See International Frequency Registration Board
ILC: See International Law Commission
ILO: See International Labour Organisation
IMCO: See Inter-governmental Maritime Consultative Organization
IMF: See International Monetary Fund
INCAP: See Institute of Nutrition of Central America and Panama
INCOSPAR: See Indian National Committee for Space Research (INCOSPAR) under India
INTERPOL: See International Criminal Police Organization
IPGE: See Partido política idea popular de la Guinea equatorial
IRO: See International Refugee Organization
ISU: See International Organization for Standardization
ITU: See International Telecommunication Union

ICELAND
air navigation: services: joint support: Agreement, Geneva, 1956: amendments ICAO 37
climatology UN 5896
documents submitted concerning:
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
Hot Water Supply Project: IBRD loan Bank 21, 22

IFNI
information to UN:
summaries and analyses UN 1112

IGNACIO-PINTO, L. (Dahomey)
biography UN 4889

IGUN, A. A.
report:
Nigeria: vital statistics: methods UN 5197

ILLITERACY
eradication:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1677 UN 1142
world campaign UNESCO 210
Expert Ctee (UNESCO): report UNESCO 302

Immigrant labour: See MIGRANT LABOUR

IMMUNOLOGY WHO 655

IMPERIAL BOARD OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS OF ETHIOPIA
IBRD loan Bank 32, 33

IMPORTS
See also General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and sub-heading imports under name of country
anti-dumping and countervailing duties:
legislation GATT 235
monetary analysis Fund 11
restrictions to promote economic development
GATT 180
See also General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade:
Art. XVIII
restrictions to safeguard balance of payments
See also General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade:
Art. XII
GATT: Executive Secretary: note GATT 185, 276
"hard-core" waiver:
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: decision GATT 287
notification of changes:
GATT: Executive Secretary: note GATT 134
waivers GATT 237

In-service training for primary teachers UNESCO 148

INDEPENDENT MULTIRACIAL GROUP (Southern Rhodesia)
hearing by GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4219

Index of cultural agreements UNESCO 1
Index of ICAO publications Annex 94
Index to proceedings of the Economic and Social Council, 32nd sess. UN 988
Index to proceedings of the Economic and Social Council, 33rd sess. UN 3443
Index to proceedings of the General Assembly, 16th sess. UN 3927
Index to proceedings of the Trusteeship Council, 11th special sess. [and] 27th sess. UN 284
Index translationum UNESCO 39
vol. 15: preparation UNESCO 168

INDEXING
UNESCO: report UN 5764
INDIA

See also India-Pakistan question; International Court of
Justice: cases: right of passage over Indian territ-
ory (Portugal v. India)
agriculture: policy GATT 51
workers: conditions of work ILO 65
standards of living ILO 65
apprenticeship ILO 263
BCG vaccination WHO 246, 249
cases UN 2436
civil service UN 5898
comments, observations and replies:
UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4727
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377
community development UN 5898
cotton: textile industry and trade:
labour conditions ILO 222
documents submitted concerning:
Angola: independence (proposed) UN 4073
Angola situation UN 20, 5444
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
tests:
derminance UN 4627
suspension UN 3088, 3089
Basutoland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
British Guiana: independence: date UN 3183
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
UN 4696, 4700, 4702
colonialism: elimination:
Declaration, 1960: implementation UN 5446-5448
Commns on Narcotic Drugs (UN) 17th sess.: report UN 3809
Commns of the ESC (UN), Regional economic:
strengthening of activities UN 3773
conferences, international: scheduling: co-ordination
among UN and specialized agencies UN 3819
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
economic, social and human rights programmes UN 3819
cotton textiles:
international trade: arrangements GATT 154
disarmament UN 4650
economic and social consequences UN 3266; IAEA 127
Division of Industrial Development (UN):
expansion UN 2453, 2456
economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 1406
working group [of 11] (proposed) UN 2411
GA (UN):
Cttee on Information from NSGT: continuation (proposed) UN 5655
Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
Special Cttee for South West Africa:
dissolution (proposed) UN 4857
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Admin.: report UN 5639
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5639
Hammarskjold, Dag H. A. C.;
death: investigation UN 5999

INDIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
human rights: advisory services UN 737
India: narcotic drugs UN 3399, 4415, 4419, 4421
India-Pakistan question: Jammu and Kashmir UN 107, 361
Indian National Cttee for Space Research (INCSPAR): establishment UN 1243
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3109, 3110
industrial development:
advisory services UN 3263
commissioner (proposed) UN 2453, 2456
specialized agency GATT 317
cttee of 10 experts (proposed) UN 2453
technical assistance UN 3134
IAEA:
report, 1961/1962 UN 5424
Statute: amendments IAEA 108, 139
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964 UN 5424
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
preparatory cttee (proposed) UN 5449
ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report UN 4278, 4303
international trade:
conference (proposed) UN 4146, 4687, 4690
subsidies GATT 317
investments, international UN 3288, 3802
Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance UN 3569
narcotic drugs:
international control UN 3809
Single Convention, 1961: coming into force UN 2850
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
Northern Rhodesia: independence (proposed) UN 1995, 5448
Nyasaland: independence UN 5447
ocean: research UN 2823
outer space:
exploration and use: legal aspects UN 2711
peaceful uses UN 5483
peaceful relations among States:
& International law UN 4904, 5725, 5744
Portugal:
overseas territories: status UN 5639
repressive actions against Mozambique, alleged UN 3188
sanctions (proposed) UN 4073
radiation: effects UN 44-48
Rhodesia: independence UN 1995, 5448
Rhodesia: independence UN 1995, 5448
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5639
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853, 4857
Southern Rhodesia:
self-government UN 2317, 2323, 4846, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
Statistical Commn (UN): programme of work
UN 2105
Swaziland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
technical assistance: coordination among UN and
specialized agencies UN 3813
travel and tourism, international:
conference (proposed) UN 1405
under-developed areas: indigenous cadres:
preparation and training UN 3314
INDIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
United Nations:
economic and social activities:
decentralization UN 3773
Members: admission:
Algeria UN 3994
Jamaica UN 2613
Trinidad and Tobago UN 3616
Uganda UN 3997
& NSGT: information about UN UN 5648
UN Capital Development Fund UN 3287
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 3774, 3780, 3797
study (proposed) UN 3797
water resources:
co-ordinated action programme UN 2409
World Food Programme UN 4721
Zanzibar: independence (proposed) UN 4072
DVC Project, 4th:
IDA development credit IDA 14, 15
economic development UN 1632
3rd five-year plan Fund 43
economic planning UN 5898
engineering industries: small scale ILO 154
exports GATT 133
housing UN 1470
Indian National Committee for Space Research (INCOSEPAR): establishment UN 1243
Industrial Credit and Investment Project, 4th:
IBRD loan Bank 23, 24
industrial development UN 5898
IBRD loan: guarantee agreement Bank 12, 23
international trade: subsidies GATT 317
iron and steel: industry and trade UN 5898
IBRD loan Bank 12, 13
machine tools UN 5897
manpower: information services ILO 302
milk: conservation: UNICEF-aided projects UN 2212
mining: safety measures ILO 5, 221
mosquitoes: control WHO 310
narcotic drugs:
laws and regulations, 1969 UN 3399
laws and regulations, 1951 UN 3399
nuetrition: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5298
petroleum exploration: financing UN 1367, 2363
ports UN 5899
pregnancy: nutrition WHO 550, 580
Punjab Flood Protection and Drainage Project:
IDA development credit IDA 9, 10
Purna Irrigation Project:
IDA development credit IDA 22, 23
quality control UN 5897
railways: signals and signalling UN 5897
report to UNESCO UNESCO 240(text)
Salandi Irrigation Project:
IDA development credit IDA 7, 8
salmonella WHO 697
SC (UN), participation in:
S-G (UN): report UN 1304
Shetrunji Irrigation Project:
IDA development credit IDA 5, 6
Sone Irrigation Project:
IDA development credit IDA 18, 19
technical assistance UN 5060, 5128
ILO programme ILO 5, 302
Telecommunications Project:
IDA development credit IDA 27

INDIA (continued)
3rd Five-Year Plan: trade and payments aspects:
Contracting Parties (GATT):
Cttee III: report GATT 103
tuberculosis WHO 252
pulmonary WHO 253
therapy WHO 245, 247, 248, 252
unemployment ILO 272
vocational guidance ILO 302
INDIA-PAKISTAN QUESTION
Jammu and Kashmir UN 105, 107, 117, 360, 361, 3574, 3721, 4487
SC (UN): disc., 1962 UN 4933, 4950-4959
Indian hemp: See CANNABIS
INDIAN IRON AND STEEL COMPANY, LTD.
IBRD loan Bank 12, 13
INDIANS AND INDO-Pakistanis IN SOUTH AFRICA
UN 3013-3115, 3121, 3574, 4554, 4670-4671, 4675
See also South Africa: race problems: apartheid
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1017
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 3, 1077, 1078, 1083, 1094
resolution 1662 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: Special Political Cttee:
report UN 4501
resolution UN 4656
INDIGENOUS CADRES
preparation and training UN 5026
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 898 UN 5013
Indigenous populations: See ABORIGINAL POPULATIONS
INDONESIA
agriculture: policy GATT 26
comments, observations and replies:
UN Capital Development Fund:
statute (draft) UN 4727
consumers: prices: indices ILO 187
documents submitted concerning:
Anga situation UN 20
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
UN 3013-3115, 3121, 3574, 4554, 4670-4671, 4675
See also South Africa: race problems: apartheid
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1017
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 3, 1077, 1078, 1083, 1094
resolution 1662 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: Special Political Cttee:
report UN 4501
resolution UN 4656
GATT: Schedule XXI (Indonesia):
modifications GATT 67, 105
GA (UN):
Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.:
report UN 5646
Special Cttee for South West Africa:
dissolution (proposed) UN 4857
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese
Adm.: report UN 5639
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Coun-
tries and Peoples:
members: increase in number (proposed)
UN 5436
terms of reference: amendments (proposed)
UN 5436, 5639
INDONESIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
human rights: covenants (draft, 1954):
   economic, social and cultural art. 2 [realization of rights]  UN 5577
   Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa  UN 3110
   industrial development  UN 4695
   technical assistance  UN 3314
IAEA: Statute: amendments  IAEA 108
   international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
      preparatory cttee (proposed)  UN 5449
      members:
         increase in number (proposed)  UN 3220
   ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report  UN 4276, 4278, 4903
   international trade: conference (proposed)
      UN 4140, 4687, 4690
   Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance  UN 3569
   Libya: assistance  UN 5555
   marriage: minimum age, consent and registration:
      convention (draft)  UN 4165
   natural resources: permanent sovereignty  UN 5441
   NSGT: fellowships and scholarships  UN 5650
   racial discrimination  UN 5653
   Oman question  UN 4878
   Palestinian refugees: property identification and
      compensation: custodian (proposed)  UN 5493
   peaceful relations among peoples:
      promotion among youth  UN 5618
   peaceful relations among States:
      & international law  UN 4904, 5725, 5744
   Portugal: overseas territories: status  UN 5639
   Ruanda-Urundi: political future  UN 329, 336
   South Africa: race problems: apartheid  UN 3110, 4670
   South West Africa: international status  UN 4853, 4857
Southern Rhodesia:
   self-government  UN 2317, 2321, 2322, 4646, 4649
   & Zimbabwe African People's Union  UN 4240
   technical assistance: Expanded Programme:
      programme of work, 1963-1964  UN 5800
   under-developed areas:
      indigenous cadres:
         preparation and training  UN 3314
      trade: expansion  GATT 375
   United Nations:
      economic and social activities:
         decentralization  UN 4754, 5526
      Members: admission: Algeria  UN 3995
      & NSGT: information about UN  UN 5648
   West New Guinea (West Irian): status  UN 2346, 3623
women: status: seminars  UN 1500
   economic development  UN 1632
   economic planning  UN 5090
education: UNICEF-aided projects  UN 1607
family living: surveys  ILO 187
labour: statistics  ILO 187
manpower: statistics  ILO 187
national income  UN 5900
natural resources  UN 5900
petroleum: exploration: financing  UN 1367, 2363
public finances: national accounts  UN 5900
tariffs: concessions:
   modifications  GATT 67, 85, 105, 106
   technical assistance  UN 5056, 5128
   Expanded Programme:
      ILO programme  ILO 187, 303

INDONESIA (continued)
unemployment  ILO 272
vocational training  ILO 303
wages: surveys  ILO 187

INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS
statistics  ILO 178

INDUSTRIAL CREDIT AND INVESTMENT CORPORATION OF INDIA, LTD.
IBRD loan  Bank 23, 24

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
   UN 3575, 3699, 3754, 4149, 4693-4697, 4717-4720, 4745, 4750-4752, 5233, 5504, 5505; GATT 104, 303
   advisory services  UN 3283
   Commissioner for Industrial Development (UN):
      memorandum  UN 3234
   ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 893  UN 5013
   finances: budget, 1963  UN 3706
   financial implications:
      S-G (UN): statement  UN 3264
      S-G (UN): memorandum  UN 2781
   commissioner (proposed)  UN 2412, 2453, 2456
   ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: discussion  UN 4985
      resolution 873  UN 5007
   financial implications  UN 2454
   Cttee for Industrial Development, 1st sess.:
      report  UN 2356
   Cttee for Industrial Development, 2nd sess.:
      report  UN 5006
   cttee [of experts] (proposed)  UN 2453
   ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: discussion  UN 4985
      resolution 873  UN 5007
   financial implications  UN 2454
   concerted action programme  UN 2038
   co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies  UN 2402, 5005
   S-G (UN):
      memorandum  UN 2424
      report  UN 2361

Dept of ESA (UN):
   Under-Secretary (de Seynes): statement  UN 2451
   ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962  UN 3575
   ESC (UN) 35rd sess.: disc.  UN 4983, 4984
   ECA (UN) activities  UN 2433
   ECAF (UN) activities  UN 2433
   ECE (UN) activities  UN 2433
   ECLA (UN) activities  UN 2434
   & economic development  UN 2356
   financing  UN 2356, 5006

See also Development banks; Development credits,
   International; International Bank for Reconstruction and Development: loans

Dept of ESA (UN):
   Under-Secretary (de Seynes): statement  UN 2451
   GA (UN) 16th sess.:
      discussion  UN 1693, 1694, 1696-1699
      resolution 1712  UN 1142
   FAO activities  UN 2429
   GA (UN) 16th sess.:
      discussion  UN 1693, 1694, 1696-1699
      resolution 1712  UN 1142
   GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Cttee:
      report  UN 5392
      resolution  UN 4757
   IAEA activities  UN 2432
   IBRD activities  UN 2430
   ICAO activities  UN 2427
   IDA activities  UN 2430
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (continued)
IFC activities UN 2430
ILO activities UN 2429
planning and programming UN 2356, 2439, 2448, 5006
manual (proposed) UN 2356
programme of work UN 2356, 5006
questionnaire UN 2356
S-G (UN): note UN 3591
report UN 2359
& social development UN 5006
social implications UN 2444
Special Fund (UN) activities UN 2435, 2450
specialized agency (proposed) UN 2445, 2456
Dept of ESA (UN): Under-Secretary (de Seynes): statement UN 2451
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1693, 1694, 1696-1699
resolution 1712 UN 1142
technical assistance UN 2030, 2437, 3251, 3314, 5006
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 898 UN 5013
UN programme UN 3234
UNESCO activities UN 2436
WHO activities UN 2431
WMO activities UN 2426
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE (UN) UN 2445, 3575
activities UN 3234
establishment:
S-G (UN): note UN 2438
organization UN 5006
programme of work:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1693, 1694, 1696-1699
resolution 1712 UN 1142
specialized agencies activities UN 2445
terms of reference UN 2438
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTRE (UN) (proposed) UN 2356
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION UN 2356, 2440
technical training UN 2356, 2440
INDUSTRIAL ENTERPRISES finances: statistics:
S-G (UN): report UN 708
personnel: management UN 192
INDUSTRIAL ESTATES UN 2441
INDUSTRIAL GOODS international trade: conditions of sale UN 3919
Industrial health: See HEALTH: industrial
Industrial hygiene: See HEALTH: industrial
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT UN 2440
training of personnel UN 2356
transfer from developed to under-developed areas: contractual devices UN 3239
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS ILO 49, 77, 80
See also Labour: management; Trade union rights
regulations ILO 193
INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS developments:
S-G (UN): report UN 707
seminars UN 1421
system of inquiries UN 1421
S-G (UN): report UN 706
INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS (continued)
world programme, 1963:
S-G (UN): report UN 1421
technical assistance UN 1421
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY UN 2443
INDUSTRIALIZATION concerted action programme:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
& economic and social development UNESCO 311
periodicals Annex 4
rural: social implications ILO 216
Industrialization and productivity: Annex 4
Industrialized areas: See HIGHLY-DEVELOPED AREAS
INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES economic conditions UN 3754
industrial development UN 3754
INDUSTRY development: See Industrial development
machinery: automation: See Automation
production:
statistics UN 2299
statistics, 1959 UN 538
products: exports: price movements Fund 18
& radioisotopes IAEA 19, 21
small-scale UN 2441
See also Handicrafts
statistics: methods UN 2869
statistics UN 5015
bibliography UN 275
methods UN 2864-2869
seminars UN 2671, 2873, 5186
standards UN 5010
Statistical Commn (UN) 11th sess.: discussion UN 5136-5138
world programme, 1963: UN 5136-5138
training of personnel UN 4717-4720, 5504, 5505
Infant welfare: See CHILD AND YOUTH WELFARE; MATERNAL WELFARE
INFANTS low-weight: UNICEF/WHO activities UN 966, 2197, 3408
premature WHO 585
weight WHO 545, 558
INFLATION & economic development: study (proposed):
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1715
exports Fund 19
impact on investment Fund 34
study (proposed) UN 4730, 4764, 5515, 5547
INFLUENZA statistics WHO 741
swine WHO 579
virus WHO 552
Informaciones cooperativas Annex 101
INFORMATION See also Freedom of information; Public information;
United Nations: information centres
free flow UNESCO 23, 164, 185
numerical processing: See Information: processing
INFORMATION (continued)
processing: international centre for the large-scale
processing of statistical data (proposed)
UNESCO 155

Information bulletin Annex 122
Information bulletin on reading materials Annex 123

INFORMATION MEDIA
UN 4178-4181
development UN 719, 1458, 3860, 3866, 3867
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 888 E UN 5013
& education for peace UNESCO 132
& GA (UN) 17th sess.: 3rd Ctte: report UN 5358

Informations coopératives Annex 101
Informations bulletin Annex 51

INGLES, J. D. (Philippines)
See also Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination
and Protection of Minorities: Special Rapporteur
[on discrimination in respect of the right
of everyone to leave any country, including his
own, and to return to his country]
biography UN 720

INHERITANCE
foreign exchange regulations Fund 30, 36
laws and regulations UN 392, 788
Commn on the Status of Women (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 5911

INLAND TRANSPORT COMMITTEE (ILO) 7th sess.
summary record ILO 167

INSECTICIDES WHO 307, 708, 711, 716
See also DDT; Pesticides
testing WHO 729
toxicity WHO 724

INSECTS
control FAO 16; WHO 9, 703

Insects, Injurious: extermination: See DISINSECTIZATION

INSTITUTE OF NUTRITION OF CENTRAL AMERICA AND
PANAMA
UNICEF assistance UN 2217

INSTITUTO CENTROAMERICANO DE INVESTIGACION Y
TECNOLOGIA INDUSTRIAL
Director: report UN 833

INSURANCE
See also sub-heading insurance under specific subjects
health: See Health insurance
multilateral insurance programme (proposed) Bank 14
social: See Social security

Intellectual property: See COPYRIGHT

INTER-AGENCY WORKING PARTY ON SKILLED MAN-
POWER IN LATIN AMERICA (ECLA/ILO/UNESCO/
OAS/ICEM/FAO), 5th sess.
report UN 3364, 3365(text)
terms of reference UN 3365(text)

INTER-ALLIED REPARATION AGENCY (IARA) AND
COMMISSION FOR RESTITUTION OF MONETARY
GOLD
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION OF WOMEN
activities, 1961/1962 UN 1473
report UN 1473(text)

INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION OF WOMEN (continued)
Special Assembly, 17-23 Apr 1961:
report UN 3753, 3915

INTER-AMERICAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RIGHTS
activities UN 1473

INTER-AMERICAN CONSULTATIVE GROUP ON
NARCOTICS CONTROL
report UN 2158(text)

INTER-AMERICAN COUNCIL OF JURISTS
ILC (UN), co-operation with UN 638

INTER-AMERICAN COUNCIL OF JURISTS, 4th meeting
proceedings UN 638

INTER-AMERICAN DEFENSE BOARD
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

INTER-AMERICAN DEVELOPMENT BANK
UN 4178-4181
comments, observations and replies:
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
& Latin American Institute for Economic and Social
Planning: See Latin American Institute for Economic
and Social Planning: & IDB
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
resolutions UN 3368
terms of reference UN 5172
& UNESCO:
Director-General (UNESCO): report UNESCO 300

INTER-AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURAL
SCIENCES
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

INTER-AMERICAN STATISTICAL INSTITUTE
activities UN 1628

INTER-AMERICAN STUDY CONFERENCE ON LABOUR-
MANAGEMENT RELATIONS, Montevideo, 1960
report ILO 233
summary record ILO 90

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL COMMITTEE FOR EUROPEAN
MIGRATION
Acting Director: statement before the Executive Cttee
of the Programme of the UNHCR, 6th sess.
UN 598
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
report:
refugees: resettlement UN 4552

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL COMMITTEE ON THE WORLD
FOOD PROGRAMME (UN/FAO)
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1705-1713
members: election:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1353
members: increase in number (proposed):
Council (FAO) 39th sess.: res. UN 5772
membership FAO 51
terms of reference:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1714 UN 1142

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL COMMITTEE ON THE WORLD
FOOD PROGRAMME (UN/FAO), 1st sess.
report UN 699 FAO 8(text)
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: disc. UN 4995

Inter-governmental consultations on pepper FAO 29

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL COPYRIGHT COMMITTEE,
8th sess.
report UNESCO 32
INTER-GOVERNMENTAL MARITIME CONSULTATIVE ORGANIZATION
See also Assembly (IMCO); Maritime Safety Cttee (IMCO); Secretariat (IMCO); Secretary-General (IMCO)
activities: periodicals IMCO 8
activities, 1960/1961:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1333
Convention, 1948: status IMCO 5
finances:
  budget, 1963 UN 5379
  regulations IMCO 6(text)
& IAEA: relationship Agreement, 1961 IAEA 28(text); IMCO 6(text)
  General Conference (IAEA) 5th sess.: resolution 95 IAEA 1
& ILO: Agreement, 1959 IMCO 6(text)
& NGOs, relations with: rules IMCO 6(text)
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
report (annual), 1962 IMCO 6(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 904 UN 5013
report to UN, 1961-1962 UN 2389
staff: See Secretariat (IMCO): staff
& UN: Agreement, 1959 UN 297(text); IMCO 6(text)
& WMO: working arrangements, 1960 WMO 5(text)

IMCO bulletin IMCO 8

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL OCEANOGRAPHIC COMMISSION
recommendations UNESCO 127
report, 1961-1962 UNESCO 126(text)
statutes UNESCO 126

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL OCEANOGRAPHIC COMMISSION, 1st sess.
report UNESCO 34, 35

INTER-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
& ECE (UN) UN 1539, 2480
& ECLA (UN) UN 978, 2760
General Conference (IAEA) 6th sess., representation at IAEA 1
General Conference (IAEA) 7th sess., representation at IAEA 113
& IBRD Bank 27; IDA 17; IFC 3

INTER-REGIONAL STUDY TOUR ON VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (ILO)
report ILO 304(text)

INTERIM COMMISSION FOR THE INTERNATIONAL TRADE ORGANIZATION
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

INTERIM CO-ORDINATING COMMITTEE FOR INTERNATIONAL COMMODITY ARRANGEMENTS
& GATT GATT 266
report, 1962 UN 2028(text)

International administrative service (proposed): See under TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: Expanded Programme

INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON BIBLIOGRAPHY, DOCUMENTATION AND TERMINOLOGY, 1st sess., Paris, 1961
report UNESCO 51

INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH IN THE NATURAL SCIENCES PROGRAMME OF UNESCO, 8th sess.
report UNESCO 9

INTERNATIONAL AGENCIES WHO 267, 591

INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION
UPU, relations with UPU 57

International airports: See AIRPORTS, INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCE OF WOMEN
documents submitted concerning:
  child and youth welfare: & economic and social development UN 3413
  women: status UN 814

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR LABOUR LEGISLATION
bibliography ILO 280

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR LIBERAL CHRISTIANITY AND RELIGIOUS FREEDOM
documents submitted concerning:
  peaceful relations among peoples:
    promotion among youth:
      declaration (draft) UN 2394(text)

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR RESEARCH IN INCOME AND WEALTH
activities UN 1628

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR SOCIAL PROGRESS
bibliography ILO 280

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
documents submitted concerning:
  child and youth welfare:
    & economic and social development UN 3413

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION ON UNEMPLOYMENT
bibliography ILO 280

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY
See also Board of Governors (IAEA); Conference on Nuclear Electronics (IAEA); Conference on the Uses of Radioisotopes in the Physical Sciences and Industry (IAEA); Director-General (IAEA); General Conference (IAEA); International Centre for Theoretical Physics (IAEA); Secretariat (IAEA); Symposium on Radiation Damage in Solids and Reactor Materials (IAEA), Venice 1962; Symposium on Reactor Safety and Hazards Evaluation Techniques (IAEA), Vienna 1962; Symposium of the Use of Radioisotopes in Soil-Plant Nutrition Studies (IAEA/FAO), Bombay 1962; Symposium on Thermodynamics of Nuclear Materials (IAEA), Vienna 1962
activities: long-term programme IAEA 1
activities, 1960/1961:
  Board of Governors (IAEA):
    report (annual), 1960/1961 IAEA 16
  ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1331
  activities, 1961/1962 IAEA 35
  Board of Governors (IAEA):
    report (annual), 1961/1962 UN 3959; IAEA 49
    activities, Jul-Oct 1962 IAEA 146
  & Austria, agreements with IAEA 20(text)
comments, observations and replies:
  disarmament:
    economic and social consequences UN 2367
  Special Fund (UN):
    financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
    technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 5776
  UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2376
documents submitted concerning:

Africa: atomic energy: peaceful uses UN 894
industrial development: IAEA activities UN 2432
radiation: effects UN 1950
& ECE (UN):
D-G (IAEA): address UN 5466
Exchange Programme IAEA 21
External Auditor: appointment IAEA 1
fellowships and scholarships, 1961 IAEA 35
finances IAEA 145
accounts, 1960 IAEA 1, 17
accounts, 1961 IAEA 40
General Conference (IAEA) 6th sess.: Administrative and Legal Cttee:
report IAEA 111
budget, 1962 IAEA 1
General Conference (IAEA) 6th sess.: Programme, Technical and Budget Cttee: report IAEA 74
supplementary appropriations:
Board of Governors (IAEA): report IAEA 48
budget, 1963 UN 5379; IAEA 63(text)
General Conference (IAEA) 6th sess.: Programme, Technical and Budget Cttee: report IAEA 110
index IAEA 64
contributions, 1958-1961 IAEA 146
contributions, 1958-1962 IAEA 68
contributions, 1962 IAEA 1, 55, 146
contributions, 1963:
D-G (IAEA): memorandum IAEA 65
General Conference (IAEA) 6th sess.: Programme, Technical and Budget Cttee: report IAEA 105
General Fund:
D-G (IAEA): memorandum IAEA 81
voluntary contributions:
increase IAEA 1
voluntary contributions, 1962 IAEA 1
General Conference (IAEA) 6th sess.: Cttee for Pledges of Voluntary Contributions to the General Fund: report IAEA 116
Working Capital Fund, 1962 IAEA 1, 146
Headquarters: IAEA/Austria Agreement IAEA 20(text)
& IMCO: relationship Agreement, 1961 IAEA 1,
28(text); IMCO 6(text);
& inter-governmental organizations:
Board of Governors (IAEA):
recommendation IAEA 50
& ILO: agreement ILO 70
members:
admission:
Congo (Leopoldville) IAEA 1
Saudi Arabia IAEA 104
list IAEA 143
Mission to Pakistan, 1962: report IAEA 42(text)
& Norway: Agreement concerning the Nora project, 1962 IAEA 2, 144(text)
& Pakistan: agreement, 1962 IAEA 29(text)
privileges and immunities: agreement IAEA 6(text)
IAEA/Austria Agreement IAEA 20(text)
legislative texts UN 978
programme of work IAEA 67, 87, 93
General Conference (IAEA) 6th sess.: Programme, Technical and Budget Cttee: report IAEA 110, 120

INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY (continued)

programme of work, 1963 IAEA 63(text)
index IAEA 64(text)
publications: lists IAEA 35
report (annual) to ESC (UN), 1961/1962 UN 2026;
IAEA 1, 35(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 904 UN 5013
report (annual) to ESC (UN), 1962/1963:
Board of Governors (IAEA):
recommendation IAEA 62
report (annual) to GA (UN), 1960/1961 IAEA 1
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1651 UN 1142
report (annual) to GA (UN), 1961/1962 UN 3537, 3959,
5421, 5422, 5424, 5426, 5428
Board of Governors (IAEA):
recommendation IAEA 61
supplement IAEA 146(text)
research contracts: lists IAEA 35
safeguard provisions:
Board of Governors (IAEA): memorandum IAEA 51
scientific conferences, seminars, symposia, 1961-1962: lists IAEA 35
Seibersdorf laboratory: facilities IAEA 1
& Special Fund (UN):
Executing Agency Agreement IAEA 7(text)
relationship agreement IAEA 1
Statute:
amendments IAEA 1, 5(text), 103, 108, 139
D-G (IAEA):
report IAEA 79, 80
statement IAEA 34, 36
General Conference (IAEA) 6th sess.: Administrative and Legal Cttee:
report IAEA 117
Art. IV: amendment IAEA 72, 73
Art. XIV: amendment D-G (IAEA): note IAEA 69
review IAEA 1, 18
technical assistance IAEA 35
& UN: relationship agreement UN 267(text)
& USA:
Agreement for the Application of IAEA Safeguards to four USA Reactor Facilities IAEA(text)
agreements, 1962 IAEA 29(text)
& WMO: relationship agreement, 1959 WMO 5(text)
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INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY (continued)

programme of work, 1963 IAEA 63(text)
index IAEA 64(text)
publications: lists IAEA 35
report (annual) to ESC (UN), 1961/1962 UN 2026;
IAEA 1, 35(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 904 UN 5013
report (annual) to ESC (UN), 1962/1963:
Board of Governors (IAEA):
recommendation IAEA 62
report (annual) to GA (UN), 1960/1961 IAEA 1
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1651 UN 1142
report (annual) to GA (UN), 1961/1962 UN 3537, 3959,
5421, 5422, 5424, 5426, 5428
Board of Governors (IAEA):
recommendation IAEA 61
supplement IAEA 146(text)
research contracts: lists IAEA 35
safeguard provisions:
Board of Governors (IAEA): memorandum IAEA 51
scientific conferences, seminars, symposia, 1961-1962: lists IAEA 35
Seibersdorf laboratory: facilities IAEA 1
& Special Fund (UN):
Executing Agency Agreement IAEA 7(text)
relationship agreement IAEA 1
Statute:
amendments IAEA 1, 5(text), 103, 108, 139
D-G (IAEA):
report IAEA 79, 80
statement IAEA 34, 36
General Conference (IAEA) 6th sess.: Administrative and Legal Cttee:
report IAEA 117
Art. IV: amendment IAEA 72, 73
Art. XIV: amendment D-G (IAEA): note IAEA 69
review IAEA 1, 18
technical assistance IAEA 35
& UN: relationship agreement UN 267(text)
& USA:
Agreement for the Application of IAEA Safeguards to four USA Reactor Facilities IAEA(text)
agreements, 1962 IAEA 29(text)
& WMO: relationship agreement, 1959 WMO 5(text)
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INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY (continued)

programme of work, 1963 IAEA 63(text)
index IAEA 64(text)
publications: lists IAEA 35
report (annual) to ESC (UN), 1961/1962 UN 2026;
IAEA 1, 35(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 904 UN 5013
report (annual) to ESC (UN), 1962/1963:
Board of Governors (IAEA):
recommendation IAEA 62
report (annual) to GA (UN), 1960/1961 IAEA 1
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1651 UN 1142
report (annual) to GA (UN), 1961/1962 UN 3537, 3959,
5421, 5422, 5424, 5426, 5428
Board of Governors (IAEA):
recommendation IAEA 61
supplement IAEA 146(text)
research contracts: lists IAEA 35
safeguard provisions:
Board of Governors (IAEA): memorandum IAEA 51
scientific conferences, seminars, symposia, 1961-1962: lists IAEA 35
Seibersdorf laboratory: facilities IAEA 1
& Special Fund (UN):
Executing Agency Agreement IAEA 7(text)
relationship agreement IAEA 1
Statute:
amendments IAEA 1, 5(text), 103, 108, 139
D-G (IAEA):
report IAEA 79, 80
statement IAEA 34, 36
General Conference (IAEA) 6th sess.: Administrative and Legal Cttee:
report IAEA 117
Art. IV: amendment IAEA 72, 73
Art. XIV: amendment D-G (IAEA): note IAEA 69
review IAEA 1, 18
technical assistance IAEA 35
& UN: relationship agreement UN 267(text)
& USA:
Agreement for the Application of IAEA Safeguards to four USA Reactor Facilities IAEA(text)
agreements, 1962 IAEA 29(text)
& WMO: relationship agreement, 1959 WMO 5(text)
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

See also Economic Development Institute (Bank); Library (Bank)
activities Bank 27
activities, 1960/1961:
report to ESC (UN) 33rd sess. UN 685, 686
activities, 1961/1962 Bank 43
comments, observations and replies:
dismantlement:
economic and social consequences UN 2367
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 2776
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2376
documents submitted concerning:
industrial development: IBRD activities UN 2430
establishment Bank 27
INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT (continued)
finances Bank 27, 43
budget, 1962/1963 Bank 43
contributions Bank 43
& inter-governmental organizations Bank 27; IDA 17; IFC 3
loans Bank 1-13, 21-24, 26, 27, 30-41, 44-48; IDA 13, 15-26; IFC 3
lists Bank 43
membership Bank 43
Mission to Uganda, 1960: report Bank 25(text)
missions Bank 25
operations Bank 43
organization Bank 27, 43
organization of work Bank 43
privileges and immunities Bank 27
legislative texts UN 978
report, 1960/1961 UN 3576
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: discussion UN 4977, 4978
resolution 866 UN 5007
report, 1961/1962 Bank 43(text)
& United Nations Bank 27
relationship agreement Bank 267(text)

INTERNATIONAL BRAIN RESEARCH ORGANIZATION
periodicals UNESCO 221
IBRO bulletin UNESCO 221

INTERNATIONAL BUREAU (UPU)
circulars, 1961:
no. 166 UPU 10
index UPU 17
circulars, 1962:
no. 1-24 UPU 10
no. 25-34 UPU 18
no. 35-47 UPU 22
no. 48-66 UPU 26
no. 67-89 UPU 32
no. 90-104 UPU 40
no. 105-115 UPU 41
no. 116-161 UPU 51
no. 162-173 UPU 58
staff UPU 57

International Bureau of Education: See JOINT UNESCO/IBE COMMITTEE

INTERNATIONAL CATHOLIC CHILD BUREAU
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare:
& economic and social development UN 3413

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR THE LARGE-SCALE PROCESSING OF STATISTICAL DATA (proposed)
UNESCO 155

INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF THE PRESERVATION AND RESTORATION OF CULTURAL PROPERTY
members, associate UNESCO 19
Statute: accessions and ratifications UNESCO 29, 46, 48, 66
International centre for theoretical physics (IAEA) (proposed): See THEORETICAL PHYSICS: international centre (proposed)

INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
international trade: exhibitions UN 5237
investments, international UN 2417

INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN'S CENTRE, Paris UN 5837
International Civil Aviation Convention, Chicago, 1944:
See INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION: Convention, Chicago, 1944

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION
See also Communications Division (ICAO); Council (ICAO); Legal Committee (ICAO); Library (ICAO); Meteorology Division (ICAO); Secretariat (ICAO)
activities, 1960:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1332
activities, 1961:
Council (ICAO); report ICAO 68
comments, observations and replies:
disarmament:
economic and social consequences UN 2367
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 5776
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2376
Convention, Chicago, 1944 ICAO 68
Annex 1: amendments ICAO 80
Annex 2:

amendments ICAO 8, 81
supplements ICAO 115
Annex 3: supplements ICAO 27, 116, 117
Annex 4: amendments ICAO 9, 42
Annex 5 ICAO 65

amendments ICAO 10
Annex 6: amendments ICAO 11
Annex 7: amendments ICAO 66
Annex 8 ICAO 67

amendments ICAO 28
Annex 9: supplements ICAO 53, 118
Annex 10: amendments ICAO 29
Annex 11: amendments ICAO 30, 72
Annex 12: amendments ICAO 119
Art. 50 ICAO 108(text)
documents and publications:
indexes and lists Annex 93, 94, 96, 99
documents submitted concerning:
Africa: technical assistance:
ICAO programme UN 879
Africa, East: air transport UN 3384
industrial development: ICAO activities UN 2427
finances:
budget, 1963 UN 5379; ICAO 73
budget, 1964 ICAO 73
budget, 1965 ICAO 73
meetings, 1947-1961: list ICAO 23
meetings, 1963-1964 ICAO 73
privileges and immunities ICAO 68
legislative texts UN 978
programme of meetings, 1962 ICAO 68
programme of work ICAO 1
programme of work, 1963-1965 ICAO 73
publications:
catalogue, 1946-1967 ICAO 43
lists ICAO 44
report to UN, 1961 UN 2040
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 904 UN 5013
staff: See Secretariat (ICAO); staff
statistical activities UN 1629
INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION (continued)
& United Nations ICAO 68
relationship agreement: UN 267 (text)
& UPU, relations with UPU 57
& WMO: working arrangements, 1953 WMO 5 (text)
ICAO bulletin Annex 95
ICAO weekly list of publications Annex 96
International civil service: See CIVIL SERVICE, INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL CIVIL SERVICE ADVISORY BOARD
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5379

INTERNATIONAL COFFEE COUNCIL, 1st sess.
UN Coffee Conference, New York, 1962:
resolution UN 5277

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION FOR A HISTORY OF THE
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT OF
MANKIND
report UNESCO 211

INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION OF JURISTS
documents submitted concerning:
Sub-Comm on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities (UN): programme of work UN 176

INTERNATIONAL COMPUTATION CENTRE
Convention, 1951: accessions and ratifications
UNESCO 5, 173

INTERNATIONAL CONFEDERATION OF FREE TRADE
UNIONS
documents submitted concerning:
trade union rights: infringements (alleged) UN 879, 1361

INTERNATIONAL CONFEDERATION OF MIDWIVES
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare: & economic and social development UN 3413

INTERNATIONAL CONFEDERATION OF TRADE UNIONS
documents submitted concerning:
Northern Rhodesia: independence UN 2001

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF CATHOLIC
CHARITIES
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare: & economic and social development UN 3413

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF LABOUR STATISTI-
CANS (ILO) 10th sess.
reports ILO 177-180

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE OF SOCIAL WORK
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare: & economic and social development UN 3413

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PUBLIC EDUCA-
TION, 24th, Geneva, 1961
proceedings UNESCO 69

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PUBLIC EDUCA-
TION, 25th, Geneva, 1962 UNESCO 147, 148
invitations UNESCO 19, 56

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SCIENCE AB-
STRACTING (UNESCO).
Paris, 1949 UNESCO: report UN 5764

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SCIENTIFIC
INFORMATION, Washington, 1958
UNESCO: report UN 5764

INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE PEACEFUL
USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY (UN), 3rd, Geneva,
1964 UN 5422

International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution
of the Sea by Oil, London, 1954: See under SEAWATER: pollution by oil: prevention

International conventions: See CONVENTIONS and under
subject concerned

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION YEAR, 1965 (proposed)
preparatory ctee (proposed) UN 5449, 5450
financial implications UN 5453

International co-operation and programmes of economic
and social development. An annotated bibliography
UNESCO 14

INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATIVE ALLIANCE
comments, observations and replies:
Special Fund (UN): financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare: & economic and social development UN 3413
housing: ctee (proposed) UN 3503

INTERNATIONAL COTTON ADVISORY COMMITTEE
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS
& WMO: working arrangements, 1960 WMO 5 (text)

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF VOLUNTARY AGENCIES
establishment UN 4545

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN
documents submitted concerning:
human rights: periodic reports UN 1468
Sub-Comm on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities (UN): programme of work UN 176
women: status UN 813

International court: of human rights (proposed): See HUMAN
RIGHTS: international court: establishment (proposed)

INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE
activities, 1961/1962 UN 3574

advisory opinions:
index UN 542, 994
ONUC and UNEF financing UN 3586, 3537, 3931
GA (UN) 15th sess.: res. 1731 UN 1142
obligations of Member States UN 5534
applications UN 5446

basic facts UN 2958
bibliography UN 3445

cases:
aerial incident of 27 Jul 1955 (Israel v. Bulgaria;
United Kingdom v. Bulgaria; USA v. Bulgaria):
pleadings UN 540
arbitral award made by the King of Spain on 23 Dec
1906 (Honduras v. Nicaragua):
pleadings UN 3444
Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Ltd.
(Belgium v. Spain):
application UN 3448
(new Application, 1962) UN 4482
Compagnie du Port, des Quais et des Entrepôts de
Beyrouth and the Société Radio-Orient (France
v. Lebanon):
pleadings UN 3445
INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE (continued)
cases (continued)
case concerning the Northern Cameroons (Cameroon v. United Kingdom): order UN 539, 996, 2586, 5333
list UN 3445
right of passage over Indian territory (Portugal v. India): judgments UN 898
South West Africa cases (Ethiopia v. South Africa; Liberia v. South Africa) UN 995, 997
Temple of Preah Vihear (Cambodia v. Thailand): decision UN 995
index UN 3445
orders: list UN 3445
right of passage over Indian territory (Portugal v. India): judgements UN 998
South West Africa cases (Ethiopia v. South Africa; Liberia v. South Africa) UN 995, 997
list UN 5333

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL POLICE ORGANIZATION
report: narcotic drugs: illicit traffic, 1961 UN 1515(text)

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL POLICE ORGANIZATION, Sep 1962 sess.
resolution UN 4896

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
UN 3304
activities IDA 17
activities, 1960/1961: report to ESC (UN) 33rd sess. UN 689, 690
activities, 1961/1962 IDA 24
development credits IDA 1-33
list IDA 24
establishment IDA 17
finances IDA 17, 24
budget, 1962/1963 IDA 24
contributions IDA 24
membership IDA 24
operations IDA 24
organization IDA 17, 24
privileges and immunities IDA 17
Convention, 1947: application UN 3576
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: disc. UN 1350
programme of work IDA 24

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (continued)
report, 1960/1961 UN 3576
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: discussion UN 4977, 4978
resolution 866 UN 5007
report, 1961/1962 IDA 24(text)
& United Nations IDA 17
relationship agreement UN 267(text)
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1002, 1004
& UNESCO:
D-G (UNESCO): report UNESCO 500
WHO, relations with WHO 84
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution WHO 118

International digest of health legislation Annex 140
INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN
documents submitted concerning:
women:
  economic rights UN 811
  education: out of school UN 815
INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF CHRISTIAN TRADE UNIONS

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF WOMEN LAWYERS
documents submitted concerning:
narcotic drugs:
  control UN 2855
  Single Convention, 1961: coming into force UN 3854
treaties: accessions and ratifications UN 2854
INTERNATIONAL FERTILITY ASSOCIATION
WHO, relations with WHO 67, 84, 331, 470, 498, 518
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: resolution WHO 397
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution WHO 121

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION
activities IFC 3, 4
activities, 1960/1961: report to ESC (UN) 33rd sess. UN 687, 688
basic facts IFC 2
establishment IFC 3
finances IFC 3
finances, 1961-1962 IFC 4
investments Bank 27; IDA 17; IFC 3
activities, 1961-1962 IFC 4
lists IFC 4
Members: admission IFC 4
organization IFC 3
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
report, 1960/1961 UN 3576
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: discussion UN 4977, 4978
resolution 866 UN 5007
INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION (continued)
report, 1961/1962 IFC 4(text)
Survey Team in Iran, 1961: report IFC 1(text)
& UN: relationship agreement UN 267(text)
International financial news survey Annex 83
International financial statistics Annex 84

INTERNATIONAL FISCAL ASSOCIATION
documents submitted concerning:
- double taxation: prevention UN 2792
taxation: regulations UN 2793
International frequency list (ITU)
- 1st edition ITU 23, 24, 40, 54, 55, 59, 60, 88, 124
- supplements ITU 43, 82-84, 94, 108-111, 137-141, 143, 176

INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY REGISTRATION BOARD (ITU)
conferences ITU 67
- frequency bands: 4 and 27.5 Mc/s:
  - panel of experts: 2nd session ITU 153, 166
- high-frequency broadcasting schedule ITU 16
IFRB technical standards
orders ITU 105

INTERNATIONAL HUMANIST AND ETHICAL UNION
documents submitted concerning:
- freedom of religion: principles (draft) UN 740, 1467
- human rights: periodic reports UN 1468
- minorities: protection UN 178
- political rights: discrimination UN 175
- Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities (UN): programme of work UN 176

INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC BUREAU
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CHILD PSYCHOLOGY
Regional Workshop on Some Problems of Research in Primary Education, Bangkok, 1961: report UNESCO 33(text)

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL PLANNING (proposed) UNESCO 160

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR LABOUR STUDIES (ILO)
ILO 233
- establishment ILO 209
- library: catalogue ILO 282

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE UNIFICATION OF PRIVATE LAW
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

INTERNATIONAL JOINT COMMISSION (USA/CANADA)
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

International Labour Conference (ILO): See CONFERENCE (ILO)

International labour documentation Annex 102

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE (ILO)
documents submitted concerning:
- disarmament: economic and social consequences UN 2766
economic conditions UN 2748
equal pay for equal work UN 164

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE (ILO) (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Europe: manpower: ILO activities, 1961 UN 1522
full employment UN 2784
women: employment: ILO activities UN 185
reports:
- NSGT:
  - vocational training UN 1161
  - women: education UN 1161
- retirement age UN 393
- unemployment:
  - unemployment benefit schemes UN 3235
  - women: vocational training UN 791
- staff ILO 233
  - administrative questions ILO 53, 64
  - pensions ILO 164

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION
See also Ad Hoc Civil Aviation Meeting (ILO); Administrative Tribunal (ILO); Advisory Committee on Salaried Employees and Professional Workers (ILO); African Advisory Committee (ILO); African Regional Seminar on Industrial Disputes (ILO); Advisory Committee on Building, Civil engineering and Public Work Committee (ILO); Advisory Committee on Chemical Industries Committee (ILO); Commission to Examine the Claim by Ghana concerning the Observance by Portugal of the Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957 (ILO); Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (ILO); Committee on Conditions of Work in the Fishing Industry (ILO); Committee on Work on Plantations (ILO); Conference (ILO); Conference Delegation on Constitutional Questions (ILO); Conference for the Translation into German of the International Labour Conventions and Recommendations (ILO); Diplomatic Conference on the International Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations (ILO/UNESCO/International Union for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works); Director-General (ILO); Governing Body (ILO); Governmental Conference on the Revision of the Agreement of 27 Jul 1950 concerning Social Security of Rhine Boatmen (ILO); Inland Transport Committee (ILO); Inter-Agency Working Party on Skilled Manpower in Latin America (ECLA/UNESCO/OAS/ICEM/FAO); Inter-regional Study Tour on Vocational Training in USSR (ILO); International Conference of Labour Statisticians (ILO); International Institute for Labour Studies (ILO); International Labour Office (ILO); Joint Committee on Occupational Health (ILO/WHO); Joint-Maritime Commission (ILO); Labour Administration Seminar (ILO); Library (ILO); Metal Trades Committee (ILO); Permanent Agricultural Committee (ILO); Petroleum Committee (ILO); Seminar on Accelerated Vocational Training for Selected Countries in the Near and Middle East and Africa (ILO), 1960; Seminar on Labour Administration (ILO), Brazzaville, 1961; Social Security Training Course for the Countries of the Near and Middle East (ILO), 1981; Staff Pension Committee (ILO); Tripartite Technical Meeting on the Coal Crisis (ILO)
- activities ILO 48, 73-75, 140, 229-232, 278
- periodicals Annex 104; ILO 169
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION (continued)

activities, 1960:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1332
comments, observations and replies:
human rights: periodic reports UN 4793
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and
specialized agencies UN 5776
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2376
committees:
composition ILO 53, 164, 233
industrial cttees ILO 53, 164, 233
members ILO 79
Constitution ILO 68, 194(text)
amendments ILO 26, 68, 162, 196, 233, 264(text), 277
implementation ILO 310
Art. 26 ILO 54, 138
conventions and recommendations ILO 162, 277
application ILO 1, 26, 53, 142, 163, 164, 196, 233
Ctee of Experts on the Application of Conventions
and Recommendations (ILO) 32nd sess.: report
ratification ILO 49, 125, 141, 222, 262
reports of Governments (annual) ILO 1, 107, 141
revision ILO 25, 26, 49
submission to competent authorities ILO 142
translation into German: Conference (ILO) ILO 67
conventions and recommendations (proposed)
ILO 170, 171
& Council of Europe ILO 42
documents submitted concerning:
Central America: ILO activities, 1959/1960 UN 831
employment: discrimination UN 141
industrial development: ILO activities UN 2429
land reform UN 2022
economic and social activities, 1961 ILO 77
& EEC: agreement ILO 70
finances ILO 78, 233
budget, 1961/1962 ILO 49
budget, 1962/1963 ILO 162, 198
budget, 1963 UN 5379; ILO 26
budget, 1963 (proposed) ILO 78
finances, 1960-1961 ILO 53, 164
& IAEA: agreement ILO 70
& IMCO: Agreement, 1959 IMCO 6(text)
& international organizations ILO 53, 164, 233
& League of Arab States: agreement ILO 70
Members: admission:
Algeria ILO 312
Cameroon ILO 201
Central African Republic ILO 201
Chad ILO 201
Congo (Brazzaville) ILO 201
Congo (Leopoldville) ILO 201
Cyprus ILO 201
Dahomey ILO 201
Gabon ILO 201
Ivory Coast ILO 201
Madagascar ILO 201
Mali ILO 201
Nigeria ILO 201
Rwanda ILO 312
Senegal ILO 201
Somalia ILO 201
Syria ILO 41
Tanganyika ILO 131
Togo ILO 201
Upper Volta ILO 201

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANISATION (continued)
& Mexico: agreement ILO 84
periodicals ILO 169
& Peru: agreement ILO 252
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
programme of meetings ILO 164
programme of meetings, 1960/1961 ILO 79
programme of meetings, 1961/1962 ILO 53, 233
programme of work ILO 164
publications: 1st Annex 103
report to UN, 1961 UN 2031, 2032; ILO 77
ESC (UN) 34th sess. res. 904 UN 5013
Representative (Shaheed): statement:
ESC (UN): Ad Hoc Ctte of Eight established under
Council resolution 351 (XXXII): report, 1st
UN 3319
statistical activities UN 1628
& Tanganyika: agreement ILO 253
& UN: relationship agreement UN 257(text); ILO 194
(text)
& UNICEF UN 4432, 4437
ILO new publications Annex 103
ILO news Annex 104
ILO news. New series ILO 169
ILO official bulletin Annex 107
International labour review Annex 105

INTERNATIONAL LAW
See also Asylum, Right of; Claims; Nationality;
Peace and security; State responsibility;
Treaties
bibliography UN 3445
codification UN 2728, 2729, 2731, 2739, 2747, 2748
comments by Governments UN 3056, 3057
consular intercourse and immunities UN 638
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 1879, 1888, 1889, 1891-1905
resolution 1866 UN 1142
ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report UN 3581
study and teaching: technical assistance UN 4906,
5725, 5726, 5727, 5728

INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION (UN)
activities, 1961/1962 UN 3574
committees:
Sub-Ctte on State Responsibility, 1st sess.:
financial implications UN 2731
Advisory Ctte (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th
sess.: 16th UN 4503
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Ctte: report
UN 4521
S-G (UN): statements UN 4264, 4277
Sub-Ctte on Succession of States and Governments,
1st sess.: financial implications UN 2731
Advisory Ctte (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th
sess.: 16th UN 4503
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Ctte: report
UN 4521
S-G (UN): statements UN 4264, 4277
co-operation with other bodies UN 2729, 3581
GA (UN) 17th sess., representation at UN 2729, 3581
Inter-American Council of Jurists, co-operation with
UN 638
members:
election UN 638, 3072
GA (UN) 15th sess. decision UN 1142
INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION (continued)

members (continued)

increase in number (proposed)  UN 3220
financial implications:
 GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc.  UN 1817
 GA (UN):
 discussion  UN 1864-1875
 resolution 1647  UN 1142
 programme of work  UN 2728, 2729, 3581, 4511
 GA (UN) 16th sess.: 
discussion  UN 1888, 1889, 1891-1905
 resolution 1866  UN 1142
 Special Rapporteur (on international responsibility):
 report, 6th  UN 352(text)
 Special Rapporteur (on the law of treaties):
 report  UN 2004, 2005
 Statute  UN 637(text)
 amendment:
 GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1647  UN 1142
 yearbook, 1960  UN 638
 yearbook, 1961  UN 1285, 4280
 INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION (UN) 12th sess.
documents  UN 638
report  UN 638(text)

INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION (UN) 13th sess.
documents: lists  UN 1285
proceedings  UN 1285
report:
 GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc.  UN 1875-1886, 1900

INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION (UN) 14th sess.
agenda  UN 1284, 3581
decisions  UN 2729, 3581
members: representatives: lists  UN 3581
officers: election  UN 3581
report  UN 2729(text), 3581(text), 4275, 4276, 4278, 4279,
 4894, 4895, 4903
 GA (UN) 17th sess.: 6th Cttee: report  UN 4511(text)
 report (draft)  UN 2732-2736

INTERNATIONAL LAW COMMISSION (UN) 15th sess.
date and meeting place  UN 2729, 3581, 4511
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE AGAINST RHEUMATISM
WHO, relations with WHO 13, 84
 EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res.  WHO 120

INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR THE RIGHTS OF MAN
documents submitted concerning:
human rights: periodic reports  UN 1466
Sub-Comm. on Prevention of Discrimination and
 Protection of Minorities (UN): programme of work  UN 176, 369
International List of selected and supplementary ships
 WMO 4

INTERNATIONAL MAP OF THE WORLD ON THE
MILLIONTH SCALE (continued)
bibliography  UN 2951
Conference on the International Map of the
World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962
 & ICAO:  UN 4385
preparation: progress report, 1961  UN 2951
specifications  UN 4337
amendments (proposed)  UN 4338-4343, 4345-4354,
 4369-4373, 4381, 4382, 4384, 4389-4391, 4393-
 4397, 4399, 4400, 4402-4404, 4407-4413
comments by Governments  UN 4355-4361, 4363,
 4394

INTERNATIONAL MAP OF THE WORLD ON THE
MILLIONTH SCALE (continued)
specifications (continued)
amendments (proposed) (continued)
UN Technical Conference on the International
Map of the World on the Millionth Scale,
Bonn, 1962:
 report (provisional)  UN 4334
 resolution  UN 4387
specifications, 1962  UN 4333(text)

INTERNATIONAL MARITIME MOBILE VHF RADIO-
TELEPHONY SERVICE
communications  ITU 89

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
See also Board of Governors (Fund); Library (Fund)
activities  Fund 4, 5, 37
activities, 1960/1961:
 report to ESC (UN) 33rd sess.  UN 683, 684
administration Fund 22, 28
Articles of Agreement:
 Art. VII 2(p)  Fund 36
 court cases  Fund 30, 36
 basic facts  Fund 26
bibliography, 1959-1962  Fund 42
by-laws  Fund 24
comments, observations and replies:
 Special Fund (UN):
 financial advisory services (proposed)  UN 2517
 technical assistance: co-ordination among UN
 and specialized agencies  UN 5776
 UN Development Decade, 1960-1970  UN 2276
 decisions  Fund 28(text)
documents submitted concerning:
 balance of payments: statistics  UN 369
 financial statements  Fund 2, 13, 25, 35
organization  Fund 24, 26
periodicals  Annex 87
privileges and immunities: legislative texts  UN 978
report, 1960/1961  UN 3576
 ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: discussion  UN 4979, 4980
 resolution 868  UN 5007
 report, 1961/1962  Fund 22(text)
 rules and regulations  Fund 24
statistical activities  UN 1628
 & UN: relationship agreement  UN 267(text)
 use of Fund's resources  Fund 5, 16
International Monetary Fund: What it is, what it does,
 how it works  Fund 26

INTERNATIONAL MUSIC CENTRE, Vienna
compiler:
Films for music education and opera films
 UNESCO 180

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE FOR THE PROTECTION
OF INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
privileges and immunities: legislative texts  UN 978

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR LEGAL
METROLOGY
privileges and immunities: legislative texts  UN 978

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZA-
TION
 & ECE (UN):
 ECE (UN) 17th sess.: res. 4 (XVI)  UN 2764
members: list  UN 2487
 & UPU UPU 23
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
See also names of specific organizations
& ILO - ILO 53,233
legal status UN 978
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 918
index UN 978
INTERNATIONAL PORT OPERATIONS SERVICE (ITU)
communications ITU 5, 89, 167
INTERNATIONAL RADIO CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE
(ITU)
participation in its work ITU 15, 37, 53, 66, 67, 118, 166
Plenary Assembly, 9th, Los Angeles, 1959:
documents ITU 38, 157
Plenary Assembly, 10th, New Delhi, 1963 ITU 133
telegraph and telephone franking privileges ITU 30, 153
International Red Cross: See LEAGUE OF RED CROSS
SOCIETIES
INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE ORGANIZATION
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
reduction of tensions UN 3575
See also Atomic weapons: prohibition
International social science journal (UNESCO) Annex 125
International social service review Annex 5
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR REHABILITATION OF
THE DISABLED
documents submitted concerning:
- child and youth welfare:
- & economic and social development UN 3413
INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY
author:
Selected documentation on criminology UNESCO 15
International standards and recommended practices (ICAO)
ICAO 8-11, 27-30, 42, 53, 65-67, 72, 80, 81, 116-119
INTERNATIONAL STATISTICAL INSTITUTE
activities UN 1628
INTERNATIONAL SUGAR COUNCIL
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
International tax agreements UN 1626, 5319, 5889
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
See also European VHF/UHF Broadcasting Conference
(ITU); General Secretariat (ITU); International
Frequency Registration Board (ITU); International Port
Operations Service (ITU); International Radio
Consultative Committee (ITU); International Tele-
graph and Telephone Consultative Committee (ITU);
Secretary-General (ITU)
activities, 1960:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1333
Administrative Council: salaries ITU 89
basic facts ITU 25
comments, observations and replies:
discussion:
- economic and social consequences UN 2367
freedom of information: developments UN 1355
Special Fund (UN):
- financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2376
conferences and meetings: Geneva 1962: telegraph and
telephone franking privileges ITU 16
INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION (continued)
documents submitted concerning:
economic and social development:
- use of volunteer workers UN 2405
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5342
finances:
accounts, 1961:
S-G (ITU); report ITU 93
budget, 1961 (revised):
form adopted by ITU ITU 95
form adopted by UN UN 95
budget, 1962:
form adopted by ITU ITU 95
form adopted by UN UN 95
budget, 1963 UN 5379
sums due ITU 53, 104, 153
Headquarters: addresses ITU 16
outside sources: information ITU 15
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
report to UN, 1961 UN 2786; ITU 95(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: resolution 904 UN 5013
staff: See General Secretariat (ITU): staff
& UN: relationship agreement UN 267(text)
& WMO: working arrangement, 1960 WMO 5(text)
INTERNATIONAL TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE
CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE (ITU)
directives: subscription ITU 91
general telegraph statistics: questionnaire ITU 118
participation in its work ITU 15, 16, 37, 53, 66, 89,
132, 152, 153, 166, 167
Plenary Assembly, 2nd, New Delhi, 1960:
documents ITU 120
specialized secretariat: staff: posts: competition
results ITU 89
standardized test chart: orders ITU 71
telegraph and franking privileges ITU 103, 153
INTERNATIONAL TIN COUNCIL
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
INTERNATIONAL TRADE UN 3699, 4140, 5035; FAO 79;
GATT 431
See also Commodity problems; Exports; Free trade
agreements, bilateral; & GATT GATT 254
classification UN 370
See also Commodity problems; classification; Standard
International Trade Classification
Statistical Commun (UN) 12th sess.: discussion
UN 5145
Commissions of the ESC (UN), Regional economic:
activities UN 5824
& commodity problems GATT 238, 266, 335
conference (proposed) UN 3575, 3590, 3699, 4140, 4143,
4146, 4148, 4682-4685, 4697, 4698, 4690, 4704,
4715, 4740, 4742, 4745, 4747, 5021, 5432,
5435
See also United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development, 1963
comments by Governments UN 2383, 3227, 3755
S-G (UN): report UN 2043, 2776
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: discussion UN 5023, 5027, 5032, 5034
resolution 917 UN 5013
ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: discussion UN 5166
resolution 37 (XVII) UN 5004

International trade Annex 88

International trade, 1961 GATT 431


INTERNATIONAL UNION OF NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES documents submitted concerning: child and youth welfare: & economic and social development UN 3413 INTERNATIONAL UNION OF TRAVEL ORGANIZATIONS addresses and messages UN 2420 INTERNATIONAL WHEAT COUNCIL privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978 International yearbook of education UNESCO 149 INTER-REGIONAL SEMINAR ON FIELD METHODS AND EQUIPMENT USED IN HYDROLOGY AND HYDRO-METEOROLOGY, Bangkok, 1961 report UN 449(text) ECAFE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166 Internships: See FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS INVESTMENTS impact of inflation Fund 34 under-developed countries: See ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: financing; INVESTMENTS, INTERNATIONAL

INVESTMENTS COMMITTEE (UN) members: appointment: confirmation UN 1853, 3104 GA (UN) 16th sess.: resolution 1728 UN 1142 GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report UN 5352 S-G (UN): report UN 5377

INVESTMENTS, INTERNATIONAL UN 2417, 3288, 3575, 3699, 3802, 5461; Bank 27; IDA 17; IFPC 2, 3 See also International Bank for Reconstruction and Development: loans; Loans, International; Monetary policies and sub-heading foreign investments in under name of specific country or area.
INVESTMENTS, INTERNATIONAL (continued)

ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3576 (text)
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1524-1530, 1347
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: discussion UN 5026, 5034
Economic Ctte: report UN 3768
resolutions 922, 923 UN 5013
flow of funds, 1951-1959 UN 291
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1693-1696
resolution 1711 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Ctte: report UN 5337
laws and regulations UN 3239
multilateral insurance programme (proposed) Bank 14
S-G (UN):
note UN 3591
report UN 3239, 3690
studies (proposed) UN 3805, 5034
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: disc. UN 5035

IOAKIMOGLOU, G. (Greece)
bioography UN 2020

IRAN

chemical industry: investments:
IFC: Survey Team in Iran, 1961: report IFC 1
civil service: training of personnel UN 5901
comments, observations and replies:
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 20
Burundi: assistance UN 5563
equal pay for equal work UN 804
GA (UN):
Ctte on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.:
report UN 5646
Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Administration: report UN 5639
Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5639
human rights:
Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
ctte (proposed) UN 4168, 4169, 4203
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
IAEA: Statute: review (proposed) IAEA 18
narcotic drugs: illicit traffic UN 2817
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
opium: research UN 2823
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5484
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 5746
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 336, 392
Rwanda: assistance UN 5563
Rwanda, Mwami of: question of the future UN 343
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 5612
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 4846, 4849
United Nations:
Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
& NSGT: information about UN 5648
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197

IRAN (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4726
UNHR: continuation UN 4811
UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
report UN 4663
UN Training and Research Institute: establishment (proposed): study (proposed) UN 5506
World Food Programme UN 4726
earthquake, 1962 UN 3569, 3570, 4152, 4154, 4155, 5014; UNESCO 325
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 3rd Ctte: report UN 3972
UNICEF emergency aid UN 4447.
education: primary: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5506
health services: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 2227
narcotic drugs: illicit traffic UN 2817
petroleum exploration: financing UN 1367, 2363
poppy plant:
Protocol for Limiting and Regulating the Cultivation, New York, 1953: ratification UN 2810
social services: UNICEF-aided projects UN 1611
technical assistance UN 5063, 5128
water resources: development UN 2300

IRAQ

bilharziasis:
control WHO 653
epidemiology WHO 219
comments, observations and replies:
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2515
UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4727
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 20, 5454
asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 5599, 5600
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5480
tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Ctte on Housing, Building and Planning:
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 4194
disarmament UN 4650
economic and social development:
planning UN 2713
GA (UN):
Special Ctte for South West Africa:
dissolution (proposed) UN 4857
Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5659
Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 5436
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639
General Conference (IAEA): rules of procedure: amendment (proposed) IAEA 66
housing and urban development UN 4194
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 1110
industrial development UN 4695
industry: training of personnel UN 4717, 5504
international trade:
conference (proposed) UN 4689, 4704
IRAQ (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3589, 4154, 4155
Kuwait question UN 85, 89, 664
Libya: assistance UN 5555
marriage: minimum age, consent and registration: convention (draft) UN 4156
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
Oman question UN 3095, 4660, 4678
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 4661
Portugal: overseas territories: fellowships and scholarships UN 5640
status UN 5639
rational, national and religious intolerance: manifestations, prevention of UN 4780, 4794
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 340
UN mission (proposed) UN 2720
Secretariat (UN): staff: geographical distribution UN 4884, 5686
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5612
social services: national programmes UN 2128
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853, 4857
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 635, 2317, 2321, 2322, 4646, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
theoretical physics: international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
United Nations: economic and social activities: decentralization UN 4728, 4759
finances: budget: policy UN 5685
Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
& NSGT: information about UN 5648
peace and security operations: financing UN 5709
education: UNICEF-aided projects UN 1615
snails WHO 218
technical assistance UN 5054, 5128
IRELAND (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
World Food Programme UN 4721
GATT: accession GATT 244
holidays with pay ILO 266
SC (UN), representatives in: credentials:
S-G (UN): report UN 101, 460
Iran, West: See WEST NEW GUINEA (WEST IRIAN)
IRON AND STEEL
international trade UN 2144
production UN 2144
statistics UN 279, 1636
periodicals Annex 35
IRRIGATION UN 5816
ISAACS, A.
periodical article: influenza: virus WHO 552
ISAMBERT JAMATI, V.
periodical article: women: employment: absenteeism ILO 103
ISARIN, W. M. C.
report Ceylon: coir: industry and trade: development ILO 28
Isodose charts: See RADIATION DETERMINATION:
isodose charts
ISONIAZID WHO 245, 247, 248, 251, 312
ISRAEL
See also International Court of Justice: cases: aerial incident of 27 Jul 1955 (Israel v. Bulgaria; USA v. Bulgaria; United Kingdom v. Bulgaria); Palestine question
agriculture: policy GATT 35
Contracting Parties (GATT):
Cttee II: report GATT 36
comments, observations and replies:
atomic weapons: dissemination: prevention UN 1150
education: technical: recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
dairies: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 1610
documents submitted concerning:
conventions, multilateral:
accessions and ratifications UN 4279
ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report UN 4278, 4279, 4694
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications:
ammendments (proposed) UN 4388, 4389
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
Ireland: GATT: accession GATT 244
peaceful relations among States: & international law UN 4906
S-G (UN) (U Thant): appointment UN 5430
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5612
United Nations: Members: admission:
Algeria UN 3593, 4303
Burundi UN 2752
Rwanda UN 2751
UNHCR: continuation UN 4812
UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4663
IRELAND (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
World Food Programme UN 4721
GATT: accession GATT 244
holidays with pay ILO 266
SC (UN), representatives in: credentials:
S-G (UN): report UN 101, 460
Iran, West: See WEST NEW GUINEA (WEST IRIAN)
ISRAEL (continued)

GATT: accession GATT 272
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: decision GATT 291
handicapped persons: rehabilitation ILO 315
housing UN 1470
imports: restrictions GATT 408
industrial relations: management ILO 108
international trade GATT 355
irrigation UN 5902
manpower ILO 59
mentally handicapped UN 5903
mycosis: control: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5303
photography: industry and trade:
technical training ILO 146
printing industry and trade:
technical training ILO 6
report to UNESCO UNESCO 232(text)
Road Project: IBRD loan Bank 45
SC (UN), participation in UN 1290
S-G (UN): report UN 1289
tariffs: concessions GATT 291
technical assistance UN 5091, 5128
ILO programme ILO 6, 59, 146
technical training ILO 6

ISSEMEB, A. (Gabon)
biography UN 5773

ITALY
agriculture: policy GATT 19
air pollution WHO 569
cancer: mortality WHO 549
comments, observations and replies:
disarmament:
economic and social consequences UN 2367
economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 693
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2515
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2772

documents submitted concerning:
commodity problems UN 4706, 4707
economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 1403
energy: resources UN 3275
EB (UNESCO): members:
increase in number (proposed) UNESCO 82, 116
human rights:
advisory services UN 737, 3292
fellowships and scholarships UN 4191
covenants (draft, 1954):
economic, social and cultural UN 4810
art. 2 [realization of rights] UN 5579
national advisory committees UN 1432
obsrvancy: study (proposed) UN 4202
periodic reports UN 1461
Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
cctee (proposed) UN 4169, 4203
international trade:
conference (proposed) UN 4746-4748
Iran: earthquake UN 4154, 4155
Italy:
imports:
free entry of Libyan products GATT 107
restrictions GATT 44, 45, 101, 312, 404, 425
international trade: subsidies GATT 38
narcotic drugs UN 2491
marriage: minimum age, consent and registration:
recommendation (draft) UN 4167

ITALY (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5483
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5642
radiation: effects UN 2330
scientific knowledge: dissemination for peaceful purposes UN 3827
seismology UN 2302
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5612
Social Commn (UN) 14th sess.:
report UN 3297, 3300
space vehicles:
mobile launching platforms UN 2692
transport of goods: dangerous goods UN 2406
United Nations: Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
UN conference on trade and development, 1963 (proposed) UN 3804
UNESCO: & UN: Agreement, 1946: revision UN 5431
UNHCR: continuation UN 4611
water: resources UN 1411
World Food Programme UN 4721
economic conditions UN 2146
imports GATT 107, 191, 203
free entry into Italy GATT 107, 109
free entry of Libyan products GATT 191, 203
restrictions GATT 44, 45, 54, 90, 101, 112, 116, 165,
279, 312, 313, 404, 411, 425
Contracting Parties (GATT):
Working Party on Italian Import Restrictions:
report GATT 43
international trade: subsidies GATT 38
labour: contracts ILO 128
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2491
refugees:
assistance UN 1230, 3635
camps: closure UN 1240
handicapped persons UN 1241
mental health UN 1233
safety education ILO 313
tariffs: modification GATT 44

ITALY-VENEZUELA MIXED CLAIMS COMMISSION
arbitral awards UN 1624

IVANOV, B. S. (USSR)
biography UN 725

IVORY COAST
commodities: prices: fluctuations:
compensatory financing UN 5254
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
community organization and development:
ECA (UN) activities UN 2177
education UN 5528
housing: conference of African experts (proposed) UN 931
Angola situation UN 20
Burundi: assistance UN 5583
commodity problems UN 4706, 4707
Cuban situation UN 4526
ECA (UN):
& African and Malagasy Organization for
Economic Co-operation (AMOEC) UN 945
documents submitted concerning (continued)

ECA (UN) (continued)
standing ctte on social welfare and community development: establishment (proposed) UN 2178
sub-regional offices: establishment (proposed) UN 932, 947

GA (UN):
Ctte on Information from NSGT: continuation (proposed) UN 5655
Ctte on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5647
Special Ctte for South West Africa: dissolution (proposed) UN 4857
Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: members: increase in number (proposed) UN 5437
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5437

Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3115
Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance UN 3569

Ivory Coast:
commodities: prices UN 5254
narcotic drugs UN 2496, 2913, 4416
nature: protection UN 5524

NSGT:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5651
racial discrimination UN 5653
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
racial, national and religious intolerance: manifestations, prevention of UN 4213, 4780
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329
UN mission (proposed) UN 2720
Rwanda: assistance UN 5563
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3115, 4670

South West Africa:
international status UN 4653, 4857

Southern Rhodesia:
self-government UN 2325, 4846, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People’s Union UN 4240

United Nations:
Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
& NSGT: information about UN UN 5649
peace and security operations: financing UN 5695
UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4663

GATT, accession to GATT 347
industrial development UN 5233
ILO, admission to ILO 201
narcotic drugs:
laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2496, 2913
laws and regulations, 1962 UN 4416
technical assistance UN 5076, 5128

UPU, admission to UPU 57

IYENGAR, R.
periodical article:
Africa, East: mosquitoes WHO 713

IVORY COAST (continued)

J

JACIOWSK1, L. A.
periodical article:
bilharziasis: diagnosis WHO 210

JACKSON, C. E.
periodical article:
mosquitoes WHO 706

JACKSON, R.
report:
Nigeria: manpower: employment services ILO 189

JACOBS, A.
report:
Israel: mentally handicapped persons UN 5903

JACOBY, E. H.
author:
Principles of land consolidation legislation FAO 11

Jagan, Cheddi: See BRITISH GUIANA: Premier

JAMAICA UN 2616
civil service: preparation and training UN 569
documents submitted concerning:

GA (UN):
Ctte on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5647
Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5639
Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5639

NSGT:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5651
racial discrimination UN 5653
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5612
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 4847

United Nations:
Members: admission: Jamaica UN 3100, 3727
Uganda UN 3997
& NSGT: information about UN UN 5649
education UN 569
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1916
summaries and analyses UN 1129
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1962 UN 4424
petitions:
Alvarange, Filmore UN 3208
Grant, Stan UN 3198, 3199
Mack, Douglas UN 3208
technical assistance UN 4068, 5128
UN, admission to UN 3100, 3561, 3613-3615, 3727, 3738
SC (UN):
discussion, 1962 UN 4961
resolution of 12 Sep 1962 UN 3740
WHO, admission to WHO 265, 326, 443, 455
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: resolution WHO 377

Jammu and Kashmir: See under INDIA-PAKISTAN QUESTION
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JAPAN
agricultural development FAO 120
agriculture: policy GATT 21
balance of payments Fund 12
comments, observations and replies: disarmament:
- economic and social consequences UN 2367
- economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 693
- seismology UN 3256
commodities: international trade UN 2143
documents submitted concerning:
- Angola situation UN 20
- Commn on Narcotic Drugs (UN) 17th sess.: report UN 3809
- commodity problems:
  - group of experts (proposed) UN 3792
conferences, international: scheduling:
- co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 3819
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
- economic, social and human rights programmes UN 3819
cotton textiles:
- international trade: arrangements GATT 153, 183
- economic co-operation: declaration (draft): ctte [of 12] (proposed) UN 2410
energy:
- & economic development:
  - co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies IAEA 133
resources UN 3215
equal pay for equal work UN 803
- Equal pay for equal work UN 804
GATT: Art. XVI: notifications GATT 246
GA (UN): Working Group of Fifteen on the Examination of the Administrative and Budgetary Procedures of the UN: re-establishment (proposed) UN 5699
human rights:
- advisory services UN 3290
- fellowships and scholarships UN 4191
- Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963: ctte (proposed) UN 4168, 4169, 4203
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
IAEA:
- report, 1961/1962 UN 5422
- Statute:
  - Art. IV: amendment IAEA 73
  - review (proposed) IAEA 18
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964 UN 5422
ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report UN 4275, 4278
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
- specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4361, 4388
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569, 4154, 4155
Japan:
- imports: restrictions GATT 97, 400
- narcotic drugs UN 504
- narcotic drugs: international control UN 3809
- outer space: peaceful uses UN 5464
- peaceful relations among States: & international law UN 4897, 5721, 5744
- radiation: effects UN 51-54, 507, 1945, 1947
- Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 336
- seismology UN 3302

JAPAN (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110
- technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 3819
theoretical physics:
- international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
United Nations:
- economic and social activities:
  - decentralization UN 4789
- peace and security operations:
  - financing UN 5694, 5711
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 3792
- ctte [on co-ordination] (proposed) UN 3813
UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
- report UN 4663
water resources:
- co-ordinated action programme UN 2409
women:
- political rights UN 794
economic development UN 1632
Expressway Project, 2nd: IBRD loan Bank 4, 5
foreign investments: Guarantee Programme Bank 14
GATT: Art. XXXV: application GATT 89, 99, 320, 378
handicapped persons: rehabilitation: employment ILO 130
housing UN 1470
- imports: restrictions GATT 97, 378, 400
IBRD loan: guarantee agreement Bank 4
leukemia WHO 578
lungs: dust diseases ILO 129
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 504
occupational hygiene ILO 129
report to UNESCO UNESCO 239(text)
snails: control WHO 214, 215
technical assistance UN 5128
tuberculosis WHO 311

Japanese mandated islands, Former: See PACIFIC ISLANDS UNDER USA ADMINISTRATION
Japanese woodcuts UNESCO 181

JELINEK, J.
periodical article:
- typhoid fever WHO 570

JENSEN, F.
report:
- Italy: refugees: handicapped persons UN 1241

JIMENEZ DE LOPEZ, G. (Panama)
biography UN 701

JOB ANALYSIS ILO 172

JODRA, L. G.
author:
- uranium ores: processing IAEA 100

JOHNSTON, N. R. L.
periodical article:
- tsetse flies: control WHO 307

JOINT AGRICULTURE DIVISION (ECA/FAO)
activities, 1961:
- ECAFE (UN): Executive Secretary: report UN 447
- periodicals UN 4481
- report UN 1569(text)

JOINT AGRICULTURE DIVISION (ECAFE/FAO)
activities, 1961/1962 UN 5004

JOINT AGRICULTURE DIVISION (ECLA/FAO)
activities, 1961 UN 678
activities, 1961 UN 2760
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JOINT CENTRE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (ECLA/BNDE)
report UN 2760

JOINT COMMITTEE ON HEALTH POLICY (UNICEF/WHO)
activities UN 129, 2017
UNICEF: EB Dec 1961 sess.: disc. UN 242
members WHO 620
EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 629

JOINT COMMITTEE ON HEALTH POLICY (UNICEF/WHO)
13th sess.
recommendations:
UNICEF: ED: note UN 2197
report UN 965(text), 2191, 3406; WHO 590(text), 620, 647
EB (WHO) 50th sess.: res. WHO 636
UNICEF: EB, Jun 1962 sess.: disc. UN 4438

JOINT COMMITTEE ON OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH (ILO/WHO)
report ILO 276(text); WHO 734(text)

JOINT EXPERT COMMITTEE ON MEAT HYGIENE (FAO/WHO)
report, 2nd WHO 650(text)

JOINT EXPERT COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION (FAO/WHO)
report, 6th WHO 733(text)

JOINT MARITIME COMMISSION (ILO)
Tripartite Sub-Ctte on Seafarers’ Welfare (ILO) 2nd sess.: resolutions ILO 47

JOINT MARITIME COMMISSION (ILO) 19th sess.
resolutions ILO 47
summary records ILO 47

JOINT POLICY COMMITTEE (FAO/UNICEF)
activities UN 129, 2017
UNICEF: EB, Dec 1961 sess.: disc. UN 241
agenda UN 4439
sessions UN 2198
UNICEF representatives: appointment: method:
UNICEF:
EB, Jun 1962 sess.: discussion UN 4438, 4439
ED: note UN 2198

JOINT UNESCO/IBE COMMITTEE
members: appointment UNESCO 19

JOINT WORKING GROUP OF EXPERTS ON TRAINING FACILITIES IN GEOLOGY AND MINING IN ASIA AND THE FAR EAST (ECAFE/UNESCO), 1961 UN 5004

JONES, H.A.
reports:
Thailand: handicapped persons: vocational training ILO 249
Turkey: handicapped persons: vocational training ILO 8

JONES, H.L.
report:
Israel: photography: industry and trade: technical training ILO 146

JONES, J.C.
report:
USSR: vocational training: study and teaching ILO 304

JONGBLOED, H.J.L.
editor:
Film production by international co-operation UNESCO 16

JORDAN
See also Palestine question
Amman Water Supply Project:
IDA development credit IDA 11, 12
comments, observations and replies:
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
UN Capital Development: Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4727
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 20
atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Commn on Narcotic Drugs (UN) 17th sess.: report, 2nd WHO 636

CO-ORDINATION AMONG UN AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES:
Commn on International Commodity Trade (UN):
technical working group [on compensatory finan-
cing] (proposed) UN 3805
Commn on Narcotic Drugs (UN) 17th sess.: report, 2nd WHO 629
conference, international: scheduling: co-ordination
among UN and specialized agencies UN 3819
coordination among UN and specialized agencies:
economic, social and human rights programmes
UN 3816, 3817, 3819, 3820

Dag Hammarskjöld Foundation UN 3265
economic development: financing:
studies (proposed) UN 3605

GA (UN):
ctte on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese
Adm.: report UN 5639
Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Coun-
tries and Peoples:
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5639

human rights:
advisory services UN 3290
covenants (draft, 1954): economic, social and
and cultural:
art. 2 [Realization of rights] UN 5609
Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
ctte (proposed) UN 4168, 4169
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
industry: training of personnel UN 4717, 5504
technical assistance UN 3314
investment, international UN 3288, 3802
studies (proposed) UN 3805

Palestine question:
Amman Water Supply Project:
IDA development credit IDA 11, 12
comments, observations and replies:
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
UN Capital Development: Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4727
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 20
atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Commn on Narcotic Drugs (UN) 17th sess.: report, 2nd WHO 636

CO-ORDINATION AMONG UN AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES:
Commn on International Commodity Trade (UN):
technical working group [on compensatory finan-
cing] (proposed) UN 3805
Commn on Narcotic Drugs (UN) 17th sess.: report, 2nd WHO 629
conference, international: scheduling: co-ordination
among UN and specialized agencies UN 3819
coordination among UN and specialized agencies:
economic, social and human rights programmes
UN 3816, 3817, 3819, 3820

Dag Hammarskjöld Foundation UN 3265
economic development: financing:
studies (proposed) UN 3605

GA (UN):
ctte on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese
Adm.: report UN 5639
Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Coun-
tries and Peoples:
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5639

human rights:
advisory services UN 3290
covenants (draft, 1954): economic, social and
and cultural:
art. 2 [Realization of rights] UN 5609
Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
ctte (proposed) UN 4168, 4169
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
industry: training of personnel UN 4717, 5504
technical assistance UN 3314
investment, international UN 3288, 3802
studies (proposed) UN 3805
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569, 4154, 4155
Libya: assistance UN 5557
narcotic drugs: international control UN 3809
natural resources:
permanent sovereignty UN 5441, 5539
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
Oman question UN 3065, 4660, 4676
Palestine question:
Armistice Agreements:
Jordan-Israel: complaints of violations UN 2748
JORDAN (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 4661
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639
public administration: technical assistance UN 3820
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5612
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 2321, 4846, 4849

technical assistance:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 3819
Expanded Programme: evaluation UN 3311
programme of work, 1963-1964 UN 5800
travel and tourism, international: conference (proposed) UN 1405
under-developed areas:
education:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 3816
indigenous cadres: preparation and training UN 3314

United Nations:
economic and social activities:
decentralization UN 4728, 4759, 4765
Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
& NSGT: information about UN UN 5648
peace and security operations: financing UN 5708
UN Capital Development Fund UN 3287
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 3800
cttee on co-ordination] (proposed) UN 3813
UNHCR: continuation UN 4811
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4775
water resources:
co-ordinated action programme UN 2409
report to UNESCO UNESCO 227(text)
technical assistance UN 5128
trachoma: control:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5285

JORDAN, P.
periodical article:
Tanganyika: bilharziasis: epidemiology WHO 211
JORDAN RIVER QUESTION UN 654, 661
JOSA, J. M.
author:
uranium ores: processing IAEA 100
Journal des télécommunications Annex 109
Journal of the United Nations Annex 15
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY
See also Child and youth welfare prevention UN 2038
Juvenile employment: See YOUNG WORKERS
JUVIGNY, P. (France)
author:
The Fight against discrimination: towards equality in education UNESCO 91
biography UN 723
report:
public administration:
concerted action programme UN 2042

KAGAN, I. G.
periodical article:
bilharziasis: diagnosis WHO 212
KALTER, S. S.
periodical article:
viruses WHO 661
KAMEL, H. (United Arab Republic)
biography UN 5773
KANESATHASAN, S.
periodical article:
imports: monetary analysis Fund 11
KANTAN, S. R.
author:
Metallurgy of thorium production IAEA 31
KAPLAN, M. M., and others
periodical article:
rabies: control WHO 662
Kashmir question: See INDIA-PAKISTAN QUESTION
KEIDING, J.
periodical article:
insects: control WHO 725
KENNY, A. W.
periodical article:
radioactive wastes: disposal WHO 553
KENYA
civil service: preparation and training UN 569
ECA (UN) 4th sess., participation in UN 905
education UN 569
independence (proposed) UN 3964, 4070, 4074, 5442
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1913
summaries and analyses UN 295
land settlement and development project:
IBRD loan Bank 6, 7
snails: control WHO 230
technical assistance UN 5092, 5128
tuberculosis: epidemiology WHO 250, 257
KERINA, M. K.
documents submitted concerning:
South West Africa: international status UN 4834
hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4224
KERNAGHAN, R. J.
periodical article:
tssetse flies: control WHO 307
KERSCHAGL, R. (Austria)
biography UNESCO 292
KETRZYNSKI, W. (Poland)
biography UN 721
documents submitted concerning:
political rights: discrimination: study UN 147, 164
KEY, A.
periodical article:
Europe: water: pollution WHO 554
KHASANOV, M. I.
periodical article:
USSR: typhoid: vaccine WHO 555
KHAT UN 128, 5766
KHEIFETS, L. B.
periodical article:
USSR: typhoid vaccine WHO 555

KIALA, B. (Angola)
hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4578

Kigeli V., Mwami of Ruanda: See RUANDA-URUNDI: political future; RWANDA, MWAMI OF (Kigeli V)

KINGSLEY, J. D.
report:
Africa: public personnel management UN 5265

KITTANI, I. T. (Iraq)
biography UN 4268

KLEVE, J. G.
periodical article:
Puerto-Rico: bilharziasis: control WHO 213

KLEVE, J. G.
report:
Sudan: economic planning UN 5220

KLOCK, J. W.
periodical article:
Porto-Rico: bilharziasis: control WHO 213

KOBRINSKI, G. D.
periodical article:
rabies: control WHO 682

KOLL, W. (Germany, FR)
biochemistry UN 2020

KOMIYA, Y.
periodical article:
molluscicides WHO 214, 215

KOOPER, Rev. M.
hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee for South West Africa UN 4603

KOOPER, Rev. M., and others
documents submitted concerning:
South West Africa: bubonic plague UN 4067

KOPROWSKI, H.
periodical article:
rabies: experimental studies WHO 656

KOREA (DEMOCRATIC PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC)
documents submitted concerning:
Korea (DPR):
GA (UN) 17th sess., participation in UN 5475
Korea (Rep.): withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed) UN 4131, 5476
Korean question UN 5475
economic conditions UN 3033, 3034
GA (UN) 17th sess., participation in UN 4653, 5475
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 1st Cttee: resolution of 11 Dec 1962 UN 5478
UN, participation in:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3019-3021
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 1st Cttee: resolution of 11 Dec 1962 UN 5478
vaccines: production: UNICEF-aided projects UN 1612
water resources: development UN 2300
withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed) UN 3033, 3034, 3087, 4131, 4626, 5474-5476, 5478, 5487, 5488

KOREAN REPUBLIC (continued)
political development UN 4491
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3023
Railroad Project: IDA development credit IDA 25
report to UNESCO UNESCO 228(text)
technical assistance UN 5062, 5128
tuberculosis: control: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5850
UN, participation in UN 4653, 5488
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3019-3021
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 1st Cttee: resolution of 11 Dec 1962 UN 5478
vaccines: production: UNICEF-aided projects UN 1612
water resources: development UN 2300
withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed) UN 3033, 3034, 3087, 4131, 4626, 5474-5476, 5478, 5487, 5488

KOREAN QUESTION UN 3574, 4131, 4626, 5474, 5475, 5478, 5487
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 3019-3023, 3032-3034
resolution 1740 UN 1142
UNCURK:
report, 1960/1961 UN 3958
report, 1961/1962 UN 4491, 5341

KOSKALENKO, G. K.
periodical article:
USSR: collective labour agreement ILO 18

KOSTRZEWSKI, J.
periodical article:
Poland: poliomyelitis: immunity WHO 663

KOTTER, H.
periodical article:
industrialization: rural: social implications ILO 216

KOZONGUIZI, J.
hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee for South West Africa UN 4802-4804

KRASIN, A. K.
author:
Operating experience with nuclear power stations IAEA 9

KRIEGER VASENA, A.
report:
Latin America: & European Economic Community UN 5172

KRISHNA MOORTHY, E.S. (India)
biochemistry UN 2365

KRISHNASWAMI, A. (India)
biography UN 722

KROOK, G. (Sweden)
biography UN 2020

KRUSE, H.
periodical article:
Germany (Federal Republic): sewage: purification WHO 556

KUENSTLER, P.
report:
Greece: community development UN 5895

KUHLOW, F.
periodical article:
Nigeria (Northern Region): mosquitoes: control WHO 308
KULESZA, A.
periodical article:
Poland: poliomyelities: immunity WHO 663

KUSEVIC, V. (Yugoslavia)
biography UN 2020

KUTAKO, Chief H. (South West Africa)
bust: presentation to UN (proposed) UN 5355

KUWAIT
Arab States Training Centre for Education for Community Development, participation in UNESCO 19
comments, observations and replies: education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
documents submitted concerning:
International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property:
Statute:
accession UNESCO 66
Kuwait question UN 86, 659
GATT, accession to GATT 330
petroleum exploration: financing UN 1307, 2363
technical assistance UN 5128
UN, admission to UN 4487

KUWAIT QUESTION
UN 85, 86, 89, 659, 664, 3574, 4487
SC (UN): disc., 1961 UN 4293, 4910, 4911, 5749

KYIN, U. (Burma)
biography UN 2020

LAB
LAFT A: See Latin American Free Trade Association
LGTA: See Liga geral dos Trabalhadores de Angola

LA BARRE, J. (Belgium)
biography UN 2020

LA VELLE, E.B.
author:
Welding problems in nuclear construction IAEA 12

LABORATORIES
Expert Cttee on Health Laboratory Services (WHO):
report, 3rd WHO 294

LABOUR
See also Employees; Employment; Forced labour;
- Holidays with pay; Hours of labour; Industrial relations; Job analysis; Migrant labour;
- Occupational hygiene; Occupations; Slavery;
- Trade union rights; Vocational training; Wages;
- Workers; Young workers and headings for the various occupational categories of workers
bibliography Annex 100, 103
laws and regulations:
- See also Hours of labour; Treaties: registration and publication
periodicals Annex 106
management ILO 77
ILO activities ILO 193
national administration: employers' organizations and trade unions, co-operation with ILO 193
periodical articles Annex 102
periodicals Annex 105, 107
productivity ILO 80
See also Productivity effects of technological improvement ILO 172

LABOUR (continued)
skilled: See Skilled labour
statistics ILO 294
ILO activities ILO 177
national administrations: activities ILO 177
technical conferences (ILO) ILO 177-180
yearbooks ILO 10
supply: See Manpower

LABOUR ADMINISTRATION SEMINAR (ILO), Istanbul, 1960
report ILO 31 (text)

LABOUR CONDITIONS ILO 48, 162, 278
Labour-management relations series (ILO) ILO 90, 108, 192, 193, 307

Labour-unions: See TRADE UNIONS

LACARTE MURO, J.A.
report:
Latin America:
- & European Economic Community UN 5172

LAIDLAW, A.F.
author:
Training and extension in the co-operative movement FAO 46

LAND
consolidation: laws and regulations FAO 11
conservation and utilization:
- See also Flood control
UNESCO project UNESCO 222
credit: See Agriculture: credit
development: forest influences FAO 34
reclamation UN 5810
See also Irrigation
tenure: UN 2022, 3250, 3280, 5019, 5020, 5461

LAND REFORM
UN 2038, 5280, 3306, 4731, 5517
& community development UN 5021
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 5020
ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3576
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:
- discussion UN 5019-5023
- Economic Cttee: report UN 3250
- resolution 887 UN 5013
& economic and social development UN 5019-5021
financing UN 2022
& FAO UN 5019
report UN 2022
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Cttee: report UN 5392
ILO: report UN 2022
questionnaire UN 2022 (text)
S-G (UN):
- note UN 3591
- report UN 2022
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 5019, 5020

LANDSCAPE
safeguarding of beauty and character:
international regulations (proposed) UNESCO 61, 74, 264, 307

LANGUAGES
vernacular UN 1452
LANTSEV, M.S.
periodical article:
USSR: social security  ILO 293

LAOS
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation  UN 20
atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance  UN 4627
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa  UN 3110
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications:
 amendments (proposed)  UN 4399, 4410
Iran: earthquake, 1962  UN 3569
South Africa: race problems: apartheid  UN 3110
UN Technical Conference on the International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962:
report (draft)  UN 4386
economic development  UN 1632
handicrafts: industrial development  ILO 85
report to UNESCO  UNESCO 247(text)
technical assistance  UN 5088, 5128
ILO programme  ILO 85

LATIN AMERICA
See also Central America and names of specific countries
agricultural development  UN 2760
agriculture  UN 768
& economic development:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.183  UN 768
& Latin American Free Trade Association UN 768
policies:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.182  UN 768
animal industry  UN 768, 1569, 2670
budgetary systems and policies  UN 5173
See also Workshop on Problems of Budgetary
Reclassification and Management in South America (ECLA, UN/UN), Santiago, Chile, Sep 1962
capital formation  UN 452
capital goods industries: development:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.207  UN 768
chemical industries  UN 2760
coffee: surveys  UN 768
commodities: classification  UN 1570
construction materials industry:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.205  UN 768
consumer goods industries: studies:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.201  UN 768
cost of living: studies:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.197  UN 768
customs  UN 5824
Ad Hoc Working Group on a Standard Customs Code
(ECLA, UN), 1961: report  UN 2760
formalities  UN 1570
ECLA (UN):
Trade Cttee, 3rd sess.: res.13  UN 768
policies:
ECLA (UN):
Trade Cttee, 3rd sess.: res.12  UN 768
Working Group on Customs Questions (ECLA), Aug 1960  UN 768
demography  UN 2760
research  UN 768
ILO programme:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.187  UN 768
economic and social development:
co-ordination with other regional economic integration programmes:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.200  UN 768

LATIN AMERICA (continued)

economic and social development (continued)
& education UNESCO 157
& effects of technological improvements:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.200  UN 678
regional co-operation  UN 678
economic conditions  UN 678
periodicals Annex 38
economic co-operation  UN 1570
ECLA (UN):
Trade Cttee, 3rd sess.: res.11  UN 678
sub-regional: consultations on trade policy
(Colombia/Ecuador/Venezuela), 1960:
report  UN 1570(text)
economic development  UN 678, 2760
ECLA/BTAO training programme  UN 678, 2760
institute (proposed):
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res.1708  UN 1142
international co-operation  UN 452
& manpower: studies:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.206  UN 678
programming techniques  UN 678
advisory groups  UN 2760
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.184  UN 678
labour, participation of:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.191  UN 678
regional seminars:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.185  UN 678
social aspects  UN 2760
Expert Working Group on Social Aspects of Economic Development, Mexico, Dec 1960
UN 678
studies: labour experts, participation of:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.209  UN 678
training of personnel:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.188  UN 678
economic integration:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.208  UN 678
economic planning  UN 452
economics: teaching:
Joint UNESCO/ECLA/OAS Mission  UN 678
economists: training:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.193  UN 678
education UNESCO 95
& economic and social development UNESCO 157
Conference of Ministers of Education, Bogotá, Jul 1962  UNESCO 19
Conference, Santiago de Chile, 5-19 Mar 1962  UNESCO 19
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.192  UN 678
fundamental: periodicals Annex 118
primary UNESCO 318
See also Major Project on the Extension and Improvement of Primary Education in Latin America (UNESCO)
Alliance for Progress 10-year programme UNESCO 19
periodicals Annex 131
training of personnel  UN 2038
electric power:
Latin American Electric Power Seminar, Mexico City, 1961  UN 2760
report  UN 828(text)
energy utilization: Latin American Electric Power Seminar, Mexico City, 1961  UN 678
& European Economic Community  UN 5171, 5172
fiscal methods and economic policies  UN 678, 2760
studies:
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res.186  UN 678
LATIN AMERICA (continued)

foreign investments in UN 678
forests and forestry UN 5170
free trade areas: Montevideo Treaty, 1960:
   entry into force GATT 63
housing UN 2760
import duties UN 1570
industrial development UN 678, 2434
industrial statistics: Seminar on Industrial Statistics,
   Santiago, Oct 1960 UN 678
industrialization UN 452
industry: equipment UN 2760
IBRD loans Bank 26
international trade UN 452, 5171, 5172
   consultations on trade policy (Colombia/Ecuador/
   Venezuela), Quito, Dec 1960 UN 678, 5824
ECLA (UN) activities UN 5824
   group of consultants UN 5172
   inter-regional:
   ECLA (UN):
      Trade Cttee, 3rd sess.: res. 11 UN 678
   training courses: establishment (proposed):
   ECLA (UN):
      Trade Cttee, 3rd sess.: res. 14 UN 678
labour:
   mobility UN 452
   supply UN 452
land: conservation and utilization UN 452
land reform UN 452, 2022
narcotic drugs:
   control UN 2805, 2824, 2825
   international control UN 3770, 3808
   ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 914 E UN 5013
   nuclear-free zone (proposed) UN 4836-4640
prices: studies:
   ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 197 UN 678
public administration: decentralization:
   & economic development:
   ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 190 UN 678
public information services: development:
   ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 198 UN 678
pulp and paper: See Pulp and Paper Advisory Group for Latin America (ECLA/FAO/BTAO)
refugees: assistance UN 1230, 3635
science: co-operation: periodicals Annex 114
   skilled labour UN 5394, 3365
   See also Inter-Agency Working Party on Skilled Manpower in Latin America (UN/UNESCO/ICEM)
social development UN 678
social services UN 2760
social situation: study:
   ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 199 UN 678
specialized agencies activities UN 285
statistical services: development:
   ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 196 UN 678
statistics UN 678
tax administration:
   See also Conference on Tax Administration, Buenos Aires, Oct 1961 UN 827
   teachers: training: periodicals Annex 131
   technical assistance UN 196, 678, 2030, 2760, 5124, 5128
   technology: research:
   ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 203 UN 678
textile industry and trade UN 2760
   ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 201 UN 678
LATIN AMERICA (continued)
timber UN 678, 2760
industry and trade UN 5170
tourism: development:
   ECLA (UN):
   Trade Cttee, 3rd sess.: res. 16 UN 678
transport: development UN 678, 2760
   studies:
   ECLA (UN):
   Trade Cttee, 3rd sess.: res. 15 UN 678
   UN activities UN 285
urbanization UNESCO 17
water resources: development UN 678, 2760
ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 204 UN 678
   youth: periodicals Annex 115
Latin American Documentation Centre on Youth Activities:
   See CENTRO LATINOAMERICANO DE DOCUMENTACIÓN SOBRE ACTIVIDADES DE LA JUVENTUD
LATIN AMERICAN FREE TRADE ASSOCIATION UN 678, 5824
   establishment: Working Group, 1st and 2nd sess.:
   reports UN 1570 (text)
   fiscal methods and economic policies UN 1570
   terms of reference UN 5172
   Treaty, Montevideo, 1960 UN 1570 (text)
LATIN AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL PLANNING UN 2760
Advisory Cttee UN 5012
   appointment UN 2158
   ECLA (UN):
      Cttee of the Whole, 9th sess.: disc. UN 5174, 5175
      establishment (proposed) UN 2157
      Director-General: appointment UN 1369
      establishment UN 1401, 1402, 2157
      ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: report UN 4978
      resolution 867 UN 5007
   ECLA (UN):
      Cttee of the Whole, 8th sess.:
      report UN 1359
      resolution 867, 2760
      Cttee of the Whole, 9th sess.:
      discussion UN 5174-5176
      Executive Secretary: note UN 1571
   ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 199 UN 678
   GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1670-1681
   Governing Council UN 5012
   ECLA (UN):
      Cttee of the Whole, 9th sess.:
      discussion UN 5174, 5175
      members: appointment UN 2157, 2158
      ECLA (UN): Cttee of the Whole, 4th extraordinary sess.: report UN 5762
      & Inter-American Development Bank UN 5012
   ECLA (UN):
      Cttee of the Whole, 9th sess.: disc. UN 5174, 5175
      IDE: resolution UN 3368
      members: election UN 1369, 1573
      ECLA (UN): Cttee of the Whole, 4th extraordinary sess.: report UN 1371
      report to ESC (UN):
      ECLA (UN): Cttee of the Whole, resolution UN 2155, 2760
      terms of reference UN 1359 (text), 5012
      ECLA (UN):
      Cttee of the Whole, 9th sess.:
      resolution 220 (AC.52) UN 5012
LEBANON (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)

Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3112
industrial development UN 4695
industry: training of personnel UN 5505
international trade:
conference (proposed) UN 4689, 4704
Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance UN 3569
Lebanon: narcotic drugs UN 959
Libya: assistance UN 5555
natural resources:
permanent sovereignty UN 5441, 5537
Oman question UN 1490, 2097, 4650
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 4661
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4780
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 5612
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3112
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 4846, 4849
United Nations:
economic and social activities:
decentralization UN 4728, 4759
Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
UN International School UN 5703
education: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 2209
technical assistance UN 5128

LEFAUCHEUX, M. H. (France)
bioography UN 5773
periodical article:
Africa: women: employment: & community organization and development ILO 217

LEGAL COMMITTEE (ICAO)
rules of procedure: amendments ICAO 77

LEGAL COUNSEL (UN) (Stavropoulos)
statement before GA (UN) 17th sess., 3rd Cttee UN 4162
statement before GA (UN) 17th sess., 6th Cttee UN 4896

Legal status of married women
new edition UN 1469
financial implications:
S-G (UN): statement UN 1490
revision (proposed): financial implications:
budget, 1963 UN 3706

LEGAL TIME
modifications ITU 37, 52, 53, 66, 89, 117, 133, 152, 153, 166, 167

Legislative series Annex 10c

Legislative texts and treaty provisions concerning the legal status, privileges and immunities of international organizations UN 978

LEGLESE, P.
author:
Methods of encouraging the production and distribution of short films for theatrical use UNESCO 90
LEON BERNARD FOUNDATION (WHO) WHO 26, 90
awards WHO 340
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: resolution WHO 353
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution WHO 144
finances: report WHO 261, 593

LEON BERNARD FOUNDATION COMMITTEE (WHO)
report WHO 262, 683

LEPES, T. J.
periodical article:
Yugoslavia: mosquitoes WHO 309

LEPROSY WHO 536
control WHO 184
diagnosis WHO 561

LESINSKI, J.
periodical article:
infants: weight WHO 558

Less-developed countries: See UNDER-DEVELOPED AREAS

LEUKEMIA WHO 5, 514, 542, 551, 557, 562, 563, 565, 587
incidence WHO 560

LEVELS OF LIVING measurement UN 713

LIBERIA

See also International Court of Justice: cases: South West Africa cases (Ethiopia v. South Africa; Liberia v. South Africa)
comments, observations and replies:
UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft)
UN 4727
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
commodities: prices: fluctuations UN 2166
development bank:
establishment (proposed) UN 909
discrimination: economic and social consequences:
studies UN 917
education UN 5528
& EEC UN 2176, 2182
& European economic groupings UN 913
international trade: intra-regional: conference of African businessmen (proposed) UN 2183
polygamy: & economic and social development:
study (proposed) UN 937
racial discrimination: economic and social consequences: studies UN 2186
transport: facilities across the Sahara UN 941
Africa, West:
international trade: meeting (proposed) UN 2171
transport: development UN 935
conference (proposed) UN 2169
Angola situation UN 20, 5454
atomic weapons:
prohibition:
conference (proposed) UN 5479
tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Burundi: assistance UN 5563
Conference of African Statisticians, 2nd, Tunis, 1961:
report UN 943
disarmament UN 4650
ECA (UN):
publication of journals on industrial and natural resources (proposed) UN 955
secretariat: staff: recruitment and training:
committee (proposed) UN 904

LIBERIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
ECA (UN) (continued)
standing ctee on social welfare and community development:
establishment (proposed) UN 2178
sub-regional offices:
establishment (proposed) UN 942, 2170
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed) UN 2167, 2172
economic development: & population growth UN 5552
Ethiopia: tribute to UN 948
GA (UN):
Ctee on Information from NSGT: continuation (proposed) UN 5655
Ctee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
Special Ctee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5639
Special Ctee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
members:
increase in number (proposed) UN 5436
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639
Working Group of Fifteen on the Examination of the Administrative and Budgetary Procedures of the UN:
re-establishment (proposed) UN 5699
Hammarskjold, Dag H. A. C.: death: investigation UN 3999
human rights: advisory services:
fellowships and scholarships UN 4191
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
industrial development UN 4696
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
preparatory ctee (proposed) UN 5449
international trade:
conference (proposed) UN 4684, 4687, 4690
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
Libya: assistance UN 5555
marriage: minimum age, consent and registration: convention (draft) UN 4531
NSGT:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
racial discrimination UN 5653
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 4899, 5721, 5744
Portugal: overseas territories:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5640
status UN 5639
racial discrimination: declaration (draft) UN 4789
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4789, 4794
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 336
UN mission (proposed) UN 2720
Rwanda: assistance UN 5563
Rwanda, Mwami of: question of the future UN 343
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 5612
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
LIBERIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Southern Rhodesia:
  self-government UN 634, 2317, 2321, 2322, 4846, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
United Nations:
  economic and social activities:
    decentralization UN 5500
Members: admission:
  Algeria UN 3993
  Burundi UN 3622
  Rwanda UN 3620
& NSGT: information about UN 5648
peace and security operations:
  financing UN 5694, 5710
UNHCR: continuation UN 4814
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
  report UN 4668
World Food Programme UN 4724
environmental sanitation:
  UNICEF-aided projects UN 4445
technical assistance UN 5128

LIBOTTE, M.
report:
  Niger: co-operative movement ILO 305

LIBRARIES
bibliographical services UNESCO 37

LIBRARY (Bank)
  accessions: list Annex 60, 85

LIBRARY (ECA, UN)
  accessions UN 5226, 5227
  periodicals received:
    annual: list UN 1581

LIBRARY (ECAFE, UN)
  film collection UN 1560

LIBRARY (FAO)
  accessions: list Annex 74
  catalogue 1951-1958 FAO 73

LIBRARY (Fund)
  accessions: list Annex 85

LIBRARY (ICAO)
  accessions: list Annex 97

LIBRARY (ILO)
  accessions: list Annex 100
  catalogues ILO 280

LIBRARY (UN, Geneva)
  accessions: list Annex 40
  lending of books through GATT GATT 126

LIBRARY (UN, Headquarters)
  accessions: list Annex 17
    dedication UN 1801, 3574
  GA (UN) 16th sess.: resolution 1625 UN 1142
  expansion of services:
  GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1817
  resolution 1641 UN 1142

LIBRARY (WHO)
  accessions: list Annex 141

Library accessions Annex 97
LIBYA (continued)

documents submitted concerning (continued)

South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 2326, 4846, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
United Nations: Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
UNICEF: & UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4198
women: advancement in developing countries UN 4188
education: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5289
employment ILO 17
exports GATT 107, 109, 191, 203
free entry into Italy GATT 107, 109, 191, 203
statistics GATT 110

LIFE EXPECTANCY

statistics UN 3438

LIGA GERAL DOS TRABALHADORES DE ANGOLA
(Kassinda)

hearing before GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories
under Portuguese Adm. UN 4585

LIMITED EUROPEAN-MEDITERRANEAN FREQUENCY
ASSIGNMENT (VHF) PLANNING MEETING, Paris,
1961
report ICAO 35(text)
supplements ICAO 47

LIMITED SOUTH AMERICAN/SOUTH ATLANTIC
REGIONAL AIR NAVIGATION MEETING, Lima,
1961
report ICAO 48(text)
supplement ICAO 57

LIN, T.
periodical article:
psychiatry WHO 694

LINSELL, A.
report:
Iran: civil service: training of personnel UN 5901

List of agreements and arrangements concerning inter-
national civil aviation registered with ICAO
Annex 98

List of broadcasting stations (ITU)
1st edition: supplements ITU 134

List of coast stations (ITU)
communications ITU 67
1st edition: supplements ITU 26, 122

List of fixed stations
1st edition ITU 123

List of inter-continental telephone communication
channels (direct circuits)
2nd edition ITU 73

List of international monitoring stations (ITU)
1st edition ITU 55

List of international telephone routes (ITU) ITU 156

List of monitoring stations (ITU)
1st edition: supplements ITU 173

List of new acquisitions (ITU) Annex 108

List of point-to-point radio telegraph channels (ITU)
ITU 135, 155

List of periodicals indexed in the ILO Library during 1961
ILO 89

List of radiodetermination and special service stations
(ITU)
1st edition: supplements ITU 8, 106, 174, 175
2nd edition ITU 169

List of recent additions (Bank/Fund) Annex 60, 85

List of recent periodical article (Bank/Fund) Annex 61, 86

List of references on nuclear energy Annex 91

List of selected articles UN Library, New York
Annex 16

List of ship stations

List of telephone communication channels in Africa
2nd edition ITU 74

List of telephone communication channels in Asia
2nd edition ITU 76

List of telephone communication channels in Europe
2nd edition ITU 77

List of telephone communication channels in Oceania
ITU 78

List of telephone communication channels in the Americas
2nd edition ITU 75

List of UNESCO documents and publications Annex 126

Liste des adresses des administrations postales, 1962
UPU 27

Liste des chefs et des fonctionnaires supérieurs des
administrations postales, 1962 UPU 28

Liste des entrées à la bibliothèque (ITU) Annex 108

Liste des lignes de paquebots
revisions, addenda, corrigenda UPU 12, 33, 45

Liste des objets interdits UPU 20

Liste des surtaxes aériennes
revisions, addenda, corrigenda UPU 1, 2, 13, 14, 29,
30, 34, 35, 46, 53

Liste générale des services aéropostaux UPU 8, 15, 24
revisions, addenda, corrigenda UPU 3, 4, 31, 36-39,
47, 48, 54, 55

Liste mensuelle d'articles sélectionnés Annex 41

Liste mensuelle d'ouvrages catalogués à la Bibliothèque
des Nations Unies (Genève) Annex 40

Literacy: See ILLITERACY

Literary property: See COPYRIGHT

LITVINOV, N.
periodical article:
USSR: water: pollution WHO 559

Livestock: See ANIMAL INDUSTRY

Livestock in Latin America UN 1569

Living standards: See STANDARDS OF LIVING
LLOR, A. report: Argentina: skilled labour: vocational training ILO 2

LOANS, INTERNATIONAL Bank 1-13, 15-24, 26, 30-41, 43-48; IDA 13
See also Monetary policies
bibliography Annex 85
periodical articles Annex 61, 86

Loans at work Bank 26

LOCAL GOVERNMENT UN 5263, 5274

Location indicators (ICAO) ICAO 71, 111

LOCKHART, L. B., Jr. author:
radiation: effects UN 2674

Lockjaw: See TETANUS

LOFTUS, M. L. author:
International Monetary Fund:
bibliography: 1959-1962 Fund 42

LOPEZ, S. P. (Philippines)
bibliography UNESCO 2674

LORIMER, F. report:
Africa: population: statistics:
& economic and social planning UN 5203

LOUTFI, O. (United Arab Republic)
UN Administrative Tribunal, election to UN 1810

LOVASY, G. periodical articles:
coffee: international market Fund 32
inflation: & exports Fund 19

LUEN, S. C. periodical article:
India: mosquitoes: control WHO 310

Lumber: See TIMBER

LUMUMBA, P. (Congo (Leopoldville))
death:
Commission of Investigation: membership:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1091
tribute to:
ECA (UN) 3rd sess.: disc UN 2859

LURIE, W. author:
uiranium ores: processing IAEA 100

LUXEMBOURG agriculture: policy GATT 29
documents submitted concerning:
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4748
Korea (Rep.):
withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed) UN 5487
Korean question UN 4587
Luxembourg:
imports: restrictions GATT 93
narcotic drugs UN 502
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
UNCURK: report, 1961/1962 UN 5487
Yugoslavia:
international trade: restrictions GATT 152
imports: restrictions GATT 93, 411
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 502

LUZGIN, V. I. (Byelorussian SSR)
biography UN 1387

MANU: See Mozambique African National Union

MDIA: See Mouvement de defense des intérêts de l’Angola

MLEC: See Mouvement pour la libération de l’enclave de Cabinda

MLG: See Movimento de libertação da Guiné

MLGCV-FLGCV: See Mouvement de libération de la Guinée dite portugaise et des îles du Cap Vert

MLGP: See Mouvement de la libération de la Guinée dite portugaise

MLLCV: See Mouvement de libération des îles du Cap Vert

MPLA: See Movimento Popular para a Libertaçao de Angola

MACAO conditions, 1960 UN 5466

McCLULLOUGH, F. S. periodical article:
Ghana: snails WHO 665

McDIARMID, A. author:
Disease of free-living wild animals FAO 32

McEWEN, A. C. report:
Seychelles: surveying UN 5906

MACHINE TOOLS industry and trade:
safety regulations ILO 23, 26, 162, 170, 198

MacMAHON, B. periodical article:
leukemia: incidence WHO 560

McMULLEN, D. B. periodical article:
bilharziasis WHO 666, 667

MACURA, M. author:
manpower: statistics UN 5201

MADAGASCAR comments, observations and replies:
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
community organization and development UN 919
ECA (UN) activities UN 2177
education UN 897, 5528
housing: conference of African experts (proposed) UN 931
Angola: independence (proposed) UN 4073
Angola situation UN 20, 5444
atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4633, 4645
Basutoland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
Bechuanaland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
Burundi: assistance UN 5564
colonialism: elimination:
Declaration, 1960: implementation UN 5446-5448
MADAGASCAR (continued)
documents submitted concerning:
  commodity problems UN 4706, 4707
  Cuban situation UN 4326
  cultural property: protection in armed conflict:
  disarmament:
  economic and social consequences UN 4145
  Division of Industrial Development (UN):
  expansion UN 2453
  ECA (UN): African and Malagasy Organization for
  Economic Co-operation (AMOEC) UN 945
  ECA (UN) 4th sess.: agenda UN 899
  GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to
  the Implementation of the Declaration on the
  Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
  and Peoples:
  members: increase in number (proposed) UN 5436
  terms of reference:
  amendments (proposed) UN 5436
  human rights: advisory services:
  fellowships and scholarships UN 4193
  Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
  industrial development:
  commissioner (proposed) UN 2453
  specialized agency (proposed):
  cttie of 10 experts (proposed) UN 2453
  Madagascar:
  GATT, accession to GATT 350
  narcotic drugs UN 4423
  nature: protection UN 5523
  Northern Rhodesia: independence UN 1995, 5448
  Nyasaland: independence UN 5447
  Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
  Portugal:
  repressive actions against Mozambique, alleged
  UN 3188
  sanctions (proposed) UN 4073
  racial, national and religious intolerance:
  manifestations, prevention of UN 4213, 4780, 4794
  refugees: assistance UN 4818
  Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 336
  UN mission (proposed) UN 7790
  slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
  implementation UN 5612
  South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110
  South West Africa: international status UN 4853
  Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 2325, 4847
  Swaziland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
  UNICEF:
  & UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4199
  UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
  report UN 4663
  UN Training and Research Institute:
  establishment (proposed): study (proposed) UN 5506
  women:
  advancement in developing countries UN 4188
  GATT, accession to GATT 350
  industrial development UN 5233
  ILO, admission to ILO 201
  narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1962 UN 4423
  nutrition: education:
  UNICEF-aided projects UN 2228
  report to UNESCO UNESCO 242(text)
  technical assistance UN 5093, 5128
  UPU, admission to UPU 57
  MADJLESSI, M. (Iran)
  biography UN 1382
  MAGNUSSON, A.
  report: United Arab Republic: handicapped persons:
  rehabilitation: training of personnel UN 5910
  Mail service: See POSTAL SERVICE
  MAJOR PROJECT ON THE EXTENSION AND IMPROVE-
  MENT OF PRIMARY EDUCATION IN LATIN AMERICA
  (UNESCO)
  participants UNESCO 318
  Malagasy Republic: See MADAGASCAR
  Malaria WHO 319
  control WHO 38, 57, 78, 79, 83, 85, 189, 236, 318, 320, 329,
  431, 447, 457, 458, 464, 491, 502-506, 601, 620,
  693, 737
  Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.:
  resolution WHO 371, 372, 388, 400
  EB (WHO) 29th sess.:
  resolution WHO 108, 116, 129
  EB (WHO) 30th sess.:
  resolution WHO 634
  Expert Cttee on Malaria (WHO): report, 9th
  in animals WHO 649
  plasmodium WHO 726
  statistics, 1950-1961 WHO 719
  transmission WHO 165
  Malaya: See FEDERATION OF MALAYA
  Malek, E. A.
  periodical article:
  Sudan: bilharziasis: control WHO 668
  Malformations, Congenital WHO 704
  Mali:
  agriculture: vocational training ILO 247
  comments, observations and replies:
  UN Capital Development Fund:
  Statute (draft) UN 4727
  community organization and development UN 490
  documents submitted concerning:
  Africa:
  animal industry:
  meeting of experts (proposed) UN 315
  community organization and development UN 929
  discrimination:
  economic and social consequences UN 930
  economic development: institute:
  establishment (proposed) UN 920
  education UN 5528
  housing: conference of Africa's experts (proposed)
  UN 931
  information media: development UN 927
  racial discrimination:
  economic and social consequences: studies UN 2168
  social welfare UN 929
  transport: facilities across the Sahara UN 941
  Angola: independence (proposed) UN 4073
  Angola situation UN 20, 5444, 5454
  asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 5599, 5600
  atomic weapons:
  prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
  tests: discontinuance UN 4627
  Basutoland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
  Bechuanaland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
MALI (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
British Guiana: independence: date UN 3183
Burundi: assistance UN 5565
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
UN 4698, 4700, 4702
colonialism: elimination:
Declaration, 1960: implementation UN 5446-5448
Commissions of the ESC (UN), Regional economic:
strengthening of activities UN 2185
Ctte on Housing, Building and Planning (UN):
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 4194
disarmament UN 4650
Division of Industry, Transport and Natural Resources
(ECA, UN): Industry Section:
strengthening UN 922
ECA (UN):
secretariat: staff: recruitment and training:
committee (proposed) UN 904
& South Africa UN 930
standing ctte on natural resources and industrialization:
establishment (proposed) UN 911
standing ctte on social welfare and community development:
establishment (proposed) UN 2167, 2172
strengthening UN 924
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed) UN 2167, 2172
GA (UN):
Ctte on Information from NSGT:
continuation (proposed) UN 5655
Ctte on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.:
report UN 5646
Special Ctte for South West Africa: dissolution (proposed) UN 4857
Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
report UN 5639
Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
members:
increase in number (proposed) UN 5436
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639
housing and urban development UN 4194
human rights:
covenants (draft, 1954):
art.2 [realization of rights] UN 5602
observance: study (proposed) UN 4172, 4175
Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
ctte (proposed) UN 4208
Indians and Indo-Pakistani in South Africa UN 3110
information media UN 4179, 4180
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4146,
4687, 4690
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569, 4154, 4155
Kenya: independence (proposed) UN 4074
Mail: GATT, accession to GATT 352
marriage: minimum age, consent and registration:
convention (draft) UN 4157, 4165
NSGT:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
racial discrimination UN 5652
Northern Rhodesia: independence UN 5448
Nyasaland: independence UN 5447
Oman question UN 4678

MALI (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
peaceful relations among peoples:
promotion among youth UN 5618
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 4904, 5725, 5744
Portugal:
overseas territories: status UN 5639, 5641
repressive actions against Mozambique, alleged UN 3188
sanctions (proposed) UN 4073
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4213, 4780, 4785, 4794
refugees: assistance UN 4821
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 336
UN mission (proposed) UN 2720
Swaziland: self-government (proposed) UN 5446
United Nations:
economic and social activities:
decentralization UN 2185
Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
& NSGT: information about UN 5648
UNHCR: continuation UN 4812
women:
advancement in developing countries UN 4188
World Food Programme: & Africa UN 933
Zanzibar: independence (proposed) UN 4072
GATT, accession to GATT 352
ILO, admission to ILO 201
technical assistance UN 5116, 5128
ILO programme ILO 247
UPU, admission to UPU 5?

MALTA
elections, 1962 UN 3196, 3564
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1911
summaries and analyses UN 296
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Movement for the Liberation of Guinea: See MOVIMENTO
DE LIBERTACAO DE GUINE
MOVIMENTO DE LIBERTAÇAO DE GUINE (Mendy, F.)
hearing before GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4038, 4590

MOVIMENTO POPULAR PARA A LIBERTAÇAO DE ANGOLA (Andrade, M., Neto, A.)
hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 5634

MOZAMBIQUE UN 2629, 2631–2634, 2636, 2639, 2640
See also under General Assembly: committees: Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese Administration: hearings
economic conditions UN 4561
education UN 1256, 4561
forced labour ILO 54, 136
GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: disc. UN 4049, 4050
independence (proposed) UN 5186, 3964, 4031, 4032, 4063, 5442, 5627
GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: discussion UN 4564-4570, 4582, 4583
information to UN UN 5451, 5454
labour UN 1256, 4561
national administration ILO 134
petitions:
GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: disc. UN 4043
Mozambique African National Union (MANU) UN 609
Uniao Democratica Nacional de Moçambique (UDENAMO) UN 608
political conditions UN 4561
public health UN 4561
social welfare: institutes: establishment ILO 135
UN representative (proposed) UN 5451, 5454
S-G (UN): statement UN 5682

MOZAMBIQUE AFRICAN NATIONAL UNION (MANU)
hearing before GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4568, 4569
statement before GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4032

MOZAMBIQUE LIBERATION FRONT (FRELIMO)
(Mandlane, E.)
hearing by GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4642

MUDAWI, Mr. (Sudan)
documents submitted concerning:
   political rights: discrimination: study UN 152, 160, 168, 172

Multilateral economic co-operation in Latin America
UN 1570

Multilateral investment insurance Bank 14

Multiple-purpose river basin development UN 2300

MUNAMAVA, D. K.
hearing by Ctte on South West Africa UN 1168

MUNCH-PETERSEN, E.
periodical article:
   staphylococcus WHO 566

MUNDELL, R. A.
periodical article:
   monetary policies: & economic stability Fund 20

MUSCAT AND OMAN
documents submitted concerning:
   Oman question UN 4508
WHO, admission to UN 264, 326, 443, 455
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 376

Museum Annex 120

MUSEUMS
access:
   international regulations UNESCO 81
   Recommendation, 1960 UNESCO 175
   implementation UNESCO 253
   periodicals Annex 129

MUSIC
study and teaching UNESCO 180

MUSIL, J.
periodical article:
   Czechoslovakia: workers: housing: social aspects ILO 314

MUSSETT, M. V.
periodical article:
   corticotrophin WHO 698

Mwami of Ruanda, Question of: See RUANDA-URUNDI:
   political future; RWANDA, MwAMI OF (Kibeli V)

MYBURGH, C. A. L.
author:
   Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland: demography UN 5191, 5192

MYCOBACTERIUM TUBERCULOSIS WHO 245, 252, 253

MYROPHINE
control UN 2809
Commn on Narcotic Drugs (UN): Body of 3 Experts on myrophine: report UN 2849 (text)
The Mysore population study UN 2953

N

NATO: See North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NACIONAL FINANCIERA, S.A. (Mexico)
IBRD loan Bank 36-39

NAJARIAN, H. H.
periodical article:
   Iraq: bilharziasis: epidemiology WHO 219
   snails WHO 218

NAKISI, J.
hearing before GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4578

NAMES, GEOGRAPHICAL
standardisation UN 3388
symbols (ICAO) ICAO 71, 111

NANNETTI, G. (Colombia)
biography UNESCO 294

NANNING, W.
periodical article:
   encephalitis WHO 720

NANSSEN, F.
centenary: commemoration UN 290, 3583
   Executive Ctte of the Programme of the UNHCR, 6th sess.: disc. UN 600
   financing UN 599

NANSSEN MEDAL
award UN 3583

NATURAL SUGAR: See SUGAR
NARASIMHAM, N.,
periodical article:
India: economic development:
3rd five-year plan Fund 43

NARCOTIC DRUGS
See also Addiction-producing drugs; Drug addiction and
names of specific drugs
authorized factories UN 1595
control UN 128, 1507, 1597, 2808, 2809, 2826, 2849, 2855,
3574, 3576, 3807, 3808, 4182, 4183, 4242, 4772, 5766
See also Consultative Group on Narcotics Control
[for South-East Asia] (UN); Inter-American
Consultative Group on Narcotics Control (UN)
Division of Narcotic Drugs (UN):
report, 1961 UN 820
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: resolution 914 UN 5013
Social Cttee: report UN 3770
financial implications: budget, 1963 UN 3578, 3706
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 3rd Cttee: report UN 5358
national administrations: lists UN 958
PCOB: report UN 237
technical assistance UN 128, 2824, 2825, 5766
financial implications UN 2805
S-G (UN): report UN 2136
UN programme, 1962-1963 UN 5049
UN programmes:
finances: budget, 1963 UN 4875, 4879, 5354,
5683, 5684
estimated world requirements, 1961 UN 235, 957
estimated world requirements, 1962 UN 491, 2905, 3921,
5261
illicit traffic UN 128, 823, 1507, 2806, 2817, 2819, 2852,
5766
by air UN 2137
Commn on Narcotic Drugs (UN):
Cttee on Illicit Traffic: report UN 2813, 2816
Division of Narcotic Drugs (UN):
report, 1961 UN 820
S-G (UN): note UN 401
illicit traffic, 1961 UN 2137
International Criminal Police Organization:
report UN 1515
import-export: certificates UN 492, 958
international organs: activities UN 1507
Division of Narcotic Drugs (UN):
report, 1961 UN 820
laws and regulations UN 2811
laws and regulations, 1947-1961: index UN 2916
laws and regulations, 1960 UN 3399
laws and regulations, 1961 UN 493-505, 959-961,
2491-2496, 2806-2915, 3400-3404, 4415
summary: S-G (UN) UN 1509
laws and regulations, 1962 UN 4416-4425
manufacture: See Narcotic drugs: production
non-proprietary names UN 1595
periodicals Annex 3
production:
control UN 2851
PCOB: report, 1961 UN 237, 1597
Protocol, 1953:
accessions and ratifications UN 2811
coming into force UN 5766
reports of Governments, 1960: summary UN 1596, 2189

NARCOTIC DRUGS (continued)
seizure reports UN 2137
summaries, 1961 UN 236, 962
summaries, 1962 UN 963, 964, 2917, 3405-3407, 4426,
4427, 5282, 5831
Single Convention, 1961 UN 3770; WHO 609, 619, 647
accessions and ratifications UN 128, 1347, 2820,
3770, 4182, 4183, 4772, 5766
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 914 C UN 5013
coming into force UN 2850, 2853, 2854, 5161
commentary and administrative guide (proposed):
financial implications UN 2804, 3706
EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 624
implementation:
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 914 D UN 5013
status UN 2820
synthetic UN 128, 820, 1507, 5766
See also Narcotic drugs: control
S-G (UN): report UN 2135
treaties:
accessions and ratifications UN 820, 1507, 1508, 2804,
2811, 2850, 2854
implementation UN 128, 5766
status UN 1598
under international control: lists UN 821
Narcotic habit: See DRUG ADDICTION
NARVERKAR, P.R.,
periodical article:
Japan: balance of payments Fund 12

NATIVITY
statistics UN 3438

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS
statistics UN 5010

National grain policies
supplements FAO 138

NATIONAL INCOME
statistics UN 1422, 2299, 5010, 5140

NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENT OF EQUATORIAL
GUINEA
hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 5630,
5631

National planning: See ECONOMIC PLANNING

NATIONAL POWER CORPORATION (Philippines)
IBRD loan Bank 47, 48

NATIONALITY
acquisition: Protocol to the Vienna Convention on
Diplomatic Relations, 1961:
UN Conference on Diplomatic Intercourse and
Immunities, Vienna, 1961: disc. UN 2007
in marriage UN 3753, 4466
Convention, New York, 1957 UN 1471(text)
signatures and ratifications UN 1471
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 884 D-II UN 5013
laws and regulations UN 1471

Native administration: See TRUST TERRITORIES: political
development

Natural gas: See GAS, NATURAL

NATURAL RESOURCES UN 2412, 3275, 3277, 3576
See also headings for specific natural resources
agreements, international UN 5461
development: technical assistance UN 5016
N

NATURAL RESOURCES (continued)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: discussion UN 5016-5018
Economic Ctte: report UN 3243
resolution 865 UN 5013
foreign exploitation: international agreements UN 5461
laws and legislation UN 5461
non-agricultural:
conservation and utilization UN 692, 1409, 5761
S-G (UN): report UN 1365
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: discussion UN 4985, 4991
resolution 877 UN 5007
permanent sovereignty UN 3574, 4714, 4736, 4738, 4739, 4766, 4767, 5441, 5443, 5461, 5529, 5534, 5536-5538, 5540
Commn on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural Resources (UN): resolution UN 4712
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1344, 1346, 1348
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 6, 1117
resolution 1720 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Ctte: report UN 5392, 5393
resolution UN 5546
S-G (UN): note UN 3596
UN activities: continuation: financial implications: GA (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 1857
technical assistance UN 2030

NATIONAL SCIENCES
See also names of specific sciences
International Advisory Ctte on Research in the Natural Sciences Programme of UNESCO, New Delhi, 1961: report UNESCO 9

NATURE
protection UN 5523, 5524; UNESCO 264, 307
See also Landscape: safeguard of beauty and character
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Ctte: report UN 5392

NAURU
administration by UN (proposed) UN 2593
Capital Fund: establishment (proposed) UN 2595
independence (proposed) UN 3466
information about UN:
dissemination UN 3426, 5881
outline of conditions UN 3577
petitions:
Degoregere, R. UN 2561, 3923
Dube, John UN 2555, 3923
Rikani, Paul UN 2557, 3923
Sacred Heart Mission School Ctte UN 2556, 3923
Scriven, Stuart UN 2580, 3923
Star, G. UN 2559, 3923
Star, Tamaiti Willie UN 2562, 3923
Titi, Edwin UN 2558, 3923
TC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3577
phosphate industry UN 2919, 3426, 5881
political future UN 2929, 2596-2598
population: resettlement UN 2919, 2924, 2925, 3426, 5881
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2591, 2593-2596
report, 1960/1961 UN 2283, 2526, 2923-2926, 2935, 3548
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision UN 5880
self-government UN 2919, 5881
UN Visiting Mission to the Trust Territories of Nauru and New Guinea, 1962: report on Nauru UN 3426, 5881

Navigation: See AIR NAVIGATION

NEAR AND MIDDLE EAST
agriculture: planning FAO 86
agroclimatology FAO 74
bilharziasis: control WHO 667
CENTO preparations for nuclear attack, alleged
child and youth welfare: UNICEF programme UN 1601
disease control: UNICEF programme UN 1601
economic development UN 3228
forests and forestry:
Near East Forestry Commn (FAO) 3rd sess.: report FAO 117
health services: UNICEF programme UN 1601
IBRD loans Bank 26, 43
IDA development credits IDA 24
labour: management ILO 31
See also Labour Administration Seminar (ILO), Istanbul, 1960
land reform UN 2022
maternal welfare: UNICEF programme UN 1601
nutrition: UNICEF programme UN 1601
poliomyelitis WHO 224
radioisotopes:
regional centre: establishment IAEA 145
refugees: assistance UN 3635
seismology: UNESCO recommendations UN 3225
social security:
seminars (ILO) ILO 279
Social Security Training Course for the Countries of the Near and Middle East (ILO):
report ILO 279
social services: UNICEF programme UN 1601
technical assistance UN 2030, 5102, 5128; ILO 279
Expanded Programme: ILO programme ILO 304
ILO regular programme ILO 91, 184
UNICEF-aided projects UN 965, 2242, 3409
allocations UN 245
UNICEF emergency aid, 1961 UN 1601
UNICEF programmes, 1961:
UNICEF: ED: report UN 1601
vocational training: seminars (ILO) ILO 184

NEAR EAST COMMISSION ON AGRICULTURAL PLANNING
FAO 86

NEAR EAST FORESTRY COMMISSION (FAO) 3rd sess.
report FAO 117(text)

NEDBAILO, P. E. (Ukrainian SSR)
bioography UN 1386

NEPAL
documents submitted concerning:
Algeria: UN, admission to UN 3994
Angola situation UN 20
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
tenis: discontinuance UN 4174
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
UN 4699, 4700, 4702
disarmament UN 4651
ESC (UN): Ctte on Housing, Building and Planning:
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 4194
economic development: & population growth UN 4716
study (proposed) UN 5503
GA (UN):
Ctte on Information from NSGT: continuation (proposed) UN 5655
Ctte on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
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NEPAL (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
GA (UN) (continued)
   Special Cttee for South West Africa: dissolution (proposed) UN 4194
housing and urban development UN 4194
human rights:
   observance: study (proposed) UN 4172, 4175
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3111
industrial development UN 4720
industry: training of personnel UN 5504
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
   preparatory cctee (proposed) UN 5449
international trade:
   conference (proposed) UN 4146, 4687, 4690
Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance UN 5569
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
racial, national and religious intolerance:
   manifestations, preventor of UN 4780
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
   implementation UN 5612
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3111
South West Africa: international status UN 4853, 4857
Southern Rhodesia:
   self-government UN 2317, 2321, 2322, 4846, 4849
United Nations:
   economic and social activities:
      decentralization UN 4708, 4711, 5500
   & NSGT: information about UN 5649
UN Capital Development Fund: statute (draft) UN 4727
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
   report UN 4669
UN Training and Research Institute: establishment
   (proposed): study (proposed) UN 5513
technical assistance UN 5120, 5128
water resources: development UN 2300

NETHERLANDS

agriculture: policy GATT 7
comments, observations and replies:
   disarmament:
      economic and social consequences UN 3751
   freedom of information: developments UN 1355
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
   implementation UN 3226
Special Fund (UN):
   financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2515
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377
women:
   advancement in developing territories UN 1363
documents submitted concerning:
   commodities: surpluses: disposal GATT 103
equal pay for equal work UN 803
human rights:
   advisory services UN 737
   fellowships and scholarships UN 4191
   national advisory committees UN 1432
   periodic reports UN 1461
industrial development:
   technical assistance UN 3314
IAEA: Statute: Art. IV: amendment IAEA 72
ILC (UN): members: election UN 3072
ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report UN 4278
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
   specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4373,
   4388, 4389, 4399, 4413
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4748
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569, 4154, 4155

NETHERLANDS (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Korea (Rep.):
   withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed) UN 5487
Korean question UN 5487
narcotic drugs: Single Convention, 1961:
   coming into force UN 2650, 2653
Netherlands: narcotic drugs UN 2493
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
   implementation UN 5612
Special Fund (UN): finances: contributions UN 5554
technical assistance: Expanded Programme:
   finances:
      contributions UN 5554
World Working Capital and Reserve Fund:
   contingency authorizations, 1963-1964 UN 3309
under-developed areas:
   indigenous cadres:
      preparation and training UN 3314
   information media: development UN 1458
   economic and social activities:
      World Food Programme UN 4721
      Working Capital and Reserve Fund:
      Working Capital and Reserve Fund:
      Working Capital and Reserve Fund:
   imports: restrictions GATT 112, 411
   industrial statistics UN 706
   narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 4663
   West New Guinea (West Irian) UN 109
   status UN 2341, 2344, 2378, 3623, 3728, 3730
women:
   advancement in developing countries UN 1495
   World Food Programme UN 4721
   imports: restrictions GATT 112, 411
   industrial statistics UN 706
   narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 4663
   working capital: Fund 8

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES

technical assistance UN 5128

NETHERLANDS NEW GUINEA UN 109
See also West New Guinea (West Irian)

Netherlands West Indies: See NETHERLANDS ANTILLES

NEW AFRICA PARTY

hearing before GA (UN), Special Cttee UN 4091, 4092

NEW GUINEA UN 2615
agriculture UN 3427
coffee: production UN 3395
co-operative societies UN 3427
economic survey (proposed) UN 3427
education UN 3427
exports: free entry into Australia GATT 385
industrial development UN 3427
information about UN: dissemination UN 3427
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NEW GUINEA (continued)
land reform  UN 3427
maps  UN 2921
minerals  UN 3427
outline of conditions  UN 3577
& Papua: union (proposed)  UN 3427
Parliament: elections (proposed)  UN 3427
petitions  UN 970
Akunai, John and others  UN 2552, 3395, 5882
Australian Trade Unions  UN 2531
Coconut Products, Ltd.:  Managing Director (Bailey, C. B.)  UN 2554
Communist Party of Australia, Clayton Branch  UN 376, 1023
Communist Party of Australia, Kilsyth Branch  UN 2531
Kavieng Community  UN 2945
Munro, Margaret  UN 2293
TC (UN): report, 1961/1962  UN 3577
plebiscite (proposed)  UN 2581
political development  UN 2592-2598, 3427
public administration  UN 3427
public health  UN 3427
racial discrimination  UN 3427
report, 1960/1961  UN 2522, 2927, 2928, 2938, 3549, 3922
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision  UN 5880
Drafting Ctte on New Guinea: report  UN 2937
roads  UN 3427
self-government  UN 2937
UN information centre: establishment  UN 3601
New Guinea (Dutch): See NETHERLANDS NEW GUINEA; WEST NEW GUINEA (West Irian)
NEW HEBRIDES
information to UN: summaries and analyses  UN 1137
New ICAO publications  Annex 99
New publications (ILO)  Annex 103
New publications in the United Nations Headquarters Library  Annex 17
New refugee situations in Africa  UN 4478
New trends in adult education  UNESCO 146
NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR, 1964-1965
ACC Working Group: establishment  UN 2038
NEW ZEALAND
agriculture: policy  GATT 17
comments, observations and replies:
  economic co-operation: declaration (draft)  UN 136
  education: technical: recommendation (draft)  UNESCO 104
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970  UN 2377
documents submitted concerning:
  butter: production and marketing  GATT 260, 282
GATT:
  Art. XXXV: application to Japan  GATT 378
Schedule XIII (New Zealand):
  modifications  GATT 251, 319
human rights:
  observance: study (proposed)  UN 4202
  international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
    preparatory ctte (proposed)  UN 5450
NEW ZEALAND (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
  Jamaica: UN, admission to  UN 3613
  Korea (Rep.):
    withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed)  UN 5487
  Korean question  UN 5487
  narcotic drugs  UN 501
New Zealand: imports:
  restrictions  GATT 402
  restrictions to safeguard balance of payments:
    modifications  GATT 76, 77
NSGT: indigenous cadres:
  preparation and training  UN 1929
Ruanda-Urundi:
  Belgian forces: withdrawal  UN 2725
  political future  UN 2725
slavery:
  Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation  UN 5612
  technical assistance: Expanded Programme:
    programme of work, 1963-1964  UN 5860
  Trinidad and Tobago: UN, admission to  UN 3616
Uganda: UN, admission to  UN 3997
UN: economic and social activities:
  decentralization  UN 4759
UNCURK: report, 1961/1962  UN 5487
UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
  report  UN 4663
World Food Programme  UN 4721
imports:
  restrictions  GATT 402
  restrictions to safeguard balance of payments:
    modifications  GATT 76, 77
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961  report to UNESCO  UNESCO 234(text)
tariffs: concessions:
  modifications  GATT 251, 277, 319, 402
Trust Territory: See Western Samoa
NEWLY INDEPENDENT STATES  UN 3575
assistance: UN programme:
  ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc.  UN 1337, 1338, 2069
  & GATT 222, 330, 347-352
strengthening of independence:
  GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc.  UN 1031
  training of personnel  UN 3820, 5042
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
  ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc.  UN 1347
  ESC (UN) 34th sess.: Co-ordination Ctte: report  UN 3764
financial implications  UN 3821
NEWS AGENCIES
Meeting on Development of News Agencies in Asia and the Far East, Bangkok, 1961: report  UNESCO 55
Newsletter on the status of women  Annex 6
NGURIATHI, J. N.
periodical article:
molluscicides  WHO 230
NGVIZANI A KONGO (NGVIZAKO)
hearing before GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.  UN 4581
NHAMBURO, and others
documents submitted concerning:
  Southern Rhodesia: self-government  UN 4237
NICARAGUA

See also International Court of Justice: cases: arbitral award made by the King of Spain on 23 Dec 1906 (Honduras v. Nicaragua)

documents submitted concerning:
- international trade: conference (proposed) UN 3227
- Central America: free trade areas & Nicaragua GATT 163
- Cuban situation UN 4931
- El Salvador: & Nicaragua: trade relations GATT 173
- international trade: treaties GATT 422
- Nicaragua: tariffs: concessions: modifications GATT 164

trade: Treaty between Panama, Nicaragua and Costa Rica, Aug 1961 GATT 327

UN: peace and security operations: financing UN 5704, 5710

& El Salvador: trade relations GATT 173

Managua Water Supply Project: IDA development credit IDA 26

tariffs: concessions: modifications GATT 164, 204, 214

technical assistance UN 5128

NICOCODINE

control UN 2808

Commn on Narcotic Drugs (UN):
- Body of 3 Experts [on nicocodine]: report UN 2826

NIEMETZ, J. L.

periodical article:
- leukemia WHO 563

NIGER

co-operative movement ILO 305

documents submitted concerning:
- Africa:
  - animal industry: meeting of experts (proposed) UN 915
  - commodities: prices: fluctuation: fund (proposed) UN 2174
  - community organization and development UN 919
  - ECA (UN) activities UN 2177
discrimination:
  - economic and social consequences UN 930
  - education UN 5528
  - transport: facilities across the Sahara UN 941

Angola situation UN 20

Burundi: assistance UN 5563

Cuban situation UN 4326

ESC (UN): Ctte on Housing, Building and Planning: members: increase in number (proposed) UN 4774

ECA (UN):
- & African and Malagasy Organization for Economic Co-operation (AMOEC) UN 945
- & South Africa UN 930

sub-regional offices:
- establishment (proposed) UN 932, 947
terms of reference:
- amendments (proposed) UN 2167, 2172

GA (UN):
- Ctte on Information from NSGT: continuation (proposed) UN 5655
- Ctte on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646

Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5639

NIGER (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)

GA (UN) (continued)

Special Ctte on the situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
- members: increase in number (proposed) UN 5437
terms of reference:
- amendments (proposed) UN 5437, 5639

human rights: observance: study (proposed) UN 4771

Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3113

industrial development UN 4745

NSGT:
- fellowships and scholarshhips UN 5650
- racial discrimination UN 5652

Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491

Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639, 5641

public administration: technical assistance UN 5568

racial, national and religious intolerance:
- manifestations, prevention of UN 4213, 4780, 4794

Rwanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 336

UN mission (proposed) UN 2720

Rwanda: assistance UN 5563

slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5613

South Africa:
- race problems: apartheid UN 3113, 4671

South West Africa: international status UN 4853

Southern Rhodesia:
- self-government UN 2324, 4846, 4849
- & Zimbabwe African People’s Union UN 4240

UN: & NSGT: information about UN UN 5648

UNICEF: & UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4775

UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4663

UN Training and Research Institute:
- establishment (proposed):
- study (proposed) UN 5506

World Food Programme: & Africa UN 933

health services: UNICEF-aided projects UN 2852

nutrition: survey: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5506, 5128

Expanded Programme: ILO programme ILO 305

UPU, admission to UPU 57

NIGERIA

agriculture: policies GATT 248

comments, observations and replies:
- atomic weapons: dissemination: prevention UN 1149
- commodities: prices: fluctuations:
- compensatory financing UN 2890

community development:
- UNICEF-aided projects UN 5840

documents submitted concerning:
- Africa:
  - commodities: prices UN 2166
  - development bank: establishment (proposed) UN 909
  - discrimination:
    - economic and social consequences UN 930
    - education UN 5528
  - & European Economic Community UN 2182
  - & European economic groupings UN 913
  - information media: development UN 926
  - polygamy: & economic and social development: study (proposed) UN 937
NIGERIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Africa (continued)
racial discrimination: economic and social consequences: studies UN 2168
Africa, West:
international trade: meeting (proposed) UN 2171
transport: development UN 938
conference (proposed) UN 2169
agriculture: products: tropical:
duty-free entry GATT 193
Algeria: UN, admission to UN 3993
Angola situation UN 20, 5454
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Burundi: assistance UN 5553
Conference of African Statisticians, 2nd, Tunis, 1961:
report UN 943
copyright: Universal Convention, 1952:
accession UNESCO 4
disarmament UN 4645
economic and social consequences UN 4753
ECA (UN):
publication of journals on industrial and natural resources (proposed) UN 935
secretariat: staff: recruitment and training:
committee (proposed) UN 904
& South Africa UN 930
standing ctee on natural resources and industrialization (proposed) UN 911
standing ctee on social welfare and community development (proposed) UN 2178
strengthening UN 923
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed) UN 2167, 2172
ECA (UN) 4th sess.: agenda UN 893
EB (WHO): election WHO 281
GA (UN):
Ctee on Information from NSGT:
continuation (proposed) UN 5655
Ctee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5846
Special Ctee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: Nigeria, co-operation with UN 1979
Special Ctee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
members:
increase in number (proposed) UN 5436
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639
GA (UN) 4th special sess. (proposed) UN 5719
Hamarskjold, Dag H. A. C.:
death: investigation UN 3999
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 311C
International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property:
Statute: accession UNESCO 29
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
preparatory ctee (proposed) UN 5449
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4146, 4687, 4690
Iran: earthquake, 1952: assistance UN 3569
Jamaica: UN, admission to UN 3614
Libya: assistance UN 5556
Mauritania: UN, admission to UN 3129

NIGERIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Nigeria:
commodities: prices UN 2690
imports: restrictions GATT 421
NSGT:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
racial discrimination UN 5653
ONUC: financing (proposed) UN 5719
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5455
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 4898, 5721, 5744
Portugal: overseas territories:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5640
status UN 5639, 5641
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4213, 4780, 4794
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 336
UN commn of five members:
establishment (proposed) UN 1277
Ruanda: assistance UN 5563
Ruanda, Mwami of: question of the future UN 343
Secretariat (UN): staff: geographical distribution UN 4894, 5886
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 5612
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa:
international status UN 4853
labour UN 4894, 5886
Southern Rhodesia:
self-government UN 2317, 2321, 2322, 4846, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
Trinidad and Tobago: UN, admission to UN 3617
UGanda: UN, admission to UN 3997
United Nations:
economic and social activities:
decentralization UN 4754, 5526
finances: budget: policy UN 5685
& NSGT: information about UN 5648
peace and security operations:
financing UN 5695, 5701, 5710, 5719
UN Capital Development Fund: status (draft) UN 4727
UNEF: budget, 1963 UN 5719
UNHCR: continuation UN 4812
UN Scientific Ctee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4604
World Food Programme UN 933, 4721
economic planning UN 5218
employment services: establishment ILO 189
health: rural: WHO programme UN 1585
health services: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5871
imports: restrictions GATT 421
ILO, admission to ILO 201
libraries: public:
Nigeria-UNESCO pilot project UNESCO 84
manpower: employment services ILO 189
mosquitoes: control WHO 308
nutrition: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5864
technical assistance UN 5128
ILO regular programme ILO 189
UPI, admission to UPU 57
vital statistics: methods UN 5197
NIHON DORO KODAN (Japan)  
Expressway Project, 2nd:  
IBRD loan Bank 4, 5

NIUE ISLAND  
indigenous cadres: preparation and training UN 1929  
information to UN:  
summaries and analyses UN 1137

NKOMO, J.  
documents submitted concerning:  
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 4234

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS  
See also Conference of International Non-Governmental  
Organizations in Consultative Relations, 8th,  
Paris, 1962 and names of specific organizations

& ESC (UN): consultative relations UN 3574  
applications and re-applications UN 1399  
ESC (UN): Council Ctte on NGOs: reports to  
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: UN 698  
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.:  
discussion UN 4975, 4976  
resolution 864 UN 5007

& ECA (UN) UN 695  
& ECE (UN) UN 1539  
& ECLA (UN) UN 678, 2760  
hearings by ESC (UN) and its committees UN 2789, 3576  
applications UN 2788  
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1323, 2420  
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.:  
Council Ctte on NGO's: reports UN 1389, 1390  
discussion UN 4982  
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: Council Ctte on NGO's:  
report UN 3240

& ICAO ICAO 68  
IMCO, relations with: rules IMCO 6(text)
list UN 3576, 4428  
subventions by UNESCO UNESCO 19  
& UNESCO UNESCO 19, 96, 106, 115, 121  
& UNICEF UN 2391, 4428, 4441  
& UPU UPU 57  
& WHO WHO 31-33, 93, 188  
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 159-161  
& WMO, consultative status with WMO 5  
written statements to ESC (UN): lists UN 2419, 3576

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS COMMITTEE  
on UNICEF  
basic information UN 4428  
rules of procedure UN 4428(text)  
terms of reference UN 4428(text)  
& UNICEF UN 4428

NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES  
See also names of specific Territories  
agriculture: development UN 281  
communications UN 281  
community organization and development UN 282  
conventions (ILO): applications ILO 222  
co-operative societies: development UN 282  
ECA (UN):  
participation in UN 2859  
representation in UN 898  
ecological conditions UN 281, 3127  
GA (UN) 16th sess.:  
discussion UN 2600, 2607, 2610, 2614-2620

NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES (continued)  
ecological development UN 281, 1932  
education UN 1932, 3127  
adults UN 283  
audio-visual aids UN 283  
development programmes, 1961-1966:  
estimates of cost UN 1160  
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 151  
funding UN 283  
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2600, 2611, 2616  
higher UN 283  
higher, 1958-1960:  
UNESCO: report UN 1162  
medical:  
WHO: report UN 1534  
primary: compulsory UN 283  
progress achieved UN 283  
secondary UN 283  
secondary, 1958-1960:  
UNESCO: report UN 1162  
technical UN 283  
electric power: production UN 281  

fellowships and scholarships UN 5651  
GA (UN) 16th sess.:  
discussion UN 2601, 2611-2613, 2615-2619, 2621, 2622  
resolution 1696 UN 1142  
S-G (UN): reports UN 3067, 3966, 3967  
fisheries UN 281  
forests and forestry UN 281  
human rights UN 280  
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:  
resolution 888 B UN 5013  
iliteracy: eradication: UNESCO activities:  
UNESCO: report UN 1163  
indigenous cadres: preparation and training UN 569, 3059, 3127, 3574  
GA (UN) 16th sess.:  
discussion UN 2589, 2592, 2600, 2607, 2611, 2613, 2615-2619, 2622, 2642-2649  
resolution 1697 UN 1142  
S-G (UN): notes UN 1929, 2313, 3605  
industrial relations UN 232  
information about UN 3574  
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1695 UN 1142  
information centres (proposed) UN 2611, 2621  
information to UN 3468, 3574, 5630, 5631, 5655  
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1031  
GA (UN) 16th sess.:  
discussion UN 2600, 2603, 2607, 2610-2620  
political and constitutional UN 4065, 5646, 5647, 5654  
GA (UN): Ctte on Information from NSGT,  
13th sess.: report UN 3127  
S-G (UN): note UN 1927  
summaries and analyses UN 3055, 3127, 4475  
S-G (UN): report UN 296, 549-552, 1111-1141, 1310-1626  
transmission and examination UN 616, 3574  
dates UN 1165  
GA (UN) 16th sess.:  
discussion UN 2822, 2623, 3467, 3469-3472, 3520  
4th Ctte: report UN 547  
transmission by Belgium UN 2631  
transmission by France:  
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2607, 2615, 2617, 2619, 2622, 2623, 2631
NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES (continued)

information to UN (continued)

transmission by Portugal UN 309
ctte (proposed) UN 3472-3474
GA (UN) Special Cttee on Territories under
Portuguese Adm.: report UN 3534
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 2600, 2607, 2612, 2614, 2615,
2617-2619, 2622-2637, 2639-2641, 2662,
3472-3474
resolution 1699 UN 1142
transmission by Spain UN 2413
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2600, 2603, 2607,
2612-2620, 2622, 2623, 2627
transmission by United Kingdom UN 64
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2607, 2615, 2617-
2619, 2622, 2623, 3407, 3471
international trade UN 281
labour:
conventions and recommendations (ILO):
application UN 282; ILO 54, 107, 141, 262, 310
laws and regulations UN 282
land reform UN 2614, 2615, 2617
libraries UN 283
livestock UN 281
manufacturing industries UN 281
mass communications UN 280
military bases UN 2615, 2617, 2618
mining: development UN 281
museums UN 283
nutrition UN 282
political conditions:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2607, 2615-2620
population UN 282
progress achieved UN 280
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2600, 2607, 2610,
2611, 2613-2622
public finance UN 281
public health:
services UN 282
training of personnel: WHO report UN 1934
race relations UN 282
racial discrimination: UN 2570, 2574, 4475, 5032, 5050
dissemination of text of GA resolution:
financial implications:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1842
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 2600, 2607, 2610, 2612-2620, 2623,
2627, 2642-2648
resolution 1699 UN 1142
S-G (UN): reports UN 5971, 5344
rural development:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2607, 2610, 2615-2618
科学 research UN 283
social conditions UN 282, 3127
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 2600, 2607, 2610, 2613-2617,
2619-2621
resolution 1694 UN 1142
S-G (UN) note UN 702
social development UN 1932, 1941, 4475
ILO Convention, 1947: revision ILO 25, 26, 162, 264
S-G (UN): note UN 1620
social security:
laws and regulations: application UN 282
social welfare UN 282
& specialized agencies, relations with UN 280

NON-SELF-GOVERNING TERRITORIES (continued)
teachers:
status UN 283
training UN 283
training, 1958-1960:
UNESCO: report UN L162
technical assistance UN 1532, 3127
Expanded Programme UN 280
ILO programme UN 280
UN programme UN 280
UNICEF-aided programmes UN 280
UNESCO programme UN 280
WHO programme UN 280
transport UN 281
UN activities, 1961-1962 UN 1932
UNESCO assistance, 1961:
UNESCO: report UN 1164
urban development:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2619
vocational training UN 283
International Labour Office: report UN 1161
vocational training, 1958-1960:
UNESCO: report UN 1162
women: status UN 280
workers: education:
International Labour Office: report UN 1161
WHO activities, 1961/1962:
WHO: report UN 1935

NORMAN, L. G.

author:
road traffic accidents WHO 190

North Africa: See AFRICA, NORTH

NORTH AMERICAN STATISTICAL INSTITUTE
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

NORTH BORNEO
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1914
summaries and analyses UN 551
petitions:
United National Pasok Momogun Party UN 4576
technical assistance UN 5128

North Viet-Nam: See VIET-NAM (DEMONCRATIC REPUBLIC)

NORTHERN RHODESIA UN 2520
civil service: preparation and training UN 569
education UN 569
elections UN 1998
GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with regard

the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples: Drafting Sub-Cttee on Northern
Rhodesia: report UN 1998

independence UN 1986, 1995, 1996, 5442, 5448,
date UN 1991
GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with re-
gard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples: Drafting Sub-Cttee on Northern
Rhodesia: report UN 1998

140
NORTHERN RHODESIA (continued)

independence (continued)

GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and peoples:

discussion UN 4102-4117

information to UN:

political and constitutional UN 1115

summaries and analyses UN 549

petitions: Kaunda UN 1272

racial discrimination UN 2002

GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: Drafting Sub-Cttee on Northern Rhodesia: report UN 1998

NORTHERN RHODESIA ASIAN ASSOCIATION

documents submitted concerning:

Northern Rhodesia: racial discrimination UN 2002

NORWAY

agriculture: policy GATT 16

comments, observations and replies:

disarmament:

economic and social consequences UN 2367

UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377

documents submitted concerning:

asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 4822

atomic weapons: tests: resumption UN 3081

copyright: Universal Convention, 1952: ratification UNESCO 323

cotton textiles: international trade: arrangements GATT 158

economic development: & population growth UN 4716, 5503

GA (UN) 4th special sess. (proposed) UN 5718

GATT: Art. XII: application: cessation GATT 175

human rights: advisory services: fellowships and scholarships UN 4191

International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale: specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4358, 4370, 4388-4391, 4399

Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance UN 3569

Norway: imports: liberalization GATT 138

ONUC: financing UN 5718

radiation: effects UN 579, 2329

slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5612

Special Fund (UN): finances: contributions UN 5554

technical assistance: Expanded Programme: finances: contributions UN 5554

UN: peace and security operations: financing UN 5718

UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4727

UNEF: budget, 1963 UN 5718

UNICHR: continuation UN 4811

UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4663

UN Training and Research Institute: establishment (proposed): study (proposed) UN 5506

imports:

liberalization GATT 138

restrictions GATT 223, 411

industrial statistics UN 706

& IAEA, agreement with IAEA 2(text), 144(text)

report to UNESCO UNESCO 230(text)

NORWAY-VENEZUELA MIXED CLAIMS COMMISSION

arbitral awards UN 1624

Noticias de la CEPAL Annex 39

Noticias de la OIT. Nueva serie ILO 169

Nouvelles du BIT. Nouvelle serie ILO 169

NTO-BAKO ANGOLA

hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 5621

NUBIA

historic sites and monuments UNESCO 22

postage stamp issue UNESCO 47

preservation and restoration UNESCO 52, 96

D-G (UNESCO): report UNESCO 156

international campaign UNESCO 19, 303, 305

financial aspects UNESCO 310

Nuclear electronics IAEA 46

NUCLEAR ELECTRONICS

Conference, Belgrade, May 1961: proceedings IAEA 46

Nuclear energy: See ATOMIC ENERGY

Nuclear explosions: See ATOMIC EXPLOSIONS

NUCLEAR-FREE ZONES UN 563, 4636, 4638, 5470

GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1652 UN 1142

NUCLEAR FUSION: Annex 92

research: bibliography IAEA 54

Nuclear fusion: Annex 92

NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTS IAEA 46

NUCLEAR MATERIALS

receipts by IAEA:

D-G (IAEA): report IAEA 147

thermodynamic properties:

Symposium, Vienna, 1962 IAEA 148

NUCLEAR PHYSICS

See also Atomic energy & radioisotopes IAEA 13

NUCLEAR POWER IAEA 129

See also Atomic energy; Nuclear reactors

costs: D-G (IAEA): note IAEA 85

development: international co-operation:

Board of Governors (IAEA): report IAEA 57

D-G (IAEA): report IAEA 57

General Conference (IAEA) 5th sess.: res. 109

IAEA 1

economic aspects: studies:

General Conference (IAEA) 5th sess.: res. 111

IAEA 1

General Conference (IAEA) 6th sess.: Programme, Technical and Budget Cttee: report IAEA 115

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IAEA 9

NUCLEAR REACTORS: IAEA 86

construction: welding IAEA 12

list IAEA 140

research: See Reactor research safety measures: See Reactor Safety technical assistance:

IAEA/Pakistan Agreement, 1962: IAEA 29(text)

utilization: international co-operation:

General Conference (IAEA) 5th sess.: res. 106

IAEA 1
NUCLEAR SCIENTISTS
See also Exchange of persons: nuclear scientists
International insurance scheme (proposed):
General Conference (IAEA) 5th sess.: res. 97
IAEA 1

NUCLEAR SHIPS
economic aspects IAEA 3
propulsion: Symposium, Taormina, 1960:
proceedings IAEA 3
safety measures IAEA 3

NUCLEAR WAR
See also Atomic weapons
propaganda: condemnation UN 3602, 5356

Nuclear weapons: See ATOMIC WEAPONS
Numerical methods of weather analysis and forecasting
WMO 30

NUTRITION FAO 134
See also Food
bibliographies Annex 74
children: See Children: nutrition
education FAO 48
Joint Expert Ctte on Nutrition (FAO/WHO):
report, 6th WHO 733
training of personnel UN 2253
UNICEF-aided projects UN 245, 965, 2253, 3409, 5864
allocations UN 2235, 2237, 2239, 2504, 5869
UNICEF programmes UN 129, 3416
& working efficiency FAO 49

NYASALAND
See also Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland
civil service: preparation and training UN 569
education UN 569
& Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland:
dissolution (proposed) UN 2332
independence UN 3964, 5447
GA (UN): Special Ctte on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples: recommendation UN 2332
information in UN:
political and constitutional UN 1116
summaries and analyses UN 296
petitions:
Chilambe, G. M. UN 3669

NYBOE, J.
periodical article:
Kenya: tuberculosis: epidemiology WHO 250

NYLEN, L.
report:
Philippines: handicapped persons: rehabilitation:
vocational training ILO 32

NZINGI, M.
hearing before GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories
under Portuguese Adm. UN 4578

O

OAS: See Organization of American States
OECD: See Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
OEEC: See Organization for European Economic Co-operation

OUNC: See United Nations Operation in the Congo
OPEX: See Public administration: technical assistance
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES WHO 734
OCCUPATIONAL HYGIENE ILO 80, 182, 276; WHO 734
& social security ILO 144, 198
OCCUPATIONS
See also Labour
diseases: statistics ILO 178

Ocean station vessel manual ICAO 12

OCEANOGRAPHY UN 2038; UNESCO 34
See also Inter-governmental Oceanographic Commission
bibliographies Annex 64
international research and training vessel (proposed)
UNESCO 96, 127
periodicals Annex 127

Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General in Amman: See SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL IN AMMAN: Office

Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees: See UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES

Office workers: See EMPLOYEES
Officers, Maritime: See SEAFARERS

Official bulletin (ILO) Annex 107

Official list of telegraph offices open for international service (ITU)
21st edition ITU 42
annex ITU 79, 107, 159

Oil: See PETROLEUM

OILS AND FATS
See also Petroleum

OLAFSEN, O.
report:
Greece: handicapped persons: rehabilitation:
vocational training ILO 29

Olive oil: See UNITED NATIONS OLIVE OIL CONFERENCE,
Geneva, 1963

OLIVER, L.
periodical article:
snails: control WHO 676

OLIVER, M. F.
periodical article:
heart diseases WHO 721

OLIVER, R.
author:
population: statistics: projections UN 2186, 5202

OMAN QUESTION UN 3095, 3574, 4508, 4660, 4678
See also under General Assembly (UN) 17th sess.: hearings
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2, 1085-1092
OMAN QUESTION (continued)
GA (UN) 17th sess.: Special Political Cttee: report UN 5372
resolution of 28 Nov 1962 UN 5490

OMURA, T., and others
periodical article:
Japan: tuberculosis WHO 311

Operating experience with nuclear power stations IAEA 9

Operational and executive personnel for developing countries (OPEX) UN 2578

OPium UN 128, 5766
See also Poppy plant; Poppy straw analysis UN 986, 2296, 5691, 5892
colorimetry UN 2566
spectrophotometry UN 273, 985, 2297
control UN 2851
morphine contents UN 2296
origin determination UN 273, 399, 985, 986, 1510, 2296, 2297, 2802, 2823, 5891, 5892

ORDER OF MALTA
General Conference (UNESCO), observer at UNESCO 222

ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
labelling IAEA 43
Organisation des centres de tri non mécanisés UPU 42

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT
activities:
OECD: S-G: statement GATT 262
comments, observations and replies:
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
& ILO ILO 192
S-G: statements:
OECD: activities GATT 262
statistical activities UN 1628

ORGANIZATION FOR EUROPEAN ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
re-organization GATT 262

ORGANIZATION OF AMERICAN STATES UN 5172
See also Ad Hoc Committee on Co-operation (OAS/ECLA/IDB); Conference on Education and Economic and Social Development (UNESCO/UN/OAS); Inter-Agency Working Party on Skilled Manpower in Latin America (ECLA/ILO/UNESCO/OAS/Icem/FAO); Secretary-General (OAS)
Charter:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3040, 3042, 3045
Council:
resolution of 23 Oct 1962 UN 4324
& Cuba UN 310, 650, 653, 656, 5035, 5036, 5038-5046
See also Cuban situation
ICJ advisory opinion, request for UN 665
& ECLA (UN) UN 878, 2760
Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign Affairs, 8th, Jan 1962:
Final Act UN 362(text)
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3035, 3041, 3045, 3046
Secretary-General (OAS): communication UN 31
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

ORGANIZATION OF CENTRAL AMERICAN STATES
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978

Organization of surveys for radionuclides in food and agriculture FAO 99

The Organization of the school year UNESCO 57

Orient-Occident Annex 130

ORTIZ DE ZEVALLOS, R. (Peru)
biography UN 5773

OSHO, N. O. (Nigeria)
biography UN 2020

OSMAN, O. M.
periodical article:
Sudan: labour: laws and regulations ILO 223

OUTER SPACE
See also Space vehicles; United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space exploration and use UN 1242, 3014-3018
declaration (draft) UN 2707, 4025, 5471, 5473
legal aspects UN 2711
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3015-3018
UN Cttee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space:
Legal Sub-Ctte, 1st sess.: report UN 3148
scientific and technical aspects:
UN Cttee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space:
Scientific and Technical Sub-Ctte, 1st sess.: report UN 3147
peaceful uses UN 1146, 1242, 3574-3576, 3639, 3640, 3828, 5492, 5471-5473, 5483-5485
ACC: report to ESC (UN), 26th UN 2038
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:
Co-ordination Cttee: report UN 3767
discussion UN 5046
resolution 913 UN 5013
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 3014-3018
resolution 1721 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 1st Cttee: report UN 5388
international co-operation UN 802, 1146, 1242, 4030
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 3014-3018
ITU report UN 4485, 5388, 5483-5485
UN Cttee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, [2nd sess.]: report UN 4485
WMO report UN 3965, 4485, 5388, 5483-5485
research programmes:
information, exchange of UN 3018
S-G (UN): note UN 2399
UN Cttee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space: discussion, 1961 UN 1964
discussion, 1962 UN 1965-1970

OZANON, M.
report:
Uruguay: vocational training ILO 34

PAFMeca: See Pan African Freedom Movement of Eastern, Central and Southern Africa

PAIGC: See Partido Africano da Independencia de Guine e Cabo Verde

PCOB: See Permanent Central Opium Board

PICAO: See Provisional International Civil Aviation Organization
PACIFIC ISLANDS UNDER USA ADMINISTRATION

Arbitration Commn [on the question of compensation of the inhabitants of Kwajalein] (proposed) UN 2530
communications to UN: classification UN 252
economic development UN 3428
health services: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5299
independence: date UN 2926
information about UN:
dissemination UN 2926
petitions UN 970
Bolkeim, J. UN 977, 2530, 2929
TC (UN) 29th sess.: res. 2135 UN 5880
examination by TC (UN) 27th sess.:
Standing Ctte on Petitions (UN):
discussion UN 2287, 2291
Hosmer, J. UN 5683
political development UN 3428
political future UN 2596, 2598
radioactive contamination UN 2526, 3428
repairs: payments UN 2530, 2926, 2929, 3428
TC (UN) 29th sess.: res. 2135 UN 5880
report, 1960/1961 UN 2284, 2527, 2528, 2926, 2930, 3428, 3719, 4487
observations at TC (UN) 29th sess.:
summary UN 3430
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision UN 5880
report to Security Council, 1961/1962 UN 3430, 3723

PAINTINGS
reproductions UNESCO 97

PAKISTAN (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
GA (UN) (continued)
Working Group of Fifteen on the Examination of the Administrative and Budgetary Procedures of the UN: re-establishment (proposed) UN 5700
human rights: protection: national guides (proposed) UN 3337
India- Pakistan question: Jammu and Kashmir UN 105, 117, 360
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110, 3121
industrial development UN 4696
commissioner (proposed) UN 2453
specialized agency (proposed): ctte of 10 experts (proposed) UN 2453
IAEA:
report, 1961/1962 UN 5421, 5424
Statute: Art. IV: amendments IAEA 72
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964 UN 5424
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4388, 4408, 4409
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4146, 4689, 4690
Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance UN 3569
Jamaica: UN, admission to UN 3613
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
Pakistan: imports: restrictions GATT 344
Palestine refugees: property identification and compensation: custodian (proposed) UN 5493
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 4900, 5721, 5744
Portugal: overseas territories:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5640
status UN 5639
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4781, 4794
Ranada-Unduni: political future UN 329, 336
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5612
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 4846, 4849
theoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
Trinidad and Tobago: UN, admission to UN 3616
Uganda: UN, admission to UN 3997
United Nations:
& NSGT: information about UN 5648
peace and security operations:
financing UN 5649, 5710
UN Capital Development Fund: statute (draft) UN 4727
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
UNHCR: continuation UN 4812
UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4683
UN Training and Research Institute: establishment (proposed): study (proposed) UN 5512
World Food Programme UN 4721
PAKISTAN (continued)
energy resources IAEA 42
imports: restrictions GATT 344
Industrial Estates Project: IDA development credit IDA 30, 31
Inland Ports Project: IDA development credit IDA 2, 3
inland transport: labour: conditions ILO 204
inland waterways: transport: labour conditions ILO 7 & IAEA:
agreements, 1962 IAEA 29(text)
land reclamation: irrigation:
IDA development credit IDA 20, 21
nuclear power: development:
IAEA: Mission to Pakistan, 1962: report IAEA 42
report to UNESCO UNESCO 245(text)
SC (UN), participation in:
S-G (UN): report UN 356, 2008
smallpox: vaccine: production:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 1613
land reclamation: irrigation:
UNRWA programme UN 536
nuclear power: development:
IAEA:
agreements, 1962 IAEA 29(text)
UNICEF-aided projects UN 1613
Palestine refugees today Annex 58
technical assistance UN 5107, 5128
Palestine refugees today Annex 58
nuclear power: development:
IAEA:
agreements, 1962 IAEA 29(text)
PALESTINE REFUGEES (continued)
property UN 1093, 1096, 1099, 1100, 1104
identification and compensation UN 5494
custodian (proposed) UN 5493
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1725 UN 1142
UN Conciliation Commission for Palestine:
progress report, 20th, 1961/1962 UN 5385
self-support UN 5529
vocational training UN 5528
UNICEF-aided projects UN 1613
UNRWA programme UN 536
Palestine refugees today Annex 58
PALM OIL
international trade UN 5252
PALMER, J. R.
periodical article:
molluscicides WHO 200
PAN AFRICAN FREEDOM MOVEMENT OF EAST AND
CENTRAL AFRICA, Dar-es-Salaam UN 2369
PAN AFRICAN FREEDOM MOVEMENT OF EASTERN,
CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN AFRICA (PAFMECA)
& ECA (UN): consultative status UN 895
PAN-AFRICAN SOCIALIST UNION OF ZIMBABWE
hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4220,
4222
PAN-AFRICANIST CONGRESS (South Africa)
hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4827
PAN-AMERICAN SANITARY BUREAU
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
PAN-PACIFIC AND SOUTHEAST ASIA WOMEN’S ASSOCIA-
tion documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare:
& economic and social development UN 3413
Commn on the Status of Women (UN):
activities UN 816
PANAMA
comments, observations and replies:
Special Fund (UN): financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2515
demography: & economic development UN 529
documents submitted concerning:
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
UN 4698, 4700, 4702
copyright: Universal Convention, 1962:
accession UNESCO 169
cultural property: protection in the event of armed
conflict: Convention, The Hague, 1954:
accession UNESCO 170
international trade:
conference (proposed) UN 4682, 4687, 4690
Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance UN 3569
natural resources: permanent sovereignty UN 4761
publications:
exchange: Convention, 1958:
ratification UNESCO 171
official: exchange: Convention, 1958:
ratification UNESCO 171
UN: peace and security operations: financing
UN 5704, 5710
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
PANAMA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
UN juridical yearbook: publication (proposed) UN 5740
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4963
electric power:
costs, 1959 UN 864
statistics, 1959 UN 865
nutrition: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 2218
population: trends:
inter-relationship with economic and social factors UN 529
technical assistance UN 5114, 5128; ILO 147
wages: minimum wage ILO 147

PANAMA CANAL ZONE
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2617, 2620
PANDIT, S. A.
periodical article:
Thailand: financial institutions Fund 7
Panels of experts: See under subject concerned

PAPUA
exports: free entry into Australia GATT 385
indigenous cadres UN 2513
information to UN: summaries and analyses UN 1137
& New Guinea union (proposed) UN 3427
social development UN 1941
UN information centre: establishment UN 3601

PARAGUAY
documents submitted concerning:
copyright: Universal Convention, 1952: accession UNESCO 25
Iran: earthquake, 1962: assistance UN 3589
Paraguay: narcotic drugs UN 497,960
refugees: assistance 4818
UN: peace and security operations: financing UN 5704, 5710
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4963
health services: training of personnel: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5863
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 497, 960
Road Construction and Maintenance Project: IDA development credit IDA 1
technical assistance UN 5113, 5128

PARASITIC DISEASES
mortality WHO 712

PARKET, F. W.
report:
fertilizers: economic development FAO 53

PARMEGGIANI, L.
report:
Turkey: medicine: industrial ILO 191

PARREIRAS, D. (Brazil)
biography UN 2020

PARTI DE L’UNITE ET DU PROGRES NATIONAL DU BURUNDI
hearing by GA (UN) 16th sess., request for UN 66

PARTIDO AFRICANO DA INDEPENDENCIA DA GUINE E CABO VERDE
hearing before GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4586, 4587, 4593
request for UN 1261, 1981, 4051

PARTIDO AFRICANO DA INDEPENDENCIA DA GUINE E CABO VERDE (continued)
hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 5835
statement before GA (UN), Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4037, 4040

PARTIDO POLITICA IDEA POPULAR DE LA GUINEA EQUATORIAL
hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4231

PATENTS
international conference (proposed):
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1857
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1704, 1706, 1711, 1712
resolution 1173 UN 1142
study (proposed):
financial implications:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1857
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1704, 1706, 1711, 1712
resolution 1173 UN 1142
& under-developed areas UN 5026
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1703, 1704, 1706, 1711, 1712
resolution 1173 UN 1142

Patterns of industrial growth
revised edition (proposed) UN 5015
financial implications UN 3700

PAUL, J. R., and others
periodical article:
Costa Rica: poliomyelitis: vaccine WHO 568

PAULIN, R. L.
report:
Laos: handicrafts: industrial development ILO 85

PAULINI, E.
periodical article:
molluscicides WHO 221

Payments, International: See BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

PEACE AND DISARMEMENT
organization and investigation: cttee (proposed) UN 5414, 5425

PEACE AND SECURITY
WHO 322, 332, 347, 348, 449, 460, 461
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 404

Peace and security operations: See UNITED NATIONS: peace and security operations

PEACE OBSERVATION COMMISSION (UN)
members: appointment:
S-G (UN): note UN 3122

PEACEFUL RELATIONS AMONG PEOPLES
promotion among youth UN 3783, 3955, 3976, 5618;
UNESCO 19, 21, 96, 222
declaration (draft) UN 2394(text), 5608; UNESCO 86, 125
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 895 UN 5013
S-G (UN): note UN 3556
Seminar for South and East Asia on the Associated Schools Project in Education for International Understanding, Tokyo, 1961:
report UNESCO 54
UNESCO report UN 3269

PEACEFUL RELATIONS AMONG STATES
UN 3783
& international law UN 4895, 4897-4901, 4904-4906, 5721, 5722, 5724, 5725, 5727, 5728, 5730, 5732-5736, 5744, 5745
PEACEFUL RELATIONS AMONG STATES (continued)
& international law (continued)
GA (UN) 16th sess. : res. 1686 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess. : 6th Ctte: report UN 5404
S-G (UN): note 2 UN 3585

PEACOCK DOUGLAS, M.
author: The Primary school library and its services
UNESCO 13

PEARCE, G.W.
periodical article:
DDT WHO 718

PEAS
standards UN 3349

PELEGRINO, J.
periodical article:
bilharziases: diagnosis WHO 212

PENSION
right to UN 393

PEOPLE'S INDEPENDENT DEMOCRATIC UNION
hearing before GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4223

PEOPLE'S MOVEMENT FOR THE LIBERATION OF ANGOLA
hearing before GA (UN): Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4574, 4576, 4579
statement before GA (UN), Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4053

PEPPER
inter-governmental consultations FAO 29

PEFY, D.
report:
Africa: public administration: organization and methods UN 5262

Performers: See ARTISTS

PERIODICAL ARTICLES
lists Annex 16, 41

PERIODICALS
See also under subject or name of issuing body
ILO index ILO 89
list: See Annex to Feb issue
production: statistics: standardization UNESCO 89, 96, 128

PERMANENT AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE (ILO), 6th sess.
report ILO 233

PERMANENT CENTRAL OPium BOARD
activities, 1960 UN 1347
activities, 1961 UN 3576
members: election UN 3257, 3576
ESC (UN): Ctte to Review Candidates for Election to PCOB: report UN 2296
See also Economic and Social Council (UN):
committees: Ctte to Review Candidates for Election to PCOB
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: decision UN 5013
Social Ctte: report UN 3770
S-G (UN): notes UN 2020, 2021, 2364, 2365, 2762, 2763
report, 1961 UN 237(text), 1597(text), 3770, 3807
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 914 UN 5013

Permanent missions to the UN Annex 1

PERRIN DE BRICHAMBAUT, G.
report:
Near and Middle East: agroclimatology FAO 74

Persia: See IRAN

Persons: freedom of movement: See FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT

Persons, Exchange of: See EXCHANGE OF PERSONS

Persons, Handicapped: See HANDICAPPED PERSONS

FERU
aboriginal populations: social integration ILO 226
comments, observations and replies:
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377
community organization and development ILO 226, 237
documents submitted concerning:
asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 5593
freedom of information:
convention (draft) UN 5605
declaration (draft) UN 5605

GATT: Schedule XXXV (Peru):
concessions: modifications GATT 187, 195, 201
human rights: covenants (draft, 1954):
civil and political UN 4802

IAEA: Statute: review (proposed) IAEA 18
International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property: Statute: accession UNESCO 46
natural resources: permanent sovereignty UN 5540
peaceful relations among States: & international law UN 5734

UN: peace and security operations:
financing UN 5704, 5710

UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
education: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5300
Highway Maintenance and Improvement Project:
IBRD loan Bank 1
imports: restrictions GATT 218
& ILO: agreement ILO 252
report to UNESCO UNESCO 231(text)
technical assistance UN 5128

PESIGAN, T. P.
periodical article:
Philippines: snails: control WHO 222

PESTICIDES
See also Insecticides
toxicity WHO 254, 303, 304
Expert Ctte on Insecticides (WHO):
report, 12th WHO 191
Expert Ctte on Pesticide Residues (WHO):
report WHO 534(text)
Panel of Experts on the Use of Pesticides in Agriculture (FAO):
report WHO 534(text)

Petitions: See sub-heading petitions under names of Trust Territories

PETRILLI, F. L.
periodical article:
Italy: air pollution WHO 569
PHILIPPINES
children: handicapped:
training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 1618
documents submitted concerning:
freedom of religion: principles (draft) UN 1440
GA (UN): report UN 5646
Special Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
Special Cttee for South West Africa:
report on visit to South West Africa, 1962 UN 3688
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese
Adm.: report UN 5639
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Coun­
tries and Peoples:
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 5437
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5437, 5639
human rights:
advisory services:
fellowships and scholarships UN 4191
protection: national guides (proposed) UN 3337
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3111
IAEA: Statute: Art. IV: amendment IAEA 73
Korea (Rep.): withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed) UN 5487
Korean question UN 5487
natural resources: permanent sovereignty UN 5441
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 5746
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 336
Rwanda, Mwami of: question of the future UN 343
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3111
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Pretoria communiqué, 26 May 1962 UN 3688
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 4846, 5849

PHILIPPINES (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
thoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
United Nations:
& NSGT: information about UN 5648
peace and security operations: financing UN 5695
UN Capital Development Fund: statute (draft) UN 4727
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
UNCURK: report, 1961/1962 UN 5487
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
report UN 4663
women:
advancement in developing countries UN 1492
inheritance UN 1488
political rights UN 799
economic development UN 1632
electric power: development: IBRD loan Bank 47, 48
epidemic: UNICEF emergency aid UN 247, 506
handicapped persons: rehabilitation:
occupational training ILO 32
IBRD loan: guarantee agreement Bank 47
milk, filled: economic aspects FAO 28, 70
shipbuilding UN 5006
snails: control WHO 208, 222
technical assistance UN 5082, 5128
ILO programme ILO 32
unemployment ILO 272

PHOTOTELEGRAPH
standardized test chart:
facsimile transmissions ITU 146

Physical rehabilitation: See HANDICAPPED PERSONS:
rehabilitation: PROSTHETIC APPLIANCES

PHYSICAL SCIENCES
See also Physics and allied sciences
& radioisotopes IAEA 13

Physics:
nuclear: See NUCLEAR PHYSICS
solid state: See SOLID STATE PHYSICS

Physics of fast and intermediate reactions IAEA 47
Physics, Plasma: See PLASMA PHYSICS
Physics, Theoretical: See THEORETICAL PHYSICS

PIATAKOV, A.
periodical article:
USSR: labour administration ILO 158

PICK, B. M.
report:
Ghana: vocational guidance ILO 301

PIERBOT, J.
report:
Greece: handicapped person: vocational training ILO 3

PINKNEY, E. T.
author:
uranium ores: processing IAEA 100

PITCAIRN ISLAND
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1140
summaries and analyses UN 1139
POLAND (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
human rights:
- covenants (draft, 1954): civil and political UN 479;
  national advisory committees UN 2473
  periodic reports UN 744
industrial development UN 4149, 4654
  commissioner (proposed) UN 2412
technical assistance UN 3314
IAEA: report, 1961/1962 UN 5421, 5422
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
  Atomic Energy (UN), 2nd, Geneva, 1964 UN 5422
ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report UN 4278
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 4155
nature: protection UN 5528
NSGT: racial discrimination UN 5652
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5652
peaceful relations among States: and international law
  UN 5740
Poland: narcotic drugs UN 2911
political rights: principles (draft) UN 1441
Portugal:
  repressive actions against Mozambique, alleged
  UN 3188
sanctions (proposed) UN 4073
Secretariat (UN): staff: geographical distribution
  UN 5688, 5691
South West Africa: International status UN 4856
Southern Rhodesia:
  independence: date (proposed) UN 626
  technical assistance: IAEA programme IAEA 94, 124
under-developed areas: indigenous cadres: preparation
  and training UN 7314
UN: economic and social activities:
  decentralization UN 7773
UNESCO: & UN Agreement, 1946: revision UN 1400,
  5431
UN International School UN 5703
UN juridical yearbook: publication (proposed) UN 5740
women:
  political rights UN 799
  vocational training UN 806
milk: conservation: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5286
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 2911
poliomyelitis WHO 663, 677
  report to UNESCO UNESCO 229(text)
technical assistance UN 5128
POLIOMYELITIS WHO 540
vaccine:
  Study Group of Requirements for Poliomyelitis
  Vaccine (Oral) (WHO): report WHO 285
POLITICAL RIGHTS
See also Women: political rights
Comm on Human Rights (UN) 18th sess.: discussion
  UN 3846, 3855, 3856, 3858
  convention (proposed) UN 3846, 3855, 3856, 3858
  discrimination UN 1455, 5006
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 888 C UN 5013
study UN 145-160, 162-169, 172, 175, 177, 3246, 3576
  popular summary: publication UN 768, 769
  financial implications UN 161
printing: financial implications UN 161
Sub-Comm on Prevention of Discrimination and
  Protection of Minorities (UN) 14th sess.: discussion
  UN 747-769
report UN 791

PLANT LIFE
  ecology: periodicals Annex 77
  protection FAO 132
  periodicals Annex 70
Plant protection bulletin Annex 70
PLANTATIONS
  co-operative movement ILO 119
  workers:
    conditions of work ILO 119
    social security ILO 119
PLASMA PHYSICS
  periodicals Annex 92
POLAK, J. J.
  periodical article:
    economic policies Fund 33
POLAK, M. F., and others
  periodical article:
    smallpox: vaccine WHO 722
POLAND
  agriculture: policy GATT 50
  comments, observations and replies:
    disarmament:
      economic and social consequences UN 2367
      economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 694
      UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2577
Contracting Parties (GATT), relations with GATT 368, 3846, 3855, 3856, 3858
  documents submitted concerning:
    Africa: economic development: training of personnel:
      facilities offered by Poland UN 887
    Angola: independence (proposed) UN 4073
    Angola situation UN 17
    asylum: right of: declaration (draft) UN 5583, 5589, 5607
Comm of the ESC (UN), Regional economic:
  strengthening of activities UN 3773
  co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
    economic, social and human rights programmes UN 3783
  Dept of ESA (UN): Industrial Development Division:
    re-organization (proposed) UN 2412
  disarmament:
    economic and social consequences UN 3266, 5497;
    IAEA 127
ESC (UN): meetings at ministerial level UN 1410
  economic conditions UN 3802
  economic projections: long-term UN 3863
Europe: agriculture: products: marketing UN 1547
POLITICAL RIGHTS (continued)
principles (draft, 1961) UN 154, 160, 163, 166, 170, 173, 731, (text), 1441
Comm. on Human Rights (UN) 18th sess.: discussion UN 3846, 3855, 3856, 3858
Sub-Comm. on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities (UN) 14th sess.: discussion UN 754-769
Pollution: See AIR POLLUTION; RADIOACTIVE CONTAMINATION; SEA-WATER: pollution by oil; WATER: pollution
POMPEI, G. F. (Italy)
biography UNESCO 207
PONCE Y CARBO, ENRIQUE (Ecuador)
biography UN 701
POPPY PLANT
See also Opium
Protocol for Limiting and Regulating the Cultivation, New York, 1953:
ratification by Iran:
S-G (UN): note UN 2810
POPPY STRAW
misuse for illicit purposes UN 2851
POPULATION UN 3570
See also Demography; Migration; Mortality; Natality:
S-G (UN): report UN 712
Statistical Commn (UN) 12th sess.: discussion UN 5143, 5144
distribution UN 5200
& food supply FAO 122
registers: use for statistical purposes UN 5010
S-G (UN): report UN 710
Statistical Commn (UN) 12th sess.: discussion UN 5142, 5143
statistics UN 2299, 3438, 5201
activities, 1960-1964:
S-G (UN): memorandum UN 771
& economic and social planning UN 5203
& educational planning UN 5212
methods UN 2952, 2953, 5194-5196, 5205, 5207, 5209
periodicals UN 5198
world conference, 2nd (proposed) UN 5014
world statistics, 1951 UN 538
food and agriculture GATT 272, 403, 406
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: decisions GATT 289
& GA (UN) Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: co-operation with Portugal, 1962
and also see also Angola situation:
S-G (UN): report UN 297
responsibility for trade and development issues:
GATT 115, 412
overseas territories: status UN 4557
Portuguese Guinea: narcotic drugs UN 493
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 2386
theoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
POPULATION COMMISSION (UN) 12th sess.
agenda (provisional) UN 5161 (text)
POPULATION GROWTH UN 3593, 5402, 5502, 5503, 5552
& economic development UN 4715
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 1717, 1718
resolution 1719 UN 1142
study (proposed): financial implications UN 5413, 5678
Population studies UN 2952, 2953
PORTS
development UN 5899
sanitation WHO 297
PORTUGAL
See also International Court of Justice: cases: right of passage over Indian territory (Portugal v. India)
See also Portuguese Guinea: narcotic drugs
agriculture:
GATT 263
products: export to Switzerland: protocol, Feb 1962
GATT 300 (text)
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 11, 15, 16
cotton textiles:
international trade: arrangements GATT 156
GA (UN) Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
& Portugal, co-operation with UN 1251
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale: specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 439
Portuguese Guinea: narcotic drugs UN 493
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 2386
theoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
POPULATION COMMISSION (UN) 12th sess.
agenda (provisional) UN 5161 (text)
POPULATION GROWTH UN 3593, 5402, 5502, 5503, 5552
& economic development UN 4715
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 1717, 1718
resolution 1719 UN 1142
study (proposed): financial implications UN 5413, 5678
Population studies UN 2952, 2953
PORTS
development UN 5899
sanitation WHO 297
PORTUGAL
See also International Court of Justice: cases: right of passage over Indian territory (Portugal v. India)
agriculture:
GATT 263
products: export to Switzerland: protocol, Feb 1962
GATT 300 (text)
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 11, 15, 16
cotton textiles:
international trade: arrangements GATT 156
GA (UN) Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
& Portugal, co-operation with UN 1251
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale: specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 439
Portuguese Guinea: narcotic drugs UN 493
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 2386
theoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
GATT, accession to GATT 272, 403, 406
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: decisions GATT 289
& GA (UN) Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: co-operation with Portugal, 1962
and also see also Angola situation:
S-G (UN): report UN 297
responsibility for trade and development issues:
GATT 115, 412
overseas territories: status UN 4557
Portuguese Guinea: narcotic drugs UN 493
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 2386
theoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
POPULATION COMMISSION (UN) 12th sess.
agenda (provisional) UN 5161 (text)
POPULATION GROWTH UN 3593, 5402, 5502, 5503, 5552
& economic development UN 4715
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 1717, 1718
resolution 1719 UN 1142
study (proposed): financial implications UN 5413, 5678
Population studies UN 2952, 2953
PORTS
development UN 5899
sanitation WHO 297
PORTUGAL
See also International Court of Justice: cases: right of passage over Indian territory (Portugal v. India)
agriculture:
GATT 263
products: export to Switzerland: protocol, Feb 1962
GATT 300 (text)
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 11, 15, 16
cotton textiles:
international trade: arrangements GATT 156
GA (UN) Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
& Portugal, co-operation with UN 1251
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale: specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 439
Portuguese Guinea: narcotic drugs UN 493
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 2386
theoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
GATT, accession to GATT 272, 403, 406
Contracting Parties (GATT) 19th sess.: decisions GATT 289
& GA (UN) Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: co-operation with Portugal, 1962
and also see also Angola situation:
S-G (UN): report UN 297
responsibility for trade and development issues:
GATT 115, 412
overseas territories: status UN 4557
Portuguese Guinea: narcotic drugs UN 493
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 2386
theoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
PORTUGAL (continued)
overseas territories (continued)

independence (proposed):

GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under
Portuguese Administration: report UN 3534
indigenous cadres: preparation and training UN 3534
information to UN: transmission UN 3574
judiciary organization UN 3534
labour:
  laws and regulations ILO 269
  national administration: establishment ILO 134
  labour conditions UN 3534
  labour inspection ILO 133
  laws and regulations, 1961 UN 4558, 4560(TEXT)
GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under
Portuguese Adm.: report UN 3534
maps UN 5338
political conditions UN 3534
public health UN 3534
refugees: assistance UN 3534
social conditions UN 3534
social security: & labour:
  national administration ILO 135
status UN 1249-1253, 1255-1257, 1260-1266, 1972-
  1974, 1981, 4557, 4558, 4594, 4842-4845, 5621, 5623,
  5625-5629, 5632, 5634, 5635, 5639-5645
GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under
Portuguese Adm.: report UN 3534
products: import from Switzerland: Protocol, Feb 1962
GATT 300(TEXT)
repressive actions against Angola, alleged UN 5442,
5444, 5445
repressive actions against Mozambique, alleged
UN 3168, 5442, 5627
sanctions (proposed) UN 3188, 3964, 4063, 4069, 4073,
5442, 5444, 5445
GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portu-
geuse Adm.: report UN 4555, 4579
& Senegal UN 102, 4467

tariffs: concessions GATT 289

PORTUGUESE GUINEA
See also under General Assembly (UN): committees:
  Special Committee on Territories under Portu-
geuse Adm.: hearings
conditions, 1960 UN 5463
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
  discussion UN 2629, 2631-2633, 2639-2641
independence (proposed) UN 4037-4039
GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portu-
geuse Adm.: disc. UN 4582, 4583, 4586-4588,
4590-4592
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 493
petitions:
  Partido Africano da Independência de Guiné e Cabo
  Verde UN 612

PORTUGUESE TIMOR
conditions, 1960 UN 5467
Possibilite de créer un sac universel pour l'échange des
corespondances GATT 56

POSTAL SERVICE

See also Postage stamps
administration UPU 23
air mail UPU 3, 4, 6, 15, 24, 31, 36-39, 47, 48, 54, 55
dangerous goods: See Transport of goods: dangerous
goods rates UPU 1, 2, 13, 14, 29, 30, 46, 53
dictionary: polyglot UPU 21
distances in kilometres UPU 52
mail: sorting: Consultative Cttee on Postal Studies (UPU):
  report UPU 42(TEXT)
mail bags:
 
Consultative Cttee on Postal Studies (UPU):
  Steering Cttee: report UPU 56
mail rates:
 
Consultative Cttee on Postal Studies (UPU):
  Steering Cttee: report UPU 44
mechanization UPU 23
national administrations:
  addresses: list UPU 27
  chiefs: list UPU 28
  rates UPU 9, 16, 34, 35, 50
equivalent: list UPU 43
reply coupons: international accounts, 1960 UPU 6
steamship lines: lists UPU 12, 33, 45
statistics UPU 25
transit rates: international UPU 7

POSTERS
competition, international UNESCO 137

POSTHUMA, F.

report:
  India: ports UN 5899

Potentialities for private investment in the chemical industry
in Iran IFC 1

Power: See ENERGY

POWER REACTORS
research: Symposium on Power Reactor Experiments
IAEA, Vienna, Oct 1961: proceedings IAEA 15

PRAKASH, B.
author:
  Metallurgy of thorium production IAEA 51

Prejudice: See DISCRIMINATION

PRICES
See also Cost of living; Inflation; Wages
statistics UN 2299; ILO 180, 224

The Primary school library and its services UNESCO 13

Principle: See SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE

Principles of land consolidation legislation FAO 11

PRINTING INDUSTRY AND TRADE
health, industrial ILO 182
industrial development ILO 235
labour conditions: technical meetings (ILO) ILO 181, 182,
235
near-print processes: vocational training ILO 235

The Priorities of progress UN 1619
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Philippines: snails: control WHO 208

SÃO TOME AND PRINCIPE UN 4036
See also under General Assembly (UN): committees:
Special Committee on Territories under Portuguese
Adm: hearings
conditions, 1960 UN 5465
independence (proposed) UN 4584

SARAWAK
co-operative societies: development ILO 33
information to UN:
summaries and analyses UN 551, 552
free trade areas: Agreement, 1961 GATT 249(text), 270
petitions:
Sarawak United People's Party UN 4596
technical assistance UN 5128
ILO programme ILO 33

SATELLITES, ARTIFICIAL
registration: See Space vehicles: registration & telecommunication:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1721D UN 1142

SAITO, H.
periodical article:
cancer WHO 571

SAUDI ARABIA

community organization and development:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 2220
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 20
asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 5603
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
UN 4698, 4700, 4702
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documents submitted concerning (continued)
human rights:
covenants (draft, 1954): civil and political UN 4800
Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
ctte (proposed) UN 4211
industrial development UN 4695
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569, 4154, 4155
Libya: assistance UN 5555
marriage: minimum age, consent and registration:
draft UN 4161
natural resources: permanent sovereignty UN 5441
Oman question UN 3095, 4660, 4678
Palestinian refugees: assistance UN 4661
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4780, 4787
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 336
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 2326, 4846, 4849
United Nations:
economic and social activities: decentralization UN 4726, 4759
peace and security operations: financing UN 5709
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4198
IAEA, admission to IAEA 104
technical assistance UN 5070, 5128

SAVING AND INVESTMENT
& economic growth UN 1324, 1325, 1327, 1328

Schedule of par values (Fund) Fund 3, 15, 27

Schistosomiasis: See BILHARZIASIS

SCHNEIDER-BITTEL, E.
report:
Israel: printing industry and trade: technical training ILO 6

Scholarships: See FELLOWSHIPS AND SCHOLARSHIPS

SCHOOLS
See also United Nations International School
curricula UNESCO 57
medical: See Education: medical

SCHUTTEE, C. H. J.
periodical article:
snails: control WHO 673

SCIENCE

See also names of specific sciences
bibliography Annex 113
international co-operation UNESCO 130, 131
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1704, 1706, 1711, 1712
periodicals Annex 114
social implications: periodicals Annex 121
study and teaching UNESCO 59

Sciences, Natural: See NATURAL SCIENCES

Sciences, Physical: See PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Sciences, Social: See SOCIAL SCIENCES

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION
abstracting services UN 3391, 3576
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: Co-ordination Ctte: report UN 3767
discussion UN 5044, 5345
resolution 911 UN 5013
SECRETARIAT (IAEA)
staff:
list IAEA 52
regulations (provisional): modifications IAEA 37

SECRETARIAT (ICAO)
organization ICAO 73
staff ICAO 68
salaries and allowances ICAO 73

SECRETARIAT (IMCO)
staff:
manning table IMCO 5
rules and regulations IMCO 6 (text)
salaries and allowances IMCO 5

Secretariat (ITU): See GENERAL SECRETARIAT (ITU)

SECRETARIAT (UN)
opposition: review:
GA (UN) 16th sess. disc. UN 1843-1845, 1858
staff UN 3574
common staff costs: budget, 1963 UN 3578, 3611, 3706
death in service: compensation UN 1840
fixed-term appointments 4885
GA (UN) 16th sess. disc. 1819-1814, 1818-1824, 1828-1831, 1836-1839
S-G (UN): report UN 4257
geographical distribution UN 4864, 4885, 4891, 5686, 5688, 5691
GA (UN) 18th sess. disc. UN 1800, 1812-1814, 1818-1824, 1828-1831, 1836-1839, 1857
S-G (UN): report UN 3990, 4257
hospitality expenses: budget, 1963 UN 3578
list UN 4266, 4870
permanent contracts:
GA (UN) 16th sess. disc. UN 1810
rules and regulations: amendments:
S-G (UN): report UN 4257
salaries and allowances UN 4257, 4269, 5366, 5371, 5409

Advisory Cttee (UN):
report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 4496
budget, 1963 UN 3578, 3611, 3706, 4872, 4874, 5384, 5869
correlation among UN and specialized agencies UN 4259
education grant:
GA (UN) 16th sess. disc. UN 1839, 1840, 1857
res. 1730 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess. 5th Cttee report UN 5370
general service category UN 5379
S-G (UN): report UN 4255
general service category (Geneva):
Advisory Cttee (UN):
report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 1926
post-adjustments UN 4866
Advisory Cttee (UN):
report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 4528
Expert Cttee on Post Adjustments, 4th sess. report
UN 4257 (text)
European Office:
GA (UN) 16th sess. disc. UN 1849
Headquarters:
GA (UN) 16th sess. disc. UN 1797
professional category: increase (proposed):
GA (UN) 16th sess. disc. UN 1824-1827, 1834
res. 1658 UN 1142
SECRETARIAT (UN) (continued)
staff (continued)
salaries (continued)
Security personnel:
CA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1809, 1811, 1812
travel:
budget, 1963 UN 3578, 3579, 3611, 3706, 5384, 5669
standards UN 5379
SECRETARIAT (UNESCO)
an organization UNESCO 19, 78, 96
& other UNESCO organs UNESCO 113
programme of work and budget, 1963-1964 UNESCO 222
staff:
Appeals Board: statutes: amendments UNESCO 94
appointment UNESCO 96
geographical distribution UNESCO 19
D-G (UNESCO): report UNESCO 187
Medical Benefits Fund:
extension to retired members UNESCO 281
posts: vacancies UNESCO 44
promotion:
D-G (UNESCO): report UNESCO 188
recruitment UNESCO 100-102, 188, 213
rules and regulations:
D-G (UNESCO): report UNESCO 189
salaries and allowances UNESCO 19, 96, 222
D-G (UNESCO): report UNESCO 279
training:
D-G (UNESCO): report UNESCO 188
SECRETARIAT (WHO)
staff WHO 188
regulations WHO 2(text), 738(text)
rules: amendments WHO 80, 236, 227, 444, 456
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 384
D-G (WHO): report WHO 46
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 110
salaries and allowances WHO 46, 72-80, 83, 85, 94,
236, 384, 433, 453, 456
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.:
Ctee on Administration, Finance and Legal
Matters: report, 2nd WHO 288
res. WHO 355
D-G (WHO): report WHO 16, 17, 71
EB (WHO) 29th sess.:
resolution WHO 109-111, 124, 125, 167
SECRETARIAT (WMO)
staff WMO 19
SECRETARY-GENERAL (IMCO)
appointment IMCO 3
SECRETARY-GENERAL (IMCO) (Nielsen, O.)
death IMCO 5
SECRETARY-GENERAL (IMCO), ACTING
appointment IMCO 5
SECRETARY-GENERAL (ITU)
circulars ITU 1-4, 11-14, 17-20, 32-35, 48-51, 61-65,
68-70, 86-88, 91, 99-102, 113-116, 128-131, 147-151,
154, 161-165, 168, 169
notifications ITU 5, 6, 15, 16, 36, 37, 52, 53, 66, 67, 89, 90,
103, 104, 117, 118, 133, 152, 153, 166, 167
reports, memoranda and studies:
ITU:
finances: accounts, 1961 ITU 93
report to UN, 1961 ITU 95
SECRETARY-GENERAL (OAS)
reports, memoranda and studies:
Cuban situation UN 4324, 4928, 4931, 5754
OAS: Meeting of Consultation of Ministers of Foreign
Affairs, 9th, Jan 1962 UN 91
Final Act UN 362
SECRETARY-GENERAL (OAS), ASSISTANT
reports, memoranda and studies:
Dominican Republic:
human rights: violations, alleged UN 3720
SECRETARY-GENERAL (UN)
addresses and messages:
ECE (UN): activities UN 2424
appointment UN 4487, 5366, 5430
SC (UN):
President: communication UN 5307
notification under Art. 12, par. 2 of the Charter UN 3595
report (annual), 1961/1962 UN 3574(text)
introduction UN 3575(text), 4479
reports, memoranda and studies:
Advisory Committee (UN): members: appointment
UN 3101
aggression: definition:
comments by Governments UN 1225
agriculture: co-operatives UN 2022
asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 3092
atomic weapons:
dissemination: prevention: undertakings by
Governments UN 1311, 1313, 1314
replies from Governments UN 3746, 3747
prohibition: conference (proposed): comments by
Governments UN 3546, 3547, 5340
barbiturates: control
commissions:
ECE (UN), SC (UN):
activities
appeals board: statutes: amendments
expansion to retired members
asylum, right of: declaration (draft): comments by
Governments
protection: undertakings by
Governments
Commission on Narcotic Drugs (UN):
programme of work: priorities UN 1515
Commission on the Status of Women (UN):
programme of work: priorities UN 186, 1502
Commission on the Status of Women 17th sess.:
agenda (provisional) UN 5806
Commissions of the ESC (UN), Functional:
members:
confirmation UN 1386-1388
election UN 701, 1382-1384
Commissions of the ESC (UN), Regional economic:
strengthening of activities UN 3757
Committee on Contributions (UN), Regional economic:
strengthening of activities UN 3757
Commission on Narcotic Drugs (UN):
programme of work: priorities UN 1515
Commission on the Status of Women (UN):
programme of work: priorities UN 186, 1502
Commission on the Status of Women 17th sess.:
agenda (provisional) UN 5806
Committee on Contributions (UN), Regional economic:
strengthening of activities UN 3757
affairs, 8th, Jan 1962
Final Act UN 362
employment
employment
agriculture and development:
these groups of experts on community development (proposed):
terms of reference UN 179
Congo situation UN 99, 112, 113, 356, 365, 3718
S-G (UN) proposals UN 3715(text)
consular relations UN 3564
comments by Governments UN 3544
S
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reports, memoranda and studies (continued)
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
administrative and budgetary questions UN 3705
economic, social and human rights programmes
UN 2358, 2782
programme of meetings UN 5361
Dag Hammarskjold Foundation UN 3554
day nurseries UN 391
disarmament UN 3573
economic and social consequences UN 1381, 2367,
2766, 3572
discrimination: prevention: communications: list
UN 5159
drug addiction UN 396
ESC (UN):
calendar of conferences, 1963 UN 3244, 3245, 3771
Ctee [to consider candidates for election to PCOB]:
establishment UN 2364
meetings at ministerial level UN 703
report to GA (UN), 1960/1961 UN 2416
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.:
agenda (provisional, annotated) UN 680-682
organization of work UN 704
recommendations: financial implications UN 1394
ESC (UN) 34th sess.:
agenda UN 1372, 1373, 1404, 2034, 5774
organization of work UN 2045
economic and social development:
planning and programming UN 783
ECLA (UN): UN building, Santiago, Chile:
construction UN 5659, 5660
economic conditions UN 2041, 2387
economic development UN 2375, 3591
financing UN 2315
planing UN 2375
& population growth UN 3593
economic projections UN 3591
education: documents: list UN 2385
Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament:
meeting [1962] UN 123
meeting, Nov/Dec 1962 UN 5673
Equal pay for equal work:
sales and distribution UN 792
European Office of the UN, Geneva:
Palais des Nations: modernization UN 4260
finances: statistics UN 1422
freedom from prejudice and discrimination year and
day (proposed) UN 138
comments by Governments UN 373, 374, 726, 727
freedom of information UN 135, 136, 140
convention (draft) UN 3090
declaration (draft) UN 3093
reports from Governments UN 372, 3336
Seminar, New Delhi, 1962:
report (provisional) UN 734
freedom of religion:
discrimination:
comments by Governments UN 133
principles (draft, 1961)
comments by Governments UN 717, 733
GA (UN): members: representatives: travel and other
expenses UN 5662
GA (UN) 17th sess.:
agenda UN 3588, 3691-3693, 3975
allocation of items UN 3691-3693
cttees: membership UN 3624
organization of work UN 3690
SECRETARY-GENERAL (UN) (continued)
reports, memoranda and studies (continued)
housing: censuses, 1960: world programme:
progress report UN 712
human rights UN 134, 137, 139
advisory services UN 729, 2044, 2777, 3597
covenants (draft, 1964) UN 3091, 4793
civil and political: art. 6-26 UN 3703
international court:
establishment (proposed) UN 378
national advisory ctees:
reports from Governments UN 376, 377, 1429,
2473, 2800
periodic reports: publication (proposed) UN 1453
periodic reports, 1957-1959 UN 380
Human Rights Day (10 Dec) UN 5420
industrial development UN 2359, 3591
advisory services UN 2781
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies
UN 2361, 2424
Industrial Development Centre (UN):
establishment UN 1438
industrial enterprises: finances: statistics UN 708
industrial statistics:
developments UN 707
system of inquiries UN 706
world programme, 1963 UN 1421
international law: codification: comments by Govern­
ments UN 3056, 3057
international trade UN 3592
conference (proposed) UN 3592, 5671
comments by Governments UN 2043, 2388, 2776,
3227, 3755
improvement: multilateral consultations UN 5768
investments, international UN 3239, 3591, 3960(text)
Investments Ctee (UN): members: appointment
UN 5337
land reform UN 2022, 3591
Libya: assistance UN 3981, 5348
marriage: age, consent and registration:
convention and recommendation (draft) UN 180,
3078
Mekong River Project UN 2375
minorities: protection UN 5805
narcotic drugs:
control UN 2808, 2839
laws and regulations, 1961 UN 1509
technical assistance UN 2136
illicit traffic in UN 401
Protocol, 1953:
accessions and ratifications UN 2811
Single Convention, 1961:
coming into force UN 5161
status UN 2820
synthetic UN 2135
natural resources:
non-agricultural: conservation and utilization
UN 1365
permanent sovereignty UN 3596
NSGT:
fellows and scholarships UN 3067, 3966, 3967
indigenous cadres:
preparation and training UN 1929, 2313, 3605
information to UN
political and constitutional UN 1927
summaries and analyses UN 296, 549-552, 1111-
1141, 1910-1926, 3055
racial discrimination UN 3971, 5344
social conditions UN 702, 1620
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reports, memoranda and studies (continued)
opium: research UN 399
Peace Observation Commission (UN): members: appointment UN 3122
peaceful relations among peoples:
promotion among youth UN 3556
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 3565
Permanent Central Opium Board:
members: election UN 2020, 2021, 2364, 2365, 2762, 2763, 3257
petroleum: exploration: financing UN 1367
poppy plant: Protocol for Limiting and Regulating the Cultivation, New York, 1953:
ratification by Iran: effect UN 2810
population:
censuses, 1960: world programme: progress report UN 712
registers: use for statistical purposes UN 710
statistics: activities, 1960-1964 UN 711
public administration UN 2042
documents: list UN 2385
technical assistance UN 5377
public finance: national accounts: classification UN 368
statistics: UN 709, 1423
racial, religious and national intolerance: manifestations, prevention of UN 3079
Ruanda-Urundi:
 Petitions: UN 59, 313-315, 2335, 2336, 2715
 political future UN 2336
 rural development UN 2022
Secretariat (UN): staff:
fixed-term appointments UN 4263
geographical distribution UN 3990, 4258
list UN 4266, 4870
rules and regulations: amendments UN 4257
salaries and allowances UN 4269
general service category UN 4255
SC (UN):
agenda UN 84, 88, 94, 106, 110, 116, 363, 364, 649, 652, 655, 657, 669, 1291, 1292, 1300, 1302, 1305, 2009-2011, 2340, 2347-2350, 2742, 2745, 2747, 2749, 3722, 3724, 3726, 3729, 3731, 3732, 3734, 3737, 3742, 3744, 4300, 4305, 4306, 4315, 4927, 4929, 4930, 5753, 5755
Cuba: participation of UN 651, 658
India: participation of UN 1304
Israel: participation of UN 1289, 1290
members: representatives, 1962:
credentials UN 82, 83, 87, 90, 92, 93, 101, 166, 1303, 2345, 2746, 3733, 4319
Pakistan: participation of UN 598, 2008
report 1960/61 UN 104
Syria: participation of UN 671, 1295
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 2039, 2366, 3226, 3555
Social Commn (UN): activities: appraisal UN 784
social statistics: development UN 713
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 103
South West Africa:
fellowships and scholarships, 1961/1962 UN 3604
international status UN 108
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 5418, 5468
space vehicles: USA launchings, 1958-1962 UN 604
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Special Fund (UN):
activities, 1961 UN 5687
Managing Director:
appointment: confirmation UN 3975
operations UN 3969
Standard International Trade Classification:
revision: implementation UN 370
Statistical Commn (UN), 12th sess.: agenda (provisional) UN 371
statistics:
compilation: use of electronic computers UN 714, 1424
international UN 1420
standards UN 3333
processing: use of electronic computers UN 715
Sub-Commn on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities (UN):
members: election UN 720-725, 1426, 1427
technical assistance UN 2375
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies: comments UN 5776, 5778, 5780
Expanded Programme UN 2030
finances UN 2031, 5346, 5498
resident representatives of participating organizations: co-ordination of activities UN 5775
UN programme UN 2030, 5049
technical cooperation UN 3981
Telecommunication and the peaceful uses of outer space UN 5342
travel and tourism, international: conference (proposed) UN 1375
statistical classification UN 716
Trust Territories:
fellowships and scholarships UN 2525, 3599
women: status UN 182
TC (UN) 28th sess.: members: representatives:
credentials UN 507
TC (UN) 29th sess.: members: representatives:
credentials UN 2392
under-developed countries:
economic development UN 3591
United Nations:
conferences and meetings: programme, 1963 UN 4865
documentation: limitation UN 2103, 5663
economic and social activities:
decentralization UN 3591, 3757, 3961
finances:
accounts, 1961 UN 4243
bonds UN 5676
budget, 1962:
supplementary appropriations UN 3594, 4252, 4863, 4868, 5669, 5679
revised estimates UN 3706
2nd reading UN 5680
contributions, 1963 UN 3707
expenditures, 1956-1962: study and classification UN 5666
working capital Fund UN 5664
Headquarters: major maintenance and capital improvement programme:
budget, 1963 UN 4253
information centres: Port Moresby UN 3601
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United Nations (continued)
maintenance, operation and rental of premises:
  budget, 1963 UN 4862
  Members: permanent missions UN 5386
  UN & NSGT: information about UN
  UN 3068, 3612, 5343
organs and subsidiary organs: members:
  travel and other expenses UN 4254
public information activities UN 3551
& Trust Territories: information about UN
  UN 3069, 3425, 3601
UN & specialized agencies: activities: participation
  by NSGT UN 3060
UN Administrative Tribunal: members: appointment
  UN 3105
UN Capital Development Fund UN 3591
UNICEF: Executive Board:
  members: election UN 1397, 1398
UN Conference on New Sources of Energy, Rome,
  1961 UN 692, 5761
UN Conference on the Application of Science and
  Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed
  Areas, Geneva, 1963 UN 5668
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2375, 2763,
  2791, 3567
UNESCO:
  & UN: agreement, 1946: revision UN 3984
UNEF:
  finances: budget, 1963 UN 3560
  progress report, 1960/1961 UN 3064
  progress report, 1961/1962 UN 3545
UNHCR: continuation UN 3559
UN International School UN 4527
UN juridical yearbook: publication (proposed) UN 3563
UN Operation in the Congo (ONUC): financing
  UN 5400
UN Pledging Conference on the Expanded Programme
  of Technical Assistance and the Special Fund, 1962:
  final act (draft) UN 4284
  rules of procedure UN 4283
UN Staff Pension Cttee:
  members: election UN 3986
United Nations Temporary Executive Authority
  UN 3119
victims of pseudo scientific experimentation UN 2395,
  2778
West New Guinea (West Irian):
  Indonesia/Netherlands Agreement, 1962 UN 3119,
  3541, 3743
status UN 2342
women:
  advancement in developing countries UN 1363, 2016
  inheritance: laws and regulations:
    replies from Governments UN 788
  political rights UN 3089
  status: communications to UN UN 187
salary and allowances:
Advisory Cttee (UN):
  reports to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 5566, 5409
GA (UN) 17th sess. : 5th Cttee: reports UN 5370, 5371
statements:
  before GA (UN) 17th sess., 5th Cttee
  UN 4248, 5665
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
  economic, social and human rights programmes
  UN 2779
UN: finances: budget, 1963 UN 4248
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Africa: development bank (proposed): cttee UN 2370
Angola: UN representative (proposed) UN 5682
Burundi: assistance UN 5565
Commission on International Commodity Trade (UN):
  technical working group [on compensatory
  financing] (proposed) UN 3284
commodity problems UN 3284
  group of experts (proposed) UN 3793
Consultative Group (on the economic and social
  consequences of disarmament): report:
  dissemination UN 3287
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
  economic, social and human rights programmes
  UN 3921
Dept of ESA (UN): Division of Industrial Development:
  expansion UN 2454
ESC (UN): recommendations UN 2779
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: recommendations UN 2787,
  3237, 3760
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: recommendations UN 2787,
  3237, 3760
economic and social development: planning:
  study (proposed) UN 2125
economic development: & population growth:
  study (proposed) UN 5502, 5678
Eighteen-Nation Cttee on Disarmament:
  negotiations:
    resumption (proposed) UN 4625, 4860, 4868
Sub-Cttee on the Discontinuance of Nuclear Weapons
  Tests: meeting, Nov/Dec 1962 (proposed)
  UN 4860
freedom of information: conference, 1963 (proposed)
  UN 5615
GA (UN):
  Ad Hoc Cttee on the Improvement of Methods of
  Work of the General Assembly: continuation
  (proposed) UN 5452
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
  visit to certain countries in Africa (proposed)
  UN 1258, 1259
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the
  Implementation of the Declaration on the
  Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
  and Peoples:
    meetings in Africa UN 1984, 1985
    members: increase in number (proposed)
    UN 5675
terms of reference: amendments (proposed)
  UN 4839
Sub-Cttee on the Situation in Angola: continuation
  (proposed) UN 16
GA (UN) 4th special sess. (proposed) UN 5681
housing: cttee [on housing] (proposed) UN 2126
human rights:
  advisory services:
    fellowships and scholarships UN 4192, 4861
    protection: national guides (proposed) UN 3338
    Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
      cttee (proposed) UN 4170
industrial development:
  advisory services UN 3264
  commissioner (proposed) UN 2454
specialized agency (proposed):
  cttee of ten experts (proposed) UN 2454
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
  preparatory cttee (proposed) UN 5483
international law: codification UN 2731
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ILC (UN):

Sub-Ctte on state responsibility, 1st sess. UN 4264, 4277

Sub-Ctte on state succession, 1st sess. UN 4264, 4277

international trade:

conference (proposed) UN 3781, 4692, 4967

statistics: central processing service (proposed) UN 3334

Legal status of married women:

new edition UN 1490

Mozambique: UN representative (proposed) UN 5662

narcotic drugs: Single Convention, 1961:

administrative guide: publication UN 2804

commentary: publication UN 2804

Portugal: overseas territories:

fellowships and scholarships: UN 5633, 5677

public administration: technical assistance UN 3821

Repertory of practice of United Nations organs:

supplements: publication UN 3625

Ruanda-Urundi: political future:

UN Comm of 5 members: establishment (proposed) UN 326, 351

UN mission (proposed) UN 2716, 2717

Rwanda: assistance UN 5665

social welfare: study (proposed) UN 2130

South Africa: race problems: apartheid: ctte (proposed) UN 4674

South West Africa: UN presence (proposed) UN 5667

TAB: resident representative for South West Africa (proposed) UN 4639

TAC (UN): members:

increase in number (proposed) UN 1396

travel and tourism, international:

conference (proposed) UN 1376

UN Ctte on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space: continuation (proposed) UN 5674

sub-committees (proposed) UN 1152

UN Development Decade, 1960-1970:

ctte (on co-ordination) (proposed) UN 3814

study (proposed) UN 3798

UN juridical yearbook: publication (proposed) UN 5672, 5739

UN Narcotics Laboratory: equipment UN 2802

UN research institute for social development: establishment UN 4261

UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: continuation UN 4664

report UN 4676

Water Resources Development Centre (UN):

strengthening of activities UN 1408

women: advancement in developing countries: UN programme UN 4189

SECRETARY-GENERAL (UN) (U Thant)

appointment UN 5366, 5430

SC (UN): President: communication UN 5367

SECRETARY-GENERAL (UN), ACTING (U Thant)

appointment UN 3574

GA (UN) 16th sess: res. 1640 UN 1142

SC (UN): disc., 1961 UN 4297

SECRETARY-GENERAL (WESTERN EUROPEAN UNION)

& D-G (ILO): agreement ILO 70

Security: see PEACE AND SECURITY

SECURITY COUNCIL (UN)

activities, 1991 UN 673

agenda:

summary statements UN 84, 89, 94, 106, 110, 118, 363,
364, 649, 852, 655, 657, 1231, 1292, 1300, 1302, 1305,
2009-2011, 2340, 2347-2350, 2742, 2745, 2747, 2749,
3722, 3724, 3726, 3729, 3731, 3732, 3734, 3737, 3742,
3744, 4300, 4305, 4308, 4315, 4927, 4929, 5753, 5755

agenda, 1961 UN 673

agenda (provisional) UN 120, 366, 672, 1307, 2012, 2351,
3745, 4327

communications received UN 367, 1309

Cuba, participation of UN 651, 658, 4316

decisions, 1961: collected edition UN 673 (text)

India, participation of UN 1304

Israel, participation of UN 1289, 1290

members:

election:

GA (UN) 16th sess.: decision UN 1142

representatives, 1962:

credentials UN 82, 83, 87, 90, 92, 93, 101, 160, 1303,
2345, 2746, 3733, 4319

Pakistan, participation of UN 358, 2008

President:

reports, memoranda and studies:

5-G (UN) (U Thant): appointment UN 5367

UN: Members: admission:

Algeria UN 3973

Burundi UN 3097

Jamica UN 3561

Rwanda UN 3098

Trindad and Tobago UN 3562

Uganda UN 3980

proceedings, 1961:

Official records UN 79-81, 4286-4297, 4909-4919,
5749, 5750

supplements UN 1286, 2737, 3712, 4287

proceedings, 1962 UN 4932-4968

report, 1960/1961:

GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1669 UN 1142

S-G (UN): communication UN 104


SC (UN): disc., 1961 UN 4296

report, 1961/1962 UN 4487 (text), 5438

report, 1961/1962 (draft):

SC (UN): disc., 1962 UN 4962

resolutions, 1961: collected edition UN 673 (text)

Syria, participation of UN 671, 1295

SEEDS

improvement: periodicals Annex 81

SEISMOLOGICAL SURVEY MISSION TO THE MEDITERRANEAN AND MIDDLE EAST (UNESCO)

report (extract) UN 3225

SEISMOLOGY

UN 3256, 3302, 3972, 4154, 4155

See also Seismological Survey Mission to the Mediterranean and Middle East (UNESCO)

ESC (UN) 34th sess.

Co-ordination Ctte: report UN 3767

discussion UN 5044-5046

resolution 912 UN 5013

UNESCO: report UN 2029

Selected documentation on criminology UNESCO 15

SELKON, J. B., and others

periodical article:

India: tuberculosis: therapy WHO 251
SEMENOV, B.A.
author:
Operating experience with nuclear power stations
IAEA 9

SEMI-HOMOGENEOUS REACTORS
research IAEA 11

SEMINAR FOR SOUTH AND EAST ASIA ON THE
ASSOCIATED SCHOOLS PROJECT IN EDUCATION
FOR INTERNATIONAL UNDERSTANDING, Tokyo, 1961
report UNESCO 54

SEMINAR ON ACCELERATED VOCATIONAL TRAINING FOR
SELECTED COUNTRIES IN THE NEAR AND MIDDLE
EAST AND AFRICA (ILO) 1960
report ILO 184(text)

Seminar on Banking, New Delhi, 1962: See BANKS AND
BANKING

SEMINAR ON EXTERNAL TRADE STATISTICS, Addis
Ababa, 1961
agenda (provisional) UN 2874(text)
report UN 670(text)

SEMINAR ON FREEDOM OF INFORMATION, New Delhi,
Feb-Mar 1962
report (provisional) UN 734

SEMINAR ON HIGHWAY TRANSPORT, 1961 UN 5004

SEMINAR ON HOUSING SURVEYS AND PROGRAMMES
WITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO PROBLEMS
IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, Zagreb, 1961
report UN 1655

SEMINAR ON INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS, Bangkok, 1961
UN 5004

SEMINAR ON INDUSTRIAL STATISTICS (ECA, UN), Addis
Ababa, Jul 1962
agenda (provisional) UN 2871(text), 2873(text)
participants: list UN 3378
report UN 3379 (draft), 5186(text)

SEMINAR ON JUDICIAL AND OTHER REMEDIES AGAINST
THE ABUSE OF ADMINISTRATIVE AUTHORITY,
Stockholm, 1962
report UN 4467(text)

SEMINAR ON LABOUR ADMINISTRATION (ILO), Brazzale-
ville, 1961
report ILO 183

SEMINAR ON POPULATION PROBLEMS IN AFRICA
(ECA, UN), Cairo, 29 Oct - 10 Nov 1962
See also Africa: population
agenda (provisional) UN 5199(text)
documents: list UN 5213
information for participants UN 5198
organization of work UN 5214

SEMINAR ON PROMOTION OF TOURISM, 1961 UN 5004

SEMINAR ON THE PHYSICS OF FAST AND INTERMEDIATE
REACTORS, Vienna, 1961
proceedings IAEA 47

SEMINAR ON THE STATUS OF WOMEN IN FAMILY LAW
(UN), Tokyo, 1962 UN 4466

SEMINAR ON URGENT ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS OF
AFRICAN GOVERNMENTS (ECA, UN) (continued)
Cttee I: report UN 5271(text)
Cttee II: report UN 5272(text)
Cttee III: report UN 5273(text)
Cttee IV: report UN 5274(text)
participants: list UN 5270

SEMINAR ON USE OF VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS
FOR GENETIC AND RADIATION STUDIES (UN/WHO),
Geneva, Sep 1960 UN 111
proceedings UN 2677

SEMINARS UN 2569
See also under subject concerned and under name of
seminar
public administration UN 4467

SENEGAL
agriculture: labour: laws and regulations ILO 271
bilharziasis: epidemiology WHO 205
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
    community organization and development:
        ECA (UN) activities UN 2177
    development bank (proposed): cttee UN 2408
    economic development: institute:
        establishment (proposed) UN 925, 940
    education UN 2084, 4755, 5527
    housing: conference of African experts (proposed)
        UN 931
    information media: development
        UN 926
    Angola situation UN 20
    atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4731
    Burundi: technical assistance UN 5563
    Comms of the ESC (UN), regional economic:
        strengthening of activities UN 3773
    co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
        economic, social and human rights programmes
        UN 3764
    Cuban situation UN 4323
    ECA (UN):
        & African and Malagasy Organization for Economic
            Co-operation (AMOEC) UN 945
        members: termination of membership:
            Portugal UN 3787
        sub-regional offices:
            establishment (proposed) UN 932
    energy: resources UN 3275
    EEC: & association of African States GATT 208
    GA (UN):
        Ctte on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5647
        Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm:
            report UN 5639
        & Senegal, co-operation with UN 1255
        Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the
            Implementation of the Declaration of the
            Granting of Independence to Colonial
            Countries and Peoples:
            members: increase in number (proposed)
                UN 5436
                terms of reference: amendments (proposed)
                UN 5436, 5639
    human rights: advisory services UN 3290
    Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
    industrial development: technical assistance UN 3314
    industry: training of personnel UN 5505
    IAEA: Statute: amendments IAEA 109

167
SENEGAL (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
   ILC (UN): members: increase in number (proposed) UN 3202
   international trade:
      conference (proposed) UN 4633, 4667, 4690
   Iran: earthquake, 1962: UN 3569
   nature: protection UN 5523
   NGOs: ESC (UN), consultative relations with:
      applications and re-applications UN 1399
   NSGT:
      fellowships and scholarships UN 5561
      racial discrimination UN 5565
   Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639
   racial, national and religious intolerance:
      manifestations, prevention of UN 4213, 4780
   Ruanda-Urundi: political future: UN 3293, 336
   UN mission (proposed): UN 2720
   Rwanda: technical assistance: UN 5563
   Rwanda, Mwami of: question of the future UN 343
   Senegal:
      GATT, accession to: GATT 348
      groundnuts: prices UN 5253
   South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
   South West Africa: international status UN 4853
   Southern Rhodesia:
      self-government: UN 2317, 2325, 4846, 4849
      & Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
      technical assistance: coordination among UN and
      specialized agencies UN 3316
   TAB: resident representatives: & Commissions of the ESC (UN),
      regional economic UN 3316
   theoretical physics:
      international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
   under-developed areas: indigenous cadres:
      preparation and training UN 3314
   United Nations:
      economic and social activities:
         decentralization UN 3773, 4710, 4711, 5500
      Members: admission: Algeria UN 3995
      & NSGT: information about UN 5549
   UN Capital Development Fund UN 3287
   statute (draft) UN 4727
   UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 3780, 3782, 3797
   study (proposed) UN 3797
   UNESCO & UN: Agreement, 1946: revision UN 5431
   UN Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
      report UN 4663
   UN Training and Research Institute: establishment
      (proposed): study (proposed) UN 5511
   economic planning UN 5219
   GATT, accession to: GATT 348
   groundnuts: prices: fluctuations: uncompensated financing UN 5523
   industrial development UN 5233
   ILO, admission to: ILO 201
   nutrition: training of personnel:
      UNICEF-aided projects UN 5857
      technical assistance UN 5128
   UPU, admission to: UPU 57

SENIOR ECONOMIC ADVISERS TO ECE GOVERNMENTS
meeting, 2nd, 5-9 Nov 1962:
report UN 5809

SERTIC, V. R.
periodical article:
   Yugoslavia: economic system Fund 29

SERVICE GENTEX
   modifications ITU 36

SERVICIOS ELECTRICOS DEL GRAN BUENOS AIRES, S. A.
   electric power: development: IBRD loan Bank 16, 17

SEWAGE
   purification WHO 537

SEYCHELLES
   information to UN:
      political and constitutional UN 1912
      summaries and analyses UN 296
      land titles UN 5906
      surveying UN 5906

SHAALAN, A.S.
   periodical article:
      inflation: impact on investment Fund 34

SHABAD, L. M.
   periodical article:
      cancer WHO 572

SHAHI, A. (Pakistan)
   biography UN 4268

SHALABY, A.M.
   periodical article:
      India: mosquitoes: control WHO 310

SHARIF, S.M. (Pakistan)
   biography UNESCO 192

SHAYDO, N.M.
   report:
      India: mining: safety measures ILO 5

SHEHAB, A. I. (United Arab Republic)
   biography UN 2020, 2021

SHIEF, C. J.
   periodical article:
      molluscicides WHO 226, 227
      Southern Rhodesia: snails: control WHO 198

SHIPBUILDING UN 5905; ILO 172
   safety measures ILO 166
   workers: conditions of work ILO 166

SHIPPING
   See also Seafarers
   meteorological services WHO 8, 10, 13, 15, 24, 25, 28, 39, 40
   search and rescue: Se Vessels: search and rescue

Si: See THAILAND

SHUTE, P.G.
   periodical article:
      malaria in animals WHO 709

SIERRA LEONE
   comments, observations and replies:
      Special Fund (UN):
      financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2516
      UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377
   documents submitted concerning:
      Africa: education UN 5528
      Angola situation UN 20, 5454
      ECA (UN):
         publication of journals on industrial and natural
         resources (proposed) UN 935
         standing cttee on natural resources and industrial-
         ization: establishment (proposed) UN 911
SIERRA LEONE (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
GA (UN):
  Cttee on Information from NSGT: continuation (proposed) UN 5655
  Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
  Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5639
  Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5639
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
Libya: assistance UN 5558
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5483
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 5491
peaceful relations among States: & international law UN 4897, 5721, 5744
Portugal: overseas territories: fellowships and scholarships UN 5640
status UN 5693
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 336
Rwanda, Mwami of: question of the future UN 345
Sierra Leone: imports: restrictions GATT 315
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 5612
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4653
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317, 2321, 2322, 4846, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
United Nations:
  Members: admission
    Jamaica UN 3613
    Trinidad and Tobago UN 3616
    Uganda UN 3997
  & NSGT: information about UN UN 5648
imports: restrictions GATT 315, 411
teachers: training
  UNESCO assistance UNESCO 19
  technical assistance UN 5127, 5128
  ILO regular programme ILO 248
UN, admission to UN 2592, 4487
  GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1623 UN 1142
  SC (UN): disc., 1961 UN 4916, 4917
workers: education ILO 248
SILVEIRA DA MOTA, D. (Brazil)
biochemistry UN 4860

SIMONART, A. (Belgium)
biochemistry UN 2020, 2365

SINGAPORE
See also Federation of Malaysia (proposed)
health services UN 4446
information to UN:
  political and constitutional UN 1126
  summaries and analyses UN 551
petitions:
  Council of Joint Action: Five Opposition Parties and Members of the Legislative Assembly of Singapore UN 3200-3202
Lee Kuan Yew UN 3204, 3205
report to UNESCO UNESCO 2468
  technical assistance UN 5128
transfer of sovereignty to Federation of Malaya UN 3204, 3205, 3964

SINGH MALLA, J. (Nepal)
biography UN 2021

SIPILA, H. (Finland)
biography UN 701

SIRIYUMUSI, T.
hearing by GA (UN) 16th sess. UN 3945
request for UN 69

SISAL
international trade UN 5248

SITTENFELD R., M.
report:
  Central America: roads; construction UN 5184

SKILLED LABOUR
training ILO 165

SLAVERY
See also Forced Labour
Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementation UN 3293, 3294, 3576, 5612-5614
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1341
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: resolution 890 UN 5013
Social Cttee: report UN 3249
S-G (UN): notes UN 5013
& international law UN 4897, 5721, 5744

SLOVIN, D., & others
periodical article:
  Czechoslovakia: poliomyelitis: vaccine WHO 573

SMALLPOX WHO 8, 681
control WHO 334, 499, 519, 520
Assembly (WHO) 13th sess.: res. WHO 405
D-G (WHO): report WHO 483
mortality WHO 5
therapy WHO 514
vaccination WHO 714
vaccine WHO 722

SMIETON, M. (United Kingdom)
biography UNESCO 195

SMITH, A.
periodical article:
  mosquitoes: control WHO 313, 724

SMITH, L. P.
author:
  Weather and food FAO 50

SNAILS WHO 691
control WHO 657, 673, 676
Social and economic activities: See UNITED NATIONS: economic and social activities

SOCIAL COMMISSION (UN)
activities: appraisal:
  S-G (UN): report UN 784
  meetings: annual session (proposed):
    ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1346
  members:
    confirmation UN 5773
    ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1355
    election UN 701, 4993
    ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1353
  increase in number (proposed):
    ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1347
  programme of work, 1961-1963:
    progress report UN 7858
    programme of work, 1962-1964 UN 5011
  financial implications UN 5011
SOCIAL COMMISSION (UN) (continued)
terms of reference: amendment (proposed) UN 784
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1348
SOCIAL COMMISSION (UN) 13th sess.
Chairman: addresses and messages:
  social development UN 2111
  report UN 1346
SOCIAL COMMISSION (UN) 14th sess.
  agenda UN 2107(text), 3876
documents: lists UN 5011
  officers: election UN 3876
  proceedings UN 3876-3893
  report UN 3295-3300, 5011(text)
  ESC (UN) 34th sess.: resolution 903 D UN 5013
  Social Cttee: report UN 3762
  report (draft) UN 2112(text)-2119, 3893
SOCIAL COMMISSION (UN) 15th sess.
  agenda (provisional) UN 5160(text)
date and meeting place UN 3891, 3893, 5911
SOCIAL CONDITIONS
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1333-1337, 1346
  world report UN 785, 2130
SOCIAL DEFENCE
  ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1336, 1346
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
  UN 3300, 3574, 3576, 4475, 5915
  UNESCO 311
  See also Economic and social development; United Nations: economic and social activities
  bibliography UNESCO 14
  Dept of ESA: Under-Secretary, Acting (Hoo): statement UN 2108
  ESC (UN) 34th sess.: resolution 903 E UN 5013
  Social Cttee: report UN 3762
  GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1765-1771, 1778-1785
  institute: See United Nations research institute for social development (proposed)
  planning UN 5217
  & economic development UN 225
Social Commn (UN) 13th sess.: Chairman: statement UN 2111
  statistics UN 713, 5010
  Statistical Commn (UN) 12th sess.: disc. UN 5148
  studies (proposed) UN 2132, 2133
  UN activities UN 785, 784, 2109, 5011
  ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1334, 1336, 1346
  GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1675 UN 1142
  Social Commn (UN) 14th sess.: discussion UN 3888-3891, 3893
  UN programme UN 2123, 2123

Social hygiene: See PUBLIC HEALTH
Social insurance: See SOCIAL SECURITY
Social medicine: See MEDICINE
SOCIAL POLICY
  basic aims and standards:
    Convention (ILO), 1962 ILO 264
    convention (ILO) (proposed) ILO 162
Social rights: See HUMAN RIGHTS
SOCIAL SCIENCES
  See also names of specific sciences
  periodicals Annex 125

SOCIAL SCIENCES (continued)
  research: periodicals Annex 132
  & social work UNESCO 38
  UNESCO programme of work and budget, 1963-1964:
    Working Party: establishment UNESCO 222
SOCIAL SECURITY
  See also Child and youth welfare; Employment and subheading insurance under specific occupations
  conventions ILO 16, 102
  legislation: aliens ILO 26, 49, 162
  Convention (ILO), 1962 ILO 264
  conventions and recommendations (ILO) (proposed) ILO 51
SOCIAL SECURITY TRAINING COURSE FOR THE COUNTRIES OF THE NEAR AND MIDDLE EAST (ILO), 1961
  report ILO 279
SOCIAL SERVICES
  UN 2860, 2866, 2899-2902
  administration:
    Social Commn (UN) 14th sess.: disc. UN 3891
    definition UN 5826
    ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3576
    ESC (UN) 34th sess.: resolution 903 D UN 5013
    Social Cttee: report UN 3762
    GA (UN) 17th sess.: 3rd Cttee: report UN 5358
    Group of Experts on the Organization and Administration of Social Services (UN), 1961:
      report UN 523(text), 2123
      national programmes UN 523, 2128, 5826
    Social Commn (UN) 14th sess.: disc. UN 3886, 3887
    organization UN 523, 2134, 5011
    Social Commn (UN) 14th sess.: discussion UN 3885-3887, 3890
    studies (proposed):
      financial implications: budget, 1963 UN 3706
      technical assistance: UN programme, 1962-1963 UN 5049
      training of personnel UN 523
    UN programme UN 5011
    ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1336, 1346
    UNICEF; aid projects UN 4432
    UNICEF: EB. Dec 1961 sess.: disc. UN 242
SOCIAL STATISTICS
  development UN 5010
  S-G (UN): memorandum UN 713
  Statistical Commn (UN) 12th sess.: discussion UN 5148, 149
  UN programme UN 713, 5030
SOCIAL WELFARE
  UN 2569, 3762
  See also Child and youth welfare; Community organization and development; Maternal welfare
  advisory services:
    UN programmes:
      finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578, 4262, 4875, 4879, 5354, 5684
    periodicals Annex 5
    Special European Programme UN 524
    statistics UN 2299
    study (proposed) UN 2128
    financial implications UN 2130
    technical assistance UN 524, 785, 2030
    UN activities:
      ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1346
      training of personnel UN 2897, 4464
SOCIAL WELFARE (continued)
UN programmes UN 524, 785
Social Commn (UN) 14th sess.: discussion UN 3886, 3887, 3889-3891, 3893
SOCIAL WORK
Seminar (TAO (UN), Geneva), Sévres, Nov 1959: report UN 2569
study and teaching UNESCO 38
SOCIALIST INTERNATIONAL
Secretary:
documents submitted concerning:
Malta: elections, 1962 UN 3196
Society and science: See SCIENCE: social implications
SOCIOLOGY
films UNESCO 219
SOLAR ENERGY UN 692, 5016, 5018, 5761
SOLID STATE PHYSICS & radioisotopes IAEA 13
Solids: effects of radiation on: See RADIATION: effects on solids
Solomon Islands: See BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS
SOLOVIEV, V. D.
periodical article:
rabies: control WHO 682
SOMALIA
comments, observations and replies:
UN Development Decade, 1960–1970 UN 2377
Constitution ILO 20(text)
documents submitted concerning:
Angola situation UN 20
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
disarmament UN 4650
GA (UN):
Cttee on Information from NSGT: continuation (proposed) UN 5655
Cttee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Admin.: report UN 5639
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: members: increase in number (proposed): UN 5438
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
Libya: assistance UN 5555
NSGT:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
rational discrimination UN 5653
peaceful relations among States: & international law UN 4904, 5725, 5744
Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 336
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia:
self-government UN 2317, 2321, 2322, 4846, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People’s Union UN 4240
SOMALIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
United Nations:
Members: admission:
Algeria UN 3993
Uganda UN 3997
& NSGT: information about UN 5648
holidays with pay ILO 21
ILO, admission to ILO 261
technical assistance UN 5077, 5128
UNICEF emergency aid UN 248, 506
Somaliland, French: See FRENCH SOMALILAND
SONGUEMAN, N.
report:
social services: organization UN 2899
SOUND RECORDING AND REPRODUCING
industry and trade: organizations ILO 37
SOUTH AFRICA
See also International Court of Justice: cases: South West Africa cases (Ethiopia v. South Africa; Liberia v. South Africa)
agriculture: policy GATT 11
documents submitted concerning:
atomic energy: peaceful uses: conference, 3rd (proposed) IAEA 95, 125
Congo situation UN 43:1
ECA (UN) 4th sess.:
South Africa, representation of UN 888
IAEA: programme of work IAEA 93
Korea (Rep.): withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed) UN 5487
Korean question UN 5487
South Africa:
imports:
restrictions GATT 61, 146, 166, 324
restrictions to safeguard balance of payments GATT 247
narcotic drugs UN 503
South West Africa: international status UN 4836
Pretoria communiqué, 25 May 1962, alleged theoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 137
UNCURK: report, 1961/1962 UN 5487
& ECA (UN) UN 930
ECA (UN) 4th sess., representation at UN 888
economic sanctions (proposed):
GA (UN) 18th sess. disc.: UN 2652, 2656, 2657, 2660
electric power: development: IBRD loan Bank 9, 10
GATT: Art. I: waiver GATT 340
& GA (UN): Cttee on South West Africa, co-operation with UN 544
imports:
restrictions GATT 61, 146, 150, 166, 324
restrictions to safeguard balance of payments GATT 247
IBRD loan: guarantee agreement Bank 9
international trade: subsidies GATT 301
labour force UN 2615
Minister of External Affairs (Louw, E. H.): statement before GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 4832
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 503
race problems: apartheid UN 1192-1195, 1198, 1203, 3110-3115, 3449-3454, 3538, 3574, 4487, 4534, 4670-4673, 4675
SOUTH AFRICA (continued)
race problems: apartheid (continued)
   See also Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa
   Ctte (proposed) UN 4534, 4670-4673, 4675
   financial implications UN 4874
   GA (UN) 17th sess.: Special Political Ctte:
      report UN 4501
      resolution UN 4656
   GA (UN): Special Ctte for South West Africa: disc. UN 4602
   GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1017, 1018
   GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 3, 1053-1074, 2650-2655, 2657-2663
      resolution 1663 UN 1142
   Special Political Ctte:
      resolution UN 3215, 3216
   GA (UN) 17th sess.: Special Political Ctte:
      report UN 4501
      resolution UN 4656
   S-G (UN): communication UN 103
   sanctions (proposed) UN 3964, 4071
   Transport Project, 7th: IBRD loan Bank 8
South Asia: See ASIA, SOUTH
South East Asia: See ASIA, SOUTH EAST
SOUTHEAST ASIA TREATY ORGANIZATION
   privileges and immunities UN 978
SOUTH PACIFIC COMMISSION
   comments, observations and replies:
      Special Fund (UN):
         financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517
         privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
SOUTH WEST AFRICA
   See also under General Assembly (UN) 17th sess.:
      hearings: International Court of Justice: cases:
         South West Africa cases (Ethiopia v. South Africa;
            Liberia v. South Africa)
   assistance by specialized agencies and UNICEF
      UN 3451, 3459
   co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies
      UN 2714
   GA (UN): Ctte on South West Africa, 8th sess.:
      discussion UN 1212
   GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2649
   bubonic plague UN 4067
   commission (proposed) UN 2649, 2651, 2656
   commission [of 5] (proposed) UN 2657-2663, 3449-3452,
      3454, 3457, 3465
   commission [of 7] (proposed) UN 3451, 3453, 3454, 3456,
      3457, 3459, 3462-3464
   commission [to be appointed by South Africa] (proposed)
      UN 2650, 2659-2663, 3449-3454, 3456-3459, 3461-
      3464
   committee (proposed) UN 2657
   committee [of 7] (proposed) UN 3455-3456
   communications:
      submission procedures UN 1210
   communications and petitions: examination:
      GA (UN): Ctte on South West Africa, 8th sess.:
         discussion UN 1166
   education UN 2714
   EB (WHO) 29th sess.: resolution WHO 151
   GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1705 UN 1142
SOUTH WEST AFRICA (continued)
fellowships and scholarships UN 2714, 4492, 5624
GA (UN):
   Ctte on South West Africa, 8th sess.: discussion UN 1212
   Special Ctte for South West Africa: discussion UN 4608
   GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1705 UN 1142
   replies from governments UN 3604
   S-G (UN): report UN 3904
   independence (proposed) UN 3449-3453, 3455-3457,
      3459-3461, 3964, 4071
   GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2657-2659, 2661-2663
   indigenous cadres: preparation and training UN 3462-
      3465, 3604
   finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578
   GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1705 UN 1142
   special training programme (proposed):
      GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1857
   information to UN: examination:
      GA (UN): Ctte on South West Africa, 8th sess.:
         discussion UN 1166
   international status UN 1186-1207, 3574, 3964, 4071,
      4224-4226, 4487, 4827, 4833-4837, 4841, 4853, 4855-
      4857
   Ctte [of 7] (proposed): See General Assembly
   [UN]: committees: Special Committee for South
   West Africa
   GA (UN):
      Ctte on South West Africa:
         report to GA (UN) 16th sess. UN 544
      Ctte on South West Africa, 8th sess.:
         discussion UN 1167, 1187, 1172-1185, 1208-1213
      Special Ctte for South West Africa, 1962:
         report UN 2714 (text)
   GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 999
   GA (UN) 16th sess.:
      discussion UN 2590, 2592, 2649-2663, 3449-3465,
      3468
      resolution 1702 and 1704 UN 1142
   GA (UN) 17th sess.: 4th Ctte: report UN 5355
   obligations of South Africa UN 3454, 3462
   legal action UN 2650, 2654, 2658
   Pretoria communiqué, 26 May 1962, alleged
   UN 3684-3689
   GA (UN) Special Ctte for South West Africa:
      discussion UN 4603-4605, 4606, 4616
   S-G (UN): communication UN 100
   South Africa: Minister of External Affairs
      (Louw, E. H.): statement before GA (UN) 17th
      sess. UN 4632
   labour UN 4840
   petitions UN 3461, 3462
   * GA (UN): Special Ctte for South West Africa:
      discussion UN 4618
   GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1703 UN 1142
   GA (UN) 17th sess.: 4th Ctte: report UN 5355
   Kooper, Rev. M. UN 3656
   Scott, Rev. M. UN 3659
   South West Africa National Union UN 3214
   South West Africa People's Organization UN 3209,
      4124, 4125
   submissions procedures UN 1210
   political conditions UN 544, 2714
SOUTH WEST AFRICA (continued)
racial discrimination UN 544, 1193, 1194, 2714, 3462, 3464
GA (UN): Special Cttee for South West Africa:
discussion UN 4603
Rehoboth community UN 1209
social conditions UN 544
technical assistance: resident representative (proposed)
UN 4853, 4855, 4856
financial implications UN 4839, 5667
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report UN 5387
South West Africa: international status UN 4835
hearing by GA (UN) 16th sess. UN 2590, 2649, 2651-2656
hearings by GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4224, 4226
SOUTH WEST AFRICA NATIONAL UNION (Mbaeva)
hearing by GA (UN): Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm. UN 4571
hearings by GA (UN) 16th sess. UN 2590, 2649, 2651-2656
hearings by GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4224, 4226
SOUTH WEST AFRICA PEOPLE'S ORGANIZATION
documents submitted concerning:
hearing by GA (UN) 17th sess., request for 4225
Southern Africa: See AFRICA, SOUTHERN
Southern Asia social science bibliography Annex 133
SOUTHERN CAMEROONS
GATT: accession GATT 253
Southern Europe: See EUROPE, SOUTHERN
SOUTHERN RHODESIA
Constitution, 1961 UN 4083-4085, 4122, 4123
revision (proposed) UN 1990, 1996, 2000, 2312, 2321-2326, 2671
independence UN 624, 626, 1269, 2322-2326, 2671
GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: disc. UN 4085, 4100
petitions UN 619
Central Africa Party UN 1272, 1275, 3674
Kamativi community UN 1272, 3674
Rhodesian African Students UN 3674
Rhodesian African Student's Association (India) UN 1272, 1274
Scott, Rev. M. UN 4127
Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 627, 3673, 4126
political prisoners UN 3977, 4240, 4241
amnesty (proposed) UN 2321-2326, 2671
Prime Minister (Whitehead, Sir Edgar):
statement before GA (UN) 17th sess.: 4th Cttee UN 4830, 4831
racial discrimination UN 2322-2326, 2671
cittee (of offices of 4 members) (proposed) UN 624, 1269, 4085-4100
SOUTHERN RHODESIA (continued)
self-government (continued)
GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
decision UN 1997
discussion UN 4083-4085, 4087-4097, 4111, 4118, 4119, 4122, 4123
report UN 1992, 23:2
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 3520, 3521
resolutions UN 1745, 1747, 1142, 3075
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 4th Cttee: report UN 3977, 4494
S-G (UN): report UN 5418, 5468
Southern Rhodesia: Prime Minister (Whitehead, Sir Edgar):
statement before GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 4830, 4831
United Kingdom: Minister of State for Foreign Affairs (Godber, J. B.):
statement before GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 4829
snails: control WHO 198, 226, 227
South West Africa: international status
UN 4835
GA (UN) 16th sess.: resolutions 1745, 1747
South West Africa: self-government
UN 4835
GA (UN) 16th sess.: 4th Cttee: report UN 4085, 4087, 4122, 4123
Southern Rhodesia: Constitution, 1961:
revision (proposed) UN 2000
SOUTHERN RHODESIA STUDENTS UNION
documents submitted concerning:
Southern Rhodesia: Constitution, 1961:
revision (proposed) UN 2000
SOUTHERN RHODESIAN TRADES UNION CONGRESS
documents submitted concerning:
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 4234
soviet Union: See UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS
SPACE VEHICLES
accidents:
agreement (draft) UN 4029
liability UN 2710
agreement [on recovery] (draft) UN 2708, 2709, 4026, 4028
launching: mobile platforms UN 2692
launchings by USSR UN 1245, 2694, 2696, 2699, 3150, 4555
launchings by USA UN 604, 1246, 2695, 2697, 2698, 2700, 2701, 3151, 3152, 3638, 4023, 4024, 4025, 4556
registration UN 604, 1245, 1246, 2694-2701, 3150, 3152, 3575, 3638, 4023, 4024, 4486, 4555, 4556
GA (UN) 18th sess.: res. 17215 UN 1142
SPAIN
See also International Court of Justice: cases: Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Ltd. (Belgium v. Spain)
comments, observations and replies:
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
Contracting Parties (GATT), participation in:
Contracting Parties (GATT) 18th sess.: decision GATT 427
documents submitted concerning:
cotton textiles: international trade: arrangements GATT 155
ECA (UN): members:
termination of membership UN 2413
economic development: & population growth UN 5552
energy: & economic development:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies IAEA 133
equal pay for equal work UN 803
European Organization for Nuclear Research: Convention, 1953 UNESCO 138
SPAIN (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
International Map of the World on the Millth Scale:
specifications:
amendments (proposed) UN 4359, 4400
NSGT: Information to UN:
transmission by Spain UN 2413
peaceful relations among States & international
law UN 5735
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementa-
tion UN 5612
technical assistance: IAEA programme IAEA 134, 135
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
report UN 4663
women: political rights UN 794
& ECA (UN) UN 2413, 2786
GA: accession GATT 427
gas: statistics UN 532
migrants: workers: French nationals in Spain ILO 127
overseas territories UN 2413
refugees: assistance UN 1958
technical assistance UN 5128
SPANISH SAHARA
information to UN:
summaries and analyses UN 1112
Spare-time production for gain FAO 77
SPANISH SAHARA
periodical articles: standardization WHO 574, 575
The Special Committee of Seventeen UN 2581
SPECIAL FUND (UN) UN 3574-3576; WHO 2
See also Managing Director (Special Fund, UN)
activities UN 902, 1619, 2267, 2513, 2582, 5559
association with assistance from other sources
UN 2018, 4457, 5765
CA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1702, 1703, 1717
Governing Council (Special Fund, UN) 7th sess.:
discussion UN 2278
Managing Director (Special Fund, UN):
report UN 2272
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1342, 1343
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1702
Governing Council (Special Fund, UN) 7th sess.:
discussion UN 2273-2276
report UN 2018
Governing Council (Special Fund, UN) 8th sess.:
discussion UN 4453-4455
report UN 5765
Managing Director (Special Fund, UN):
reports UN 2266, 2435, 5767
statements UN 2263, 2450, 4451
S-G (UN): report UN 5767
UNESCO participation UNESCO 19
advisory services (proposed) UN 1700, 2018, 2268, 2276,
2514-2517, 4455-4457, 5765
comments by governments and international organiza-
tions UN 2515-2517
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 1701-1703
resolution 1715 UN 1142
SPECIAL FUND (UN) (continued)
directors of Special Fund programmes: See Technical
assistance Board: resident representatives
documents submitted concerning:
Africa: technical assistance:
Special Fund (UN) activities UN 474, 475
Asia and the Far East: technical assistance:
Special Fund (UN) activities UN 446
finances:
accounts, 1960 UNESCO 19, 77
accounts, 1961 UN 2511, 4512; UNESCO 186
administrative expenses UN 3082, 3123, 4512
Board of Auditors (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th
(sess. UN 3123
budget, 1962: administrative expenses UN 2018,
2276, 2278, 4458
budget, 1963: administrative expenses:
Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess.
UN 5363
contributions UN 77, 78, 2258, 2259, 2262, 2269, 2507,
2508, 2518, 3419-3424, 4446, 4449, 4454, 5007, 5313-
5316, 5554, 5562, 5765
executing agencies: expenditures, 1961: audit UN 5347
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 1854
resolution 1657 UN 1142
regulations (provisional): amendments UN 2271,
3418 (text), 4454
financial policy: revision (proposed) UN 2018, 2270,
2273, 2274, 2276, 2278, 4454, 4458, 5765
Special Fund (UN): Informal Working Group on
Financial Policy: report UN 4452
FAO participation FAO 90
Informal Working Group on Financial Policy:
report UN 4454 (text)
& IAEA: Executing Agency Agreement IAEA 7 (text)
General Conference (IAEA) 5th sess.:
resolution 96 IAEA 1
Managing Director (Hoffman):
appointment: confirmation UN 3975
statement before GA (UN) 17th sess., 2nd Cttee
UN 5559
& Mekong River: development UN 3361, 3362
members: election UN 3975, 5097
operations UN 3969, 5559
programme of work UN 2018, 2273, 2277, 5559, 5765
projects UN 2582, 5379
list UN 992
status UN 2267, 2274-2276, 2513, 4453-4456
report, 1961 UN 5767
& technical assistance: Expanded Programme:
co-ordination of activities UN 5783, 5784
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1349, 2064, 2073
& UNESCO UNESCO 96
& water resources: projects UN 5763
SPECIAL FUND (UN) 8th sess.
agenda (provisional) UN 2265 (text)
Special Meeting on the Utilization of Small-sized Wood,
Geneva, 1961: See under EUROPE: wood
SPECIAL MISSIONS UN 1283
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
discussion UN 1906
resolution 1687 UN 1142
UN Conference on Diplomatic Intercourse and Immuni-
ties, Vienna, 1961: disc. UN 2007
174
STATISTICAL COMMISSION (UN) 12th sess.
agenda (provisional) UN 131, 371, 5134
officers: election UN 5134
organization of work UN 5136
proceedings UN 5134-5157
report UN 5010(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: discussion UN 5015
Economic Ctte: report UN 2790
resolution 883 UN 5013
report (draft) UN 2085-2101, 5153-5157
Statistical indicators of housing conditions UN 2298
Statistical newsletter Annex 23
Statistical notes UN 1628
STATISTICAL OFFICE (UN)
documents submitted concerning:
industry: statistics: methods UN 2864-2869
publications: lists UN 1628
Statistical papers:
Series A Annex 13
Series B UN 1628
Series C UN 527
Series J UN 528
Series M UN 274, 275, 2298
Series T Annex 11, 59, 82
STATISTICAL SERVICES
national UN 1628, 5015
technical assistance UN 1420, 5015
Statistical yearbook, 1961 UN 2299
STATISTICIANS
lists UN 1628
STATISTICS
See also sub-heading statistics under specific subjects
balance of payments:
concepts Fund 31
measurements, 1947-1958 Fund 41
bibliographies UN 1628, 5185
compilation: use of electronic computers UN 714, 1424, 3010, 5146, 5147
experts:
See also Statisticians
Lists UN 1420
fellowships and scholarships UN 1420
industrial: See Industrial statistics
international UN 1420, 3335, 5010, 5015, 5136
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 5015; FAO 85
standards UN 1420, 3333, 5134, 5135
international centre for the large-scale processing of statistical data (proposed) UNESCO 155
methods UN 2876, 5811
periodicals Annex 12, 35
processing: use of electronic computers UN 715
regional conferences UN 1420
sampling UN 5010, 5150, 5206
seminars UN 1628, 2871, 2873, 2874, 5136, 5186
social: See Social statistics
standardization UNESCO 128
study and teaching UN 1420, 5150
technical assistance UN 1628, 2030
training centres UN 1628
lists UN 1420
UN and specialized agencies activities UN 1420, 3574, 3576

STATISTICS (continued)
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 5010
yearbook, 1961 UN 2299
Statistics of hunger FAO 56
Statistics of world trade in steel, 1960 UN 1636
Statistique réduite des services postaux, 1960 UPU 25
Status of multilateral conventions UN 268, 2294, 2563, 2564, 2946, 2947, 2924, 4460, 5317, 5884
The Status of permanent sovereignty over natural wealth and resources:
publication UN 5461
STAVROPOULOS, C. (Greece)
appointment as Secretary-General of IMCO (proposed)
IMCO 3
biography IMCO 3
Steel: See IRON AND STEEL
STEELE, J. H.
author:
Animal disease and human health FAO 47
STENG, L. (USA)
biography UN 2020
Stock-breeding: See ANIMAL INDUSTRY
STRAWBERRIES
standards UN 2490
STRONTIUM-90
in food FAO 33
Studies and reports, New series (ILO) ILO 281, 308
Study groups: See under subject concerned or under name of establishing body
STUFE, R.
periodical article:
molluscicides WHO 28
STUGAREV, A. S.
report:
India: mining; safety measures ILO 5
SUBBAIAH, T. V., and others
periodical article:
India: tuberculosis WHO 252
SUB-COMMISSION ON PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION AND PROTECTION OF MINORITIES (UN)
members: election UN 720-725, 1425-1427, 3857
programme of work UN 143, 176, 386-389, 731, 778, 779, 781, 1452, 3857, 5009
Special Rapporteur: on discrimination in respect to the right of everyone to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his country:
report UN 144 (draft), 5804(text)
SUB-COMMISSION ON PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION AND PROTECTION OF MINORITIES (UN) 14th sess.
agenda UN 746
Comm. on the Status of Women, participation of UN 731, 746
documents: lists UN 731
proceedings UN 746-781
report UN 731(text), 1455, 3854-3858, 5069
report (draft) UN 171, 382-384, 780, 781, 3946
SUB-COMMISSION ON PREVENTION OF DISCRIMINATION AND PROTECTION OF MINORITIES (UN) 15th sess.
agenda (provisional) UN 5158 (text) 
duration UN 3657

Succession: See INHERITANCE

SUDAN

biharziasis: control WHO 668
comments, observations and replies:
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
documents submitted concerning:

Africa:
development bank: establishment (proposed) UN 909
education UN 5527
& European Economic Community UN 2182
international trade: intra-regional:
conference of African businessmen (proposed) UN 2183
racial discrimination: economic and social consequences: studies UN 2168
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Burundi: assistance UN 5563
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962 UN 4698, 4700, 4702
Commissions of the ESC (UN); regional economic:
strengthening of activities UN 2185
disarmament UN 4650
economic and social development:
planning UN 2110, 2124
ECA (UN):
ctee of the whole:
establishment (proposed) UN 946
standing ctee on social welfare and community development (proposed) UN 2178
sub-regional offices (proposed) UN 2170
Switzerland, participation of UN 892
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed) UN 2167, 2172
Ethiopia: tribute to UN 946
GA (UN):
ctee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.:
report UN 5649
Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
report UN 5639
Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
terms of reference; amendments (proposed) UN 5639
housing: ctee (proposed) UN 2129
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
industrial development: technical assistance UN 3314
industry: training of personnel UN 5505
IAEA: Statute: amendments IAEA 109
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed): preparatory ctee (proposed) UN 5449
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4146, 4887, 4949
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
Libya: assistance UN 5555
natural resources: permanent sovereignty UN 5441, 5534, 5536

SUDAN (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)

NSGT:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
racial discrimination UN 5653
Oman question UN 3095, 4660, 4676
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 4661
Portugal: overseas territories:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5640
status UN 5659
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4780
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 336
UN mission (proposed) UN 2720
Rwanda: assistance UN 5563
Rwanda, Mwami of: question of the future UN 343
Secretariat (UN): staff; geographical distribution UN 5684, 5686
social services: national programmes UN 2128
South Africa: race prob.EMS: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia:
self-government UN 2317, 2324, 4846, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
technical assistance:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 3316
Expanded Programme: programme of work, 1963-1964 UN 5600
TAB: resident representatives; & Commissions of the ESC (UN), regional economic UN 3316
under-developed areas; indigenous cadres: preparation and training UN 3314
United Nations:
economic and social activities: decentralization UN 2185
Members: admission:
Algeria UN 3993
Uganda UN 3998
& NSGT: information about UN 5649
UN Capital Development Fund: statute (draft) UN 4727
UNHCR: continuation UN 4814
economic planning UN 5200
labour: laws and regulations ILO 223
public administration: study and teaching UN 1631
snails WHO 225
technical assistance UN 5128

SUEZ CANAL
operation and charges: finances: accounts, 1961 UN 3082, 3123, 4512
Sugar: See UNITED NATIONS SUGAR CONFERENCE, Geneva, 1963

SUICIDE WHO 229

SULLIVAN, W. N.
periodical article:
insects: control WHO 725
Summary data on assistance to the Palestine refugees, Dec 1948-1962 UN 5237

SURPLUS PRODUCTS FAO 90
See also Agriculture: products: surplus

SURINAM
technical assistance UN 5128

177
Survey of the main trends of inquiry in the field of the
natural sciences, the dissemination of scientific
knowledge and the application of such knowledge
for peaceful ends UN 3827

SWART, A.
report:
social services: national programmes: & voluntary
programmes UN 2901

SWAZILAND
constitution: revision (proposed) UN 2331
independence (proposed) UN 2331
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1910
summaries and analyses UN 549
Road Project: IDA development credit IDA 16
self-government UN 3904, 4236, 5446
& South Africa:
GA (UN): Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to
the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples: resolution UN 2331
technical assistance UN 5128, 5446

SWAZILAND PROGRESSIVE PARTY
hearing by GA (UN) 17th sess., request for UN 4236

SWEDEN
agriculture: policy GATT 20
comments, observations and replies:
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2516
UN Development Decade, 1960–1970 UN 2377
documents submitted concerning:
atomic weapons: tests: discontinuance UN 4627
commodities: markets GATT 231
cotton textiles:
international trade: arrangements GATT 156
disarmament UN 4650
economic development: & population growth
UN 4716, 5503
GA (UN): Working Group of Fifteen on the Examination
of the Administrative and Budgetary Procedures of the UN: re-establishment (proposed) UN 5699
GA (UN) 4th special sess. (proposed) UN 5718
industrial development UN 4745
industry: training of personnel UN 4717, 5504
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications:
amendments (proposed) UN 4370, 4371, 4394
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
marriage: minimum age, consent and registration:
convention (draft) UN 4551
outer space: peaceful uses UN 5483
radiation: effects UN 586, 587, 589, 590, 1214–1221,
2328, 3135–3145
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 340
South Africa: imports: restrictions GATT 150
Special Fund (UN): finances: contributions UN 5554
Sweden: narcotic drugs UN 4422
technical assistance:
Expanded Programme: finances: contributions UN 5554
IAEA programme IAEA 134, 135
UN: peace and security operations: financing UN 5694, 5710, 5718
UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4727

SWEDEN (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
UNEPE budget, 1967 UN 5718
UNHCR: continuation UN 4811
UN Operation in the Congo: financing UN 5718
UN Scientific Cttee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation: report UN 4663
foreign exchange GATT 231
imports: restrictions GATT 112, 411
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1962 UN 4422
report to UNESCO UNESCO 250(text)

SWEDEN–VENEZUELA MIXED CLAIMS COMMISSION
arbitral awards UN 1624

SWITZERLAND
agriculture:
policy GATT 3
products: importation from Portugal:
Protocol, Feb 1962 GATT 300(text)
capital inflow: controls Fund 9
comments, observations and replies:
disarmament:
economic and social consequences UN 2367
Special Fund (UN):
advocacy services (proposed) UN 2515
documents submitted concerning:
EB (UNESCO): members:
increase in number (proposed) UNESCO 82, 116
imports: restrictions GATT 306
IAEA: Statute: review (proposed) IAEA 18
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4410
radiation: effects UN 4527
Switzerland: imports: restrictions GATT 47, 48
& ECA (UN) UN 892
& ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 925 UN 5013
& ECLA (UN) UN 1350
& ECAFE (UN) UN 1350, 1395
GATT: accession GATT 274
proces-verbal GATT 284(text)
imports: restrictions GATT 47, 48, 306
migrants: workers:
Spanish nationals in Switzerland ILO 212
products: export to Portugal:
Protocol, Feb 1962; 1st supplement ILO 284
tariffs: concessions GATT 274, 284
trade unions: collective labour agreements ILO 66

SYMBOLS
UNESCO report UN 5764

SYMPOSIUM ON NUCLEAR SHIP PROPULSION, Taormina, 1960
proceedings IAEA 3

SYMPOSIUM ON POWER REACTOR EXPERIMENTS,
Vienna, Oct 1961
proceedings IAEA 15

SYMPOSIUM ON RADIATION DAMAGE IN SOLIDS AND
REACTOR MATERIALS (IAEA), Venice, 1962
proceedings IAEA 102

SYMPOSIUM ON RADIOISOTOPES AND RADIATION IN
ENTOMOLOGY, Bombay, 1960
proceedings IAEA 25

SYMPOSIUM ON REACTOR SAFETY AND HAZARDS
EVALUATION TECHNIQUES (IAEA), Vienna, 1962
proceedings IAEA 141
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SYMPOSIUM ON STORAGE OF FOOD CROPS IN AFRICA
(CCTA/FAO), Sierra Leone, 20-24 Feb 1962
report FAO 68(text)

SYMPOSIUM ON THE DETECTION AND USE OF TRITIUM
IN THE PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES,
Vienna, May 1961
proceedings IAEA 33

SYMPOSIUM ON THE EFFECTS OF IONIZING RADIATION
ON THE NERVOUS SYSTEM, Vienna, 1961
proceedings IAEA 26

SYMPOSIUM ON THE RATIONALIZATION OF ELECTRIC
POWER CONSUMPTION (ECE, UN), Warsaw, 1962
report UN 4471(text)

SYMPOSIUM ON THE USE OF RADIOISOTOPES IN
SOIL-PLANT NUTRITION STUDIES (IAEA/FAO) Bombay,
1962
proceedings IAEA 101

SYMPOSIUM ON THE USE OF RADIOISOTOPES IN THE
STUDY OF ENDEMIC AND TROPICAL DISEASES,
Bangkok, 1960
proceedings IAEA 24

SYMPOSIUM ON THERMODYNAMICS OF NUCLEAR
MATERIALS (IAEA), Vienna, 1962
proceedings IAEA 148

SYMPOSIUM ON WHOLE-BODY COUNTING, Vienna, 1961
proceedings IAEA 27

SYRPHILIS
mortality WHO 683

SYRIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
narcotic drugs: international control UN 4183
natural resources: permanent sovereignty UN 5441, 5537, 5538
NSGT:
    fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
    racial discrimination UN 5653
Northern Rhodesia: independence UN 5448
Nyasaland: independence UN 5447
Oman question UN 3095, 4680, 4678
Palestine question: Armistice agreements:
    Syria-Israel:
        complaints of violations UN 662, 666, 667, 1294, 1301
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 4661
peaceful relations among States:
    & international law UN 4904, 5725, 5744
Portugal:
    overseas territories: status UN 5639
    repressive actions against Mozambique, alleged UN 3188
sanctions (proposed) UN 4073
racial, national and religious intolerance:
    manifestations, prevention of UN 4780, 4794
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 336
UN mission (proposed) UN 2720
Secretariat (UN): staff:
    geographical distribution UN 4884, 5686
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853, 4857
Southern Rhodesia:
    self-government UN 2317, 2321, 2322, 4846, 4849
    & Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
Swaziland: self-government UN 5446
United Nations:
    economic and social activities: decentralization
    UN 4728, 4759
    Members: admission:
        Algeria UN 3993
        NSGT: information about UN UN 5648
        peace and security operations: financing UN 5709
Zanzibar: independence (proposed) UN 4072
ILO, admission to ILO 41
meteorological services UN 5911
SC (UN), participation UN 671, 1295
technical assistance UN 5071, 5128; ILO 150
tuberculosis: control: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5304
& UN UN 4487

SZAPIRO, J.
author:
The Newspaperman's United Nations UNESCO 18
TANGANYIKA
antimalarials WHO 701
biharziasis: epidemiology WHO 211, 686
civil rights UN 2589
civil service UN 970, 2589, 2594, 2597, 2598, 2604
colonialism: elimination UN 2589
communications to UN: classification UN 252
Constitution UN 2589
co-operative societies & industrial development ILO 86
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
development bank: establishment (proposed) UN 909
education UN 5528
Angola: independence (proposed) UN 4073
Angola situation UN 20, 5444, 5454
atomic weapons: prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
tests: discontinuance UN 4627
Basutoland: self-government UN 5446
Bechuanaland: self-government UN 5446
British Guiana: independence: date UN 3185
Burundi: assistance UN 5563
Cairo Declaration on Developing Countries, 1962 UN 4696, 4700, 4702
Cambodia: GATT, accession to GATT 298
colonialism: elimination: Declaration, 1960: implementation UN 5446-5448
GA (UN):
Ctte on Information from NSGT: continuation (proposed) UN 5655
Ctte on Information from NSGT; 13th sess.: report UN 5646
Special Cttee for South West Africa: dissolution (proposed) UN 4857
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5639
& Tanganyika, co-operation with UN 1257
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: meetings in Africa UN 1969
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 5436
terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639
industrial development UN 4697
industry: training of personnel UN 4717, 5504
TANGANYIKA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Trusteeship Agreement, 1946: termination:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1642 UN 1142
UN. admission to UN 2591, 4487
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1642 and 1667 UN 1142

TANGANYIKA AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS
hearing by GA (UN) 16th sess. UN 2599, 2594

TANGANYIKA ASIATIC CIVIL SERVANTS ASSOCIATION
hearing by GA (UN) 16th sess. UN 2597, 2598

TANGANYIKA OVERSEAS RECRUITED ASIAN CIVIL
SERVANTS UNION
hearing by GA (UN) 16th sess. UN 2597, 2504

TARAZI, SALAH AL DINE (Syria)
bioography UN 4889

TARIFFS UN 4140, 5035
See also Customs; General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade
concessions GATT 252, 274, 286
See also General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade:
schedules I to XXXVII
modifications GATT 40, 49, 67, 69, 70, 85, 87, 88, 105,
106, 128-140, 143, 145, 164, 189, 216, 223, 222,
247, 259, 286, 288, 317, 308, 310, 312, 324, 359,
344-345, 353, 354, 359, 363, 365-367, 381, 382,
384, 396, 400, 404, 405, 408, 417, 425
conference, 1961 (GATT): final act (draft):
Contracting Parties (GATT): Tariff Negotiations
Ctte: report GATT 272
reduction GATT 212, 224
waivers: GATT 227

TASMAN, A.
periodical article:
tetanus: immunity WHO 577

TAVAT, S. (Turkey)
bioography UN 2020, 2762
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political and constitutional UN 4065
maps UN 3577
outline of conditions:
TC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3577
petitions:
examination:
Standing Ctee on Petitions (UN):
discussion UN 2292
TC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3577
TC (UN) 28th sess.:
discussion UN 970, 971
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision UN 5880
lists UN 249, 2282, 2918
Stanbury, B. UN 518
political development UN 2593, 3577
TRUST TERRITORIES (continued)
progress achieved UN 3574
questionnaire: revision UN 2598
self-government or independence:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2591-2596
TC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3577
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision UN 5880
social development UN 3577
UN activities UN 533
UN information centres: establishment UN 3601
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1644 UN 1142
women: status UN 162

TRUSTEESHIP
agreements UN 533
TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL (UN):
basic facts UN 533
committees:
Ctee on Classification of Communications: reports:
Standing Ctee on Petitions (UN):
discussion UN 2285, 2286, 2291, 2292
Standing Ctee on Petitions: See Standing Committee on
Petitions (UN)
composition:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1015
& GA (UN): Special Ctee on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, co-operation with UN 3162
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision UN 5880
methods of work and procedures UN 1622
questionnaire: See Trust Territories: questionnaire
report, 1959/1960:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
report, 1960/1961 UN 2529
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 2589, 2591-2599, 2604, 2624,
3465, 3468
resolution 1701 UN 1142
report, 1961/1962 UN 3577(text), 5657
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision UN 2281
discussion
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision UN 5880
report, 1961/1962 (draft) UN 2932, 2933
report to SC (UN), 1961/1962 UN 3723(text)
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision UN 5880
report to SC (UN), 1961/1962 (draft) UN 2930
rules of procedure UN 5876(text)
amendments (proposed) UN 2529, 2931, 3574, 3577
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision UN 5880
resolution 2134 UN 5880
sessions: periodicity UN 2529, 2931, 3577
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision UN 5880
resolution 2134 UN 5880

TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL (UN) 11th special sess.
proceedings: index UN 284

TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL (UN) 27th sess.
agenda UN 967
documents UN 967
proceedings: index UN 284
Official records: annexes UN 967

TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL (UN) 28th sess.
agenda UN 968(text)
adoption UN 969
TC (UN) 28th sess.: decision UN 2281
decisions: collected edition UN 2281
documents: list UN 5914
members: representatives:
credentials:
S-G (UN): report UN 507
TC (UN) 28th sess.: decision UN 2281
discussion UN 969, 971
list UN 968
officers: election:
TC (UN) 28th sess.: decision UN 2281
proceedings UN 969-971
index UN 5914
Official records UN 968
supplements UN 2280

TRUSTEESHIP COUNCIL (UN) 29th sess.
agenda UN 2524(text), 2918(text), 5880
agenda (provisional) UN 1021
committees:
Drafting Ctee [on Nauru]: report UN 2935(text)
Drafting Ctee [on New Guinea]: report UN 2937(text)
Drafting Ctee [on the Pacific Islands under USA
adm.]: report UN 2926(text)
date UN 971
TC (UN) 28th sess.: decision UN 2281
decisions: collected edition UN 5880
documents: list UN 5914
members: representatives:
credentials:
S-G (UN): report UN 2922
TC (UN) 28th sess.: decision UN 5880
list UN 2922
proceedings:
index UN 5914
Official records: supplements UN 5877, 5878
resolutions: collected edition UN 5880

TRUSTEESHIP SYSTEM UN 533, 3574

TRYPSANOMIASIS
Expert Ctee on Trypanosomiasis (WHO):
report, 1st WHO 732(text)

TSAMERIAN, I. P.
author:
Equality of rights between races and nationalities in
USSR UNESCO 58

TSATSAS, G. (Greece)
biography UN 2020

TSETSE FLIES
control WHO 307

TUBERCULOSIS WHO 675
control:
UNICEF programme UN 2501, 4438, 4439, 5865
UNICEF/WHO activities UN 966, 2197, 3408
mortality WHO 683, 685
pulmonary: therapy WHO 512
research WHO 187

TUN WAI
periodical article:
under-developed areas: taxation: policies and
problems Fund 44
TUNISIA

agriculture: policy GATT 46
Algerian refugees: assistance UN 592
Arab States Training Centre for Education for Commu-

nity Development, participation in UNESCO 19
documents submitted concerning:
Africa:
commodities: prices UN 2166
development bank: establishment (proposed) UN 909
economic development: institute: establish-
ment (proposed) UN 918, 940
housing: conference of African experts (proposed)
UN 952
information media: development UN 926
racial discrimination: economic and social conse-
quences: studies UN 2168
transport: facilities across the Sahara UN 941
Angola: independence (proposed) UN 4073
Angola situation UN 20, 5444, 5454
asylum: right of declaration (draft) UN 5599
atomic weapons: prohibition: conference (proposed)
UN 5479
Basutoland: self-government UN 5446
Bechuanaland: self-government UN 5446
Burundi: assistance UN 5563
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
UN 4699, 4700, 4702
colonialism: elimination: Declaration, 1960: in-
plementation UN 5446-5448
Conference of African Statisticians, 2nd, Tunis,
1961: report UN 943
disarmament UN 4650
economic and social consequences IAEA 128
ESC (UN): Cttee on Housing, Building and Planning: con-
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 4194
ECA (UN):
sub-regional offices: establishment UN 939
Switzerland, participation of UN 892
terms of reference: amendments (proposed)
UN 2167, 2172
economic development UN 4730
& population growth UN 4716, 5503
energy: & economic development: co-ordination
among UN and specialized agencies IAEA 133
GA (UN):
procedure UN 3108
Special Cttee for South West Africa: dissolution
(proposed) UN 4857
Special Cttee on Territories under Portuguese
Adm.: report UN 5639
Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Coun-
tries and Peoples: terms of reference: amendments (proposed)
UN 5639
GA (UN) 4th special sess. (proposed) UN 5719
Hammarskjold, Dag H. A. C.: death: investigation
UN 4001
housing UN 2122, 4194

TUNISIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
industrial development UN 4745
inflation: study (proposed) UN 5515
IAEA: Statute: amendments IAEA 108
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
preparatory cttee (proposed) UN 5449
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4395,
4399, 4410, 4413
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4148,
4687, 4690
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
Japan: GATT: Art. XXXV: application GATT 320
Kenya: independence (proposed) UN 4074
Libya: assistance UN 5555
natural resources: permanent sovereignty IAEA 133
NGST: racial discrimination UN 5653
Northern Rhodesia: independence UN 5448
Nyassaland: independence UN 5447
Oman question UN 3095, 4660, 4678
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 4661
Portugal:
overseas territories: status UN 5639
repressive actions against Mozambique, alleged
UN 3188
sanctions (proposed) UN 4073
Ruanda-Urundi: politica. future UN 329, 336
Rwanda: assistance UN 5563
Secretariat (UN): staff:
geographical distribution UN 4884, 5686
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110,
4670
South West Africa:
international status UN 4853, 4857
Southern Rhodesia:
Constitution, 1961: revision (proposed) UN 1990
self-government UN 624, 1269, 2317, 2321, 2322,
4846, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People's Union UN 4240
Swaziland: self-government UN 5446
theoretical physics:
international centre (proposed) IAEA 132
Tunisia: GATT: accession GATT 252
United Nations:
Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
peace and security operations: financing UN 5719
UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft)
UN 4727
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
UNEP: budget, 1963 UN 5719
UN Operation in the Congo: financing UN 5719
UN Technical Conference on the International Map of
the World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962:
report (draft) UN 4386
World Food Programme:
& Africa UN 933
Zanzibar: independence (proposed) UN 4072
economic planning UN 5221
education, primary: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5305
Education Project: IDA development credit IDA 28
GATT: accession GATT 252
procès-verbal GATT 236(text)
industry: technical training ILO 149
refugees: assistance UN 1958

189
T

TUNISIA (continued)
social security: legislation ILO 148
tariffs: concessions GATT 252, 286
technical assistance UN 5064, 5128; ILO 148, 149
vocational training: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5307
work councils ILO 22

TUNISIAN QUESTION UN 2614, 3574, 4487
air space violations by French aircraft, alleged 
UN 1035, 1040
Bizerta incidents UN 1033-1041 
cease fire UN 1035
violations, alleged UN 1033, 1034, 1036-1040
French troops: withdrawal, request for UN 1034-1041
GA (UN) 3rd Special sess.: disc. UN 1033-1043
SC (UN): disc., 1961 UN 4294, 4295, 4912-4915

TURKEY
agriculture: policy GATT 31
comments, observations and replies:
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
documents submitted concerning:
commodity problems UN 5518
disarmament:
economic and social consequences UN 4145
economic development: & population growth
UN 4716, 5503
GATT: Schedule XXXVII (Turkey):
modifications GATT 66, 94, 269
human rights:
national advisory committees UN 738, 1432
protection: national guides (proposed) UN 3337
ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report UN 4275, 4278
International Map of the World on the Millionth Scale:
specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4372
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569, 4155
Korea (Rep.): withdrawal of foreign troops
(proposed) UN 5487
Korean question UN 5487
opium: research UN 2823
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 5746
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 5612
Turkey: imports: restrictions GATT 358, 359
UNCURK: report, 1961/1962 UN 5487
handicapped persons:
employment ILO 8
vocational training ILO 8
imports: restrictions GATT 66, 94, 269, 358, 359
labour: management ILO 250
manpower ILO 250
medicine: industrial ILO 191
occupational hygiene ILO 191
petroleum exploration: financing UN 1367, 2363
refugees:
assistance UN 1230, 1234, 3635
mental health UN 1233
roads: traffic: safety measures UN 5909
tariffs: concessions: modifications GATT 66, 94, 269, 358, 359
technical assistance UN 5094, 5128; ILO 191, 250
ILO programme ILO 8

TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1917

TYPHOID
vaccine WHO 570

TYSON, F. G.
report:
Indonesia: vocational training ILO 303

U

UAARA: See Union des Abaroz. Africain du Ruanda-Uruni
UDENAMO: See União Democratica Nacional de Moçam­
bique
UGEAN: See Union générale des étudiants d’Afrique noire
soixante domination portugaise
UMA: See União das mulheres de Angola
UN: See United Nations
UNAMI: See União nacional africana de Moçambique
independente
UNAR: See Union nationale ruandaise under Ruanda-
Uruni: petitions
UNCURK: See United Nations Commission for the Unifi­
cation and Rehabilitation of Korea
UNEF: See United Nations Emergency Force
UNESCO: See United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization
UNGP: See Union of Nationals of Portuguese Guinea
UNHCR: See United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees
UNICEF: See United Nations Children’s Fund
UNREF: See United Nations Refugee Fund
UNRWA: See United Nations Relief and Works Agency for
Palestine Refugees in the Near East
UNTA: See Union nationale des travailleurs angolais
UNTEA: See United Nations Temporary Executive
Authority
UNTSO: See United Nations Truce Supervision Organiza­
tion
UPG: See União das populações de Guiné
UPLG: See Union populaire de libération de la Guinée
portugaise
UPRONA: See União et progrès national under Ruanda-
Uruni: petitions
UPU: See Universal Postal Union
USA: See United States of America
USSR: See Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
UGANDA UN 2616
agriculture Bank 25
prices UN 2892
civil service: preparation and training UN 569
community organization and development UN 2901
documents submitted concerning:
Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
UN 4702
economic development: & population growth: study
(proposed) UN 5503
GA (UN):
Citee on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
UGANDA (continued) documents submitted concerning (continued) GA (UN) (continued) Special Ctte for South West Africa: dissolution (proposed) UN 4857 Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese Adm.: report UN 5639 Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples: members: increase in number (proposed) UN 5436 terms of reference: amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639 industrial development UN 4719 industry: training of personnel UN 5504 NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650 Portugal: overseas territories: status UN 5639 South West Africa: international status UN 4855, 4857 Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 4846, 4849 Uganda: commodities: prices UN 2892 United Nations: Members: admission: Uganda UN 3976, 4306 & NSGT: information about UN 5648 economic development Bank 25 economic planning UN 2106 education UN 569; Bank 25 homemakers: training of personnel: UNICEF-aided projects UN 2249 independence UN 2615, 2619 information to UN: political and constitutional UN 1117 summaries and analyses UN 296, 550 IBRD mission, 1960: report Bank 25 mosquitoes: control WHO 705 social services UN 2901 technical assistance UN 5079, 5128 UN, admission to UN 3976, 3980, 3997, 3998, 4306, 4307 SC (UN): discussion, 1962 UN 4964 resolution of 15 Oct 1962 UN 4309 WHO, admission to WHO 256, 326, 443, 455 Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 378 UHL, E. author: Food additive control in Denmark FAO 4 UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC comments, observations and replies: economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 2362 education: technical recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104 UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377 documents submitted concerning: Agricultural mechanization UN 1548 freedom from prejudice and discrimination year and day (proposed) UN 1457 freedom of religion: principles (draft) UN 1443 human rights: implementation UN 3339 observance: study (proposed) UN 4172, 4175 industry: training of personnel UN 4717, 5504 ILC (UN) 14th sess.: report UN 4276, 4278 UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC (continued) documents submitted concerning (continued) Secretariat (UN): staff: geographical distribution UN 4888 statistics: international UN 3535 technical assistance: IAEA programme IAEA 94, 124 Unasylva Annex 79 UNDER-DEVELOPED AREAS See also Economic development: technical assistance; Non-Self-Governing Territories; Social development: technical assistance; Trust Territories agriculture: products: marketing UN 2141 books: production UNESCO 143 capital requirements UN 2759 commodity problems UN 2766, 2792 & ECE (UN) UN 2764 economic development UN 3106, 3255, 3574, 3591, 3699, 3754, 5242 application of science and technology: See also United Nations Conference on the Application of Science and Technology for the Benefit of Less Developed Areas, Geneva, 1963 UN conference (proposed) UN 1318, 1319, 1344, 1347 financial implications UN 1347 development insurance fund (proposed) UN 5639, 5648 economic planning UN 3335 UN conference (proposed) UN 1347 & ECE (UN) 14th sess. : report Bank 25 housing: Seminar on Housing Surveys and Problems (ECE, UN), Zagreb, 1961: report UN 1935(text) indigenous cadres: preparation and training UN 3251, 3314 industrial development UN 3754, 4149, 4693-4697, 4745, 4750-4752, 4757, 5066: IFC 4 industrialization: periodicals Annex 4 inflation UN 4730, 4764, 5515, 5547 information media UN 3245, 3289, 3576, 4178-4181, 5358 Commn on Human Rights (UN) 18th sess.: discussion UN 3860, 3866, 3867 D-G, Acting (UNESCO): report UN 719 ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 3764, 4172, 4175 expansion GATT 224 international trade GATT 303 manpower ILO 156 metals: industry and trade: technical assistance ILO 172 natural resources: development UN 5018 printing industry and trade: technical assistance ILO 181 productivity: periodicals Annex 4 public finance: technical assistance missions UN 987 statistics: technical assistance UN 5015 tariff: negotiations: participation in GATT 103 taxation: policies and problems Fund 44
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (continued)
comments, observations and replies:
atomic weapons: dissemination: prevention:
undertakings by Governments UN 563
disarmament:
economic and social consequences UN 2367
economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 693
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377
commodities: international trade UN 2143
documents submitted concerning:
agriculture: mechanization UN 5810
Angola: independence (proposed) UN 4073
astronauts: agreement [on rescue] (proposed)
UN 2708, 4026
asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 5596
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 562
tests:
 discontinuance UN 121, 1315
prohibition UN 1315
resumption by USA UN 2664, 2702
China:
UN, representation in UN 3589, 3996
UNESCO, representation in UNESCO 256
colonialism: elimination UN 3066
Congo situation UN 111
Cuban situation UN 555, 4317, 4318
disarmament UN 3694
economic and social consequences UN 3266,
3603, 5543; IAEA 127; UNESCO 257
& economic and social development:
declaration (draft) UN 3603, 4144(text)
education: discrimination:
Convention, 1960 UNESCO 172
Eighteen Nation Ctte on Disarmament: meeting,
Geneva, 1962:
opening by Chiefs of State (proposed) UN 556,
557, 561
freedom from prejudice and discrimination year and
day (proposed) UN 1456
freedom of religion: principles (draft) UN 1438,
1442
human rights:
advisory services UN 3291
covenants (draft, 1954): civil and political
UN 4790
Universal Declaration: anniversary, 15th, 1963:
ctte (proposed) UN 4176, 4177
industrial development:
planning and programming UN 2448
UN 5422
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964
UN 5422
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 3590,
4143
Korea (DPR):
GA (UN) 17th sess., participation in UN 4653
Korea (Rep.):
GA (UN) 17th sess., participation in UN 4653
withdrawal of foreign troops (proposed)
UN 3087, 4131, 5476, 5488
natural resources: permanent sovereignty UN 4739,
5443
Northern Rhodesia: independence:
date (proposed) UN 1991
nuclear war: propaganda: condemnation UN 3602
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
  outer space:
    exploration and use: declaration (draft) UN 2707, 4025
  peaceful uses UN 1242, 5472, 5483
Pacific Islands under USA adm.: petitions UN 2530
peaceful relations among peoples: promotion among youth: UNESCO report UN 3269
Portugal:
  overseas territories:
    fellowships and scholarships UN 5643
    status UN 5644
  repressive actions against Mozambique, alleged UN 3188
sanctions (proposed) UN 4073
publications:
  exchange: Convention, 1958:
    ratification UNESCO 322
  official: exchange:
    Convention, 1958: ratification UNESCO 322
radiation: effects UN 22-27
Ruanda-Urundi:
  Belgian forces: withdrawal UN 2672, 2724, 2726
  political future UN 341, 345, 346, 2672, 2724, 2726, 3070
Secretariat (UN): staff:
  salaries and allowances: budget, 1963 UN 4874
social development: UN programme UN 2133
South West Africa: international status UN 4855
space vehicles:
  agreement [on recovery] (draft) UN 4026
  registration UN 2694, 2696, 2699, 3150, 4555
USSR launchings, 1957-1962 UN 1245
  technical assistance: IAEA programme IAEA 94, 124
USSR: industrial development UN 2448
United Nations:
  economic and social activities:
    decentralization UN 5535
  finances: contributions: assessment UN 4871
  Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993, 4303
  peace and security operations: financing UN 5670
UNESCO:
  Constitution:
    amendments (proposed) UNESCO 83
  members:
    admission:
      states not members of UN UNESCO 117
  associate:
    changes of status (proposed) UNESCO 117
& UN: Agreement, 1946: revision UN 5431
Viet-Nam (DR): ECAFE (UN), admission to UN 1561
women: political rights UN 798
WHO: activities UN 269
  economic conditions UN 2146
economic development: 20-year programme UN 2146
& Ghana: international trade:
  Agreement, 1960 UN 2834(text)
housing UN 1470
industrial development UN 2448
industrial statistics UN 706
investments UN 2146
labour: administration ILO 158
maternal welfare WHO 532
national income UN 2146
race problems UNESCO 58
social security ILO 139, 293
space flight: congratulations UN 1017, 1020, 1021
UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (continued)
trade unions: administration ILO 158
typhoid: vaccine WHO 555
vocational training: study and teaching:
  Inter-Regional Study Tour on Vocational Training in USSR (ILO): report ILO 394
water: pollution WHO 559
Unité et Progrès National: See under RUANDA-URUNDI: petitions
UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC
comments, observations and replies:
  education: technical:
    recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
documents submitted concerning:
  Africa:
    community organization and development UN 928
    discrimination:
      economic and social consequences UN 930
    economic development:
      institute: establishment (proposed) UN 920, 946
      & European economic groupings UN 913, 2176
    housing: conference of African experts (proposed) UN 931
    racial discrimination:
      economic and social consequences UN 2168
    social welfare UN 928
    transport: facilities across the Sahara UN 941
    Angola situation UN 20, 5445, 5454
    as asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 5599, 5600
    atomic weapons:
      prohibitions:
        conference (proposed) UN 5497
    tests: discontinuance UN 4627
    Cairo Declaration of Developing Countries, 1962
      UN 3106, 4698, 4700, 4702, 5242(text)
    commissions of the ESC (UN), regional economic:
      strengthening of activities UN 2185
    Cuban situation UN 4224
    disarmament UN 4648, 4650
    Division of Industry, Transport and Natural Resources (ECA, UN):
      Industry Section: strengthening UN 921
drug addiction UN 2852
ECA (UN):
  secretariat: staff: recruitment and training:
    cttie (proposed) UN 904
  & South Africa: UN 930
  standing cttie of social welfare and community development:
    establishment (proposed) UN 2178
  strengthening UN 923
terms of reference:
  amendments (proposed) UN 2167, 2172
economic development UN 5547
  & population growth UN 4716, 5503
education: discrimination: prevention:
  Convention, 1966: accession UNESCO 65
equal pay for equal work UN 802
GA (UN):
  Cttie on Information from NSGT, 13th sess.: report UN 5646
  Special Cttie on Territories under Portuguese Adm.:
    report UN 5639
  United Arab Republic, co-operation with UN 1977
UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)

GA (UN) (continued)
Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples:
members:
increase in number (proposed) UN 5436
terms of reference:
amendments (proposed) UN 5436, 5639
Hammarskjold, Dag H. A. C.:
death: investigation UN 3999
human rights: covenants (draft, 1954):
economic, social and cultural UN 5616
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
industrial development UN 4718, 4751
technical assistance UN 3514
industry: training of personnel UN 5504
IAEA: Statute: amendments IAEA 108
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4146, 4667, 4690
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569, 4154, 4155
marriage: minimum age, consent and registration: convention (draft) UN 4165
NSGT:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
racial discrimination UN 5652
Oman question UN 3095, 4660, 4678
outer space: peaceful uses UN 4030
Palestine refugees: assistance UN 4661
peaceful relations among peoples:
promotion among youth UN 5618
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 4904, 5725, 5744
Portugal: overseas territories:
fellowships and scholarships UN 5640
status UN 5639
publications:
exchange: Convention, 1958: accession UNESCO 324
official: exchange: Convention, 1958:
accession UNESCO 324
racial, national and religious intolerance:
manifestations, prevention of UN 4760
Ruanda-Urundi: political future UN 329, 336
UN mission (proposed) UN 2720
Rwanda: UN, admission to UN 2751
S-G (UN): appointment UN 5430
SC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 5438
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956:
implementation UN 5612
social services: national programmes UN 2128
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110, 4670
South West Africa: international status UN 4853
Southern Rhodesia:
self-government UN 632, 2317, 2322, 4846, 4849
& Zimbabwe African People’s Union UN 4240
technical assistance:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 3316
Expanded Programme: programme of work, 1963-1964 UN 5800
TAB: resident representatives: & commissions of the ESC (UN), regional economic UN 3316
under-developed areas: indigenous cadres:
preparation and training UN 3314
UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)

United Arab Republic:
GATT: accession GATT 401, 423
population:
statistics: methods UN 5195
trends UN 5196
United Nations:
economic and social activities:
decentralization UN 2185, 4711, 5500, 5525
Members: admission:
Algeria UN 3993, 4303
Burundi UN 2752
Uganda UN 3997, 4307
& NSGT: information about UN 5548
UN Capital Development Fund: statute (draft) UN 4727
UN juridical yearbook: publication (proposed) UN 5740
UN Scientific Ctte on the Effects of Atomic Radiation:
report UN 4663
UN training and research institute:
establishment (proposed):
study (proposed) UN 5506
women:
political rights UN 797
status: seminars UN 1500
World Food Programme: & Africa UN 933
economic planning UN 5222
GATT: accession GATT 401, 423
handicapped persons: rehabilitation:
training of personnel UN 5910
material welfare ILO 225
petroleum exploration: financing UN 1367, 2363
population:
statistics: methods UN 5195
trends UN 5196
prosthetic appliances UN 5910
refugees: assistance UN 1230
report to UNESCO UNESCO 226
SC (UN), representatives in: credentials UN 92, 1303
snails: control WHO 193
technical assistance UN 5069, 5128
urbanization UN 2568
windpower UN 5912
UNITED KINGDOM
See also International Court of Justice: cases: aerial incident of 27 Jul 1955 (Israel v. Bulgaria; USA v. Bulgaria; United Kingdom v. Bulgaria); Case concerning the Northern Cameroons (Cameroon v. United Kingdom)
agriculture:
policy GATT 4, 6
products:
imports GATT 278, 364
marketing: GATT consultations GATT 73, 78
bond market Fund 21
butter: import quotas FAO 27
comments, observations and replies:
disarmament:
economic and social consequences UN 2367
economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 693
Special Fund (UN):
financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2516
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377
customs GATT 227
UNITED KINGDOM (continued)
documents submitted concerning:
atomic weapons:
prohibition: treaty (proposed) UN 4630
tests: discontinuance UN 675, 4647
treaties UN 4526(only)
Bahrain: education: discrimination UNESCO 98
Borneo: free trade area GATT 315
Agreement, 1961 GATT 249
British Guiana: independence (proposed) UN 64, 629
Conference, 1962; report UN 5359
Brunei: narcotic drugs UN 3402
Cameroons under United Kingdom adm.:
political future UN 558
Chinese refugees in Hong Kong UN 2691
colonialism: elimination:
Declaration, 1960: implementation UN 4065
commodities: surpluses: disposal GATT 102
commodity problems UN 4706, 4707
conferences, international; scheduling:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies
UN 3819
consular relations UN 5731
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
economic, social and human rights programmes
UN 3816, 3819
copyright: Universal Convention, 1952:
notification: UNESCO 29
cotton textiles:
international trade; arrangements GATT 161
Dept of ESA: Division of Industrial Development:
expansion UN 2453, 2456
Dominica: narcotic drugs UN 2482
economic co-operation: declaration (draft)
UN 1407, 2410
education: discrimination: prevention:
Convention, 1960: accession UNESCO 62
Eighteen Nation Ctte on Disarmament: meeting,
Geneva, 1962:
opening by Chiefs of State (proposed) UN 564
equality for equal work UN 803, 804
Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland: narcotic
drugs UN 499
freedom from prejudice and discrimination year
and day (proposed) UN 1454
GATT:
Art. I: waiver GATT 226
Art. XXVIII: application GATT 278, 364
GA (UN):
Ctte on information from NSGT:
renewal UN 76
Special Ctte on Territories under Portuguese
Adm.: United Kingdom, co-operation with
UN 3156
Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the
Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and People:
participation by United Kingdom UN 12
Working Group of Fifteen on the Examination of
the Administrative and Budgetary Proce-
dures of the UN:
re-establishment (proposed) UN 5699
Hong Kong: narcotic drugs UN 500, 2906, 4418
housing: ctte (proposed) UN 2127
human rights:
advisory services UN 737
convenants (draft, 1965):
economic, social and cultural UN 4807, 5574
periodic reports UN 807, 1468
UNITED KINGDOM (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
industrial development UN 4745
commissioner (proposed) UN 2453, 2456
specialized agency (proposed) UN 2456
cttee of 10 experts (proposed) UN 2453
IAEA: Statute:
amendments (proposed) IAEA 69, 72
ILC (UN) 14th sess. : report UN 4278
International Map of the World on the Millionth
Scale:
specifications: amendments (proposed) UN 4341,
4342, 4365, 4381, 4388-4391, 4393-4395, 4400,
4407-4410, 4413
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3969, 4155
Jamaica: narcotic drugs UN 4242
Korea (Rep.):
wadiout of foreign troops (proposed) UN 5487
Korean question UN 5487
land reform UN 3890
marriage: minimum age, consent and registration:
convention (draft) UN 4533
Mauritius: narcotic drugs UN 2914
narcotic drugs: international control UN 3908
natural resources:
on-agricultural: conservation and utilization
UN 1469
permanent sovereignty UN 4738, 4761, 5529,
5530
NSGT: information to UN:
political and constitutional transmission UN 616
Oman question UN 4598
outer space: peaceful uses UN 3828, 5471, 5484
Qatar: UNESCO, admission to UNESCO 111
Palestine question: Armistice Agreements:
Syria-Israel: complaints of violations
and day (proposed) UN 227, 4065
re-establishment (proposed) UN 5699
participation by United Kingdom UN 12
Working Group of Fifteen on the Examination of
the Administrative and Budgetary Proce-
dures of the UN:
re-establishment (proposed) UN 5699
Hong Kong: narcotic drugs UN 500, 2906, 4418
housing: ctte (proposed) UN 2127
human rights:
advisory services UN 737
convenants (draft, 1965):
economic, social and cultural UN 4807, 5574
periodic reports UN 807, 1468
UNited Kingdom (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
United Nations: 
finances: budget: policy UN 5685
members: admission:
Algeria UN 3993, 4303
Jamaica UN 3613, 3738
Trinidad and Tobago UN 3616, 3739
Uganda UN 3997, 4307
peace and security operations: financing UN 5904, 5710
UNICEF: & UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
UNCURK: report, 1961/1962 UN 5467
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970: ctee [on co-ordination] (proposed) UN 3813
Venezuela: & British Guiana: boundaries UN 4659
women: advancement in developing countries UN 1492
political rights UN 794
vocational training UN 810
WHO: Members: associate: admission: Jamaica WHO 265
Uganda WHO 266
employment ILO 295
GATT: Art.1: waiver GATT 226, 237
health: industrial ILO 295
imports: restrictions GATT 112, 278, 364, 411
industry: safety regulations ILO 295
infants: premature WHO 538
IBRD loan: guarantee agreement Bank 6
labour: laws and regulations ILO 295
Minister of State for Foreign Affairs (Godber, J. B.): statement before GA (UN) 17th sess.: 4th Ctte UN 4629
nurses and nursing: employment: part-time ILO 93
nutrition: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 5864
overseas territories: tariffs: waiver GATT 227, 237
social security ILO 16
Trust Territories: See Cameroons under United King- dom administration; Tanganyika
unemployment: insurance ILO 102
United national independence party of northern Rhodesia
hearing by Special Ctte on the Situation with regard to the Implementation of the Declaration of the Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples UN 4102-4107
United nations (continued)
See also (continued)
Commissioner for Technical Assistance (UN)
Committee for Industrial Development (UN)
Committee on Contributions (UN)
Conference on Education and Economic and Social Development in Latin America (UNESCO/UN/ OAS)
Consultative Group on Narcotics Control (for South- East Asia) (UN)
Co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies
Division for Public Administration (UN)
Division of Industrial Development
Division of Narcotic Drugs (UN)
Economic and Social Council (UN)
Economic Commission for Africa (UN)
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (UN)
Economic Commission for Europe (UN)
Economic Commission for Latin America (UN)
Economic Projections and Programming Centre (UN)
Expert Committee on Post Adjustments (UN)
General Assembly (UN)
Inter-American Consultative Group on Narcotics Control (UN)
Inter-Governmental Committee [on the World Food Programme] (UN/FAO)
International Law Commission (UN)
Investments Committee (UN)
League of Nations: transfer of assets
Legal Counsel (UN)
Library (UN, Geneva)
Library (UN, Headquarters)
Military Staff Committee (UN)
Peace Observation Commission (UN)
Population Commission (UN)
Pulp and Paper Advisory Group for Latin America (FAO/UN)
Secretariat (UN)
Secretary-General (UN)
Security Council (UN)
Seminar on the Status of Women in Family Law (UN), Tokyo, 1962
Seminar on Use of Vital and Health Statistics for Genetic and Radiation Studies (UN/WHO), Geneva, 1960
Social Commission (UN)
Special Fund (UN)
Staff Pension Committee (UN)
Standing Committee on Petitions (UN)
Statistical Commission (UN)
Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities (UN)
Technical Assistance Committee (UN)
Transport and Communication Commission (UN)
Trusteeship Council (UN)
Water Resources Development Centre (UN)
activities UN 2477, 2580
periodicals Annex 15, 19, 21
S-G (UN): report (annual), 1961/1962 UN 3574
Introduction UN 3575, 4479
activities, 1956-1962: cost UN 5866
administrative and budgetary procedures: examination:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1837, 1839, 1840, 1846-1848, 1857
resolution 1731 UN 1142
UNITED NATIONS (continued)

basic facts: UN 2957, 4476, 5324

calendar of conferences: See United Nations: conferences and meetings

Charter: UN 2583
Art. 12, par. 2: UN 3595
Art. 17, par. 2:

ICJ advisory opinion, 20 Jul 1962: UN 3931, 5334
conference under Art. 108 (proposed): UN 3566

General Conference under Art. 109:

GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1670 UN 1142
revision: UN 3566, 3574

conferences and meetings: UN 3574

programme, 1963: UN 4865

documentation: UN 3574

limitation: UN 128, 129, 137, 186, 1516, 2103, 3127, 5667, 5686, 5807, 3917, 5010, 5011, 5151-5153, 5663, 5766

documents:

bibliography: Annex 14
check lists: Annex 18
indexes: Annex 18

economic and social activities: UN 5685
decentralization: UN 678, 925, 1524, 2149, 2153, 2185, 2760, 2795, 2859, 3579, 3761, 3773, 4708-4711, 4728, 4754, 4759, 4765, 5500, 5525, 5526, 5535;
WHO 611, 622, 647

Dept of ESA: Under-Secretary (de Seynes):

statements: UN 3765, 5532

ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3576

ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1320-1323, 1338, 1339

ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 879 UN 5013

ECFAE (UN) 18th sess.: disc. UN 5166
resolution 41 UN 5004

ECE (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 429, 436

ECLA (UN): Ctte of the Whole, 8th sess.:

resolution 217 UN 2760

ECLA (UN) 9th sess.: res. 210 UN 678

EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 148

EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 645

GA (UN) 16th sess.:

discussion UN 1678, 1679, 1681-1684, 1845
resolution 1709 UN 1142

GA (UN) 17th sess.:

5th Ctte: report UN 5392
resolution UN 5544

S-G (UN): reports UN 3591, 3757, 3961

inter-relationships: UN 783, 785, 2109

ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1334, 1336, 1346

executive body (proposed): UN 1001, 1003, 1006, 1008, 1011, 1012, 1014-1016, 1023, 1800, 1810, 1811, 1813, 1816-1823, 1828, 1838

Field Service: See United Nations Field Service finances:

accounts, 1960:

GA (UN) 16th sess.:

discussion UN 1797, 1812
resolution 1634 UN 1142

accounts, 1961: UN 3125, 3126, 4243

Advisory Ctte (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess., UN 3082

Board of Auditors (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 3123(text)

GA (UN) 17th sess.:
5th Ctte: report UN 4512

bonds UN 291, 3576, 5676

Advisory Ctte (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 5405

UNITED NATIONS (continued)

finances (continued)

bonds (continued)

GA (UN) 16th sess.:

discussion UN 1655-1859
resolution 1739 UN 1142

budget:

form UN 1800, 1813, 1816, 3579
policy UN 5655
GA (UN) 17th sess.:
5th Ctte: report UN 5375
stabilization UN 1645
unforeseen and extraordinary expenses:
resolution: review UN 1031

budget, 1961:

supplementary appropriations:

GA (UN) 16th sess.:

discussion UN 1797, 1842, 1849, 1855
resolution 1692 UN 1142

budget, 1962 UN 297(text), 991

GA (UN) 16th sess.:

discussion UN 1798-1811, 1813, 1818, 1826, 1832, 1840, 1842, 1849, 1853, 1855, 1857-1859
resolution 1734 UN 1142

supplementary appropriations UN 4528, 5357, 5662

Advisory Ctte (UN):

reports to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 3579, 3607, 4517, 5384
S-G (UN): reports UN 3545, 4252, 4863, 4866, 5659, 5679

unforeseen and extraordinary expenses:

GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1735 UN 1142
1st reading UN 1769, 1800, 1803, 1804, 1806-1808
2nd reading UN 1851

budget, 1963:

appropriation resolution (draft) UN 3578, 3579
estimates UN 3578(text), 4262, 4528, 4879, 5357, 5405, 5659, 5662, 5676, 5683, 5684

Advisory Ctte (UN):

Chairman:

statement before GA (UN) 17th sess., 5th Ctte: report UN 4249

reports to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 3579, 3611, 5384, 5411

Dept of ESA: Under-Secretary (de Seynes):

statement before GA (UN) 17th sess., 5th Ctte: report UN 4875

GA (UN) 17th sess.:
5th Ctte: report UN 5354

S-G (UN):

reports UN 4366, 5669

statement before GA (UN) 17th sess., 5th Ctte UN 4248

unforeseen and extraordinary expenses UN 3578, 3579
1st reading UN 4261
2nd reading UN 5690

contributions UN 3707, 3708

assessment UN 3582, 4871, 5713

GA (UN) 16th sess.:

discussion UN 1831-1838, 1852
resolution 1691 UN 1142

assessment of specialized agencies UN 3582

Ctte on Contributions (UN): report UN 3582

extra-budgetary accounts UN 1853
UNITED NATIONS (continued)
finances (continued)
contributions (continued)
obligations of Member States:
ICJ advisory opinion, 20 Jul 1962 UN 3931, 5334
payment in currencies other than US dollars:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1848–1859
resolutions 1739, 1142
expenditures, 1950–1962:
study and classification UN 5666
general expenses: budget, 1963 UN 3578
income:
estimates, 1963 UN 3578
extra-budgetary accounts:
estimates, 1963 UN 3578
staff assessment: estimates, 1963 UN 3578
position and prospects, 1961–1962 UN 991, 3574
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1848, 1855–1859
resolution 1739 UN 1142
position and prospects, 1962–1963 UN 3579
regulations: regulation 13.1 UN 4250, 4267
Working Capital Fund UN 3578, 3579, 5664
Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 3578
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1736 UN 1142
Guard: See United Nations Field Service
guide for journalists UNESCO 18
Headquarters:
See also United Nations: maintenance, operation and
total of premises: budget, 1963
loan amortization: budget, 1963 UN 3578
major maintenance and capital improvement pro­
gramme: budget, 1963 UN 3578, 4873
Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 3969
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report UN 5382
S-G (UN): report UN 4251
meeting-room facilities UN 1826, 1858
visitors' catering services:
income: estimates, 1963 UN 3570
& IBRD Bank 27
& ICAO ICAO 68
& IDA IDA 17
Agreement UN 1002, 1004
& IMCO: Agreement, 1959 IMCO 6(text)
Information Centres:
Port Moresby: establishment UN 3601, 5658
& ILO: Agreement, 1946 ILO 194(text)
maintenance, operation and rental of premises:
budget, 1962: supplementary appropriations
UN 4517, 4519, 4862, 4863
budget, 1963 UN 3578
Members:
admission UN 3574, 4487
Algeria UN 3968, 3973, 3993–3995, 4302–4304, 4963
Burundi UN 2666, 2670, 2743, 2744, 2750, 2752, 3094, 3097, 3621, 3622, 4960
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 6, 3550, 3954
SC (UN): resolution of 26 Jul 1962 UN 2754
Jamaica UN 3100, 3561, 3613–3615, 3727, 5736, 3740, 4961
Korea (Rep.) UN 4491
UNITED NATIONS (continued)
Members (continued)
admission (continued)
Mauritania UN 3129, 4919
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1022–1025
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 2600
resolution 1931 UN 1142
Mongolia UN 4919
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1024, 1025
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1630 UN 1142
Rwanda UN 2666–2669, 2739–2741, 2750, 2751, 3098, 3619, 3620, 4960
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 3950, 3954
SC (UN): resolution of 26 Jul 1962 UN 2753
Sierra Leone UN 2592, 4916, 4917
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1623 UN 1142
Tanganyika UN 2591
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1642, 1667 UN 1142
Trinidad and Tobago UN 3557, 5558, 5562, 3618–3619, 3725, 3736, 3738, 3741, 4961
Uganda UN 3976, 3998, 4306, 4307, 4309, 4964
SC (UN): President: communication UN 3980
obligations: peace and security operations: financing:
ICJ advisory opinion, 20 Jul 1962 UN 5334
permanent missions UN 5386
representatives:
lists UN 989; Annex 1
missions: survey UN 2038
& NSGT: information about UN 5648, 5649
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 2611–2613, 2615–2618, 2621
S-G (UN): reports UN 3062, 3063, 5343
organization and structure UN 2580, 2591, 2592, 4916, 4917
organizations and subsidiary organs UN 989, 3928
honoraria UN 1799, 1840
travel and other expenses UN 3985
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report UN 5374
S-G (UN): report UN 4254
peace and security operations:
financing UN 5665, 5699–5701, 5710, 5711, 5718, 5719
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1022–1025, 1024, 1025
obligations of Member States UN 5670
ICJ advisory opinion, 20 Jul 1962 UN 3931, 5334, 5694–5698, 5708, 5709
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report UN 5415
request for UN 541, 1846–1848
working group [to prepare special scale of assessments] (proposed) UN 5704
periodicals: indexes Annex 16
permanent force (proposed) UN 1016
postage stamps: income: estimates, 1963 UN 3578
printing: budget, 1963 UN 3578, 3611, 3706
privileges and immunities WHO 2, 736
in USA: excise taxes and custom duties UN 1610, 1611, 1618
legislative texts UN 978
public information activities UN 3574, 3601, 3825, 5044, 5568
See also United Nations: Information Centres
ECS (UN) 34th sess.: Co-ordination Cttee: report UN 3764
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1836, 1849
S-G (UN): report UN 3551
198
UNITED NATIONS (continued)

publications:
lists UN 1637
sale: income: estimates, 1963 UN 3578
staff: See Secretariat (UN): staff
study and teaching UN 5915
& Trust Territories: information about UN UN 5658
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1030
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2591-2598
resolution 1644 UN 1142
S-G (UN): report UN 3069, 3425, 3601
TC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3577
TC (UN) 29th sess.: decision UN 5880
& UNESCO: agreement: See under United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
voting UN 4485
Working Capital Fund: See United Nations: finances:
Working Capital Fund
& WMO: Agreement, 1951 UN 287(text); WMO 5(text)

UNITED NATIONS & SPECIALIZED AGENCIES
activities:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2607, 2614-2618
participation by NSGT UN 3060, 3574

UNITED NATIONS ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL
activities UN 3574, 3991
judgements UN 3930
members:
appointment UN 3105
election UN 1810, 4889, 4890
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1638 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report UN 5353
report, 1962 UN 3991
rules UN 4480(text)
Statute UN 4480(text)

United Nations Bonds: See under United Nations: finances

United Nations books in print UN 1637

UNITED NATIONS CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT FUND
UN 3287, 3304, 3591
draft legislation: preparation (proposed):
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1666, 1667
resolution 1706 UN 1142
ESC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3576
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: disc. UN 5034, 5035
Economic Cttee: report UN 3768
resolution 921 UN 5013
GA (UN): Cttee on a UN Capital Development Fund:
report UN 3759
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 1666, 1667
resolution 1706 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Cttee: report UN 5392
preparatory measures:
general principles UN 1324, 1327
statute (draft) UN 1963(text), 3759(text)
comments by governments and specialized agencies
UN 4727
voting:
GA (UN) 16th session:
discussion UN 1666, 1667
resolution 1706 UN 1142
UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND (continued)

Executive Board:
documents submitted concerning:
  Philippines: epidemics: emergency aid  UN 506
  Somalia: emergency aid  UN 506
  UN Development Decade, 1960-1970  UN 2783, 3799
members:
  election  UN 1397, 1398, 3576, 5007
terms of office  UN 2199, 4442
officers, 1962: election  UN 243
sessions: time of meeting  UN 2199
Executive Board, Jun 1961 sess.:
  agenda  UN 129
  organization of work  UN 129
  report  UN 129(text)
Executive Board, Dec 1961 sess.:
  agenda  UN 238. 241, 2017
documents: list  UN 259
  organization of work  UN 238, 2017
proceedings  UN 243
report  UN 238(text), 2017(text)
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.:
  discussion  UN 4981, 4982
  resolution 869  UN 5007
Executive Board, Jun 1962 sess.:
  agenda  UN 1600, 4429
date and meeting place  UN 238
documents: lists  UN 2500, 3410
  proceedings  UN 4429-4442
Executive Board, Dec 1962 sess.:
  agenda (provisional)  UN 5832, 5834
Executive Board, 1963:
  members: representatives: lists  UN 5835
  organization  UN 5835
Executive Board, Jun 1963 sess.:
  agenda (provisional)  UN 4442
date and meeting place  UN 4442
Executive Director:
recommendations: See above under aided projects:
allocations
report, 1960/1961:
  ESC (IN) 33rd sess.:
    discussion  UN 4981, 4982
    resolution 869  UN 5007
report, 1961:
  UNICEF: EB, Dec 1961 sess.: disc.  UN 241
  reports, memoranda and studies:
    Americas: UNICEF programmes, 1859-1961
    Europe: UNICEF programmes, 1961
    UN 1602
  Joint Ctte on Health Policy (UNICEF/WHO)
  13th sess.: recommendations  UN 2197
  Joint Policy Ctte (FAO/UNICEF): UNICEF
  representatives: appointment: method
  UN 2199
  milk, dried: distribution:
    payment of freight  UN 5973
  Near and Middle East: UNICEF programmes, 1961
  UN 1601
tuberculosis: control: allocations  UN 5865
UNICEF:
  activities: progress report, 1961  UN 2191-2194
  emergency aid  UN 5310
  finances:
    budget, 1961: administrative expenses
    UN 2204
    budget, 1963  UN 5836
  & FAO: financial relations  UN 2196, 2254

UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND (continued)

Executive Director (continued)
reports, memoranda and studies (continued)
  vitamins: distribution: allocations  UN 5312
finances:
  accounts, 1960:
    GA (UN) 16th sess.:
      discussion  UN 1797, 1812
      resolution 1635  UN 1142
  accounts, 1961  UN 3414, 4512
  Advisory Ctte (UN): report to GA (UN)
  17th sess.  UN 3083
Board of Auditors (UN): reports  UN 2502, 3124
UNICEF: Ctte on Administrative Budget:
  report  UN 2202
allocations  UN 129, 245, 2017, 2392, 3414, 3416, 4329
budget, 1961: administrative expenses  UN 2204
budget, 1962: administrative expenses  UN 242, 2201
budget, 1962-1964  UN 3414
budget, 1963:
  administrative expenses  UN 2200, 3414, 5836
  operational expenses  UN 3414, 5836
contributions  UN 4329
Greeting Card Fund  UN 3414
budget, 1962/1963  UN 2203
Revolving Fund for UNICEF Public Information
  UN 3414
& FAO  UN 4329, 4436, 4438
financial relations  UN 129, 2191, 2196, 2254
inter-regional projects  UN 965
& ILO  UN 4422, 4437
national committees: list  UN 4428
& NGOs  UN 2191, 4428, 4441
privileges and immunities: legislative texts
  UN 978
programme UN 125, 2017, 2191, 2192, 4425
See also under specific subject and area
ESC (UN) 33rd sess.:
  disc.  UN 4981, 4982
GA (UN) 16th sess.:
  res. 1678  UN 1142
UNICEF: EB, Jun 1962 sess.:
  discussion  UN 4430-4432
public information activities:
  consultative panel (proposed)  UN 3414
Rapporteur (Geneva): statement:
  Joint Ctte on Health Policy (UNICEF/WHO) 13th
  sess.: report  UN 3408
social service projects:
  & specialized agencies, relations with
    UN 2192
  ESC (UN) 32nd sess.:
    disc.  UN 1341, 1342
  & UN Development Decade, 1960-1970
    UN 3576, 4197-4201, 4209, 4210, 4775, 5027
  GA (UN) 17th sess.:
    3rd Ctte: report  UN 5358
  & UNESCO  UN 4433, 4437
  & WHO  UN 4329, 4432, 4437;
    WHO 90, 334, 499, 520
    Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res.
    WHO 407
    D-G (WHO): report  WHO 43, 471
    EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res.
    WHO 142
UNICEF bulletin Annex 46
editions in languages other than English
  Annex 43-45, 47-53
United Nations Civilian Operations in the Congo: See
  UNITED NATIONS OPERATION IN THE CONGO
  (ONUC): Civilian operations
UNITED NATIONS COCOA CONFERENCE, Geneva 1963
  finances: budget, 1963  UN 3578
UNITED NATIONS COFFEE CONFERENCE, New York 1962
  agenda (provisional)  UN 3392
  Credentials Ctte: report  UN 3396(text)
UNITED NATIONS COMMITTEE ON THE PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE (continued)
report (draft) UN 1244
Scientific and Technical Sub-Cttee:
working groups: terms of reference UN 2703, 3147(text)
Scientific and Technical Sub-Cttee, 1st sess.:
agenda (provisional) UN 2706
report UN 3147(text), 3153(text), 4485
sub-committees (proposed): financial implications UN 1152
terms of reference UN 3014, 3015, 3017, 3018
voting procedure UN 3017, 4485

UNITED NATIONS COMMITTEE ON THE PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE, 1st sess.
proceedings UN 3639, 3640

UNITED NATIONS COMMITTEE ON THE PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE, 2nd sess.
agenda UN 3149(text)

UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON CONSULAR RELATIONS, Vienna 1963
agenda (provisional) UN 5747(text)
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578

UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON DIPLOMATIC INTERCOURSE AND IMMUNITIES, Vienna 1961
agenda UN 2007(text)
committees:
Cttee of the Whole: officers: election UN 2007
Credentials Cttee: report UN 2007
Drafting Cttee:
appointment UN 2007
report UN 2007
members: representatives: financial implications UN 5388, 5483-5485
list UN 2007
organization of work UN 2007
President: election UN 2007
proceedings: Official records UN 2007
Working Party [on diplomatic corps]: report UN 2007

UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON KOREA (proposed) UN 3019

UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON NEW SOURCES OF ENERGY, Rome 1961 UN 3578
documents: index UN 692, 5761
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: disc. UN 5016-5018
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578
report UN 3243, 3275
S-G (UN): report UN 592, 5761

UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON THE APPLICATION OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE LESS DEVELOPED AREAS, Geneva 1963
UN 3575, 5017
agenda UN 4311(text)
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578, 5668
organization of work UN 4331
preparatory arrangements UN 4331
UNESCO:

**Diplomatic Conference on the International Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms**

UNESCO:

**United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization**

See also Advisory Committee on Arid Zone Research (UNESCO); Committee of Experts on the Programme in Scientific Hydrology (UNESCO); Conference on Education and Economic and Social Development in Latin America (UNESCO/UN/OAS); Diplomatic Conference on the International Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations (ILO/UNESCO/International Union for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works); Director-General (UNESCO, Veronese); Director-General, Acting (UNESCO); Executive Board (UNESCO); Expert Committee on a World Campaign for Universal Literacy (UNESCO); Expert Committee on the International Campaign to Save the Monuments of Nubia (UNESCO); General Conference (UNESCO); Inter-Agency Working Party on Skilled Manpower in Latin America (ECLA/ILO/UNESCO/OAS/ICEM/FAO); International Advisory Committee on Research in the Natural Sciences Programme of UNESCO; International Conference on Science Abstracting (UNESCO); Joint Committee (UNESCO/IBE); Joint Working Group of Experts on Training Facilities in Geology and Mining in Asia and the Far East (ECAFE/UNESCO); Major Project on the Extension and Improvement of Primary Education in Latin America (UNESCO); Meeting of Ministers of Education of African Countries Participating in the Implementation of the Addis Ababa Plan (UNESCO); Meeting of Ministers of Education of Asian Member States (UNESCO); Regional Centre for Reading Materials in South Asia (UNESCO); Regional Centre for the Training of Senior Educational Personnel in Arab States (UNESCO); Regional Seminar on Educational Statistics in Asia and Oceania (UNESCO), Tokyo, 1961; Research Centre on Social Implications of Industrialization in Southern Asia (UNESCO); Secretariat (UNESCO); Seismological Survey Mission to the Mediterranean and Middle East (UNESCO); activities UNESCO 19, 96, 150, 151, 222

ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1332

periodicals Annex 135, 137

advisory ctees. 1961-1962: list UNESCO 96

comments, observations and replies:
disarmament: economic and social consequences UN 2367

Special Fund (UN):

financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2517

technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 2367

Committees:

Ad hoc Expert Ctte, 1961-1962 UNESCO 113

Headquarters Ctte: report UNESCO 190

Permanent Advisory Ctte, 1961-1962 UNESCO 113

Special Ctte [to consider draft comments to be forwarded to the Trusteeship Council] report UNESCO 96

Working Party [to consider certain studies relating to NSGT]: report UNESCO 96

Conferences and Meetings:
classification UNESCO 19, 96

EB (UNESCO): report UNESCO 114

Constitution: amendments (proposed) UNESCO 82, 83, 115-117, 167

Constitutional questions UNESCO 19, 113

documents: lists Annex 126

documents submitted concerning:

Africa: technical assistance:

UNESCO programme UN 876

Asia and the Far East: information media:

development UN 445
UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
education:
  discrimination: UNESCO activities UN 142
  planning UN 5212
  industrial development: UNESCO activities UN 2436
  Ruanda-Urundi: report, 1960 UN 2523
  women: education: elementary UN 394
  & ECA (UN) UN 5038
Emergency Programme of Financial Aid to Member States and Associate Members in Africa
UNESCO 30, 135, 214, 215

specialties, 1961-1962: list UNESCO 96
fellowships and scholarships: guide UNESCO 12
finances:
  accounts, 1958-1960 UNESCO 19
  accounts, 1960 UNESCO 75
  Special Fund UNESCO 77
  accounts, 1961 UNESCO 154, 185, 186
  budget UNESCO 113
  method of preparation UNESCO 96
  budget, 1961-1962: transfers UNESCO 19, 96
  budget, 1963-1964 UN 5379; UNESCO 67, 73, 96, 109,
    222, 263, 286
  index UNESCO 110
contributions UNESCO 273, 274
  assessment UNESCO 275
  collection UNESCO 277
  currency UNESCO 276
  expenditure, trends of UNESCO 19, 96
  expenditures, 1963/1964 UNESCO 222
  Publications and Auditory and Visual Material Fund:
    regulations UNESCO 19
    regulations: amendments UNESCO 96, 122
    technical assistance funds: accounts, 1960
UNESCO 19
  Working Capital Fund UNESCO 278
Headquarters:
  additional premises UNESCO 19, 96, 190, 191, 284
  finances: accounts UNESCO 96
  & IDA UNESCO 19, 360
  & IDB UNESCO 500
  & ILO decisions UNESCO 19
Members:
  admission UNESCO 19, 96
  States not members of UN UNESCO 83, 115, 117
associate:
  admission: Qatar UNESCO 111
  change of status (proposed) UNESCO 83, 117
  reports UN 4793; UNESCO 19, 20, 228-252, 288
National Commissions:
  participation in UNESCO activities UNESCO 50
  & non-governmental organizations UNESCO 96, 106,
    113, 121
classification UNESCO 19
organs: inter-relationship UNESCO 113
  privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
Programme of Participation in Member States' activities, 1963-1964 UNESCO 174
programme of work UNESCO 19
  methods of preparation UNESCO 96, 113
  programme of work, 1963-1964 UNESCO 19, 67, 73,
    96, 109, 222, 263, 286
  comments UNESCO 224, 225
  index UNESCO 110
  publications committee UNESCO 19
  social sciences UNESCO 314

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION (continued)

publications:
  catalogue, 1946-1959 UNESCO 70
  lists Annex 126
  policy UNESCO 41
Regional Office for the Western Hemisphere:
  periodicals Annex 134
reports to UN, 1961/1962 UN 2033, 2774
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 904 UN 5013
reports, memoranda and studies:
  documentation: collection and dissemination UN 5764
NGST:
  education UN 1162
illiteracy: eradication: UNESCO activities UN 1163
  teacher training, 1958-1960 UN 1162
  UNESCO assistance, 1961 UN 1164
  vocational training, 1958-1960 UN 1162
peaceful relations among peoples:
  promotion among youth UN 2594
scientific and technical information:
  abstracting services UN 5764
  semismology UN 2029
Representative (Correa): statement:
  ESC (UN): Ad Hoc Cttee of Eight established under
    Council res. 851 (XXXII): report, 1st
    & Special Fund (UN) UNESCO 19, 96
  & UN: Agreement, 1946 UN 287(text)
    amendment (proposed) UNESCO 115
    revision UN 1374, 1400, 3576, 3984, 5431
    ESC (UN) 33rd sess.: discussion UN 4776
    resolution 865 UN 5007
    & UN and specialized agencies decisions UNESCO 96
    & UN resolutions UNESCO 19
    & UNICEF UN 4433, 4457
    & UPU UPU 57
    & WMO: working arrangements, 1954 WMO 5(text)
UNESCO art popularization series UNESCO 97
UNESCO bibliographical handbooks UNESCO 37
UNESCO bulletin for libraries Annex 134
UNESCO chronicle Annex 135
The UNESCO courier Annex 136
UNESCO features Annex 137
UNESCO FUNDAMENTAL EDUCATION CENTRE (Ubol,
  Thailand)
  handicrafts ILO 87
UNESCO-IBE publications UNESCO 69, 147-149
UNESCO manuals for libraries UNESCO 13
UNESCO RESEARCH CENTRE FOR SOCIAL AND ECO-
  NOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN SOUTHERN ASIA,
  New Delhi UNESCO 2436
UNESCO SCIENCE CO-OPERATION OFFICE FOR SOUTH
  EAST ASIA, Djakarta periodicals Annex 127
UNESCO source book for science teaching UNESCO 59
UNITED NATIONS EMERGENCY FORCE UN 3574
activities: periodicals Annex 55
finances:
accounts, 1961 UN 4512
Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 3082
Board of Auditors (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 3123
budget, 1962 UN 991
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1846-1848
resolution 1731 UN 1142
budget, 1963 UN 3560, 5718, 5719
Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 4499
financing UN 5718, 5719
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1733 UN 1142
obligations of Member States UN 3670
ICJ advisory opinion, 20 Jul 1962 UN 3931, 5334, 5665, 5694-5696, 5706, 5709
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1846-1848
resolution 1731 UN 1142
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report UN 5415
request for UN 3575
progress report, 1960/1961 UN 3064(text)
progress report, 1961/1962 UN 3545
UNITED NATIONS EXPLORATORY MEETING ON TUNGSTEN, New York, Jan 1963
agenda (provisional) UN 5829(text)
rules of procedure (draft) UN 5830(text)
The United Nations family UN 2577
UNITED NATIONS FIELD SERVICE
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578
UN/FAO Inter-governmental Committee on the World Food Programme: See INTER-GOVERNMENTAL COMMITTEE ON THE WORLD FOOD PROGRAMME (UN/FAO)
UNITED NATIONS FUND FOR THE CONGO
contributions UN 1007
UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES
See also Executive Committee of the Programme of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees activities UN 592, 593, 3570, 3579, 4478
periodicals Annex 56; UN 290, 2962
continuation UN 3507, 3559, 4811-4814
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 3rd Cttee: report UN 5380
finances UN 1230
accounts, 1961 UN 4017
allocations UN 1958, 2688, 3635, 4011
Executive Cttee of the Programme of the UNHCR, 6th sess.: disc. UN 599
Executive Cttee of the Programme of the UNHCR, 7th sess.: disc. UN 4018, 4019
UNHCR: report UN 1237
budget, 1963: administrative expenses UN 3570, 3635
contributions UN 1235, 2684, 3634, 4005, 4017, 4546, 4551
Executive Cttee of the Programme of the UNHCR, 8th sess.: disc. UN 600
GA (UN); Ad Hoc Cttee of the Whole, 1961: discussion UN 2303
UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES
(continued)
finances (continued)
Emergency Fund UN 290, 2688, 4009, 4019, 4551
Executive Cttee of the Programme of the UNHCR, 6th sess.: disc. UN 599
UNHCR: report UN 1235
revenue producing activities UN 5460
Special Public Information Fund:
terms of reference UN 290, 599
voluntary funds:
accounts UN 4551
accounts, 1960:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1797, 1812
resolution 1637 UN 1142
accounts, 1960-1961 UN 290
accounts, 1961 UN 1238, 2688, 3637, 4512
Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 3085
Board of Auditors (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 3126, 3637
contributions UN 3126, 3583
financial rules: revision (proposed) UN 290
& inter-governmental organizations, relations with UN 3583
programme of work UN 290, 593, 1958, 2688, 3583, 3635, 3636, 4006, 4011, 4551
Executive Cttee of the Programme of the UNHCR, 6th sess.: disc. UN 597, 598 priorities UN 597
programmes, 1955-1961: progress report UN 1230
public information activities UN 3583
report, 1960/1961 UN 1340, 1772-1777
Executive Cttee of the Programme of the UNHCR, 6th sess.: res. 1673 UN 1142
report, 1961/1962 UN 2393, 3583(text), 4490(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess. : res. 896 UN 5013
Executive Cttee of the Programme of the UNHCR, 7th sess.: disc. UN 4013, 4014
reports, memoranda and studies:
Algerian refugees: assistance UN 2682, 3080, 4550, 4557
Chinese refugees in Hong Kong UN 4554
Executive Cttee of the Programme of the UN High Commissioner for Refugees: rules of procedure:
rule 41: amendment UN 4545
refugees:
assistance UN 1230, 3635, 4006, 4011
GA (UN) 16th sess. resolution 1592
world wide activities UN 1959
assistance: clearance: progress report, 1961
FAR EASTERN OPERATION, 1961-1963 UN 1232
housing UN 1959, 4009
indemnification:
UNHCR/Germany (FR): agreement UN 2690
international protection UN 593
legal protection UN 594, 4010
mental health UN 2681
new situations, 1950-1952 UN 1234
repatriation UN 1231, 4552
Rwandese refugees UN 4012
UNITED NATIONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR REFUGEES
(continued)

reports, memoranda and studies (continued)
UNHCR:
finances:
allocations UN 1237
contributions UN 1236, 3634, 4005, 4546
Emergency Fund UN 1235, 4008
revenue producing activities UN 5460
voluntary funds:
accounts, 1961 UN 1238, 3537
programme of work, 1963 UN 3636
UNREF: finances: accounts UN 1961
World Refugee Year, 1959/1960: Joint UNHCR/
UNWRA Stamp Project: proceeds: utilization
UN 1239
& specialized agencies, relations with UN 3583

UNHCR reports... UN 2962
The United Nations in brief UN 4476

UNITED NATIONS INDEPENDENCE PARTY, Northern Rhodesia
documents submitted concerning:
Northern Rhodesia: independence UN 1986

United Nations Information Centres: See UNITED
NATIONS: Information Centres

United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund
(UNICEF): See UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S
FUND

UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON
THE PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY, 2nd,
Geneva, 1968:
report:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031

UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Advisory Ctte (UN):
report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 5364
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1843, 1844, 1856, 1859
resolution 1727 UN 1142
S-G (UN): report UN 4527

UNITED NATIONS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL FUND
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578

UNITED NATIONS INTER-REGIONAL SEMINAR ON
TECHNIQUES OF PETROLEUM DEVELOPMENT,
New York, 1962
agenda UN 1365(text)

UNITED NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION BOARD
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578
regulations: amendments:
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1031
report, 1959/1960:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: discussion UN 1810
resolution 1639 UN 1142
report, 1960/1961 UN 3580(text); WHO 327, 415, 444,
456
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: resolution WHO 385

UNITED NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION BOARD,
11th sess.
resolutions: collected edition UN 3580

UNITED NATIONS JOINT STAFF PENSION FUND
UNESCO 280
administrative rules UN 3580(text)
finances: accounts, 1960/1961:
Advisory Ctte (UN):
report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 3974
Board of Auditors (UN):
report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 3580
regulations: amendments (proposed) UN 3580(text)
Advisory Ctte (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th sess.
UN 3974
report, 1960/1961:
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 5th Ctte: report UN 5376

UNITED NATIONS JURIDICAL YEARBOOK
publication (proposed) UN 3563
comments by Governments UN 3118, 3540, 4274,
5740
financial implications UN 5712, 5739
Advisory Ctte (UN):
report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 5403
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 6th Ctte:
report UN 5389
Working Group [on the publication of a UN
juridical yearbook]: report UN 5737

United Nations legislative series UN 978

UNITED NATIONS MEMORIAL CEMETERY IN KOREA
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578

UNITED NATIONS MILITARY OBSERVER GROUP IN
INDIA AND PAKISTAN
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578

UNITED NATIONS MISSION IN RWANDA AND BURUNDI
terms of reference UN 4506

UNITED NATIONS NARCOTICS LABORATORY
equipment: financial implications UN 2802

United Nations Office at Geneva: See EUROPEAN OFFICE
OF THE UNITED NATIONS, Geneva

UNITED NATIONS OLIVE OIL CONFERENCE, Geneva, 1963
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578

UNITED NATIONS OPERATION IN THE CONGO (ONUC)
Civilian Operations:
activities UN 993, 3574
ILO participation ILO 185
specialized agencies, participation of UN 5379
finances:
accounts, 1961 UN 4512
Advisory Ctte (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th
sess. UN 3082
Board of Auditors (UN): report to GA (UN) 17th
sess. UN 3122(text)
budget, 1961:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1633 UN 1142
budget, 1962:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: res. 1732 UN 1142
financing UN 3574, 5718, 5719
Advisory Ctte (UN):
report to GA (UN) 17th sess. UN 5410
GA (UN) 15th sess.: disc. UN 1009, 1012, 1013,
1016, 1031
GA (UN) 15th sess.: discussion UN 1811, 1812, 1814, 1848-1854,
1858, 1859
resolutions 1633, 1732 UN 1142
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UNITED NATIONS OPERATION IN THE CONGO (ONUC) (continued)
financing (continued)
- obligations of Member States: UN 5670
- GA (UN): 16th sess.: discussion: UN 1846-1848
- resolution 1731: UN 1142
- GA (UN): 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report: UN 5415
- request for: UN 3575
- S-G (UN): report: UN 5400
- Officer-in-Charge (Linner): reports: UN 95-98, 100, 354, 645
- Officer-in-Charge (Gardiner): reports: UN 3713-3716, 3718, 4296, 4920, 5751
- periodicals: Annex 57

United Nations Peace Observation Commission: See PEACE OBSERVATION COMMISSION (UN)

UNITED NATIONS PLEDGING CONFERENCE ON THE EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND THE SPECIAL FUND, 1961
Final Act: UN 78, 4281 (text)
officers: election: UN 77
rules of procedure: UN 77

UNITED NATIONS PLEDGING CONFERENCE ON THE EXPANDED PROGRAMME OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND THE SPECIAL FUND, 1962
agenda (provisional): UN 4282
final act (draft): UN 4284
rules of procedure: UN 4283

United Nations Programmes of Technical Co-operation:
See TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: Expanded Programme; TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE: UN programme; TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION

UNITED NATIONS REFUGEE FUND
finances: accounts: UN 1961
liquidation: UN 1961

UNITED NATIONS REGIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC CONFERENCE FOR AFRICA, 1st, Addis Ababa, 1963
finances: budget, 1963: UN 3576

UNITED NATIONS REGIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC CONFERENCE FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST, 3rd, Bangkok, 1961
report: UN 3388 (text)

UNITED NATIONS REGIONAL CARTOGRAPHIC CONFERENCE FOR ASIA AND THE FAR EAST, 4th
date of meeting: UN 3388

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES IN THE NEAR EAST (UNRWA)
activities: UN 2959-2961, 3962, 5325-5327, 6329
- pamphlet: UN 535
vocational training programme: UN 536
continuation (proposed): UN 5494
finances:
- accounts, 1960:
  - GA (UN): 16th sess.: discussion: UN 1797, 1812
  - resolution 1636: UN 1142
accounts, 1961: UN 4512
- Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN): 17th sess.: UN 3084
Board of Auditors (UN): report to GA (UN): 17th sess.: UN 3125

UNITED NATIONS RELIEF AND WORKS AGENCY FOR PALESTINE REFUGEES IN THE NEAR EAST (continued)
finances (continued)
- budget, 1963: UN 3962
- contributions: UN 3125, 5494
- GA (UN): Ad Hoc Cttee of the Whole, 1961:
  - discussion: UN 2203
- health programme, 1950-1962: UN 5330
- programme of work: UN 2960
report, 1960/1961: UN 1092-1110
report, 1961/1962: UN 5962 (text), 5491, 5492, 5494

The UNRWA education and training programme, 1950-1962: UN 5328

UNRWA experience with work projects and self-support programmes: an historical summary, 1950-1962: UN 5329

The UNRWA health programme, 1950-1962: UN 5330

UNRWA reviews: UN 5325-5330

UNITED NATIONS REPRESENTATIVE FOR INDIA AND PAKISTAN
finances: budget, 1963: UN 3576

United Nations representatives (in Angola and Mozambique) (proposed): See under ANGOLA; MOZAMBIQUE

United Nations review: Annex 21

UNITED NATIONS RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
establishment: UN 5014
Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN): 17th sess.: UN 4513
financial implications: UN 4261

UNITED NATIONS SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE ON THE EFFECTS OF ATOMIC RADIATION
continuation: financial implications:
- Advisory Cttee (UN): report to GA (UN): 17th sess.: UN 4514
- GA (UN): 5th Cttee: report: UN 4520
- S-G (UN): statement: UN 4864
information submitted to:
- report: UN 3588 (text), 4663-4669, 4677
financial implications: UN 4676
- GA (UN): 16th sess.: disc. UN 1048-1052
- GA (UN): 17th sess.: disc. UN 4509
resolution: UN 4657

United Nations Special Committee on South West Africa: See GENERAL ASSEMBLY (UN): committees: Special Committee for South West Africa

UNITED NATIONS SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE ON THE QUESTION OF HUNGARY
discontinuance of position (proposed): UN 5495
report, 4th: UN 3066 (text)

UNITED NATIONS STAFF PENSION COMMITTEE
members: election: UN 5966, 4270
- GA (UN): 17th sess.: 5th Cttee: report: UN 4516

UNITED NATIONS SUGAR CONFERENCE, Geneva, 1961
Credentials Cttee: report: UN 232
members: representatives: credentials: UN 232
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UNITED NATIONS SUGAR CONFERENCE, Geneva 1961
members (continued)
lists UN 234
resolutions UN 233(text)
UNITED NATIONS SUGAR CONFERENCE, Geneva, 1963
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578
UNITED NATIONS TECHNICAL CONFERENCE ON THE INTERNATIONAL MAP OF THE WORLD ON THE MILLIONTH SCALE, Bonn, 1962 UN 3388
agenda UN 3389(text), 3391(text)
agenda (provisional) UN 1592
committees:
Cttee I: report (draft) UN 4392(text)
Cttee II:
report UN 4378(text)
report (draft) UN 4398(text)
Cttee III:
report UN 4380(text)
report (draft) UN 4405(text)
Cttee IV:
report UN 4375(text)
report (draft) UN 4414(text)
documents: lists UN 4336
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578
information for participants UN 1594
members: representatives: lists UN 4335
report (draft) UN 4385(text), 4384, 4396
report (provisional) UN 4524(text)
resolution UN 4387
rules of procedure UN 1593(text), 3390(text)
UNITED NATIONS TEMPORARY EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY
UN 3119, 3623
UNITED NATIONS TRAINING AND RESEARCH INSTITUTE
establishment (proposed):
GA (UN) 17th sess.: 2nd Cttee: report UN 5392
study (proposed) UN 5506, 5509-5514
UNITED NATIONS TRUCE SUPERVISION ORGANIZATION
IN PALESTINE
Chief of Staff:
reports, memoranda and studies:
Palestine question: Armistice Agreements:
Syria-Israel: complaints of violations
UN 1267, 1286
finances: budget, 1963 UN 3578
UNITED NATIONS VISITING MISSION TO THE TRUST TERRITORIES OF NAURU AND NEW GUINEA, 1962
UN 3465
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2595, 2596
report on Nauru UN 2919(text), 2934, 2936, 3426(text), 5881(text)
TC (UN) 29th sess.:
Drafting Cttee: report UN 2935
resolution 2136 UN 5880
report on New Guinea UN 2921(text), 2934, 2936, 3427(text)
TC (UN) 29th sess.:
Drafting Cttee: report UN 2937
resolution 2136 UN 5880
terms of reference UN 3426, 3427, 5881
TC (UN): report, 1961/1962 UN 3577
UNITED NATIONS VISITING MISSION TO THE TRUST TERRITORY OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS UNDER USA ADMINISTRATION, 1961
report:
GA (UN) 16th sess.: disc. UN 2593, 2594
UNITED NATIONS VISITING MISSION TO TRUST TERRITORIES OF EAST AFRICA, 1960
report on Ruanda-Urundi UN 3504
UNITED NATIONS WHEAT CONFERENCE, Geneva, 1962
CREDENTIALS Cttee: report UN 955
Executive Cttee: report UN 1591
members: representatives:
credentials UN 955
lists UN 956
proceedings: summary records UN 5828
United Nations: what it is... what it does... how it works UN 3928
United Nations work for human rights UN 537
United Nations work to advance the status of women UN 2579
United Nations Year for International Co-operation: See INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION: year, 1965 (proposed)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
See also International Court of Justice: cases: aerial incident of 27 Jul 1955 (Israel v. Bulgaria; USA v. Bulgaria; United Kingdom v. Bulgaria)
aggressive actions against Cuba, alleged: See Cuban situation
Agricultural Adjustment Act: & GATT GATT 71, 72, 81, 82, 129, 265, 309
Contracting Parties (GATT): Working Party (on USA import restrictions on agricultural products).
report GATT 267
agriculture: policy GATT 18
bond market Fund 21
comments, observations and replies:
disarmament: economic and social consequences UN 2367
economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 693
education: technical:
recommendation (draft) UNESCO 104
freedom of information: developments UN 1355
Special Fund (UN): financial advisory services (proposed) UN 2513
UN Development Decade, 1966-1970 UN 2377
commodities: international trade UN 2143
dock workers: collective labour agreements ILO 219
documents submitted concerning:
acetic anhydride: illicit traffic UN 1514
acetyl chloride: illicit traffic UN 1514
Angola situation UN 5451
astronauts: agreement [on rescue] UN 2709, 4028
asylum, right of: declaration (draft) UN 5606
atomic weapons: tests:
discontinuance: treaties (draft) UN 5606
Geneva Conference UN 675
prohibition: treaty (proposed) UN 4635
Suspension of UN 4623, 4647, 5469
Canada: imports: restrictions GATT 250
commodities: surpluses: disposal GATT 102
commodity problems UN 4706, 4707, 4732, 5518
group of experts (proposed) UN 3792
conferences, international: scheduling:
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies UN 3819
co-ordination among UN and specialized agencies:
economic, social and human rights programmes UN 3817, 3819, 3820, 3822, 3825
cotton textiles:
international trade: arrangements GATT 151, 178
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
UN Technical Conference on the International Map
of the World on the Millionth Scale, Bonn, 1962:
report (draft) UN 4386
UN Training and Research Institute:
establishment (proposed): study (proposed)
UN 5514
USA:
Agricultural Adjustment Act & GATT GATT 71,
72, 81, 82, 129, 265, 309
imports: restrictions GATT 69, 70, 307, 308, 380-
382
narcotic drugs UN 3401
tariffs: concessions: modifications GATT 87, 88,
91, 92, 310, 311, 323
Trade Expansion Act, 1962 GATT 396, 405
water resources: co-ordinated action programme
UN 2409
women:
political rights UN 794
status,
publications UN 1497
seminars UN 1500
vocational training UN 1480
World Food Programme UN 4721
economic conditions UN 2146
foreign investments: Guarantee Programme Bank 14
housing UN 1470
imports: restrictions GATT 69-72, 81, 82, 91, 112, 129,
265, 267, 307-309, 380-382, 411
industrial statistics UN 706
industry: products: exports: price movements Fund 18
infants: weight WHO 539
& IAEA: Agreement, 1962 IAEA 29(text), 38(text)
international trade:
laws and regulations GATT 396, 405
subsidies GATT 123
narcotic drugs: laws and regulations, 1961 UN 3401
nuclear power reactors IAEA 86
ports: machinery: equipment ILO 219
sewage: purification WHO 567
tariffs: concessions: modifications GATT 87, 88, 91, 92,
310, 311, 323, 396, 405
Trade Expansion Act, 1962 GATT 396, 405
Trust Territories: See Pacific Islands under USA
administration
women: employment ILO 291

United States Virgin Islands: See VIRGIN ISLANDS (USA)

Universal Copyright Convention, 1952: See under COPY-
RIGHT:

Universal Declaration of Human Rights: See HUMAN
RIGHTS: Universal Declaration

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights. A standard
of achievement UN 2584

UNIVERSAL POSTAL CONGRESS, 15th, New Delhi, 1965
UNESCO 164; UPU 57

UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION
See also
Consultative Committee on Postal Studies (UPU)
International Bureau (UPU) activities UPU 57
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1332
circulars: See under International Bureau (UPU)
comments, observations and replies:
technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and
specialized agencies UN 5776

UNIVERSAL POSTAL UNION (continued)
comments, observations and replies (continued)

UN Development decades, 1960-1970 UN 2376
Congress: See Universal Postal Congress, 15th, New
Delhi, 1963
documentation:
revisions, addenda and corrigenda UPU 19
documents submitted concerning:
technical assistance: Expanded Programme:
UPU participation UN 1391
finances:
accounts, 1961 UPU 57
budget, 1963 UN 5379
& FAO UPU 57
& IATA UPU 57
& ICAO UPU 57
& International Organization for Standardization
UPU 23
Members:
admission UPU 57
list UPU 57
& non-governmental organizations UPU 57
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
programme of meetings, 1962 UPU 5
report, 1961 UN 2376; UPU 57(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 904 UN 5013
staff: See International Bureau (UPU): staff
& technical assistance:
Expanded Programme, participation in UN 1391,
2795, 3251, 3576
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 902 UN 5013
& UN: relationship agreement UN 267(text)
& UNESCO UPU 57
& WHO UPU 57

UPPER VOLTA
bilharziasis: epidemiology WHO 666
& non-governmental organizations UPU 57
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
programme of meetings, 1962 UPU 5
report, 1961 UN 2376; UPU 57(text)
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 904 UN 5013
staff: See International Bureau (UPU): staff
& technical assistance:
Expanded Programme, participation in UN 1391,
2795, 3251, 3576
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 902 UN 5013
& UN: relationship agreement UN 267(text)
& UNESCO UPU 57
& WHO UPU 57

VIRGIN ISLANDS (USA)
Under the United States

Economic Co-operation (AMOEC)

United States Virgin Islands: See VIRGIN ISLANDS (USA)

Universal Copyright Convention, 1952: See under COPY-
RIGHT:

Universal Declaration of Human Rights: See HUMAN
RIGHTS: Universal Declaration

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights. A standard
of achievement UN 2584

UNIVERSAL POSTAL CONGRESS, 15th, New Delhi, 1965
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D-G (WHO): report WHO 44

EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 122

members WHO 42, 77, 186, 592, 619

EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 101

EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 623

regulations WHO 2(text)

reports WHO 620

D-G (WHO): report WHO 593

EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 637

rules of procedure WHO 2(text)

EB (WHO): report WHO 105, 131

EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 625, 626

& FAO: agreement WHO 2(text)

finances:

accounts, 1960 WHO 432, 452, 453

Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 359

accounts, 1960 and 1961:

Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 285

accounts, 1961 WHO 236, 420, 432, 452, 453, 693

Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 360

Assembly Suspense Account WHO 422, 453

budget, 1961 WHO 78, 188, 236

D-G (WHO): report WHO 29

EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 104

budget, 1962 WHO 78, 86, 236, 329, 421, 434, 447,
453, 454, 619, 620, 693

Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.:

Ctte on Administration, Finance and Legal
Matters: report, 3rd WHO 287

resolution WHO 362, 364, 389

D-G (WHO); report WHO 287

Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.:

resolution WHO 375, 395, 399

D-G (WHO): report WHO 52

EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 237

resolution WHO 162

Standing Ctte on Administration and Finance
(WHO):

report WHO 69

contributions WHO 256

Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.:

Ctte on Administration, Finance and Legal
Matters: reports WHO 287, 290

contributions, 1961 WHO 60, 180, 419, 453

Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 363

EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 134

contributions, 1961-1962 WHO 446

contributions, 1962 WHO 329, 419, 423, 434, 444,
447, 453, 454, 458

Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.:

resolution WHO 361, 363, 398

contributions, 1963 WHO 329, 436, 440, 447, 450,
454, 458

Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 365, 398

D-G (WHO): report WHO 418, 445
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Malaria Eradication Special Account WHO 83, 85, 327, 427, 439, 444, 456, 457, 520, 693
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 387
D-G (WHO): report WHO 56, 59, 600
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 128
EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 633
malaria programme WHO 38, 83, 236, 388, 457, 458, 486, 505, 506, 693
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 372
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 116
Voluntary Fund for Health Promotion WHO 90, 620
D-G (WHO): report WHO 42, 599
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 136
Working Capital Fund, 1961 WHO 60, 180, 327, 444, 486, 505, 506, 693
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 134
Working Capital Fund, 1962 WHO 423, 424, 453, 454
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: Citee on Administration, Finance and Legal Matters: report WHO 287
resolution WHO 361
financial regulations WHO 2(text), 736(text)
& FAO: agreement WHO 736(text)

Headquarters: location WHO 90, 94, 236, 327, 444, 456, 622, 693
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 382
D-G (WHO): reports WHO 34, 425, 597
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 141
EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 644
& IAEA: agreement WHO 2(text), 736(text)
& International Diabetes Federation WHO 34
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 118
& International Fertility Association WHO 67, 84, 331, 337, 420, 493, 516
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 121
& International League against Rheumatism WHO 13, 84
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 120
& ILO: agreement WHO 2(text), 736(text)
medical supplies to Governments WHO 80, 83, 88, 321, 327, 417, 444, 456, 474, 493, 507-511, 612, 621, 693
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 374, 383
D-G (WHO): reports WHO 55, 417, 474
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 133
EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 640
members WHO 2, 188, 736
admission:

Mongolia WHO 329, 437, 447, 459
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 401
Muscat and Oman WHO 284, 326, 434, 455
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 376
Western Samoa WHO 263, 306, 440, 450, 455
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 368
associate: WHO 188
admission:

Jamaica WHO 265, 326, 443, 455
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 377
Uganda WHO 266, 329, 443, 455
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 378
rights and obligations WHO 2, 736
& non-governmental organizations WHO 2, 31-33, 93, 186, 736
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 159-161
Official records WHO 168

no. 113 WHO 1
no. 114 WHO 188
no. 115-117 WHO 236-238
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no. 118 WHO 693
no. 119 WHO 731
no. 120 WHO 647
organization WHO 55, 92, 93, 328, 335, 393, 473, 495, 500, 513, 514, 515, 516, 522
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 411, 412
D-G (WHO): report WHO 54, 614
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 157, 158
EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 640, 641

& Pan American Health Organization:

agreement WHO 2(text), 736(text)
postage stamps WHO 57, 83, 85, 329, 400, 431, 447, 457, 458, 601, 620
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 129
EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 634
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
programme of work WHO 77, 78, 236, 328, 475, 495, 513
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 392
D-G (WHO): report WHO 26
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 102
programme of work, 1963 WHO 4, 456, 472, 482, 511, 514-518, 693
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: report WHO 237

regional ctees:

Regional Citee for Africa, 11th sess.: report WHO 87
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 132
Regional Citee for Europe, 11th sess.: report WHO 87
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 132
Regional Citee for South East Asia, 14th sess.: report WHO 87
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 132
Regional Citee for the Americas, 15th sess.: report WHO 18, 86
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 132
Regional Citee for the Eastern Mediterranean, 11th sess.: report WHO 86
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 132
Regional Citee for the Western Pacific, 12th sess.: report WHO 15, 187
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 132

regional offices:

Regional Office for Africa: location WHO 19, 85, 236, 290, 428, 439, 440, 441, 454, 455, 492, 693
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 366, 367
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 130
Regional Office for Europe:
Director: appointment WHO 30, 83
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 112
Regional Office for the Eastern Mediterranean:
Director: appointment WHO 29, 83, 113
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 113
Regional Office for South-East Asia:
location WHO 620, 647
D-G (WHO): report WHO 596
EB (WHO) 30th sess.: res. WHO 635
reimbursement to WHO of its investment in the Palais des Nations, Geneva: budget, 1963 UN 3578
report, 1960/1961 UN 2025, 2768, 2769
ESC (UN) 34th sess.: res. 904 UN 5013
reports of Governments UN 4793
reports, memoranda and studies:

NSGT:
education: medical UN 1934
WHO activities, 1961/1962 UN 1935
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Representative (Newton): statement:
ESC (UN): Ad Hoc Cttee of Eight established under
Council res. 851 (XXXII): report, 1st UN 3322
staff: See Secretariat (WHO); staff
statistical activities UN 1628
structure WHO 188
study groups:
Study Group of Requirements for Poliomyelitis
Vaccine (Oral): report WHO 295(text)
Study Group on Internationally Acceptable Minimum
Standards of Education:
report WHO 533(text)
supplies to governments: See medical supplies to
governments above
& UN: agreement UN 287(text); WHO 2(text), 736(text)
& UNESCO: agreement WHO 4329, 4432, 4437; WHO 90
D-G (WHO): report WHO 43
EB (WHO) 29th sess.: res. WHO 142
Joint activities WHO 334, 471, 499, 520
Assembly (WHO) 15th sess.: res. WHO 407
& UNESCO: agreement WHO 2(text), 736(text)
& UPU UPU 57
Working Capital Fund: See under finances above
& WMO: working arrangements, 1952 WMO 5(text)
WHO chronicle Annex 145
WHO Library news Annex 141
WHO monograph series WHO 189
WHO public health papers WHO 190, 692, 694
WHO technical report series FAO 35; WHO 191, 291-296,
533-535, 548-551, 695, 732-735
WORLD JEWISH CONGRESS
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare: & economic and social
development UN 5413
freedom from prejudice and discrimination year and
day (proposed) UN 751
Sub-Comm on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities (UN):
programme of work UN 176
World list of periodicals for aquatic sciences and fisheries
FAO 121
World market prospects for meat and meat products
FAO 36
WORLD METEOROLOGICAL DAY, 1st (23 May 1961)
collection WMO 19
WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION
See also
Commission for Aerology (WMO);
Commission for Instruments and Methods of Observa-
tion (WMO);
Secretariat (WMO)
activities:
ESC (UN) 32nd sess.: disc. UN 1331
WMO: report, 1961 WMO 19
comments, observations and replies:
armament:
edconomic and social consequences UN 2387
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2376
Convention, Washington, 1947 WMO 19
documents submitted concerning:
industrial development: WMO activities UN 2426
technical assistance: co-ordination among UN and
specialized agencies UN 5776
WORLD METEOROLOGICAL ORGANIZATION (continued)
finances: budget, 1963 UN 5379
finances, 1961 WMO 19
& FAO: working arrangements, 1952 WMO 5(text)
& IAEA: agreement, 1959 WMO 5(text)
& ICAO: working arrangements, 1953 WMO 5(text)
& International Council of Scientific Unions:
working arrangements, 1960 WMO 5(text)
& IMCO: working arrangements, 1960 WMO 5(text)
& ITU: working arrangements, 1960 WMO 5(text)
& International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics:
working arrangements, 1954 WMO 5(text)
members: list WMO 19
& non-governmental organizations WMO 5
privileges and immunities: legislative texts UN 978
publications, 1961 WMO 19
reports, memoranda and studies:
Israel: evacuation UN 5902
outer space: peaceful uses UN 3963
report, 1961 UN 2897; WMO 19(text)
ESCO (UN) 34th sess.: res. 904 UN 5013
staff: See Secretariat (WMO): staff
& UN WMO 19
agreement, 1951 UN 287(text); WMO 5(text)
& UNESCO: working arrangements, 1954 WMO 5(text)
& WHO: working arrangements, 1952 WMO 5(text)
WMO bulletin Annex 146
WORLD MOVEMENT OF MOTHERS
documents submitted concerning:
day nurseries UN 1505
WORLD POPULATION CONFERENCE, 2nd, 1965
organization of work UN 5808
Preparatory Cttee, 1st sess.: report UN 57
WORLD REFUGEES YEAR, 1959/1960 UN 1231
Joint UNHCR/UNRWA Stamp Project UN 4017
proceeds UN 591, 1239
report UN 2585
The World rice economy FAO 133
World seed campaign news Annex 81
World survey of education UNESCO 60
WORLD UNION FOR PROGRESSIVE JUDAISM
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare: & economic and social
development UN 5413
Sub-Comm on Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities (UN):
programme of work UN 176
WORLD UNION OF CATHOLIC WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare: & economic and social
development UN 5413
women:
advancement in developing countries UN 1504
education UN 1504
WORLD UNION OSE
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare: & economic and social
development UN 5413
WORLD YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
documents submitted concerning:
child and youth welfare: & economic and social
development UN 5413
WORTIS, H.
periodical article:
infants: premature WHO 585

WRIGHT, F. (Sierra Leone)
biography UN 1382

WRIGHT, J. W.
periodical article:
insects: control WHO 725

YAJIMA, S.
author:
Concept of the semi-homogeneous reactor (SHR) and present status of research in Japan IAEA 11

YANG, W. Y.
author:
Farm development in Japan FAO 120

YASUROAKA, K.
periodical article:
molluscicides WHO 215

Year for International Co-operation: See under INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION

Yearbook of fishery statistics FAO 128
Yearbook of fishery statistics, 1960-61 FAO 139
Yearbook of forest products statistics, 1961 FAO 13
Yearbook of international trade statistics, 1960 UN 1629
Yearbook of labour statistics, 1961 (ILO) ILO 10
Yearbook of national accounts and statistics UN 1423, 5142

Yearbook of national accounts statistics, 1961 UN 2955
Yearbook of the ILC UN 1285
Yearbook of the ILC, 1960 UN 638
Yearbook of the ILC, 1961 UN 4260
Yearbook on human rights UN 1341
Yearbook on human rights for 1959 UN 3439

YEARBOOKS ILO 10; UNESCO 149

YEKUTIEL, P.
periodical article:
malaria: control WHO 318

YELLOW FEVER mortality WHO 7

YEMEN (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
peaceful relations among States:
& international law UN 4904
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110
Southern Rhodesia: self-government UN 2317
UN: Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
UN Capital Development Fund: Statute (draft) UN 4777
education: primary: UNICEF-aided projects UN 5295
employees' representation in management ILO 281
health services: training of personnel:
UNICEF-aided projects UN 2221
industrial enterprises, public: management ILO 281
technical assistance UN 5123
works councils ILO 281

YEO, D.
periodical article:
snails WHO 691

YOUNG WORKERS ILO 126, 164
See also Child and youth welfare
conditions of work ILO 39
Meeting of Consultants (ILO), 1961; summary record ILO 39

YOUTH
See also Child and youth welfare
education for peace; See Peaceful relations among peoples: promotion among youth

YUGOSLAV INVESTMENT BANK IBRD loan Bank 40, 41
YUGOSLAV TYPHOID COMMISSION
periodical article:
Yugoslavia: typhoid: vaccine WHO 586

YUGOSLAVIA agriculture:
policy GATT 30
products: international trade GATT 53, 131, 132
subsidies GATT 53, 131
comments, observations and replies:
disarmament: economic and social consequences UN 2367
economic co-operation: declaration (draft) UN 696
freedom of information: developments UN 2355
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 2377
Contracting Parties (GATT):
trade relations GATT 181
customs: tariffs GATT 132

documents submitted concerning:
Angola: independence (proposed) UN 4073
Angola situation UN 5444
atomic weapons:
prohibition: conference (proposed) UN 5479
tests: resumption UN 1155
Basutoland: self-government UN 5446
Bechuanaland: self-government UN 5446
British Guiana: independence: date UN 3183
colonialism: elimination: Declaration, 1960: implementa-
tion UN 5446-5448
Commn on Narcotic Drugs (UN) 17th sess.: report UN 3809
Dept of ESA: Division of Industrial Development: expansion UN 2453
disarmament: economic and social consequences UN 3266; IAEA 127
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documents submitted concerning (continued)

ESC (UN): Ctte on Housing, Building and Planning:
members: increase in number (proposed) UN 4194
economic and social development:
planning: study (proposed) UN 2124
economic co-operation: declaration (draft): working group [of 11] (proposed) UN 2411
housing: social aspects UN 2122
housing and urban development UN 4194
Indians and Indo-Pakistanis in South Africa UN 3110
industrial development:
advisory services UN 3263
commissioner (proposed) UN 2453
specialized agency (proposed):
ctte of 10 experts (proposed) UN 2453
technical assistance UN 3314
IAEA:
report, 1961/1962 UN 5422
Statute: amendments IAEA 108
International Conference on the Peaceful Uses of
Atomic Energy (UN), 3rd, Geneva, 1964 UN 5422
international co-operation: year, 1965 (proposed):
preparatory ctte (proposed) UN 5449
international trade: conference (proposed) UN 4146
investments, international UN 3288, 3802
Iran: earthquake, 1962 UN 3569
natural resources: permanent sovereignty UN 5441
narcotic drugs: international control UN 3809, 4182
NSGT: fellowships and scholarships UN 5650
Northern Rhodesia: independence UN 1995, 5446
Nyasaland: independence UN 5447
peaceful relations among States: & international law UN 5725, 5744
Portugal:
overseas territories: status UN 5641
repressive actions against Mozambique, alleged UN 3188
sanctions (proposed) UN 4073
refugees: assistance UN 2687
slavery: Supplementary Convention, 1956: implementa-
tion UN 5612
Social Commn (UN), 14th sess.: report UN 3296
social services: national programmes UN 2128
South Africa: race problems: apartheid UN 3110
Swaziland: self-government UN 5446
technical assistance: Expanded Programme: pro-
gramme of work, 1963-1964 UN 5800
under-developed areas: indigenous cadres: prepara-
tion and training UN 3314
United Nations:
Members: admission: Algeria UN 3993
& NSGT: information about UN 5548
UN Capital Development Fund UN 3287
UNICEF:
& UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 4197
UN Development Decade, 1960-1970 UN 3774, 3780, 3797
Yugoslavia:
agriculture: subsidies GATT 53, 131
international trade: restrictions GATT 52, 132
tariffs: provisional General Customs Tariff, 1961
GATT 167
Zanzibar: independence (proposed) UN 4072

YUGOSLAVIA (continued)
documents submitted concerning (continued)
economic conditions UN 2146
economic planning UN 1439; Bank 29
economic system Fund 29
evaluations: adults UNESCO 145
electric power development: IBRD loan Bank 40, 41
foreign exchange: restrictions GATT 52
handicapped persons:
employment ILO 106
rehabilitation: vocational training ILO 106
housing UN 1470
IBRD loan: guarantee agreement Bank 40
international trade: restrictions GATT 52, 132, 181, 182
mosquitoes WHO 309
ringworm: therapy WHO 659
tariffs GATT 52, 181
Provisional General Customs Tariff, 1961
GATT 167
typhoid: vaccine WHO 5856

Z

ZAPU: See Zimbabwe African Peoples Union

ZABALAWI, C. (Syria)
bio: 1920 UN

ZAESKA, H.
periodical article:
Poland: poliomyelitis: immunity WHO 683

ZAMPETTI, G.
report:
Libya: social security ILO 30

ZANZIBAR
communications to UN:
Alliance of the Zanzibar Nationalist and Zanzibar
and Pemba People’s Parties UN 3158
elections UN 3964, 4068, 4072
independence (proposed) UN 3158, 3163, 3964, 4072, 5442
information to UN:
political and constitutional UN 1118
summaries and analyses UN 1111
petitions:
Juma, Masoud UN 3192
youth and people of Zanzibar UN 3195
Zanzibar and Pemba Federation of Labour:
President UN 3191
Zanzibar Dockers: Secretary UN 3193
Zanzibar Nationalists, Pemba UN 3194
political prisoners UN 3158
GA (UN): Special Ctte on the Situation with regard
to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples: recommendation UN 2339
state of emergency UN 2333
technical assistance UN 5123

ZAVALA, S. (Mexico)
bio: UNESCO 196

ZELENKA, A.
report:
Ruanda-Urundi: wages: surveys ILO 61

ZEMBORAIN DE TORRES DUGGAN, E. (Argentina)
bio: UNESCO 5773
ZILBER, L. A.
periodical article
leukemia  WHO 587

ZIMBABWE AFRICAN PEOPLES UNION
documents submitted concerning:
Southern Rhodesia: self-government  UN 617
hearing by GA (UN) 17th sess., request for  UN 4218, 4221
hearing by Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to
the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples  UN 4088, 4090-4093
request for  UN 617, 618

ZIMBABWE NATIONAL PARTY (Southern Rhodesia)
documents submitted concerning:
Southern Rhodesia: self-government  UN 1267
hearing by Special Cttee on the Situation with regard to
the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries
and Peoples, request for  UN 618

ZINC
international trade  UN 2144
production  UN 2144

ZINGA, M. K.
hearing by Special Cttee on Territories under
Portuguese Adm.  UN 4578

ZOOLOGICAL WHO 235
See also names of specific diseases

ZULUETA, J. de
periodical articles:
malaria  WHO 319
mosquitoes: control  WHO 705

ZYL, P. C. N. van
author:
uranium ores: processing  IAEA 100
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MOCCO: Centre de diffusion documentaire, P. O. Box 1, R. M. 1193, Rabat.

SOUTH AFRICA: Van Schaik’s Book Store (Pty) Ltd., Church Street, Box 724, Pretoria.

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC: Librairie "La Renaissance d’Egypte", 9 Sh. Atyf Pasha, Cairo.

ASIA

BHUTAN: Curator, Govt. Book Depot, Thimpu.

CAMBODIA: Entreprise Khmère de Librairie Imprimerie et Papeterie Sari, Phnom-Penh.

CEYLON: Lake House Book Societies Assoc. Newspapers of Ceylon, P. O. Box 244, Colombo.

CHINA: The World Book Company, Ltd., 95 Chung King Road, Ist Section, Taipai, Taiwan.


P. Varadachary & Company, Madras.


JAPAN: Maruzen Company, Ltd., 6-1-24, Nihonbashi, Nihonbashi-koku, Tokyo.

KOREA: Republic of:


NEPAL: B. P. 346, Kathmandu.

PAKISTAN: The Pakistan Co-operative Book Society, Darya, East Pakistan.


THOMAS & THOMAS, Karachi.


THOMAS & THOMAS, Karachi.

SINGAPORE: The City Book Store, Ltd., Collyer Quay.

THAILAND: Frawan Mit, Ltd. 55 Chakrawat Road, Wat Tuk, Bangkok.

TIBET: New Road, Sikak Phya Sri, Bangkok.

VIET-NAM, REPUBLIC OF:

LIBRAIRIE-PAPIERIE SUAN THU 185, rue Tudo, B. P. 283, Saigon.

EUROPE

AUSTRIA:

GEROLD & COMPANY, Graben 31, Wien, I.

R. WÜLFLERSTOFF, Markus Einkaufsgruppe 10, Salzburg.

GEORG FROMME & Co., Spengergasse 39, Wien, V.


BULGARIA: RAZNOZIRNI, 1, Torv Assan, Sofia.

CYPRUS: PanPublishing House 10 Alexander the Great Street, Strovolos.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA:

ARTIA, LTD., 30, S. Smiřických, Praha, 2.

ČESkoslovenský Spisovatel.

Narodni Tímn 9, praha, I.

DENMARK: EJNAR MUNKSGAARD, LTD., Nørregade 6, København, K.

FINLAND: Akateemi:n Kirjakauppa, 2 Keskuskatu, Helsinki.

FRANCE: ÉDITIONS A. PEDEON 13, rue Soufflot, Paris (VI).

GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF:

R. EISENCHMIDT, Schwabinger Str. 39, Frankfurt/Main.

ELWERT UND MÜLLER, Hauptstrasse 101, Berlin-Schöneberg.

ALEXANDER HORN, Spiegelgasse 9, Wiessbaden.

W. E. SAARBACH, Garderunderstrasse 30, Köln (I).

GREECE: Kauffmann Bookshop 28 Studies Street, Athens.

HUNGARY: Kultura, P. O. Box 149, Budapest 07.

ICELAND: BÖKAVEYSLUN SIÐUÐAR EYMDUNSSÓNAR I. I., Austarstræti 18, Reykjavik.

IRELAND: Stationery Office, Dublin.

ITALY: Libreria Commissionaria Sansoni Via Gino Capponi 26, Firenze, and Via Paolo Mereuri 19/9, Roma.

LUXEMBOURG:

Librairie J. Trauchschummer Place du Théâtre, Luxembourg.

NETHERLANDS: N. V. M. NELISBO Orden Vochola 9, -s-Graaf-Koudum.

B. H. G. MUNNERS, LTD.


POLAND:

PAN, Poczt Kultury i Nauki, Warszawa.

PORTUGAL: Livraria Rodrigues y CIA, Rua Mexico 98, Lisboa.

ROMANIA:

Carti Tineretului, Bucaresti, București.

SPANISH SUDAN:

EJNAR MUNKSGAARD, LTD., 30, S. Smiřických, Praha, 2.

UNITED KINGDOM:

H. M. STATIONERY OFFICE P. O. Box 359, London, S. E. 1.

AND KMS branches in Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Manchester.

TURKEY:

Librariae Machedee 469 469, İspaniye Caddesi, Beyoğlu, Istanbul.

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS:

Morozov-Arnovaya Kniga Smolensk, Moskva.

UNITED KINGDOM:

H. M. STATIONERY OFFICE P. O. Box 359, London, S. E. 1.

AND KMS branches in Belfast, Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Manchester.

LATIN AMERICA


BOLIVIA: Libreria Selecciones, Cesillo 972, La Paz.

BRASIL: Livraria Agir, Rua Mexico 78-B, Coixa Postal 3291, Rio de Janeiro.

CHILE:

EDITORIAL DEL PACIFICO, Alhambra 57, Santiago.

LIBRERIA IVEYS, Casillo 205, Santiago.

COLOMBIA: Librería Buchholz

Av. Jimenez de Quesada B-80, Bogotá.

COSTA RICA: Imprenta y Librería Trejos Apartado 1313, San José.

CUBA: La Casa Belga, O'Reilly 435, La Habana.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:

LIBRERIA DOMINICANA Mercedes 49, Santo Domingo.

ECUADOR:

Librería Científica, Casillo 362, Guayaquil.

EL SALVADOR: MANUEL NAVAS Y CIA, 10, Avenida sur 37, San Salvador.

GUATEMALA:

SOCIEDAD ECONOMICA-FINANCIERA, 60, Av. 14-33, Guatemala City.

LIBRARIOS "A LA CARAVELLE" Port-a-Prince.

HONDURAS:

LIBRERIA PANAMERICANA, Tegucigalpa.

MEXICO:

EDITORIAL HERMES, S. A. Ignacio Mariscal 41, México, D. F.

PANAMA:

HANS A. MUSENDEK, Agenico Internacional de Publicaciones, Apartado 2052, Av. 8A, sur 21-38, Panamá.

PARAGUAY:

AGENCIA DE LIBRERÍAS DE SALVADOR NIZZA Calle Pte. Franco No. 3r-43, Asunción.

PERU:

LIBRERIA INTERNACIONAL DEL PERU, S. A., Casillo 1417, Lima.

URUGUAY:

REPRESENTACIÓN DE EDITORIALES, PROF. H. D'ELIA Plaza Capanoga 1342, 1° piso, Montevideo.

VENEZUELA:

LIBRERIA DEL ESTE, Caracas.

MIDDLE EAST

IRAQ:

MACKENZIE'S BOOKSHOP, Baghdad.

ISRAEL:

BLUMSTEIN'S BOOKSTORES

3 Allenby Rd. and 46 Nachlat Benjamin St., Tel Aviv.

JOORDAN:

JOSEPH I. BAHOU & CO.

Dar al-Kubur, Box 66, Amman.

LEBANON:

LAKNAY'S COLLEGE BOOK COOPERATIVE 92-94, rue Blais, Beirut.

NORTH AMERICA

CANADA:

THE QUEEN'S PRINTER Ottawa, Ontario.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:

SALES SECTION, UNITED NATIONS, New York.

OCEANIA

AUSTRALIA:

WEA BOOKROOM, University, Adelaide, S.A.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSHOP, St. Lucia, Brisbane, Qld.

THE EDUCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL BOOK AGENCY Parana Shopping Centre, Darwin, N.T.

COLLINS BOOK DEPOT 977, Ltd.

Monash University, Wellington Road, Clayton, Vic.

MELBOURNE CO-OPTATIVE BOOKSHOP LIMITED 10 Bowmen Street, Melbourne 01, Vic.

COLLINS BOOK DEPOT PTY. LTD., 363 Swanston Street, Melbourne, Vic.

THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSHOP, Neeld, W.A.

UNIVERSITY BOOKROOM

University of Melbourne, Parkville N. 2, Vic.

UNIVERSITY CO-OPTATIVE BOOKSHOP LIMITED Manning Road, University of Sydney, N.S.W.

NEW ZEALAND:

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE Private Bag, Wellington.

ORDERS AND INQUIRIES ABOUT THE PUBLICATIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE FROM COUNTRIES WHERE SALES AGENCIES HAVE NOT YET BEEN ESTABLISHED MAY BE SENT TO:

Sales Section, United Nations, New York, U.S.A., or to Sales Section, United Nations, Palais des Nations, Geneva, Switzerland.

Orders and inquiries from countries where sales agencies have not yet been established may be sent to: Sales Section, United Nations, New York, U.S.A., or to Sales Section, United Nations, Palais des Nations, Geneva, Switzerland.

Price: $1.05 (or equivalent in other currencies)
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